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ABSTRACT 

This is a study of the experience of the insane in 

nineteenth ~entury New Zealand and it examines in detail a 

sample of 45 women and 15 men who were admitted to the 

Auckland Lunatic Asylum between 1870 and 1910. Based on 

patient casenotes, reports hy asylum officials, newspaper 

accounts, and drawing on recent overseas historical 

literature about insanjty, the thesis analyses why these 

patients were labelled insane, what that process involved, 

and the technjques adoptecl to treat: the mentally ill. 

Throughout it emphasises the socially-constructed nature of 

mental illness and aims to determine the extent to which 

gender was a factor in the processes of detection and 

incarceration. Although the focus is primarily on women, men 

are included as it is argued that gender: is a comparative 

tool of analysis. The study concludes that committal and 

treatment were all heavily influenced by gender in varyjng 

degrees. However it also argues that examining gender does 

not tell the whole story. Complex pressures all played their 

role. These .included notions of propriety, social and 

f am i 1 i a l con f l i c t , e co no m i c d i s t r es s , m .:i t e r i a 1 con d i. t i. on s a n d 

rnce. 
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Introduction 

This is a study of the experience of the insane in 

late nineteenth century New Zealand. It will emphasise 

certain issues and questions, including the socially-

constructed nature of mental illness, the reasons why 

people were labelled insane and what that process involved, 

the techniques adopted to treat the mentally ill, and the 

extent to which these practices were affected by gender. 

The vehicle through which these themes are examined ls the 

Auckland Lunatic Asylum and the thesis is based on a 

discussion of the experience of selected patients admitted 

there between 1870 and 1910. 

The literature on the insane ls now extensive, in 

Britain and North America as well as Australia, but for all 

that it ls only recently that writers have turned their 

attention to the experience of committal and incarceration. 

Instead, previous studies have tended to focus on the 

differentiation of the insane as a distinct problem group 

in the community and the changing place held by the mad in 

popular and learned culture; the development of state 

policies towards the insane and the rise of a state asylum 

system; and the emergence of the psychiatric profession 

which came to control these new institutions.• 

IA~-;-~-g·- -t·h-;··--;~~-~--·l ~p~ r t ant a r e : H i ch e 1 F o u ca u 1 t , M~_QJJ~~-§. 
9!1<:1 . __ CJ __ v tlJ.~H!.t.J.Q!Ji .... A_HJ.?J;.Q!.Y ___ Q.L .. !1.9.9.n~.§ ?.._JJJ _ _ tb.!;L ... ~g~_.Q t ____ R~_.9_?.9J1 
(New York, 1965); Gerald N. Grob, M._e.. nt..~_l, __ Jn.e.t..l.t.µ_t..J . .9.IJ§. __ .l.n 
~m.e.IJg~_; ____ l?_Q.9.J.E.J ___ J~_q1J~Y .. .J; . .Q .... JJtI.?.. ( New York , 1 9 7 3 ) ; Ger a 1 d 
Gr 0 b, T..h.e. ____ ~_t .. ~.t..l:L2n.9_. ___ .T.JJe. .... J:te..n_t_9 ... l1Y._.Ll.J._!..__.A.__JjJ§.t . .9I.Y_ . .9f. 
~9.X.~.~-~--t._q__~ ____ $._t..~J;.~----H..9.? pJJ:. ~J- ... Jn ___ tf a l2. .!?.-~_G..h .1,J..? ... e. t._t_.§ ... J, e...J. . .Q_:: l.~--~-Q ( Ch a Pe 1 
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These studies have been influential in fostering a 

more critical history of mental health care. They revealed 

that official and cultural perceptions of "madness" have a 

different meaning in each time and place. Their findings 

undercut the idea that mental illness is a "natural" event, 

by emphasising that to a large extent it is socially caused 

or socially constructed.2 Such writers also attempted to 

utilise the concept of "social control" to explain the 

function of asylums, from an institutional perspective. 

However these studies are of limited value in attempting to 

understand the definition, significance and consequences of 

madness in everyday life. 

Like the histories of the colonial wars, these 
accounts tell us more about the relations between the 
imperial powers than about the "third world" of the 
mentally ill themselves. Yet however important a part 
psychiatry played in structuring the career of mental 
patients and the perception of their disorders, the 
fact remains that they existed: who they were and what 
was up with them, makes a crucial difference to our 
interpretation of psychiatry's handling of them.l 

Through a concentration upon casenotes, a perspective 

adopted by a growing number of writers, it ls possible to 

H i 11 , 1 9 6 6 ) ; D . Rot h man , CJ?.J!..~£1,g . .!J_~~-·-~IU,L.~-9.D..Y~.n.J_~n-c;_~_;_. __ J'.tl.~ 
A§.Y1JJ.I!L2nQ.._jJ:_§ __ Alt_~.1:..!l.9..tJ v.~-~ __ JJJ__P-_:r Q.g~.~§_ ::>.J_v.~ __ h.m~.~J .. £~. ( B 0 s t 0 n 1 

19 B 0); D. Rothman, T..h.t:L .. P.J_$..l;.Q.Ye_1:y __ Q.t_.t .. he_A§Y1JJ.m.; ___ ~_Q£Jg1 

9 .. ~ d_~-±-~ n g_J;U.E.Q!:.d ~r;_ .. _J_n_._t:..h.~ .. -..t::L~.K ... B.~QtJ_f?_tl£ < Bos ton , 1 9 7 1 ) ; 
And r e w T . Sc u 11 , M.Y .. §~JJJ!LL_Q .. L11.9.Q.D...~ .. §..§_.; .. _.Tb~ __ ..§_g_c;J_?..1 
.QI.9.?.DJ __ $._g..t_J_9 n _Q .. f ._J . .D.l!_gJJJ,J;;y_ .. _ln .... !H.D~.t.~.~.!1..tJL.G.~ n_tY_t:_y _ _En_gJ_.9.DQ 
(London, 1979); Andrew T. Scull ed. t!.?.9_b.9..11.§~_$._L_ .!'1. .9.Q .::Q.Qc;:: .tq.i:::_?.. 
a n_g_ Mad m..eJJ....L-.T . .b.._g_S_9 c J_g,L.J::U .. ?-J;:_Q.r;_y __ .9_L._P_~.Y.~.b_t.:1_t:.r;_y __ tJJ __ .t.h.!!_ 
f J_{:;J:..QJ~J~!LJ~.~.?.. ( London , 1 9 8 1 ) . 

L. J. Jordanova, "Mental Illness, Mental Health: changing 
nor ms and expect at l on s " , i n .W.QJJ!~D_t..n __ .~Q_c;J_e_ty__:_. 
In.t.~_:r;_g_JJ?_£J..12.lJ._n_g .. ~.Y-!l;.§J>_g_y§. , The Ca mb r id g e Women ' s S tu d i es 
Group (London, 1981), p.101. 
l David Ingleby, "Mental Health and Social Order", in 
./?_9_~J .{l. .L_ . .G..P.n.t_r;_.Q.l ___ ~.ng_.t.h~L .. S. _t .gJ:.~, eds . St an 1 e y Cohen and Andrew 
Scull (New York, 1983), p.144. 
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explore these theoretical issues in a concrete ·context. In 

particular, these historians have emphasised the social 

functions of commitment, the variety of people who sought 

to have individuals committed and the importance of the 

institutional experience of the patients. This patient-

based perspective argues that the mad represented threats 

to persons, property, law and order and "articulated moral 

norms 11
•
4 As a result community officials and policing 

agents f lgure in these accounts more frequently than do 

medical men. These and other writers place a new importance 

on the role of the family in the committal process and on 

domestic and social crisis as catalysts for admisslon.5 

More recently studies of individual asylums have 

reconstructed dally life for the patients and shown that 

inmates weze not just passive recipients of state and 

medical policy and that a changing cllentele forced 

adjustments in therapeutic regimens. Moreover, the goal of 

treatment is shown to be the maintenance of specific types 

of social order.6 

rJ·.-·K-:-w~it·;·~-;--·;,-C~-~ ·t .. l ng OU t and bringing back in Vi ct or i an 
England: pauper lunatics, 184.0-70", ln Th.L..~n~ _ _t_g_my __ gJ_ 
Madness: F,;ss9ys in th~ Histo~y_of_f_§.Y_ghJat..!'.,y_LC11_e_t_.il_ut;_l_qJJ.~ 
.~mL_$._Q_<;J,._gJ;y , eds. W. F. Bynum, Roy Porter and Michael 
Shepherd (London, 1985), p.132; Richard W. Fox, .? . .Q ... _f.~ .. ~-
P-1129 r g~r e..Q_ln_ M i ng_~ _ _r n s _~n_1_t_y_J_n_c._~l..U_9_~n..l..9._i.filJ!_:J_~Ll9-
( 8 erk el e y, 1978), p.152. 
5 Michael Ignatieff, "Total Institutions and Working 
C 1 ass es ; A Rev i e w Essay" , J:U ... .§.t.9..J:.Y ~.Q.I_K§J:tQ.P._.J.QJJ r n.g.J. , 1 5 
( Sp r: 1 n g, 1 9 8 3 ) , pp . 16 7 - 1 7 2 ; Hark F i n nan e , "As y 1 u ms , 
Fam i 1 i es and the St at e " , !! j._~_t cg_y_J~!..9_~Jrn.D_Q.p _ _ .!l_QJJ.I .D.g.l, 2 0 
(Autumn, 1985), pp.134-148. See also Flnnane's book, 
l.n s a nJ_J;_y __ i;!_ntf_.t_b._g__l..n_1L~ D ~-tn __ f?._Q_§J: - F g m.i n ~-1-~.!tl a n_q < Lon a on , 
1981). 
' Anne D i g by, H ~Q.!l_~~-~L-M o-~-~-:U.t.Y ..... ~!J.Q _ _!ig_~Us:_l!J_e_;__~_.$_t;_qqy .. _.QJ _ 
_ t;_h .. !L.X..Q.I.K ..... ,R eJ;; .. ~~AJ _ _j.J._~~...::J .. 2J.J ( New Yo r k , 1 9 8 5 ) ; Nancy To mes , A 



Some of these recent writers give a limited 

recognition of gender as an element in the experience of 

commitment and incarceration, but for the most part 

historians of psychiatry and madness have taken little 

notice of sexual difference. In such accounts class has 

been seen as a more primary division than gender. Those 

that do comment raise the possibility that women were 

identified as mad and treated in gender-specific ways, but 

seldom go on to account for these variations in any 

sustained way. Jill Matthews and Elaine Showalter are two 

exceptions whose studies of madness use gender as a primary 

tool of analysis. Their analyses, like those outlined 

above, provide a number of important ideas which can be 

tested in the Auckland context. 

Matthews examined the experience of women committed to 

a psychiatric hospital, and their treatment there, to 

explore the construction of femininity in twentieth century 

Australia. She claims that the process of becoming a woman 

"ls the pursuit of femininity, the attempt to live up to 

the various standards of her society, the struggle to 

behave like and to be a good woman according to her own and 

her society's standards". Women who were defined as mad had 

failed in the pursuit of femlninity.7 Psychiatric treatment 

therefore, was not just concerned with restoring "normal" 

Q.~JJ_~_~Q!:!_~_. __ C..Q!Le_J.4.~.!1~-~J._Tb_Qffi9 . .!2.._~J;:...Q.~_y __ lj r k Q~!_c;L~_a_n..Q. __ t;_h_1~LS!.~J __ _g_f. 
r~J.Jl_I'!\_ - k e ~.P.1.D..9..L._JJL1-.Q_--:-J,11JLl ( New Y. or k , 1 9 8 4 ) . 

J i 11 Ju 11 us Matthews , G. . .9..Q_cL~JLQ .. J:f.Ji_9_._W.Qm~11_; __ ._'r.h.!~L.l!_t§J:_<;>J_Lc;..gJ_ 

G..9..0.§.t.._r_1J.GJ;;J_.Q.n .. _2.f._.f_~Jn.in.J.nJ..t.y__J .n. .... _T..w..~ .n.t.1_g .. t.tt .. J;_~..r1t.. .1.1 .. r.Y .. -.. AY.l;!.t. .. :r;: .~1.l~. 
(Sydney, 1984), pp.3-8. 
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individuals, but with producing "normal" women ·and "normal" 

men. By definition, she argues, normal women attempted to 

become good and feminine women.I As well as the 

multiplicity of prescriptions that besiege each woman, 

Matthews believes that the substance of what it means to be 

a good woman ls constantly changing. Thus, although "[t)he 

ideals are static, representing a state of being", it 

requires continued efforts to achieve them "throughout the 

various and changing circumstances of her life". According 

to Matthews, the changing basis of femininity means that it 

ls, by definition, ultimately unobtainable.' 

Elaine Showalter makes similar observations about 

nineteenth century England, although her material does not 

draw on casenotes because she believes they silence women's 

voices. Instead she analyses developments within the 

psychiatric profession and contends that in this century a 

"feminization" of madness took place; women not only became 

the primary recipients of psychiatric treatment but also 

served as the cultural exemplars of madness. Female madness 

was associated with the sexuality and essential nature of 

women. 10 

A third writer has incorporated an analysis of gender 

into one of the most comprehensive studies yet made. In his 

study of insanity in New South Wales between 1880 and 1940, 

Stephen Garton starts from the belief that "[p)atient 

.---ih-ia:-;-~-~- 2 4 • 
9 ibid., pp.6-7. 
10 E 1 a in e Showa 1 t er, Th.t:'L.£.~m~J.JL .. tt~.l~ .. Q .. Y..!..-~QIB~.n.L._l:t~.Q.D..~.§JL.~JL~. 
E.n_gJJ,_§.lt_C_µ.l.t..Y..t:~-L..-l!L~tQ.=.J-~-~.9- c London, 19 8 7 > , pp. 7, 5 2 . 
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populations are constructed by particular social contexts 

and specific social policies". His account embraces both 

traditional and modern historiographical concerns: the 

development of mental health policy and the growth of the 

psychiatric profession, but also the mental hospital 

patients, the social context of their committal and 

treatment, and the institution itself. More particularly he 

looks at the different consequences of gender on the 

construction of the patient population, analysing men as 

well as women. Garton breaks new ground by arguing that 

"problems and contradictions in the construction of 

masculinity" and femininity were at the heart of detection 

and incarceration.11 

Much of the New Zealand historical literature on the 

insane remains faithful to the traditional h)storiography. 

Studies have been made of specific institutions,12 more 

11 step hen Gar ton , M~.~U c i.nJL _gJ1 Q__M ad n e :;?...§.l._~_......$..Q~.i _tl_tf..i.PJ;_Q~_y 
.QJ ... -1...r:rn9_11..l.t_y_tn_.tL~.~L.S. .. Q!!JJJ_ Wa l...~-~, ___ J .. ~ .. eJl::J_~_i.O.. c s yd n e y, 1 9 8 8 > , 
pp.5,131,140. 
12 R.H. Hunter, "Historical Notes on the Auckland 
Psychiatric Hospital", '.J'h.~--~e~:1_.z._eal_~nd f'.!.!!.I ... §.J.J.19_J..QQ__I.:.IlaJ_, 
(February, 1957), pp.15-21; B~tty Bradwell, "And So It 
Began, Oakley Hospital 1867-1964", T.h .. ~L .. Q~ .ls:J. .. ~Y - .... ~.~.W-e. , 5:6 
(1964), pp.8-13; W.A. Brunton, "Hospital or Prison? - Some 
Attitudes at the Nelson Lunatic Asylum 1858 - 1872", C.9.ID!Jl~Jlt_ , 

31 June 1967, pp.19-23; M.S. Primrose, "Society and the 
Insane: A Study of Mental Illness in New Zealand 1867-1926 
with special reference to the Auckland Mental Hospital", MA 
Thesis (University of Auckland, 1968); W.A. Brunton, 0~~-

H..µ ng~~g__¥.J~ . .9-I.: .. L.l .. 8 7 2_::.l .. ~I.i_!. .. _T..Q...... CQID.IDJ~.IDQ.I . .9..t~_t..tt~L..Q~n.t~.n.n.L~_l 
Q~J.-~bra_tl_ons oL..t_he S~g_v i .. ~.~ Ho .. §.P.1.t..tl (Hok it i ka, 19 7 2); 
Caroline Hubbard, "Lunatic Asylums in Otago 1882-1911", BA 
Hons Essay (University of Otago, 1977); J.H. Bloomfield, 
"Dunedin Lunatic Asylums 1863-1878", BA Hons Essay 
(University of Otago, 1979); Wendy Hunter Williams, Qg..t ___ QJ_ 
tlJ n d _Qy_t; __ Q_~ S i g h!;_:_'fj)_~ __ S. .t..QJ~.Y......Q....e.._J? o r_l~JJ_~ __ H o s p_i...t.5l_l ( Po r i r u a , 
1987). 



general institutional developments,ll state policy towards 

the insane,14 and the psychiatric profession.15 Even if 
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patient data is used however, administration, bureaucratic 

developments and a psychiatric perspective still dominate 

these accounts. This is true, too, of the first attempt to 

incorporate gender into an analysis of early mental health 

care. Hilary Haines' study of the causes of insanity among 

New Zealand women between 1878 and 1902 is an examination 

of psychiatrists' views on women and madness.16 The social 

significance and explanations behind the resort to asylums 

by people in the community remains obscure. 

I1"R:'i~;~-~y~;,Th~-Treatment of the Mentally Ill in New 
Zealand 1840-1880", MA Thesis (University of Victoria, 
1951); W.A. Brunton, "Citadels - some factors in the 
s urv i va 1 of psychiatric hosp i ta 1 s", tL~ .. ~:L_Z eg_.l_sHLQ_.f-leS!JJ::J1 
Rev . .t~h'., 5:2 (Autumn, 1985), pp.3-7; W.A. Brunton, 
"Insitutionalisation: A Romance For All Seasons", in Th~ 
f..IJ t . .!J.r e-9..Ltl~.n ta LH e ~11.b_~-~~'Ll!:~i;;__J.JL.1'!.~-~_.z ea l .. ~..!19. .. ;,. 
Q .. ~ .. ln.?. .. .tJJ: u t.l.9J1? l .. .l£~t ... l9_lJ_L..Y-9ll.!m~-t..\4o _ . .Q ... t ._J;J1 e __ fJ.9.J. .t.g .. Q. 
P.~.Q.~.~e<t.ln_q~_Q.L.t..h~.-·.t1.~_n ~.~_l __ J!~_c;!l_tb __ f.Q .... \HJQ_q.t..l..Q..!L9J. __ J:! .. ~.W 
Z_~gJan.Q 's 19 8 5 Confg_~.~-11~-~, eds. Hilary Haines and Max 
Abbott (Auckland, 1986), pp.44-63; W.A. Brunton, "The New 
Zealand Asylum - Conception and Misconception", in 
P. .. +. .. .Q~~~_qJ11q_~_g...L.t.b_~.J.-~E..t_t! .. g, w z ~~1-~.n.9 ..... J~_9..D.J .. ~_i~-~n£L..9JL._t.b.~ .. 
H .. l§..t.Q~_y_Q_L.tL~w _ _z..~ai_g_.!Jd an.Q. __ hust~§..ll.§.n_.!1 .~Q..1.£1.n...~, ed. R. E. 
Wright-st Clair (Hamilton, 1987), pp.155-171. 
14 W.A. Brunton, "Mental Health Law in New Zealand: Some 
Sources and Traditions", Q9mm1J..rttt.Y ... -~-~-nt .. ~ ... L .J::!._g_.!?J ..... t.h .... Jn .... N~w. 
Z~Aland, 2:1 (July, 1985), pp.70-83; W.A. Brunton, 
"Hostages to History" , N~~:L.Z .. ~_g]§.0.Q . ...J::!~-~-l. .. th.....R~_Y.l.fili, 3 : 2 
(Autumn, 1983), pp.3-6. 
15 W.A. Brunton, "If Cows Could Fly", l~.JJ. .~ . .t.J.:~ _li_g_D __ <;!I]{i __ ~~Ji 
Z ~gJ .. ~..D_q_.J o.1t+. .. n.a 1 ._QJ ... _.~.RYC JJ..L~J;:-~y, 6 ( March , 1 9 7 2 ) , pp . 4 6 - 5 1 ; 
C. Caldwell, "Truby King and the SeacliEf Asylum, 1889--
1907", BA Hons Essay (University of Otago, 1985); Madeleine 
Se ager , ~~tw~i;,Q._ W lJ_LC~_ITL~.~~~~;_Rl_Q.!l.~J~ .. L ... Q .. L ... !1~..!1t~l ... ..JJg_g_l,tJ1 
(Waikanae, 1987). 
16 Hilary Haines, "'The Peculiarities of their Sex': An 
Analysis of the 'Causes of Insanity' among New Zealand 
Women fr om 18 7 8-19 O 2", in W.Q.men ' .e .... J?J;..IJ. .. 9 ... L~.? __ G .. Qn.f~ .... ~.~llG_~ __ p_~P-~~!? .. 
.. '.JU. (Auckland, 1982), pp.175--190. 
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Two exploratory papers raise questions that will be 

considered in this thesis. Ann Hagee's examination of the 

place of asylums in New Zealand's social order explicitly 

shifts away from the administrative focus through its 

consideration of the family's active role in the committal 

process.17 Barbara Brookes' paper, a very preliminary 

discussion of the admission and treatment of patients to 

Seacllf f asylum in Dunedin, raises the issue of the 

importance of gender in any analysls.18 

This thesis, then, ls different from most previous New 

Zealand studies of madness because of its focus on gender 

and its concentration on casenotes as a primary source. In 

pursuing some of the considerations outlined above, it will 

attempt to explain how insane women were detected and 

treated and to what extent that experience was affected by 

gender. As well as being a study of madness it also sheds 

some light on the role of women in c olonial New Zealand and 

other social and economic changes of the time. 

Although it is based on an institution the study 

focuse s on the experience of patients in the process of 

admission and treatment. It proceeds on the premise tha t 

institutions can yield information about the kinds of 

people who usually left no other record of their life 

i7 Ann Hagee, "Asylums and the Social Order in Col o nial New 
Zealand: An Exploratory Study", Unpublished paper presented 
to the 1961 Geography Conference, Wellington. 
11 Barbara Brookes, "The early days of Seacliff Asylum: the 
admission and treatment of patients", in pr_.Q£~_e.Q..ln..9.~L..Q_f__th ~ 

EJ_.~~t New Zealanq_ Conf .. ~£~nce on th.!!_ tl.l.§.t.9J..Y_ Q..f New Z.~.9J .. 9.n_4.. 
~ .. rnt_Au~J;_L~U.an Me~icin_~, ed . R.E. Wright-St Clair 
(Hamilton, 1967), pp.172-176 . 
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experience. Their passage through an institution such as a 

state asylum generates a wealth of information in the form 

of casenates and other records. This approach also goes 

some way towards solving a problem that sometimes besets 

historians of women - lack of written sources (although as 

shall be seen, there are still problems with case records 

as they relate to both male and female inmates). 

This thesis follows Matthew's methodological model. I 

have taken a random sample of twenty patient case records 

from the years 1870, 1890, and 1910, sixty in total. Five 

male cases are included in each year, because I believe 

gender is a comparative tool of analysis. Although the 

focus is primarily on women's experience, sex-role 

stereotypes occur in relation to each other, and socially-

approved models of behaviour are constructed for each sex -

points which Garton considers but Matthews and Showalter do 

not. Cataloguing women's oppression is not enough, for 

historians must consider how and why oppression operates.19 

As Natalie Zemon Davis argues of the European past, "we 

should not be working only on the subjected sex any more 

than an historian of class can focus exclusively on 

peasants."28 The study spans from the early years after the 

opening of the Auckland Lunatic Asylum, when records become 

readily available, until the year before the 1911 Mental 

ff'- Th;--L ;·~ d ~-~-F ~ m i-~-i~ t H i s t 0 r y Gr 0 up I T.J:u~ .--S-~-~.IJ.~J __ Qyn?.ffi1Q~
Q_Ll:U_§_t_Q.IT_! __ t:t e.n~~--P_Q~-~-Li._.WQm~ n~_:?_. __ .r;_~~J-~.t-~.n.G..~. < Lon d on , 1 9 8 3 > , 

fip.2-3. 
0 Natalie Zemon Davis, "'Women's History in Transition: 

The Eur ope an Ca s e " , F. .. ~.:mJ .. n1.?._t._. __ ~J;;_µ_qJ_ .. g_§_, 3 ( 1 9 7 6 ) , p . 9 0 . 
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Defectives Act: that Act changed official mental health 

terminology and provision for patient care, heralding what 

can properly be considered a new era . 

The records on which this study is based are not 

* without their difficulties and limitations. Casenotes, the 

primary source of evidence, are problematical, as well as 

vital because they provide an individual focus to general 

trends, and information about people who left no other 

records. As Matthews notes, such records are neither 

autobiographical nor biographical. A patient has no say in 

their recording and the notes do not seek to present a 

person's life in any terms other than those which further 

the interests of the institution . 21 They, and other types 

of institutional records, are necessarily selective and 

place a case-history construction on the patient's past 

life.22 All historical records however, including diaries, 

are filtered through the writer's particular perspective 

and written with the perceived heed of a reader in mind, 

and the historian has always to deal with these issues. The 

Auckland Asylum records in particular vary in quantity and 

quality, and this, in itself reveals much about perceptions 

of patients and methods of treatment. 

Heightened awareness of bias in historical records ls 

another consequence of using gender as a tool of analysis. 

Feminist hlstorlans realise that "positivist conceptions 

21 Hat thews, pp. 2 4-25. 
2 2 Erv i n g Go f f man , A~ y 1 u rn.?__;_~~1:rn.Y?. __ _g_[l __ t h-~-~-q_dCllJ, __ $._l t .Y.~..!:J ... Q.n 
9 f_J:1el'lt.!tl__P~~J1j;..§_~-!l<;LOtJJ_~-~-J..D.m.~J;_~.§. (Ch I ca go, 1962/19 6 8), 
p.145. 

ll I was only granted access t o the.m on the condition _. that I 
ch'aricjed ~iderit Cfyf ng '. de ta i li:i. Fi ct it i6us names have b~~n used 
throughout, except where names were -already a matt~~ ~~ 
public ·r ·ecord. ·' · '..~· __ ,·;:-' =·-·'· _. ', .. ;_,., -'.>· · ~ · · · ·· •'·· -~---
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leave little room for deduction, inference, symptomatic 

reading or accounting for absences and silence in extant 

evidence 11 .2l Underlying this thesis then, is the question 

of what can be known from surviving records about women's 

experience in a lunatic asylum, and, by extension, of 

women's lives generally at that time. 

My other main sources are the annual reports of the 

lunatic asylums of the colony, published in the :A..P.P.e..nd.L~_g .. ~ 

contain often quite detailed reports and statistics on each 

asylum, from both the government inspector and the medical 

superintendent. Most of the time they concentrate on the 

male patients. A lack of a central government archives 

relating to the asylum was partly remedied by the extensive 

Auckland Provincial Government files covering the period 

1872-1876.24 They reveal much of the administrative detail 

which structured the experience of the women inside the 

asylum. Newspaper accounts of the asylum, coroner's reports 

on individual patients, and inspector's and official 

visitor's reports on the institution's conditions filled 

out the picture. Often a wide range of materials had to be 

2-l -:J~-dith._Alle~~v-ldence and Silence: feminism and the 
1 i mi ts o f h i s tor y" , i n E__g_m.1.nJ.£.L.Gh<!.L~ n _qe. s .L .. ~Q c l.s.Ll _ _g__Q.Q_ 
P.Q.lJti_Qg_l Theory, eds. Carol Pateman and Elizabeth Gross 
(Sydney, 1986), p.176. 
24 "Administrative action" was responsible for the 
destruction of most Health Department registered files 
prior to the 1920s. Fire destroyed the Auckland provincial 
archives prior to 1872. See S.R. Strachan, "Archives for 
New Zealand Social History", ff~JH, 13:1 (April, 1979), 
pp.89-90 and IA! 1933/182/7 Records - Mental Hospitals 
Department - transfer of files to Mental Hospitals 
Department. 



brought together in order to reconstruct the experiences 

which are examined. 

12 

The thesis covers both committal and treatment, 

reflecting my belief that the process of admission ls just 

as important as the experience of being a patient. As 

Michael Ignatieff and Mark Finnane have argued, the 

significance of the asylum in a community, and the reasons 

why various people were committed to it (and why others 

were not) can only be partially grasped by studying what 

happens inside its four walls. What drove families to 

commit their female members? What did the patients do first 

to be labelled mad, and second to be committed? Guidelines 

were laid down by the state and by medical men, but how 

they were interpreted by the community could be another 

matter altogether. Detection ls as significant as treatment 

because def lnltlons of insanity and thus the kind of women 

being admitted affected methods of ' treatment. The asylum 

experience, I would suggest, ls not self-contained but as 

much a reaction to the structure and functioning of society 

outside its walls. 

The chapters trace the journey a patient would have 

taken. Following preliminary chapters on the background to 

asylum care in New Zealand and the Auckland Lunatic Asylum, 

chapter three looks at the reason why individuals were 

committed. It reveals that families put up with deranged 

women for quite some time until they felt they could no 

longer cope, and that social and economic factors played a 
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determining role. All parties to committal placed heavy 

emphasis on whether women were performing their household 

duties and living up to the expected women's role. Chapter 

four examines the second part of the committal process when 

doctors assigned official causes of insanity. Gender 

becomes an even more dominant influence there. The 

examination of treatment begins with a social profile of 

the asylum patients, while chapter six focuses on the 

therapy provided and daily life in the institution which, 

it was found, was conceived according to strict sex-role 

stereotyping. 



The Auckland Lunatic Asylum in the 1890s, pt1otographed by 
Margaret Matilda White 

Source: Auckland Institute and Museum 
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Chapter One 

The Institutional and Legal Context 

One of the frameworks within which public views of insanity 

were formed was provided by the principles underlying both 

the building of state asylums, and the enactment of 

statutes concerning both their management and the 

confinement of lunatic individuals within them. This 

chapter will first consider how and why public care for the 

insane developed, outlining the confusion of 

responsibilities and institutions from the 1840s to 1860s 

and the consequent construction of specialised asylums up 

until the late 1880s. It will then examine the legal 

developments which accompanied the provision of these new 

institutions and finally, the characteristic featu r es of 

New Zealand's asylums will be considered . 

New Zealand followed overseas developments in seeing 

institutionalisation as the proper response in treatment of 

the insane in the nineteenth century, this in turn being 

part of the wider trend in the western world of the 

sequestration of particular problem groups and the creation 

of special institutions in which to cure or rehabilitate 

them. 1 The differentiation of the insane was accompanied in 

f Georg ;R-~~ en ~ M ~d n_~_q_~_in_S_Q.£.!.~..t..Y..!_5;;; .. b...a..P-1.~~.E.._LrL . .t..h.~ 
HJE..t..Q .. Li ctl__$_<?_d~l_q_g_y ____ Q_[ __ M~J1.t.sLL .. J_UDJ~.f> ... ~ (Chi ca go, 196 8 ) , 
pp . 1 5 9 - 1 6 4 ; M • A . crow the r , 'I' h.~- .w Q. r k h_QJJ_§5_~_$ .. Y§ __ t._~m_lJ!..J..!.::J,_~-~-9-
th~-!!.t12..t_Q_~y_Q_..f._~.tLE .. n .. qJ_t§ . .b. ........ l?..Q~J9 __ L _J...n_§ .. t...lJ;: __ µJ;:J. .. QJ1 < Lon d on , 
1981), p.268. 
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Britain by the rise of the state asylum. Madhouses (which 

were mostly run for profit), charitable institutions and 

places in gaols, houses of correction and workhouses were 

replaced by a national system of public and county borough 

asylums, in a move predicated on new assumptions about 

madness. From the late eighteenth century in Britain, 

Europe and North America, a group of lay reformers argued 

that madness was a moral problem and that lunatics were not 

unfeeling brutes but capable of reform. In England these 

new "humanist" attitudes were the catalyst for the struggle 

for improved conditions within institutions, the creation 

from the 1830s of new asylums geared to the moral reform of 

inmates, and the development of laws governing the 

committal of lunatics to institutions.2 

Institutionalisation, medicallsation and more formal 

admission procedures characterised the treatment of the 

insane in England from the mid-nineteenth century and these 

changes were reflected in New Zealand legislation which was 

derived from the English. The Lunatics Act of 1845 required 

all counties and principal boroughs of England and Wales to 

make provision for the care of lunatics.l It provided for 

government licensing and inspection of both the existing 

private and new public asylums, and funding organised 

through central, rather than local government nominees. 

(Bodies elected by local ratepayers, such as boards of 

z-Ga; to~-,- t:ted_i~~_l;!Ji!_._~~.c;l __ t1~.9JJJ~.~ .§., pp. 2- 3; Showa 1 ter, T.li.g_ 
p~.!!'-~ .. t~JigJ .. aqy, p.25; Brunton, "Mental Health Law", p.71. 

Showa 1 t er , Th ~-~~J!!9.l~_t1.~J._g.9..Y, p . 1 7 



guardians and local boards of health, consisterttly held 

back public health and other improvements.4) 
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The 1845 Act reflected doctors' arguments that madness 

was a physical problem requiring medical intervention. It 

enabled doctors to establish a monopoly in this previously 

lay field, by requiring asylums to keep records of medical 

visits and treatments. Yet this development should not hide 

the fact that insanity was visibly a threat to life and 

property, and therefore a law and order problem. Indeed, 

the asylum's acceptability to taxpayers, ratepayers and 

county elites was greatly assisted by its associations with 

public order and the security of life and order.5 

More formal admission procedures were also established 

in amending legislation of 1853 and 1862 as a result of 

what might be called the "save the sane campaign"6 and 

fears of wrongful confinement. Patient rights received a 

higher profile because of the unsavoury reputation for 

exploitation and illegal detention attached to private care 

of the mentally ill. Newspapers printed stories of asylum 

scandals, cases of abuse of admission procedures and 

incidents which linked mental illness with violent 

behaviour.7 

4-lbid.·-,-·-~·26·;---~-K-·:-·walton, "Casting out", p.133. 
5 J.K. Walton, "Casting Out", p.134; Brunton, "Mental 
Health Law", pp.73-74. 
6 An expression used by Brunton in "Mental Health Law", 
f. 74. 

ibid. , pp. 7 4- 7 5; Seu 11, M_q_q_~.Y!!l? __ .o ~-M~.~}_Q~J?-~. , pp. 50- 5 4; 
Brunton, "Citadels", p.4; For more detail on this 
phenomenon see Clive Unsworth, "The Balance of Medicine, 
Law and Social Work in mental health legislation 1889-
1 9 5 9 " , i n S_9_c;j_~J._W...9J;;J~_, __ _R~_JJ .. ~~~--~..!'JQ .. _tJJ~ __ .SJ.:_~t-~, e d s . Noe 1 
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The provision of care for the mentally ill in ~arly 

colonial New Zealand followed English precedent although it 

developed in a more ~~--JJ.9.G. and piecemeal fashion. Viewed 

primarily as disruptive of law and order, most lunatics In 

the first pakeha settlements were housed In the local gaol. 

There the insane joined a motley collection of first 

offenders, hardened criminals, children and debtors, in the 

overcrowded, insanitary and unsecured lockups.I If it was 

feasible, female lunatics were sometimes placed in separate 

wards in the more respectable environment of the local 

hospital, showing that differentiation by gender, which was 

to be a feature of asylum care, was a consideration in some 

areas from the beginning of settlement.' 

The centrality of the link between insanity and law 

and order was reinforced by the legalistic mode of 

committal, for police acted as "go-betweens". Information 

frequently passed from relatives to officials via the 

police, and even if a friend or relative initiated 

proceedings the police carried out the formal requirements 

and conveyed alleged lunatics to asylums or courts pending 

examination.IO The symbolism of such words as "arrest" and 

Parry, Michael Rustin and Carole Sat~amuri (London, 1979), 
rp.104-124. 

Jermyn, pp.23-32; Brunton, "The New Zealand Asylum", 
p.157. 
9 Brunton, "Citadels", p.3. 
18 The Luna t i cs Act , 1 8 6 8 , t!.~~.:LZ..~Eli!.n~L.S t a..t.!l..t..~R., 1 8 6 8 , s 5, 
10-11; The Lunatics Act, 1882, ibid., 1882, s 5, 12-16; 
W. E • Co 11 i n s , Qn.-1J.ygg_~_s tJ.J> n_~_ f o i;_!:_hg__R~.f-9~.!ILQJ_J;_h e. __ J,!.Y.IJ~.QY 
!,i_g _~_§_.~JJ;:_t1_§._pJ~_~_lg,l, ___ ~~f~J'."_E~J!-~JLt_Lt.hJLD...QJJH~.nGJ_gJ;:_ Y!. .. ~_!J_§.~~l_g_nQ.. 
!:JJ_g__pJ~~~-11.t.._..m.~J:._h_q_c:;l~ ___ Qf ..... P.!..9 c_~g_y_~_!L.JJ.ng_g_~_t..h~--~~ t;:_ ( We 1 11 n gt on , 
1898), p.5; Reports on the Lunatic Asylums of the Colony, 
AJ.BR, 1882, H.9, p.3. 
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"detention", used by people in and outside the asylum 

system, cemented the connection between insanity and law 

and order.11 Newspapers published the proceedings of the. 

daily court sittings, including cases of lunacy.12 Lunatic 

asylums and gaols were frequently discussed in the same 

breath,ll and residents were referred to as "inmates" and 

their rooms as "cells".lf Moreover, the Lunatic Acts gave 

the police power to detain people who had not committed a 

crime by holding them in custody pending examination. As 

Hark Finnane notes of the Irish and Australian situations, 

an asylum constructed on this basis was not simply a 

refinement of the workhouse or gaol. Neither was it an 

effect of the medicalisatlon of the treatment of the mad, 

as reformers and doctors claimed. Rather than more positive 

benefits accruing for the mad, their institutionalisation 

carried a renewed element of punishment.IS 

Emphasis on the criminal and legalistic flavour of New 

Zealand's response to insanity alerts us to the more 

complex nature of New Zealand society which has given 

itself a reputation for being a ''welfare laboratory", based 

on the relatively early provision of old age pensions and 

the introduction of the "welfare state" by the first Labour 

government. In an important article, W.H. Oliver argues 

that there was as much evidence of paternalism, 

ir N z?..ii°~-129(-1904_), ___ p . 4 1 o . 
12 For example, H..i.tt, 13 September 1870, p.3, 26 May 1876, 
p. 3. 
IJ ~ZPD, 111 (1900), p.261. 
If trn.H, 26 October 1871, p.2. 
15 Finnane, "Asylums, Families and the State", p.138. 
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characterised by control, discipline and eff lcl~ncy, as 

progress and reform; "one should look beyond old age 

pensions and votes for women to the prisons and lunatic 

asylums".1' Control, discipline, efficiency and order were 

regarded with particular importance in the period that 

asylums were established in New Zealand. The colony 

underwent a "phase of consolidation" from the 1860s and 

1870s and as a dependent economy, imported the institutions 

required for economic growth, along with migrants, capital 

and technology.17 At the same time, the state had to fund 

schools to train citizens, hospitals to care for the 

physically and mentally incapacitated, and institutions to 

correct, retrain and punish the criminal. Ann Magee places 

the detection and incarceration of the insane against this 

background of economic and social development, and sees it 

as part of the geographical separation of groups who 

threatened the basis of production (that is, land and 

labour power), and thus the social order of New Zealand. 

The Maori, she contends, withdrew to reserves and the 

remote interior; the Pakeha poor were set apart in prisons, 

1' W.H. Oliver, "Social Welfare: Social Justice or Social 
Efficiency? Social Polley in the Liberal Period", ~~.JH, 

13:1 (April, 1979), pp.25-26. Oliver enlarged upon this 
view in his essay "Social Policy in New Zealand: an 
historical overview", in New Zealand Today: report of the 
Royal Commission on Social Polley, April 1988, Vol.l, ~J.!H~. , 

1988, H.2, pp.3-45. This idea receives extended treatment 
in Har gar et Tennant , Pa UQ_~_J;:lL a ngJ_,: o_v i g_e r_~.!.~.luu;_Lt ~p.l__g_~J.9. 
in New Zealand (Wellington, 1989) . 
u-·w-~ J. Ga .. rdln-;r, "A Colonial Economy" I in T .. ne o~_foql 
HJ . .$. t.Q.~y _ _gJ_ll_~~z.~-~J.An.9. , e d . W . H . o 11 v er w i th B . R . W i 11 i a ms 
(Wellington, 1981), pp . 261 - 262. 
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asylums and slums, and women relegated to the kitchen.ti 

The committal and treatment of patients at the Auckland 

asylum and the laws on which they were based add weight to 

her assertions. 

Yet at the same time more benevolent impulses 

operated. Many were unhappy with this emphasis and 

throughout the nineteenth century argued against the 

"lunatic=criminal" view. Reformists who held to the medical 

model of madness, which gained increasing support by the 

end of the century, denied any connection between crime and 

insanity. They criticised the legalistic mode of committal 

for a variety of reasons. Some sought further clarification 

o f the 1 aw and IB.9 .. ~-~ e f f e ct i v e 1 e g a 1 pr o c e du r es . I n 1 8 7 3 , 

when the Legislative Council debated a motion to appoint an 

Inspector-General of Lunatic Asylums for the colony, one 

member voiced his lack of confidence in the five year old 

Lunatic Act. "Its machinery was capable of being put into 

motion so as to endanger the liberty of the subject", he 

argued.19 The issue of wrongful committal dominated debate 

on mental health care during the 1880s and 1890s, and a 

member of the House claimed in 1889 that "everyone knew the 

ease with which persons could now be put into lunatic 

asylums".20 Others questioned the whole basis of the laws. 

Thus by 1900, concerned individuals urged voluntary 

admission, believing it would facilitate treatment by 

n-· .. -----·--·---·-------·-·--·-·-
Ha gee, p.13. 

19 tJ.Z..P D, 1 4 ( 1 8 7 3 ) , p . 3 6 1 . 
20 ibid . , 6 4 ( 18 8 9 ) , p . 3 5 8 . 
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catching the illness in its early stages. It would also 

avoid the stigma of committal through the police and the 

courts: when two medical men certified a person insane, the 

case went before a magistrate and he had no alternative but 

to commit the person to an asylum.21 According to the 

"mental science point of view" of Mr Wilford, the Member of 

Parliament for the Hutt, mental hospitals were for deranged 

men, not er iminals. 22 

At a practical level, problems abounded from the 

beginning in the attempt to regard insanity in the same 

light as criminality. Treatment for the mentally ill in the 

gaols was non-existent, and the more violent interrupted 

gaol discipline. Both humanitarian reformers and gaolers 

condemned the lack of classif lcation, mixing of the sexes 

and terrible overcrowding that resulted.23 The subsequent 

more frequent use of hospital wards or annexes in the 1850s 

and 1860s was regarded as an equally temporary solution, 

because of similar management problems and the fact that 

the insane, in the words of W.A. Brunton, "hardly fitted 

the sickness model elther".24 Even after an asylum annexe 

was constructed in the hospital grounds at Auckland in 

1853, the occasional lack of space forced the authorities 

to revert to the use of the prison.25 A third alternative, 

zr-· ibid., 113 (1900), p.71. 
22 ibid., 138 (1906), p.251. 
23 Jermyn, pp.42-45. 
24 Brunton, "The New Zealand Asylum", p.157. 
25 Robyn Anderson, "'The Hardened Frail Ones': Women and 
Crime in Auckland, 1845-1870", MA Thesis (University of 
Auckland, 1981), p.172. 
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community care in the form of boarding out of lunatics to 

private families for payment, had proved "defective and 

inadequate".2' Voices from the more influential section of 

major towns, aided by their local newspapers, public 

meetings and the occasional scandal through the 1850s and 

'60s, called for the establishment of separate institutions 

for the insane.21 

The concept of specialised asylums had been embodied in the 

first piece of legislation dealing with insanity, the 1846 

Lunatics Ordinance, although the first lunatics' building 

at Karori was not established until 1854. During the 

provincial period a network of lunatic asylums was founded. 

Dunedin and Christchurch opened their asylums in 1863, 

Nelson in 1864 and the Whau Lunatic Asylum was proclaimed 

in Auckland in 1867. Westland's Seaview asylum at Hokitika 

was the final asylum built in this period in 1872.28 The 

tiny licensed asylums at Napier and New Plymouth which were 

established in 1870 and 1874 remained located in a wing of 

the gaol and hospital respectively.29 After the provinces 

were abolished in 1876, two further asylums were built, 

principally because of overcrowding. The transfer of 

patients from Dunedin asylum to a new institution at 

2' Brunton, "The New Zealand Asylum", pp.157-158. 
27 ibid. 
21 ibid., p.159. 
29 Reports on the Lunatic Asylums in New Zealand, ~.JJ:U~. , 
1870, D.29, p.8. The Napier asylum closed in 1886 and the 
New Plymouth asylum had released its last patient in 1880. 
Patients were then transferred to other provincial 
amenities. 
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Seacllff began ln 1878 and was completed l.n 188'4,JO and in 

1887 a new asylum was opened out at Porlrua near 

Wellington. The Ht View asylum which had replaced the 

Karori institution in 1873, continued to operate in tandem 

with the new one at Porirua until 1910.31 These asylums 

were just one kind of institutional response to social 

problems in nineteenth century ·New Zealand and were part of 

a wide-ranging and growing system of reformatories, 

industrial schools, rescue homes, old people's homes and 

prisons. 32 

Unlike England with its mixe.d public and private 

asylum provision in the same period, asylums here were 

primarily a state responsibility. Both practically and 

phllosophlcally, private a s ylums were not a viable 

alternative on a wide spread basis . Their scandalous 

history of profiteering in England made the colonists 

suspicious of their efflcacy,B and . a precedent had already 

been set for public provision of lunatic care in Britain. 

Hore importantly, New Zealand lacked the large reserves of 

private wealth which spurred philanthropic endeavours 

lO s-;~ Hubbard;-- pp ~7-= 0. 
ll See Williams, chapter three, for more information. 
l2 For studies of the latter institutions see Bronwyn 
Dalley, "From Demi-mondes to Slaveys: A Study of the Te 
Oranga Reformatory for Delinquent Women, 1900-1918", HA 
Thesis (Hassey University, 1987); Margaret Tennant, 
"Elderly Indigents and Old Men's Homes, 1880 - 1920", ~.Z.:IJ!, 
17:1 (1983), pp.3-20; Margaret Tennant, "Maternity and 
Morality: Homes for Single Mothers 1890 - 1930", .W9Jllen~ 

Stug~~? J~urnal, 2:1 (August, 1985), pp.28-50. 
ll Scull, Muse.Y..m.~L9-LJ:1_~_dn.es_§., pp. 50-54. 
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elsewhere towards the insane and others.H Govetnment 

commitment here reflected a pragmatic recognition that 

"neither private benevolence nor local rate revenues could 

be attracted to the needs of the mentally ill - a 

meaningful contrast with hospitals and charitable aid 11 .35 

The earliest asylums attached to hospitals and gaols were 

financed largely by public subscription, in a similar 

manner to hospitals.3' But the marked lack of public 

interest and enthusiasm, along with the stigmatisation of 

the insane, and the fact that New Zealand's population was 

not big enough to sustain a dual system, forced provincial 

governments to administer and fund the new asylums. For 

example, the inspector at the Auckland asylum noted in 

1870, three years after it had opened, that no large 

donations or bequests had been made ln that interval.J7 Not 

too surprisingly, the Department of Lunatic Asylums was the 

first state social service established after the abolition 

of the provinces.JI 

iT ... Primrose, p.41; Margaret Tennant, "Magdalens and Moral 
Imbeciles: Women's Homes in Nineteenth Century New 
Zealand", Y1orneo~~-t;_y_Qj_~ .§ ... _!_nte~n~.t i on._~J _ _f..Q.~JJ .. m, 9: 5 
(October, 1986), p.494. 
35 W.H. Oliver, "The Origins and Growth of the Welfare 
State", in So.ci_~_l_J~.t~J._ fa..!:_L_~nd NeJL.~-~al_gl\..Q_.Sof:_l._g_t;_y, ed. 
A.Triln (Wellington, 1977), pp.3-4; Max Abbott and Hilary 
Haines, "Deinstitutionallsation and Social Polley in New 
Zealand 1: Historical Trends", CommJ.1ni .. t.Y....11~n!:_gj_H~a.lth .1n 
N~w Zealan_!l, 1:2 (February, 1985), p.51; A Health Service 
for New Zealand, AJ.JfR., 1975, H.23, p.13. 
l' Abbott and Haines, p.45. 
11 11.H. Turton to Provincial Superintendent, 27 February 
1 8 7 4 , AP 2 1 8 7 4 I 6 8 3 I p . 4 . 
11 For the Department of Lunatic Asylums' administrative 
history see Brunton, "Hostages to History". 
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Institutionalisation of the insane was accompanied by an 

elaborate set of mental health laws . Four major statutes 

were enacted before 1910: the Lunatics Ordinance of 1816 

(amended in 1858 and 1866), the Lunatics Acts of 1868 and 

1882 (amended in 1891, 1894 and 1900), and the Lunatics Act 

of 1908, which did not add anything new but consolidated 

existing legislation as part of a general review of New 

Zealand law . 3' In addition, there were two acts, passed in 

1873 and 1879 during a period of government-organised 

immigration, that aimed to prevent the importation of 

"imbecile" passengers into New Zealand. 

In general terms the 1816 Lunatics Ordinance aimed to 

prevent the commitment of criminal acts by the insane, and 

provided for the apprehension and safekeeping of such 

"dangerous lunatics" in gaols or hospitals, and their 

subsequent transferal to a public lunatic asylum until 

recovered. The Ordinance also provided for the removal to 

an asylum of insane prisoners, persons on trial who were 

acquitted on the grounds of insanity, and "persons who are 

insane but not dangerously so" on the application of their 

family or friends. Lunatics could only be taken under the 

care and protection of relatives and friends if the latter 

placed a bond for the lunatic's peacable behaviour and safe 

custody with the court. The cost of their maintenance was 

to be met by the colony, except where relatives might agree 

to meet the cost of maintenance out of the lunatlc's 

H Brunton, "Mental Health Law", p.71 . 

Jv''J I,.~ 



estate. The Ordinance also stipulated that visitors be 

appointed to the lunatic asylums. 40 

The 1858 Lunatics Ordinance Amendment made more 
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explicit the rather vague definitions of !~sanity in the 

1846 ordinance. It was concerned with "mental derangement" 

as well as the "dangerously insane". A person could now be 

apprehended if "suffering from mental derangement, either 

permanently or temporarily as aforesaid, which ls likely to 

endanger the safety of any person whomsoever or to result 

to any injury to property ... "41 The Lunatics Act of 1866 

redefined the arrangements for persons on arraignment and 

found to be insane, and for insane prisoners.42 

By the time mental health legislation was next revised 

a national network of asylums was being built and more 

comprehensive legislation was required. The 1868 Lunatics 

Act was divided into five parts. The first part rehearsed 

the proceedings for "restraint" (the legal term for 

detention), although official forms to be used for 

committal were appended to the Act for the first time. Two 

new criteria for committal were introduced: lunatics 

wandering at large, not being properly taken care of or 

being cruelly treated, and drunkards who volunteered for 

treatment, or who in the view of a relative or friend were 

squandering their income or neglecting or abusing their 

40 Lun;t·i c;-- Ord i nan-~·~ 18 4 6, S, _t._~J;:_µJ:_~_§, __ 9_1_.t!.~_w.__ z_~_g_l_gn._<J. , 18 4 6, 
No. 21. 
41 The Lunatics' Ordinance Amendment Act, 1858, ibid., 
1858, No. 61, p.337. 
42 The Lunatics Act, 1866, ibid., 1866, No. 74. 
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family. The other four parts of the Act were new. They made 

provision for officials to be appointed to the new asylums 

and licensed houses, and for registers, medical journals 

and case books to be kept within them. Procedures for 

inspectors and official visitors were laid out in precise 

detail, as was the policy and practice of discharge. The 

powers and duties of the registrars and the Supreme Court 

in respect to lunatics' estates were also set out.43 

Subsequent changes to mental health law did not change 

any of the basic principles, but made provisions more 

detailed and specific, suited to changing economic and 

social factors. The Lunatics Act of 1882 added clauses on 

the recovery of maintenance monies and boarding out of 

lunatics. It also devoted an entire new part to the 

regulation of the work of "habitual drunkards" and the 

prevention of their escape.H The 1891 Lunatics Act 

Amendment Act recognised that the country was in the midst 

of an economic depression and that its asylums were 

becoming overcrowded and underfunded. A standard cubic 

space for dormitories and sleeping rooms was stipulated. 

Provision was made to commit the estates of alleged 

lunatics and not the individuals, if they were capable of 

managing themselves but not their affairs . Similarly, upon 

each committal officials now had to inquire into the 

lunatic's means and make an order for maintenance. Recovery 

of monies could be made after death or discharge. Husbands 

n--Th-;··- L~~-;;tlc~-·--A~i~- 1B6 B, ibid., 18 6 8, No. 16. 
H The Luna t l cs Act, 1 B 8 2, ibid . , 18 B 2, No . 3 4 . 
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were now liable for the maintenance of wives and vice 

versa. The Act also gave the Public Trustee more powers to 

deal with estate monies.45 The effects of the "save the 

sane" campaign are evident in the act too . New clauses gave 

protection to persons signing and carrying out orders, 

reports and certificates. Further amendments in 1895 and 

1900 extended the Public Trustee's jurisdiction . H 

Overseas efforts in this area were monitored closely, 

and much of New Zealand law was either wholesale adoption 

or reformulation of English and Australian statutes to suit 

local conditions. Hany saw here the beginnings of problems 

that had developed fully elsewhere and therefore could, 

they assumed, be controlled or eradicated before they had 

taken hold.n The Imbecile Passengers Acts of 1873 and 1879 

illustrate this belief in the scourge of the old world, and 

the fear that such persons might become a _ charge on the 

public purse.fl 

The development of separate asylums and the accompanying 

laws which isolated care of the insane from other health 

45 The-r:~natics Act Amendment Act, 1891, ibid., 1891, 
No.22. 
4' The Lunatics Act Amendment Act, 1895, ibid . , No.56; The 
Lunatics Act Amendment Act, 1900, ibid., 1900, No.4. 
47 Oliver, "Social Welfare", p.26. 
U The Acts required the owner, charterer or master of a 
ship to secure a bond of 100 pounds on every passenger who, 
in the opinion of the provincial superintendent, was either 
lunatic, idiotic, deaf, dumb, blind or infirm and therefore 
likely -to need public or institutional relief. The Imbecile 
Passengers Act, 1873, Statu_t~s of New Zealand, 1873, No. 
70, ss 3-4; The Imbecile Passengers Act Extension Act, 
1979, ibid., 1879, No. 39. 

\ 
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measures was assisted by the attitudes of hospi~al 

authorities, who actively disassociated themselves from 

mental health care. Because asylums were state-funded and 

could not refuse patients who were committed by court 

order, locally-funded hospitals sent them their worst and 

most expensive cases, while passing regulations denying 

admission of the insane.U In addition, those in charge of 

old people ' s homes and refuges and Charitable Aid Boards 

increasingly attempted to get troublesome individuals 

suffering from senile decay committed to the public 

asylums.SD The fracas at Auckland's Costley Home for the 

Aged is a case in point. Duncan MacGregor, Inspector-

General of Asylums, wrote to the Auckland Hospital and 

Charitable Aid Board in 1890 suggesting that about thirty 

elderly lunatics could be transferred to the new home. Six 

were taken there immediately before the Board could 

consider the proposal, whereupon the secretary refused to 

admit them and the Asylum superintendent refused to have 

them back. The police had to take charge of the m. The Board 

claimed that it could not be expected to support the men 

from the local rates, when they had been admitted from all 

over the country, and said there was no room. Other boards 

watched developments, fearing an influx of harml e ss, but 

U Brunton, "Cl tade ls", p. 4. 
SO These moves were controversial. A continuing discussi o n 
was conducted in the N~~~aland Heralq over this issue and 
it was brought up in parliament and in the annual reports 
on the lunatic asylums: NZf!., 18 January 1888, p . 4, 28 
Jan u a r y 1 8 8 8 , p . 3 , 2 1 Feb r u a r y 1 8 8 8 , p . 4 ; N z.~ Q, 6 7 ( 1 8 9 O ) , 
pp . 1 5 7 - 1 5 8 ; ~J .HR , 1 8 9 8 , H • 7 , p . 3 , 1 9 0 3 , H • 7 , p . 3 • 
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troublesome and poor, senile old people into tWeir homes. 

The Auckland Board won, for the Salvation Army offered to 

take the men in. Sl 

As a result of these processes the New Zealand asylum 

developed particular characteristics. It was originally 

conceived of as a "largely self-supporting small community 

with something of a family atmosphere 11 ,S2 and initially 

some of them were of this nature . Yet by 1876 capacities 

ranged from 57 to 238 beds at the eight facilities, with an 

average size of 133. A mixture of social, economic and 

political factors accelerated this trend to large and 

complex institutions. Mental health services were 

increasingly associated solely with psychiatric hospitals 

under the founding head of the state Lunacy Department, 

Inspector Skae, who resisted the unpopular alternative of 

community care . SJ Since those in charge of asylums could 

not turn anyone away, the senile, mentally handicapped, 

epileptic, alcoholic and individuals suffering from general 

paralysis of the insaneSf continued to be admitted . Because 

of the ageing bachelor population in this period, many o f 

these patients had no relatives in the colony and therefore 

could not be cared for at home . Finally, as the families of 

~~ Tennant, PauQer~L.~JJ.Q_J>_~_Q.Y.l~ ... ~X_§.., pp. 41-4 8. 
Brunton, "Citadels", p.4. 

SJ For a discussion of these factors and Skae's career see 
Brunton, "If Cows Could Fly" . 
S4 General paralysis of the insane manifests itself with 
the involvement of the central nervous system in the later 
stages of untreated syphilis. 
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those who had previously been cared for at home became 

casualties of the economic downturn in the 1680s and early 

1690s, they were forced to give up their members to state 

care.55 Thus by 1900 the average bed capacity had risen to 

600, and the asylums had indeed become "citadels" . 56 

These huge asylums required expanding numbers of staff 

to run them. At Auckland only twenty staff were employed in 

the early 1670s, whereas by 1910 the number was close to 

one hundred . While the Inspector-General of the Lunatic 

Asylums (later Mental Hospitals) Department had overall 

responsibility, on-site staff were involved in the day-to-

day management. At the outset lay superintendents and 

visiting medical officers stood at the pinnacle of the 

hierarchy within the institution, but by the 1880s, as had 

happened in England, resident medical superintendents 

assumed the controlling position, a move coinciding with 

the assertion of medical dominance in the new field of 

mental science . 57 By the 1890s growing patient populations 

encouraged the appointment of assistant medical 

superintendents at the larger institutions. Below the 

superintendent came the matron and head male attendant (or 

keeper as he was formerly called) who oversaw the female 

and male staff respectively. Asylums also employed night 

staff, domestic servants, clerks to keep the patient 

SSBrunton, "Citadels", p . 4 . 
5, lb id . , p . 7 . 
51 Brunton, "If Cows Could Fly", pp . 49 - 50. For the earlier 
example of this trend in England, see Scull, M.Y..~ _ _g_y_m~ __ g_f. 
M~~pes~, pp.162 - 163. 
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records, and farm managers and gardeners since ·many of the 

institutions were located on farms in order to keep costs 

down and provide a mean s of patient employment. A system of 

district inspectors and official visitors complemented the 

resldentlal staff and acted as public watchdogs. 

From the point of view of the patients there were 

three issues of special Interest. The first covered the 

vexed issue of defining exactly what was meant by the term 

"lunatic". The second theme involved the question of 

finance - who would pay for the required certification and 

the maintenance of Individuals once they were inside . 

Lastly, parliamentarians were very concerned to provide 

adequate and comprehensive inspection of conditions within 

each asylum . Definition and majntenance were grounded ln 

apparently gender - neutral law, but the provisions cover ing 

inspection demonstrate a clear example of the widespread 

perception that female and male lunatics had different 

needs. 

From the beginning the definition of insanity was 

couched In law and order terms, as we have seen . Suspected 

lunatics were detained under legislation which designated 

them "danger ous lunatics" or suffering from "mental 

derangement, either permanently or temporarily as 

aforesaid, which ls likely to e ndanger the safety of any 

one person whomsoever or to result in any injury to 

property", or any person detained in custody who "l s at 

that time or ls likely s h ortly to be~ome dangerouR to 



himself or others, or ls in any way disposed to 

vlolence. 11 59 The equation of lunacy with criminality was 
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continued by the Lunatics Act of 1866 which was concerned 

solely with the charged and convicted insane and with 

lunatic prisoners. 

Subsequent acts defined "lunatic" more benignly as 

"any insane person, idiot, lunatic, or person of unsound 

mind or incapable of managing himself or his affairs, 

whether found lunatic by inquisition or not . ... 11 59 

Nevertheless the law continued to associate insanity 

principally with criminal acts, including suicide. Of the 

four categories under which lunacy was dealt with in law, 

three dealt with dangerous lunatics, lunatic prisoners and 

lunatic charged with indictable offences. 

Yet many were not "dangerous lunatics''· An early 

inspector at Auckland, reiterating a point that was 

apparently often overlooked, wrote that patients "are not 

the subjects of crime and are not sent here to undergo 

punishment".'° Later in the period, an official visitor 

declared that "it ls evident that there are in our asylums 

persons who are no more dangerous than many persons in our 

t t 11'1 s .ree s .... 

SfL~nat·i"~~-0-rd·l~-~-;;~-; 18 4 6, ~ .. e.w .. _.z~ .i:iJ.~.ru:l_~t-~ .t..µ.t._~.~, 18 4 6, 
preamble; The Lunatics' Ordinance Amendment Act, 1858, 
ibid., s 1-2. 
S' The Lunatics Act, 1882, ibid., 1082, preamble, p.288 . 
60 H.H. Turton to Provincial Superintendent, 27 February 
1 8 7 4 I AP 2 1 8 7 4 I 6 8 3 , p . 8 . 
'1 N .. ~JJ, 12 Apr i 1 18 8 8, p. 6 . 
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Moreover, many remarked on the nebulous and extremely 

wide ranging definition of lunacy, whether "dangerous'' or 

not. In a debate over the 1895 Lunatics Estates Bill, 

members of the Legislative Council felt the criteria for 

insanity ought to be more limited, claiming people would be 

"less anxious to get rid of their relatives because they 

happened to be troublesome or eccentric".'2 No one could, 

with certainty, find an incontestable line between sanity 

and insanity: "the difficulty was to decide as to who was a 

lunatic and who was not".') Chapter three shows, as other 

studies of madness have demonstrated, that "the range of 

behaviour it [insanity) could be stretched to encompass was 

almost infinite 11 .'4 

Despite the difficulties of detection and definition, 

there were changes in terminology during the period as 

increasing concern was expressed over the use of "lunacy", 

"lunatic" and "asylum". These words were judged by some to 

have "no scientific significance", but were "merely the 

relics of the ignorance of the 'dark ages'"·'5 By 1910 

lunatic asylums were re-titled mental hospitals and during 

the period "attendants" came to care for "patients'', rather 

than "keepers" looking after "lunatics". 

',2l·-~i~ii:- ··-9·i-·("ii95"'i· :·--··p. 6 8 9. 

ibid. 
'4 Scull, t11.J1?._f;!.!!ffi§ __ Qf. .... ttst9_n~_f?._§_ , p. 238; See also Hat thews, 
pp. 21-2 2; Showa 1 ter, '.fh_~ -- E..~m~lliL.!1~ .l<!Q.y, pp. 10 5-10 7; Joseph 
Rob i n s , f9..Ql.$ __ .?..mLJ:t~g __ : __ ~_.J!l_$.J;_g_~ _ _y __ q _ _t __ t h.~ __ JJJ.$_~D.~ __ 1.n .. __ J ... ~-~.1?..n9_ 
(Dublin, 1986), p.109. 
65 ~-~.P_Q., 123 ( 19 0 0 ) , p. 16 2 • 
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A second thrust of the mental health legislation in 

this period, namely, the question of who should pay for the 

maintenance of these new "beneficiaries of 

institutionalisation", provoked as much discussion as who 

should be the beneficiaries. As will be shown in chapter 

three, economic considerations were a significant 

determinant in the choice of committal for friends and 

relatives, not least because the cost of certification and 

asylum care could be carried by the state. With increasing 

numbers of lunatics and rising costs however, the Lunatics 

Act was amended in 1891 and certification costs were 

transferred to relatives or to the alleged lunatic's 

estate. The consolidated fund was viewed as a last 

resort." 

The considerable costs involved in treatment meant 

that relatives and friends had always been encouraged to 

care for the insane themselves if it was possible.'7 

However, because of the necessity of institutional care in 

so many indigent cases, strict conditi o ns of maintenance 

were applied. In the provinc ial period, the beleaguered 

Auckland Provincial Council passed an act compelling 

relatives who lived in the province and had sufficient 

money, to pay up to 30 shillings a week in support." After 

the abolition of the provinces, r.elatives were held 

H The L~-nat-ics "A;~ndment Ac t, 1891, ~.~_w _ _i_g_~J.?.mL.~J;_?J:_l,l_t .. El.?.., 
1891, s 2(1). 
61 Lunatics Ordinanc e 1846, ibid . , s 2; The Lunatics 
Ordinance Amendment Act, 1858, ibid., 1858, s 4; The 
Lunatics Act, 1868, ibid., 1868, s 12 and 1882, s 5. 
" ~P-~.YP_, 1 9 < 10 6 0 > , p. 11 0 • 
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responsible under The Destitute Persons Act of ·1877, which 

set a rate of up to 20 shillings a week. In non-pauper 

cases, attempts were made to recoup money out of the 

lunatic's estate." Yet because even these strategies did 

not work,18 the 1891 act contained further amendments, 

which made it mandatory for officials to inquire into the 

lunatic's means and from the day of committal to make an 

order for maintenance. Orders could also be made 

retrospectively upon discharge or death. The onus for 

proving that a relative did not have sufficient money to 

comply with the Destitute Persons Act now lay with the 

defendant. Even if a wife or husband was detained without 

either spouse's consent, they were liable for the other's 

maintenance. Furthermore, in a radical departure, a new 

provision enabled a Magistrate to commit the estate but not 

the person, based on the premise that lunatics may be 

incapable of managing their affairs, but able to manage 

themselves without fear of danger.71 Principles gave way to 

practicalities; before the two incapacities were regarded 

as synonymous. 

Only with the issue of inspection, the third theme of 

this section, is there any sign of gender as a 

consideration in the defJnition and care of lunatics. The 

5r·· ·T·h .. ~ ·-·r~-~-~~t··1~ ·~···-·A~·t-~-- 106 0, t.l~~--i.ga t9n.9. ___ $J;. ~J_µt.~ .§. , 10 6 0, SS 

3-5; The Lunatics Act, 1882, ibid., ss 286-287. 
70 At Auckland for example, in 1881 maintenance payments 
were only made on behalf of 27 of the 235 patients, and in 
only two cases did the money cover the entire cost of the 
care. 
11 The Lunatics Act Amendment Act, 1891, N .. ~.W. ..... Z .. fi?. .al.q!JQ. 
SJ:..9 _t..!J . .t.~§ , 1 8 9 1 , s s 8 , 9 , 1 2 - 1 3 , 5 . 
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Lunatics Acts of 1868 and 1882 provided for di5trict 

inspectors and official visitors for individual asylums, 

all of whom would be Justices of the Peace. These officials 

were expected to inquire into the treatment and mental and 

physical health of the inmates; their living conditions; 

the provisions made for religious services, occupations and 

amusements; the classification and diet of inmates; and 

whether any system of coercion was used.72 During the 

second reading of the 1891 amendment bill, a plea was made 

to alter the method of selecting official visitors to the 

asylums, in order to include more "ordinary" types of 

people. One member claimed "the whole country would be 

satisfied if what I may term the masses of the people were 

recognised in this way, and there would be more confidence 

in these institutions than there has been hitherto".71 

Three years later, the distinction of Justices of the Peace 

was dropped, not to allow the "masses" to inspect the 

institutions, but to pave the way for women v isitors, who 

it was felt would be in a better position to see and make 

known the requirements of female patientR. 

The appointmP.nt of female visitors was part of a 

general movement seeking greater partJclpatlon of women in 

more senior positions of all social services at the end of 

the c entury, which had been Initiated by various women's 

groups and supported by local newspaper s , the government 

7fT"h·~--[~~-~~-tl-~ ~·--A-;; ·t··~-·-- 1 fl 6 8 , l b id . , s 5 6 ; The Luna t i cs Ac t , 
1882, ibid., 1882, s 136 . 
7l N .. i .P..P.., 7 2 < 18 91 > , p . 3 3 a . 
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and members of the Legislative Council.74 Notions of gender 

roles were paramount. The Hon. W.P. Reeves, Minister of 

Education and Labour and also in charge of lunatic asylums, 

"took the stand on principle that for every institution 

where females were there should be female visitors". 75 A 

• member of the Legislative Council agreed that there was no 

doubt that the ordinary [official visitors) were not able 

to devote the attention to the requirements of women in the 

same way as women visitors might be able to do".7' Female 

visitors were firmly identified with accepted feminine 

activity, confined as they were to the inspection of the 

female departments of the asylum only. 

In the nineteenth century the insane were separated from 

the public and incarcerated within purpose-built asylums, 

cared for by increasingly "psychologically" trained staff. 

These institutions, particularly in the last quarter of the 

century, became overcrowded, grew larger and remained under 

resourced. In terms of the laws qovernlnq this social 

service, most of the innovations occurred in the areas of 

finance and inspection, as a response to pragmatic 

considerations. The mechanisms for committing individuals 

remained largely unaltered, although the terminology used 

1r· .. M·~·~-g~·~-;.t··--T·~-~·~~~t. -;-·-,,Mrs Grace Nelll in the Department of 
Asylums, Hospitals and Charitahle Institutions", KZ .. J.H., 12:1 
(Apr i 1, 19 7 8), p. 3. 
7S NZPD, 83 (1894), pp.117-138. 76 ---··· -·-· 

ibid., p.612. 
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to describe these processes came under lncreaslng attack 

and gradually changed. 



ThP l\uckland Lunatic J\sylum in the 1890s, photographed by 
M~rgaret Matilda WhitP 

Source: J\11ck land t ns ti t:ntP. ;:n11l M11sP.11m 
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Chapter Two 

The Asylum 

40 

Havin~ .traced the development of mental health law and 

institutions in New Zealand, thP. discussion turns here to 

the physical and social environment of the asylums they 

entered, fo~usslng particularly on the Auckland Asylum. The 

environment had a very important influence on what was and 

was not done to restore individuals to normality. It also 

set up expectations as to the kind of patients that would 

be committed, and was altered in turn to meet the demands 

of the patients that entered its confines. Three features 

in particular - the site, the buildings and its 

administration - demonstrate the contours of this habitat, 

which was based upon distinct theories of what female and 

male patients would want and need. 

Ideas about the proper asylum environment were heavily 

influenced by foreign developments, particularly those in 

Britain. The environment in which Auckland lunatics were 

confined was established when the "moral management" school 

of insanity predominated in medical circles. This outlook, 

which had its heyday from the late eighteenth to the mid 

nineteenth centuries, had become the dominant conceptual 

paradigm in the care of the Insane. It was stimulated by an 

ideological shift in the way madness was viewed and 

treated. By the end of the eighteenth century, lunatics 
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were viewed increasingly as sick humans rather than brute 

unfeeling animals, as was the case previously. The insane 

became objects of pity whose reason might be restored by 

kindly care. In existing asylums, "paternal surveillance 

and religious ideals replaced physical coercion, fear and 

force" . 1 

Andrew Scull also argues for the materialist basis of 

these largely ideological changes. He places importance on 

the changes wrought by industrial capitalism. "In a society 

still dominated by subsistence forms of agriculture, nature 

rather than man is the source of the activity ... Bµt under 

the rationalization forced by competition, man's (sic) 

active role in the process presents itself ever more 

insistently to people's consciousness''· Capitalism demanded 

a reform of character, consisting of the internalisation of 

new attitudes and responses and the practice of self 

discipline. The transformation in the conception of the 

lunatic was part of this wider shift.2 The consideration of 

gender must be added to this account, for women had a 

specific role to play in the emerging capitalist society -

that of reproducer of labour and keeper of the private 

sphere of the home. 

The distinguishing characteristic of moral treatment 

was the emphasis on moral force and inner effort as a means 

of cure, based within the segregated, carefully ordered 
r------·--·--·-·- ---··-·-··-

s howa 1 ter, T.h .. Lf.~..m~J-~ ... .J:1.Qlf!Q.Y, p. 8. 
t!. o ~~-tJ..t.Y_g.fl.Q .. -'1~ d t c l.n.~, ch apt er one , 
discussion of these developments. 
2 s cu 11 , MJJ.e._gJJ.m~_ . ..9._t .. J1.?.!'.!n.~~J5._, p . 7 o - 7 3 . 

S e e D i g by, ttti..9 . .n.~.R.§.1.. 
for an extended 
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environment of the new asylum. As Roy Porter has described 

it: 

Madness was thus essentially a delusion, and delusion 
sprang from intellectual error. Had people were 
trapped in fantasy worlds, all too frequently the 
outgrowth of unbridled imagination . They ... required a 
stiff dose of rigorous mental discipline, 
rectification and retraining in thinking and feeling . l 

Doctors believed that behaving as if the lunatic was a 

rational person would be the best way to cultivate the 

sense of self - esteem that led to self control. The 

lunatic's living conditions were critical to this process , 

as the proponents of this school of management believed 

that the lunatic's mind was still capable of responding 

favourably to an ordered and gentle environment.4 In 

England this process entailed a "domestication" of the 

asylum, organised on a famlly model, with the resident 

medical superintendent and his wife serving as father and 

mother, the attendants as elder brothers and sisters and 

the patients as children.5 Indeed the staff would play an 

indispensable role in the re-education proc~ss, providing 

dedicated and unremjttlng care, attentlon to the needs of 

individual cases, and also a personal example of an upright 

moral character . ' The buildings were envisjoned as 

J"R--;y Po r t er , A, __ iq_c;_Ltj __ JIJ .. i:;_t,_q_~_y __ Q.t ___ tt~P..D._g .. ~-~---;_-~J:_Q.!:.l~ ?_q_t__.th.~ 
I...wane (London, 1987), p.19. 
1 Digby, M~Q.!L~S_l2_.1. __ Jj.Q_:r:~JJ.j;_y_ __ c!JJ.9_J:t~_g_J_~_l.JJ_~_ , pp. 3 3-4 2; Seu 11, 
t!_µ_§_~_l:.JJ!l_~_.Q_t_t:f_~_Q_l.l~Jt§., pp . 6 8 - 6 9 ; S how a l t er , Th .~-E-~.m~J .. ~ .. J:t~J-~.9 .. Y., 
fp . 29-31. 

Showa l t er, T.h.~ ___ f.JU!\_a l.~._tf_~ .. !.~.Q..Y, p. 2 8 . See Andrew S cu 11, 
"The Domestication of Madness", tlggj_c_~J,__!:Ll__§.!;ory, 27 ( 1983), 
rp.233-248, for a fuller discussion. 

D lg by, '-'1-~.Q!U~..§-~ ___ tf Q.!'..~JJ t Y...-~_r.t_g _ _ tt e <:U .. £.!.D.~- , p . 1 4 0 ; Sc u 11 , 
'1.Y. s e 1J .. m~ __ 9_f...11.~-~.n~~ §. , pp . 6 9 , 1 o 2 . 
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instruments as well as places of therapy. Inside inmates 

were to be classified and separated according to the nature 

of their disorders, their social class and their sex, in a 

building that was meant to be remtpiscent of a home rather 

than a prison. Finally, according to influential romantic 

notions, the new institutions were situated in rural 

locations away from the city and the factory of the 

spreading industrial landscape, which were thought to have 

increased the rates of ins~nity.7 

By the 1870s in Europe and North America however, more 

and more patients filled the asylums, conditions 

deteriorated and many proved incurable.8 Somati~ or 

physiological pessimism was replacing the more optimistic 

theories of social causation. Nee-Darwinian theory brought 

more "scientific" rigour. to the study of madness. 

"Alienists", as this new generation of doctors called 

themselves, insisted that insanity had a physical cause 

that could be discovered by "sophisticated medical 

practice".' Thus "Darwinian psychiatry" emphasised the 

organic nature of all mental illness and stressed the 

hereditary origins of mental weakness and defect, operating 

on the basis of what h~s been called the degeneration 

hypothesis. This theory focussed on the laws of selection 

7-·Ch-;:·1-~-·Phl-l ~-·~-;;-:-Fi t-1or.a11 ti es for an ag yl um' : the 
historical geography of the nineteenth-century 'mad
business' in England as viewed through the pages of the 
A? . .Yl.Ym_-l-9-1J.r n.91.", .J..Q.lHJ1E.J __ QJ_!iJ_~J;:_Q.!.l£.9J_G_~.9.g_~?PJ1y, 13: 4 
(1987), p.407. 
8 D l g by, M_~_9.n.e..~-~-'··--J:1Q~ .?.1 .. LLt:.Y_.j![l_Q __ N.g.9_.L<;;J,Jt~ , p • 11 5 ; show a 1 t er , 
f 11.!L..f ~.m.~-l_~_tt~..l.g_c;t.Y I p • 1 0 2 . 

Showa 1 t er , Th .. ~ ...... E. ~.m?.J.~ ... J:'.f.?.J_c.i..9.Y, p . 1 0 4 . 
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and survival believed to operate in the mental ·and social 

worlds. Thus it was argued that there ls a degeneration 

from the normal human type, progressively transmitted 

through the generations. Moreover the apparent success of 

medicine in controlling infectious diseases in physical 

health contributed to the reduction of the importance of 

environmental approaches to mental as well as physical 

wellbeing.11 The emergence of physiological explanations 

also helped raise the professional status of "mad doctors" 

who were the cinderellas of medicine and fighting to 

establish the credibility of the psychiatric profession.II 

The rise of neo-Darwinlsm in mental health care did 

not lead to many innovations in environment design and 

administration, compared to the changes 1n treatment that 

were instituted. Rather, there was as effort to hold onto 

what was already there. Personalised care became impossible 

however, and more overt disciplinary techniques were used 

in an effort to cope. The asylum superintendents could not 

find the satisfaction in their work that their predecessors 

had, because of its low medical content and the ever-

growing administration caused by larger patient numbers. 

They were not family-oriented; it was felt that too close a 

relationship with the insane, who were now often thought to 

n-Th ;;-~-~-tii~·;-~-t~ ken fr om Dig by, M.q.~_11 e S_e_£_.J:t9.l.';. .. ~1J . .tY .... ?!J.Q. 
!::t~.~.U.G.JD~-' p. 115; Showa 1 ter, T.b. ~.-f .. ~m~l.!iL .. Ms-l~_qy, pp. 10 2-10 4; 
Peter Conrad and Joseph W. Schneider, P.~YJ.q_ni;J:L. ~D.Q 

M_~_gJ_~_g_lJ. §_?.t:..1.9.D..L_f.r.;,.Qt!L.e.?9.n~. !3-_!3-_t:. . .P_ S.1~ .. ls.n.§.e .!3-. ( M is s 0 u r i I 1 9 8 0 ) , 
p.51-52. 
11 H. A. Shepherd, "Lunacy and Labour", ~µJ.J. _g_t.JJ1 .. _fC>..r ... t.h.g_ 
.$.t:..!1_qy ___ 9LL..qP..Q.Y.t:_J::tt~_ !;qr.;,_y, 3 4 ( 1911 > , p. 6 4 . 
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be incurable degenerates, was def lllng and in particular it 

was not appropriate for wives to be matrons. The sheer size 

of the place inhibited interaction with patients. Faults in 

design and the consequences of age led many of the asylums 

to fall into disrepair, but economic and pragmatic 

considerations were uppermost. Plain materials, frugality 

and cost-cutting were features of the many additions to 

existing buildings in this period. 

Larger social and economic developments contributed to 

this change of outlook. Severe economic depression, 

industrial unemployment and socialist organising undermined 

the hope that housing reform, moralising philanthropies, 

and the forces of social and industrial progress would 

reduce the problem of poverty as moral management was 

reducing the problem of lunacy.12 

These British neo-Darwinian ideas were very evident 

amongst New Zealand's asylum doctors, whose background, 

training and Departmental leadership led them to revere 

foreign ideas.ll Concerns particular to New Zealand 

(although manifesting themselves in different ways in other 

countries) bolstered this tendency. The changing outlook of 

alienists here in this period supported and was influenced 

lfs"h~w~ 1 t ·;~-;---ib.~~~--F.~~~?.1~---M~l?..9.Y, P. i 09. 
1l Superintendents at the Auckland Asylum were born 
overseas and trained there. Even Dr Robert Beattle, 
superintendent at the end of the period from 1897, wns born 
in Melbourne, studied at Otago University, and trained in 
medicine at the universities of Edinburgh and Aberdeen. 
~Y-Gl.9.P .~.9..t<L .. 9 .. LN_g__w. __ z~~J~nQ., vol. 2 (Auck land, 1902), pp. 190-
191. Duncan MacGregor and Frank Hay, Inspector-Generals of 
the Department of Lunatic Asylums from 1886-1906 and 1907-
1924, were strongly evolutionary. 
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by a wider concern with racial fitness and purity prompted 

by the perceived menace of the physical and moral decline 

of the Anglo-Saxon race, the falling birth rate and fears 

of an Asiatic influx.14 

The hegemony of moral management was also undermined 

here by several other factors, some of which England 

experienced. The reorganisation of social services and 

local government, an extended economic depression, and the 

change in public attitudes effected by the "save .the sane" 

campaign, led to overcrowding, underfunding, an influx of 

poor and chronic cases and a growing institutionalisation 

within the asylum. IS The es ta bl i shment and development of 

the Auckland asylum acts in many ways as a microcosm of 

these wider trends. 

Opened in 1867, the Auckland Lunatic Asylum was situated on 

a government reserve of twenty five acres on the banks of 

the Whau creek at Point Chevalier, five miles from the 

centre of Auckland. In its early years it was known as the 

Whau Asylum, and later as the Auckland or Avondale Mental 

Hospital. The choice of site conformed to several of the 

moral management school's beliefs about the importance of 

medical, hygienic and moral environmental factors in an 

asylum's location. The Provincial Council committee in 

charge of its establishment recommended the Point Chevalier 

trP.hilllp-·-J-~--·Fi~·;·l-~g, "Eugenics in New Zealand 1900 -- 1940", 
MA Thesis (Massey University, 1981), pp.76-77. 
15 Brunton, "The New Zealand J\sylum", pp.158-159. 
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location because of its "cheerful aspect, nature of the 

soil, supply of water, and easy distance from town".15 The 

.PaiJ,.y _ _s_.Q_y__t.h~~-11__c.~~§. confirmed the situation as "healthy 

and retired, and abundance of scope is given for recreation 

grounds, as well as for gardening and farming, to which 

pursuits the more docile patients are profitably kept in 

similar institutions in the mother country".17 

The motives behind the choice however were not as 

benevolent as these public statements might indicate. The 

asylum was situated on government land which would have 

decreased the initial costs of establishing the 

institution. Cheaper land prices in the countryside played 

some role in the establishment of other rurally-based 

lnstitutions.11 While industry and recreation in the "fine 

tonic air" was meant to aid recovery,19 self-sufficiency 

based upon patient labour was a guiding principle ln the 

establishment and successful operation of this and other 

public asylums in New Zealand.20 In 1872, a Commission of 

Inquiry which had been appointed with the intention of 

improving the effectiveness of the mental and physical 

therapy offered at the asylum,21 noted that "the economical 

management of such an institution ls however most 

successful when the labour of the inmates is turned towards 

1rbJ?CY~-;-g-·;;~·1;;~--·1·5; p. 01 . 
11 P..$.G, 25 January 1864, p.3. 
18 Margaret Tennant, "Elderly Indigents", pp.7-9. 
19 Annual Report of the Auckland Provincial I.unatlc Asylum, 
ff.G.G, 1868, p.131. 

Williams, p.125. 
21 RZ.H., 5 Ju 1 y 1 8 7 2 , p . 2 . 
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producing supplies for their own use."22 Although the 

health of the patients was always advanced as the higher 

consideration, economic calculations were just as 

important. As the annual report for 1876 noted in regard to 

the smallness of the vegetable garden and the small amount 

of land under cultivation, "it is more important for the 

patients to have employment than eat peaches" .23 The 

purchase of 139 acres of adjoining land for a farm in 1879 

was announced as promoting economy, outdoor employment and 

exercise.24 

In addition, the potential of the site had to be 

realised by the patients. No improvements were made before 

occupation and the grounds were described as "sour and 

barren" and as a "cheerless heathy moor 11 .25 The site needed 

to be drained and cultivated, which, the 1872 commissioners 

noted, "with such an amount of labour at the disposal of 

the management [as) afforded by the numerous male inmates, 

... could be done at a very trifling cost, tools and 

materials being all that is necessary".26 By 1880, inmate 

labour was producing potatoes, fresh butter, milk, fruit 

n -·R ~-~~ ·;t;·~-····~~- ··-t-h··~-·-·r::-~-~ at i c As y l u ms i n New z ea l and I AJ.:Jl.R' 
1873, H.23, p.l. 
21 Reports on the Lunntic Asylums of New Zealand, AJ.:HR, 
1877, H.8, p.23. 
~:ibid., /\_J.:Jm, 1000, 11.6, p.11. 

H.H. Turton to Provincial Superintendent, 27 February 
1870, AP2 1874/683, p. 2; .Thg __ N_gw ____ ~g?.1~.n9 .~r:, 11 July 1865, 
ft. 2. 
6 Reports on the Lunatic J\sylums in New Zealand, ,l\JHR, 

1873, H.23, p.1. 
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and vegetables as well as fattening plgs.21 The ·head 

gardener was an attendant, assisted by a "thoroughly 

recovered patient", who was "exceedingly useful", and had 

nowhere to go if discharged. The patient was not paid until 

the inspector recommended cornpensation.21 Once the farm was 

established, a large part of the medical superintendent's 

time was also taken up with the daily tasks of a gentleman 

farmer: inspecting stock, checking accounts and discussions 

with the farm manager. 29 

As well as financial considerations, it must be 

remembered that the only other choices facing staff at this 

time would have been restraint or a limited range of drugs. 

Outdoor work for male patients was healthy and attempted to 

direct them to regularity in work habits. There are strong 

signs here however (which are elaborated in chapter six) of 

a more general attempt to inculcate the internal 

compulsions of a protestant-capitalist work ethic, as Scull 

has argued. Moreover, as Chris Philo has so aptly expressed 

lt, "this 'management of mad people by chaining them to 

plough handles' provides a striking example of how 

questions of asylum site and situation could be 

n--wt.:!.~27N~ve~b~~-l-S80, p .10; A farm balance sheet is 
attached to the annual report for 1880, AJRR, 1881, H.13, 
p .19. 
71 Reports on the Lunatics Asylums in New Zealand, AJHR., 
1876, H.4, p.2; B. McLean to Provincial Superintendent, 11 
August 1876, AP2 1876/2093. 
29 Wendy Hunter Williams describes this process at the 
We 11 i n gt on as y 1 um i n her book , Qy.t ___ .QJ_ t:1.tn.1;:L...O_Y .. t ___ Q..f _ _$_.lg.l::!J:.., 
p.125. 



inextricably intertwined with questions of both asylum 

functioning and the plight of asylum inmates".38 
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An ambivalent attitude in relationships with the outside 

community ls another characteristic of the Auckland asylum. 

As part of the first generation of New Zealand asylums, it 

was located on the outskirts of town for close interaction 

with it,ll and visitors were supposed to be encouraged by 

the fact that the Auckland Asylum was situated a walkable 

distance from town. Initially they were. Instances of 

public-patient mingling, such as ente r tainment given by 

visitors, were held nearly every month. However, they were 

stopped abruptly and without explanation by the Provincial 

Secretary in mid 1872, and only resumed towards the end of 

the period.12 A growing desire for a degree of separation 

ls also suggested by the report of the 1872 Commissioners. 

They wanted to utilise all the available space for 

patients, and to prevent easy escape they recommended that 

the grounds "should be enclosed by a wall, in order to add 

to the security of the patients". They also argued that 

this move would "prevent too curious passengers from 

overlooking their actions'.B Some sections of the public 

agreed that patients and community should be separated. "A 

strongly worded protest" from adjacent residents was made 

rr· P·h·u~-~--···-p-:-4-(;7·:··-·--------

11 Brunton, "The New Zealand Asylum", p.8. 
l2 N.Zl!, 10 July 1872, p.3. 
ll Reports on the Lunatic J\sylums in New Zealand, AJ.H.R, 
1873, H.23, p.1. 
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when, after a fire in 1877, female patients were 

temporarily quartered in the immigration barracks in the 

mid d l e o f town . 34 The tte..~·L.i_e._g_l_~rng ___ Jle...i:; _ _g_l_q_ r e po r t e d on th e 

"morbid curiosity" of the "crowds" gathered round the 

Albert Barracks, "eagerly watching the antics and movements 

of the unfortunates". The police drove them away but they 

came back, standing in the "pouring rain" to catch a 

glimpse.JS The residents stated that properties had been 

purchased there on condition that the barracks were to be 

turned into public parks.36 Visitors were admitted to the 

asylum at fixed hours on specified days, and although these 

.rules were later changed, few came.37 Similar factors 

operated in the location of other kinds of institutions 

such as industrial schools, or homes for the elderly and 

indigent.JI 

Moral considerations were ~lso active in the architecture 

of an asylum. In a Legislative Council debate on the merits 

of appointing medical superintendents for New Zealand 

asylums, a "proper building" was deemed the first 

requirement in the correct care of lunatics, and the 

treatise of the pioneering English asylum superintendent, 

Dr John conn o 11 y, en t it 1 e d T..h.~ ____ C.QD_~t-~ .. l!G..t.J.9..t.L.~.ng ____ Q.Q.Y.~.~ .nm~nt . 

.9.f. __ (,._y_11~_t_J__c;: __ ~~-Yl.Y.m~- ( 18 4 7 ) was r e f er r e d t o as the 

iT ~.Z.H~ 2 8 s ~pt;~t;·;.·;··- 1 8 7 7 I p . 2 • 
35 ibid., 24 September 1877, p.2. 
16 ibid., 28 September 1877, p.2. 
l1 Reports on the Lunatic Asylums in New Zealand, A . .J..H.R, 
1876, H.4, p.3; ttZ . .H., 3 Hay 1886, p.6; Hubbard, p.64. 
39 Tennant, "Elderly Indigents", pp. 7-9. 



authoritative guide.39 Connolly's text described the 

dimensions and materials of the model asylum, including 

suitable windows, carpets, privies, baths, furniture, 

linens and pianos, in the most minute detail.co In all 
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asylums built at this time the emphasis lay on a physical 

structure that would facilitate the creation of a new 

environment.H 

The architecture at Auckland was based on the 

principle of classification. Patients were to be segregated 

according to sex, social class and the behavioural nature 

of their disorder. The proposed ward layout and the range 

of accommodation reflected these tenets, so that men were 

segregated from women to prevent sexual misdemeanours, and 

the "quiet and convalescent" from the "noisy and 

violent". 42 Separation by class was also thought to improve 

the chances of cure, since the sensibilities of the 

respectable would not be offended and the need for privacy 

ob~erved.43 In theory at least, the superintendent as head 

of the house presided over a largely self-supporting small 

community which had something of a family atmosphere.ff 

n···-iizJ?.P.., 16(1874)"-;-P . 4 1 4 • 
:~ Showa 1 t er, T..b..g ____ f..~m.?_l_~---J:f .~l.!;i..c;1.y, 3 3- 3 4 . 

Gr ob, :fb_g_ _ _sJ;gj:_~---~.n9_ .. J:.b..~_t:f.~.nt~1 . .l..Y .. _JJJ, p. 1 71 . 
f2 Brunton, "The New Zealand Asylum", pp.158-159; Hagee, 
p.7; Brookes, p.175. 
fl The Seventh Annual Report of the State of the Auckland 
Provincial Lunatic Asylum, h._P_Q_Q, 1874, p. 51; .TJJ~_Jf.~~ 

-~-~-~l-~n.9_~.!':- , 1 December 1 8 6 5 , p . 3 ; Rep or t o f the Jo i n t 
Committee on Lunatic Asylums, AJHR, 1871, H.10, Appendix, 
pp.16,19. 
14 Leonore Davidoff, Jean L'Esperance and Howard Newby, 
"Landscape with Figures: Home and Community in English 
Society", in T...h .. l;!. •.. JHg_tit~ .... _~nq _____ WtPng§ __ ___ 9_LW.P.ID..~.n, eds. Juliet 
Mitchell and Ann Oakley (Harmondsworth, 1976), pp.153-154; 



Floor plan for the Auckland Lunati c Asylum, 18 67 

Source: Reports o n the Lunati ~ ARylums of Ne w Zeala nd, 
~JJ:f..R. I 1 8 7 7 I H • 8 . 
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Indeed the attendants wer.e directed to act as l'f their 

charges were children: " ... uncleanly habits will generally 

be corrected by those repeated attentions, which ar.e used 

with success in the case of chlldren. 11 45 

The Auckland Lunatic J\.sylum was a "lrirge and imposing 

building" of red brick. Built in the same style as the 

asylums at Nelson and Christchurch, it was planned in an 

'E' shape consisting of a central services block connected 

by long corric'tors to male and female wings at either end of 

the building. Because of a lack of necess.'HY funds, only 

the eastern wing was completed initially, so that until 

1881 when the other side was built, women and men occupied 

the same slde, although on different floon:;.46 

The plan of the ground floor in 1877 is shown 

opposite. Although it consists of only one wlng, it gives 

some idea of contemporar.y concepts of lunatic care. The 

emphasis on classification is immediately evident in the 

provision of associated rtormitorles and single rooms 

Intended ''for those nf the lun~tlcs who are not so far gone 

as some of their more unfnrtunate comrades, and who prefer. 

privacy to mixing with the rest"f1. So, too, is the 

importance of occupations for the p~tlents with the 

carpenters, tailors and shoe shop. This portion of the 

Brunton, "Citadels", p. 4; Grob, '.f.bf;L .. ~ .t::.a.t..~ ... anc:Lt::b~ .tfl:!nt13Jty 
I tL p. 1 71. 
15 A.IJG.Js.lanc:J. . f\:!?.YJ.JJJn: _I.~YJ !?.i:>.9. ___ I _µJg?. ___ i.i nc:l. . __ I _gg µta..t.Jgn ~ ...... f().~ ___ tb~. 
·r,t:.t~n.g_9nf::.~1.-.. l?~~.v.a..nt::.l:! ... ~J:c;::. (Auck 1 and I 18 6 6 ) I p. 6. 

lf.H. Turton to Provincial Superintenrtent, 27 February 
18 7 0, 1\P 2 1 8 7 4 I 6 8 .J, p . 1; WN.., 11 Feb r u a r. y l 8 6 5, p . 7 . 
41 '.fh~ . N.~~-. Z.~?J?.D.~.~~, l DP.r.ember 1865, p.3. 
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asylum was intended for the males, who dominated 

numerically: in 1870 they formed seventy-two percent, and 

by 1910 still sixty-one percent of the total population. 

The principle of segregation of the sexes is emphasised by 

the concentration of patients towards the outer extremity 

of the building, buffered from the other wing by the 

kitchen facilities, dining room, official's and staff 

rooms. Female lunatics were to be accommodated in a 

matching wii1g opposite. 

Extreme measures were sometimes taken to keep the 

segregation of the sexes intact. In the female division in 

1872, for example, the greater. part of each window in the 

single rooms was walled up because they looked out onto the 

male airing-court.48 In line with prevailing concepts of 

women as more passive, submissive and demure than men, the 

management did not expect the female patients to require a 

padded cell and provided none, whereas the male floor also 

had two padded cells for dangerous patients.49 The 

supposedly weaker and more tender nature of women ls also 

evident in the provision of the forty by twenty yard 

exercise or "airing" courts. Enclosed on all sides hy high 

walls, the male court was covered in Acoria, while the 

female yard was sown with grass.SO No provision was 

intended for female workshops. As the final chapter wlll 

lr· R·~-~-~~-t~·· ····~··n the Lunatic lu:;ylums Jn New Zealand, A.Jm~. , 
1873, H.23, p.2. 

:: ~-~·!-- ~i~h·t·~?.·i~~~!-j-' R!~o~~l~f 1 !~!' s~~~~ of the Auck land 
Provincial Lunatic Asylum, APQG, 1875, p.207. 
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show, women were very directed to acceptable "feminine" 

pursuits in the dayrooms, wards and kitc h e n. The third 

signif lcant element of this plan ls the central position 

given to the management's committee, drawing and dining 

rooms, both as a practlcal measure and as a symbolic 

statement of who was in control. 

However, as wlth the intentions of the c hosen location 

of th~ Auckland ~sylum, the aim of an instrumental role of 

the asylum building was ove rtaken by more practical 

considerations. Defects were noted in the building plans 

from the start. A lack of space and money contributed to 

the on ·-go.lng tension between the ideal and reality. T.D.~ ...... N.~.W 

.Z~~ .t~nct~_r;_ remarked in 1865 that the orl.glnal building was 

intended to accommodate f1fty four people, although up to 

100 could be placed in it.St The stated objective of an 

upper limit of 300 was exceeded irl the early 1880s and by 

1910 there were 947 in the institutlon. 52 

A year after the asylum opened, one workshop had been 

converted into a sleeping compartment. Th e single rooms 

intended for privacy qulr.kly became the preserve of the 

noisy and intractable . None of the dormitnrles had 

llghtlng, nor dld an attendant sleep ln them at night .SJ 

The 1877. commissioners noted that "no proper: separ~t Jon of 

quiet from noisy, clean from dirty patients, or 

~-! ··-iti:~ :~~~~~~=:i~~~l~:~:~~~;· 1 December l R 6 5, p. 1. 
This llmit was deflned Jn E.W. Alexander, "Insanity in 

New Zealand with suggeRtlons for the Disposal of the 
chronic insane", NZMJ, 1 (Mar~h, 18RR), p.160 . SJ - - --

Annual Report on th~ ProvJncJC'I] Luni'ltic J\!"ylnm, ~PGH, 
1868, p.132. 
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classification of any kind can be carried out 11 :54 By 1877 

things had become even worse: 

The only day room in the male department has long 
since been converted into dormitory space, as has 
the tailors' and shoemakers'shop. The carpenters' 
shop ls now the only available dayroom. At night it 
is used as a dormitory. The corridor, passages, 
stalrhead, two former female dormitories and the 
doctor's office are all used as male sleeping 
quarters. Women have appropriated the chapel and the 
Medical Officer's dining room as sleeping quarters. 
A row of five wooden "cells" has been eretted in the 
airing court for men and another ten in the female 
airing court. Some of the single rooms on the 
female's side are occupied by two, a dangerous 
arrangement ... There is only one bath in each 
department and no hot water. 55 

The institution also had its fair share of accidents. 

In 1877 the women were shifted to the old hospital because 

a fire destroyed part of the building, and were only 

shifted back to the asylum on completion of the new men's 

wing in 1881. In 1882 a wooden auxiliary was built for male 

patients on probation prior to discharge, only to be burnt 

down in 189 4 . 56 

Appalling conditions therefore subverted the ''moral" 

nature of the institution, as had happened overseas. Some 

of the dormitories hAd only 270 cubic f~et of sp~~e per 

inmate, which was well below the regulation 500 cubic feet. 

According to one annual report, "an attendant stated th~t 

by about 9pm the stink ln the dormitories was quite 

sr-R~··~~-;··t.-~-··- ~·~···-th-;-··-'L··~·~atlc Asylums in New Zealand, A.J .HR., 
1873, H.23, p.2. 
~~ibid., !.\J.HR, 1877, 11.R, p.22 . 

ibid., !.\JHR, 1878, H.10, p.7 and 1882, H.9, p.3; A.H. 
Walker, Papers 1861-lq61, NZ HSS 567, p.31. 
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overpowering". 57 A review of over 400 asylums Irr Europe, 

North America and Australasia, published in 1887, conta i ned 

the following description of Auckland's institution: 

The bedrooms contain nothing but large wooden 
bedAteads; buckets supplied the pl~ce of c hamber 
utensils. Only one room had pictures on the wall s , 
the rooms for the most par.t being cold and naked .... 
The windows were mostly guarded with iron wire 
guards, which, while th~y effer.tively prevent the 
escape of patients, give a prison-like appearance to 
the place. There was nowhere an attempt at 
ornamentr.ttlon, or at softening the real character of 
the place, and no furniture beyond tables and forms 
without backs.58 

The l\ur.kland asyl nm was, in the words of one Inspector. -· 

General, "the opprobrium of the depar.tment" . 5' The.re had 

been four public inquiries into the asylum in the 1870s: in 

July 1872, Hay 1876, February 1877 and October 1877. l\s the 

.N.~.W. .. z_.~<=! .larut.J:feJ;.Ci l_g_ stated w l th some just if l cat I. on, " [ t J he 

thought never seems to have ocr.urred to them , when 

appointing one Commis sion, that they hai.I not p.::tlrt any 

attention to the recommendations of the last . n60 

Nevertheless, wh ile conditions wer.e bad, they were not 

quite so lnadequ.::tte f o r most of the women. Jn m.::tny re spec ts 

their surroundings approximate~ mor e closely to the mor al 

ideas upon which they WP.re founded. Huc h of this advantr.1ge 

57 -·· -R-;·~~-~t~ ···-~~··-··-t-h~-···i-,-1-~at i c l\syl urns of New 7.e;:iland, AJHR, 

1877, H.8, p.22 . 
~: G.A. Tucker:, (._trnacy .... ~ .n _Jiapy . L~11d~ .. (Sydney, 1887), p.fi72. 

Reports on t:he Lunat .1c Asylums of the Colony, AJ.!:1 .~. , 

1887, H.9, Vol.1, S2, p.5. The state of the asylum provoked 
d1scuss1on in parliament, with one member stating that he 
had received letters and telegrams describing its condition 
as "one of the greatest scan~als of mo~ern times, it being 
hardly flt for the accommod~tion of sheep and cattle, not 
to speak of hum~n beings" . NZPQ, 55 (lARfi), p.156. '' -N;H, 21 September 1877, p.2. 
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was the result of their smaller numbers. The atlotment of 

sleeping space, for example, was nearly always better for 

women. In 1867 they had 791 cubic feet, whereas the men 

only had 535 cubic feet e~ch. As conditions worsened before 

rebuilding, the women still had 380 cubic feet, while the 

men had just 210.61 

Other factors were pertinent in this advantage. Even 

when conditions were particularly bad 111 1877 and the male 

wards were bare and almost devoid of furniture, the female 

side, in keeping with ideas of appropriate femininity, had 

a mirror And a number of prints from fashion books pasted 

on the w a l l s . As th l n gs 1 mp r o v e d , o f f i c i a l v i s i t or s no t e d 

that the quiet female patient rooms were "bright with pot 

plants ln full bloom, while cut flowers abound 

everywhere". 52 

In 1886 the central government h<=id suf.flr.ient fund s to 

authorise a building programme. Bo th the male and female 

divisions got new blocks or wings. The P.nlargement of the 

kitchen enabled the sexes to have separate dining rooms. A 

new auxiliary was built Jn 1896 and later a laundry, 

exercise park, butcher's shop, bakehouse, st.ore, morgttP. and 

separate Medical Superintendent's residence. Ry 1910 a new 

female airing court, female wing and new laundry had been 

constructed. Official visitors reported the changes in 

n--·-A~ -~~~-i···-~-;~-~-;t--~-f-·-t he Pr o v i n c j a l L. u n A t i c As y 1 um, M? .QG., 

1868, p.132; Report on the Lunatic Asylums of the Colony, 
(7-l H.R. , 1 8 8 7 , H • 9 , Vo l . 1 , s 7. , p . 5 . 

Officlal Visitors Book - Women 1895- 1910, YCAA 1049/1, 
30 September 1901 , p . 138. 
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glowing terms, noting the "carefully tended beds of 

flowers" and "trim appearance of the shrubs, not to mention 

the asphalted exercise yards and metalled roads".') Inside 

the asylum could now boast of "long lace curtains, pictures 

on the walls, flowers, and little nick nacks to please and 

entertain"; "fresh paint in cheerful colours and tasteful 

stencil patterns", resultlng in "an air of homeliness and 

comfort about the place". G4 

Once again women had the advantage. Improvements were 

made earlier in the female division. When the huilnlng 

programme was begun Jn lAR~, women occupied a new 100 

patient block first, while the male side remained extremely 

overcrowded. In 1893 the Inspector-General wrote that there 

was "ample" room on the female sir.le and that the state of 

things there was very satisfactory. The men did not get 

t he i r new w i n g u n t i 1 l 8 9 7 . G 5 I n 1 9 0 7 , I n spec t or -- Gener a 1 II a y 

wrote that "the institution was clean and tidy, and looked 

cheerful. PartJcularly homP.ly are those parts of the 

women's side where the patients are capable of apprecL~tlng 

their environment".'6 

The management framPwork is the third element of the 

environment which had critical implications for patient 

n- ·-~ii.J"; -· 9 · N~~~-;b-~~ lf!RC), Snpplement, p.l; Auc.:kJ.and Star, 1 
Hay 1892, p.3. 
'4 lHJ<;l<JciD9 .. ~J:~:r::, 3 Hay 1892, p.1; YCl\J\ 1049/1, 23 F'ebruttry 
1898, p.64. 
'5 Report on the Lunatic J\~ylnmr, of the Colony, l\JHR, 1893, 
H. 4, p. 3 and 18 9 8, H. 7, p. 5. 
56 i b id . , b_JJ:IR, l 8 7 7 , H . A , p . 2 2 ; Y Cl\ A, l 0 4 9 I 1 , 3 0 S P. pt em b P r 
1901, p.138. 
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treatment. The administration of the asylum differed in one 

important respect in its early years from that of others in 

New Zealand. Where they had lay superintendents and 

visiting medical offjcers, the Auckland asylum had a 

resident medical officer from the beginning. He shared the 

task of management with a lay keeper, but had ultimate 

jurisdiction within the institution. By 1879 when the other 

New Zealand asylums had all gained resident medical mPn, 

Auckland's head keeper had been dispensed with.'7 

Below the superintendent in the hierarchy were the 

head attendant and the matron, who directly oversaw the 

male and female staff respectively. Through the nineteenth 

century the English matron had suffered a drop in status. 

During the first half of the century when male 

superintendents were usually lay people, she had been held 

in equal esteem, according to Anne Digby. That all changed 

with the rise of the "medical expert". A matron's lack of 

training meant that she was reduced to a subordinate role, 

and all her management declslons were subject to the 

superintendent's approval.68 The matron equalled 

housekeeper in the asylum context. 

This ancillary statuA was firmly established hy the 

time New Zealand asylums were built and institutions here 

followed that lead. Even when matrons were eventually 

5r · R~p~·;-"t·~-···~~-t-h ·~·--·r::~~atlc Asylums in the Colony, A.J.UR, 
18 7 2, G . 2 7 , p . 3 and 18 7 9, ff. 4 , p . 5 . 
68 D l ghy, M?_QD~P.!.? 1. ...... tf<JJ:: ;;iJjt:y __ an_c:l .... M~QJ .. G.1n~, p. l ?.1; Showalter, 
Th!=! _.f..f!rn?J_~ .. M?.lctQY, P. 5 4 . 
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trained, it was only as "professional nurses"·'·' In 

England, qualifying as doctors helped women regain 

authority towards the end of the century. The possibility 

of employing female doctors in asylums was raised in the 

New Zealand parliament ir1 1903, but there is no evidence 

that changes were made in this respect at the Auckland 

asylum in this period.70 A possible reason for this is 

offered by Beryl Hughes. In her article on professional 

women, she suggests that early women doctors had difficulty 

getting employment and that working in the asylums was only 

done for want of something better.11 

Matrons' wages were accordingly very low. In 1814 the 

Auckland matron earned less than the senior male attendant, 

and by 1899 her pay was less than that of many of the 

ordinary attendants. The allocation of wages reflected 

contemporary assumptions about women's financial needs. Men 

received more money because they were expected to provide 

for a wife ;rnd r.hildn~n. In 1876, fnr example, the 

Provincial Superintendent authorised an increase of ten 

pounds in the cook's pay because of his need to support a 

wife .=tnd four children, as well as the increasinq numbers 

5f"R~ -p~~t·· on th··~ --· r;;~~~tic Asylums of the Colony, A~ll{R, 1892, 
H.4, p.2. 
78 Digby, M~9.n~~-~LJ19~<:i1J .ty ___ ~r19. . J:1 .~.~ - ~c;:tr.:i.~. , p.121; Charlotte 
Hackenzie, "Women and psychiatric professionallsatlon, 
178 o - 1914", in 1'.n .. e $~xµ~ l . D.Y09m1G.!?. .. 9L .. J1.l~t9I. Y_J1~.n '.P J2Q"!_~r,. 
rrqm~n .. ~ -~ - .R~_!?_JsJ:~n<;;.~, pp. 112 -113; N_ZP..P, 12 5 < 19 o 3 l , p. 6 o 5. 

Beryl Hughes, "Women nnci the P:rofesslons ln New 
Zealand", in W9..!.!!~Q __ JD __ N~~-- '.l~~l~DQ .. !?QG .t~ty, eds. Beryl 
Hughes and Phillida Bunkle (Auckland, 1980), p.130. 
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for whom he had to cook.72 In Engl~nd the low p~y was seen 

as an encouragement for matrons to vlew themselves in 

relation to other female employees, rather than 

administrative staff.71 Aur.kland evidence supports 

Showalter's assertion that in the patients' eyes, the low 

status of the matron would have reinforced contemporary 

models of femininity, with women being accustomed to submit 

to the authority of fathers, brothers and husbands. Case 

records show that women patients thanked the female staff, 

but reserved special praise for the superintendent. 

As the asylum expanded it employed a sizeable number 

of staff to care for the patients and maintain the 

institution. As well as attendants and nurses, there was a 

clerk, laundressess and cooks, farm and grounds staff and 

workshop employees. Initially a musical instructor was 

engaged, but his job subsequently became an unpaid extra 

duty for one of the nurses.H In 1867 a staff of nine cared 

for 86 patients. Ten years later the institution held 216 

patients and was run hy 24 employees. By the end of the 

period there were nearly 100 attendants and nurses for 817 

t . t: 75 pa ien _s. 

72 ·· · "[)-~--· Al-~-ki·~·- · .. ·t·~ ····p··~-~~l nc i al Superintendent, 1 7 November 
1876, AP2 1876/2709. 
7J Mackenzle, p.113. 
7f Inspector's Outwards Letterbnok no.6, 24 December 1896, 
~.637, H-MHD. 
5 J\nnual Report on the Provincial Lunatic Asylum, AP.Q.G, 
1868, p.134; Reports on the Lunatic Asylums of New Zealand, 
~JJ::IR, l 8 7 7 , H • 8 , p . 7. 3 ; Rep or t on t h e Men ta l Hos p i ta 1 s o f 
the Domin.Ion, AJ.HR, 1908, H.7, p.10. 
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In keeping with the aims of moral management, male staff 

were called attendants rather than the earlier names of 

warders and keepers. Female staff were generally callen 

nurses (although earlier there are references to female 

attendants), reflectlng hot:h the trend to the creation of a 

hospital environment in asylums in this perJod, and the 

different qualities female staff were expected to 

demonstrate. At the beginning of the pirlod n~ special 

skills were necessary, apart from suitability of 

temperament and practical abilities. An English handbook of 

directions for attendants used in New Zealand asylums 

stated that "attendants should combine in their character 

and disposition firmness and gentleness; they should be 

able, by their education and habits, to superintend, 

direct, and promote the employment and recreation of the 

patients".7' 

Each staff member. attended to his or her own sex, for 

it was widely believed that women were the most suitable 

individuals to work with fema]P.s, heinq supposedly more 

understanding and sympathetic to women's needs. In terms of 

trei'itment <ind rehilbll U:<it ion unne.r the sr.hool of moral 

management, female staff wnuln he better. placed to 

encourage woman patients to sew i'tnd knlt, and resume nt:her 

wnm<inly ways.77 Female attendants were expected to he 

-- ·········-·-···-· ····· ............................... -.. ·-·-···················-··········. 

H Quoted ln N~~.P, 15 (1883), p.230. 
77 An inspection of New Ze<iland's asylums in 1977 
recommended that some of the female staff consist of 
dressmakers, machinists, t~tlnresses an<'! the like. General 
Report on the Lunatic Asylums in New Zealand by Dr Paley, 
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maternal and caring, as well as good at their job: Annie 

Caldwell, a domestic servant, was "kind hearted (and) 

sensible besides (being an) efficient nurse".78 Male 

attendants, on the other hand, often had military or penal 

experience. In four instanr.es, one prospective r.andidate 

was from the armed constabulary,79 one was previously a 

warder at the Mount Eden G.:lol,98 another was a non -

commissioned officer in a hranch of the British Army,81 

while the last man had been in charge of the Military 

Lunatic Asylum in Barbados, West Indies.82 Later, 

agricultural experience was considered necessary for male 

staff, because of the re!]llirements of directing pnt:ient 

labour for the asylum farm.13 

EvP.n with professional training these ideas about the 

appropriate qualities of female and male staff remained . By 

1891 systematic courses of instruction had begun at 

Auckland, Wellington and Seacliff asylums.It Yet as late as 

1903, the female official visitor at Auckland wrote: 

I have long since come to the conclusion that our 
female patients frlre better than the male, because 
of more humane treatment; in other words, our nursP.s 

[Inspector: of Lunatic Asylums for Victoria) b..J..HR, 1874, 
H . 1 , p . 5 ; s e e a 1 s o A.Y..H.R , 1 8 7 7 , If . 8 , p . 2 4 . 
78 Dr Aickin to Provincial Superintendent, 15 April 1876, 
AP2 1876/1053. 
1' Dr Aickln to Provincial Superjntendent, 2~ May 1873, AP2 
1873/1854. 
80 ibid. 
81 Dr Alckin to Provincial Superintendent, 6 March 1876, 
AP2 1876/535. 
82 Dr Aickin to Provincial Superintendent, 3 June 1875, AP2 
1875/2560. 
8J C.Y~.l9.P..~~J-~ ... 9J .... ~ .. ~W. .. Z.~~Ji:incl., p. 19 0. 
84 Report on the Lunatic AsylumR of the Colony, ~JHR, 1992, 
H.4, p.2. 



seem to .~ .. ~ .. <:!.JJ.?g, that they are .c:!.~t. .IJ<:!.llY .. H.l1 .. t§J .. n9 
p_~J:_t~.n.t. .~, and that kindliness and forbearance, are 
essentially a part of their business; while on the 
other hand, attendants seem quite unable to view 
their charges, in the light of actual patients. 85 

Nationwide state training began in 1903. Attendants and 

nurses were required to undergo three years instruction 

under the medical superintendent and matron. Lessons 

included anatomy, physiology, dietetics, rules and 
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regulations for the protection of patients, nursing care of 

epileptics and first aid treatment for cases of choking, 

haemorrhage and fractures. 86 A register of mental nurses 

was also established.87 Anne Digby makes the interesting 

observation that professionalisation of asylum staff in 

England helped reinforce the authority of the menical 

superintendent, "since if thP. attendant was converted Into 

a trained nnr.se she was more likely to defer to the 

expertise of the doctor".88 Something similar seemed to 

happen here. 

Authority became <HI tmpor.l:ant issue as patient n11mbers 

grew. Uniforms for staff became compulsory at the same time 

as training was initi~ted, motivated by disciplinary 

H" icAJ...' 'io'4'9/'i;- 'i' ':J-~~e 19 0 3, p. 1 A/.; J Tl 190 0 the HP.di ca 1 
Superintendent wrote that the "average man is an impossible 
nurse", urging the introduction of elderly married women. 
Report on the Lunatic Asylums of the Colony, ~~tt~, 1900, 
H.7, p.4. 
86 R.H. Hunter, "Historical Notes on the Auckland 
Psychiatric Hospital", pp.20-21. 
81 Wi 11 i ams, p. 5 7. 
u Digby, MCi.ao~~.~, . J1 .c:>rC'lJJt:y .cin_c;I. M.~qic:JJJ~, P .1 f;8. 
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concerns as much as professional matters." The 'perceived 

need for stricter management in the interests of efficiency 

and the smooth operation of the institution further reduced 

the desirable goal of an informal family environment. In 

1887, for example, Inspector-General Duncan HacGregor wrote 

that defective bui.ldings, overcrowding and the initiation 

of the rebuilding programme induced Dr Cremonini, the 

super intend en t , to make "st r i n gent reg u 1 at i on s " i n o :rd er to 

minimise the "inevitable d;:ingers".90 

Lack of discipline among attendants was remarked upon 

in several annual reports and the junior staff learnt that 

they defied th.e asylum hierarchy at their peril. When the 

new rules promulgated by Dr Cremonini caused a management 

crisis, Duncan HacGregor found it unremarkable that, during 

his investigation, the staff complained of Cremonini's 

overbearing manner and his insistence on being saluted. 

Three years later a Member of Parliament complained about 

the desire of the heads of department to run every lun;it.i.c 

asylum, so far as I.ts officials were concerned~ "upon 

something like martial discipline 11 .'1 This w<is an obv.i.011s 

reference to MacGregor, who was "a forceful and 

intimidating character in the extreme",'2 although the qoal 

n · .y;~;·~k~~; ···-p · :·675··;····R~-port on the Lunatic Asylums of the 
Colony, AJ.H.R., 1897, 11.7, s2, p.2. 
'O Report on the Lunatic Asylums of the Colony, )\.JflR, 1RA7 
(S.1), v.2, H.9, p.5. 
:~ N_.~pp, 111 (1900), p.260. 

Margaret Tennant, ""Brazen-faced Beggars of the Female 
Sex': Women and the Charitable Aid System, 1880-1920" in 
WQm~n_J.rLJ:U~.t..9t:.Y .. L ... J!.!~s~y~ ... ori. .. ~1J~.9P_f::,!~Q . J':19m~n _. i.n._Ji~~- -·-z. ·~-~J~ .r19., 
eds. Barbara Brookes, Charlotte Macdonald and Margaret 
Tennant (Wellington, 1986), p.49. 
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of strlct subordination to rules and regulations ls evident 

throughout the period. 

The nurses gave cause for special comment a number of 

times. The 1877 annual report noted that 

the female attendants have very lax notions of 
discipllne. They consider themselves entitled to 
receive visitors, and even retain them in their 
house for a few d.=tys at a time without as much 
informing the matron. They also work at their own 
sewing during the day, when they should be devoting 
their whole attention to the patients. 93 

As a result extra regulations were posted specific;:illy 

for the female st;:iff. It was decree<i that "no female 

attendants [were allowed] to leave the Asylum on any 

pretence without the leave of the matron. All female 

attendants [were] to be uncler the orders of the matron and 

to obey her directions in ~11 respects''. Furthermore, the 

ma tr on was given powers of sns pem:;l on for "di so bed i ence of 

orders or other dereliction of duty", pending, of course, 

the agreement of the superintendent.9! 'I'he patients wnuld 

thus have seen that as the matron was dependent on the 

superintendent, so the nurses were on her. The nurses 

provided an exemplary role model of what the female 

patients should be striving for: kind anrt caring yet 

dependent and subordinate. 

Reading accounts of the arduous duties Involved ancl the 

long hours that attendants were expected to work, it is 

ffR~~-~~-t~--- ~~ -·th~ -- i~~atlr. Asylums of New Zertland, AJHR, 
1877, H.8, p.24. 
94 Hlss Hamilton to Prnvin~ial Superintendent, 22 May 1876, 
J\P2 1876/118. 
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easy to understand why discipline was often a problem and 

the standard of care patients received was frequently less 

than adequate. The female official visitor remarked in 1903 

that with overcrowding, the management "find it impossible 

to retain the services of really firs.t class nur.sP.s".95 The 

rules and regulations drawn up In 1872 set out the basic 

pattern of asylum life.H Attendants received patients into 

the asylum, bathed them, cut their hair and inspected them 

for marks of bodily violence. After rising at six a.m. to 

wash and dress patients, the staff spent a twelve hour day 

with them, supervising their activities and encouraging 

them to wor.k. After supper they put them to bed. Attendance 

was also required at patient entertainments and chapel 

service. In the early period time off was rare. In 1873, 

the inspector complained to the superintendent that nurses 

should be granted "an occasional absence from suct1 wearing 

and worrying toil". The eldest nurse, he said, had just 

been granted some leave, having not been away from the 

asylum for more than a few hours in the past five years. 

The matron had not been to town more th~n once or twice 

during the same period.97 Ry 1894, attendants had one day 

off every fortnight and 28 days leave annually." In 1906 

the hours were still very long: "half past six to half past 

five, and from half past six to eight on alternate days, 

;5···;;·cil\--·io4.9/·i'~·-··9- ·-·J~·i y i 9 o 3, P . 1 s 4 • 

'' Dr Aickin to Provincial Superintendent, 22 Hay 1876, AP2 
1876/1188. 
97 11.H. Turton to Provlncial Superintendent, 9 December 
1873, AP2 1873/3593, p.2. 
91 N:ZP..R, 94 (1896), p.229. 
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with only half an hour for meals, which often consisted of 

bread and butter: only"." 

The pay was barely compensatory. In 1883 a Member of 

Parliament reminded the house that attendants received 70 

pounds to 80 pounds a ye~r while a gaol warder earned 150 

pounds a year. Similarly, a head attendant received 5s. 4d. 

for a twelve hour day while a day labourer got 6s. 6d. for 

an eight hour day .100 The rt i scr epanc i es remained throughout 

this period, causing an extended discussion about pay and 

conditions during the debate over supply in 1903.101 To add 

insult to injury staff had no appeal against dismissal. 

Despite numerous attempts to establish some kind of 

mechanism to deal with the matter, a bill to establish a 

board of inquiry for each asylum was thrown out in 1899. 102 

Finally, the regime at the Auckland asylum shows us 

that as in other nineteenth century institutions, the life 

of the staff as well as the patients was conditioned by the 

"total" nature of the institution. Both the senior and 

junior staff resirted at the institution, working, eating 

and sleeping in the same buildings. In his 1874 annual 

report, Dr Aickln recorded staff complaints at having to 

live apart from their families and forgo the "privi. leges of 

married life 11 .lOJ 

n···1i;1a·-:··;··· ·1-3-9-····-(-i9"o6 .. ,. ~- p. 2 5 0 • 

100 ibid . , 4 5 ( 1883 ) , p . 2 2 q . 
101 ibid., 125 (1903), pp.602ff. 
102 JUJJ§ .. T.h~.9.~r:L. Qµ_t_ , 18 9 9 . 
103 The Seventh Annual Report of the State of the Auckland 
Provincial Lunatic Asylum, ,7\,PQG, 1874, p.52. 
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There was however, another set of people who were also 

supposed to act in the patients' interests. A system of 

district inspectors and official visitors, appointed l1y 

head office, acted as indP.pendent judges of the asylum's 

administration and treatment. They reported regularly in 

some detail upon every aspect of the "comfort, safety, and 

general wellbeing" of the patients and had free access to 

listen to residents' individual complaints.104 These 

officials were to be citizens of some standing in the 

community, trustworthy and of impeccable character. From 

the point of view of the Inspector-General, the inspectors 

and official visitors were employed to assure the public 

that the asylum was a valuable institution, as much as to 

act as impartial critics of its operations: "the visits", 

he wrote in 1897, "··.have helped in a great degree to 

remove the feelings of suspicion with which this, like 

other institutions of the kind, is always regarded."lOS The 

officials concurred with this role. Annie Armitage, an 

official visitor from 1896, longed for the public to 

"disabuse their minds of the idea that harsh treatment is 

employed" and commended the "air of homeliness and comfort 

about the whole place which dispels at a glance the old 

idea of padded cells and harsh treatment".105 To this end, 

r04 ··YCAA ··-ia ·49·;1·:····6· ··November 1899, p.100; ThP. r,unatics /\ct, 

~~ 6 B, Ne.11. . Z .e~l.::t!J9 .. St:a .tqt~?, 18 6 8, s 5 2- 5 8. 
Report on the Lun.:1tic J\sylums of the Colony, J\~JJ:H~, 1897 

(S.2), H.7, p.B. 
106 YCl\l\. 1049/1., 7.4 1\ttgust 1909 anci 7.4 ,June 1910, p.240 and 
2 5 7.. 
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many of F.G. Ewington's reports of visits in tne 1880s and 

1890s were reprinted in the daily newspapers. 107 

At the same time, such visits were also thought to be 

"a valuable link" between patients, the attendants and the 

108 public. Thus they were, as Goffman asserts, meant to be a 

reminder: to patients that they were not cut off from the 

wider world and had some measure of status in it.109 As a 

result these men and women had to be seen to play an 

adjudicatory role, arbitrating in the matter of complaints 

and charges of assault. Yet in common with other 

institutions here and overseas, surviving reports in<li.cate 

that they most often sided with the staff against the 

patient, believing that it was common for asylum patients 

to complain with out reason .110 For example, a charge of j} l 

treatment led to the following superficial assessment by 

Ewington: "it is very doubtful whether any assault took 

place at all, if it did, it was not unprovoked, and was 

very slight, being only necessary force used for the 

patient's own good. I did not think it expedient to examine 

other persons".111 

Conscious of the1r lay ~tatus, the visitors and 

inspectors rarely questioned medical derisions. Referring 

to a particularly perplexing case, F.G. Ewington wrote "I 

ror ····· ········--·· ········ 
For example, NPI, 1 ,January 1888, p.fl ;rnrt the l\t1c::!<Jcinc1 

fU f ~-~ , 3 May 1 8 9 2 , p . 3 . 
Report on the Lunrit1c J\sylums of the Colony, !\.JU~, 1901, 

H.7, p.4. 
109 Goffman, p.104. 
g~ Crowther, p.270; Scull, Mµseurn~ .. oLJiadness., p.7.04. 

YCJ\'A 1099/1, 27 Har.ch 1909, p. 4 3. 
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cannot see signs of lnsanity in him, but I do not doubt Dr 

Beattie's opinion that the patient is properly detained 

here" .112 On only two occasions was any evldence of 

dlsagreement about management founa.113 In one case details 

are avallable and the complaints were lgnored. Inspector 

Morpeth wanted the practice stopped of allowlng ''foul body 

linen and worn-out garments of the dead and dlseased" to be 

collected together until the end of the year with other 

irreparable clothing. Dr Aickin replied that these items 

were stored in a cellar one hundred feet from the patients. 

The Provincial Superintendent also wrote to Morpeth 

lntimatlng that as he had also been difficult over the 

subject of his pay, a new person might be found for the job 

of inspector. Morpeth requested the withdrawal of the 

report that contained these and other complaints about the 

asylum management, but it had already been laid before 

parliament. He was then sacked .114 

Nevertheless in other less controversial respects they 

did try to ameliorate conditions within the system, by 

raising funds for picnics and encouraging the public to 

donate illustrated papers, magazines and books, although 

their efforts did not always meet with success, because of 

the lack of response from the wider community. 

nr-·---·-··- -··---·----·· -· -
1
--···-·--···········-·········-···· 

YCAA 1. 0 9 9 I . , n . d • , p. 5 5 • 
::: N..ZH, 3 February 1876, p.2; N.ZPP., 62 (1880), p.542. 

Reports on the Lunettic 1\sylums in New 7.ealand, ~J. HB_ , 
1876, H.4, p.3; Dr Aickin to Provincial Superintenr'Jent, 15 
February 1876, l\P2 1876/712; t.f?;H, 3 Fe.bru<=1ry 1876, p.3. 
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The asylum environment was a product of the tension between 

the original ideal of the philosophy of moral treatment and 

the reality of cramped, rudimentary and basic conditions. 

Gender was highly influentJal in both the theory and the 

practice. The segregation of the sexes was maintained and 

women had different facilities from men on a number of 

counts. The defective buildings and congested environment 

were however a more severe factor for the men. Women had 

more space, better decorated wards and rooms and when 

improvements began to be made, they obtained theirs 

earlier. Moreover asylum care in terms of the qualities and 

concerns of the staff appeared to favour women too, for 

their nurses were described as more caring and concerned. 

Huch of the discussion thus far has however heen one

sided, relating the concerns of officials and medical men 

or those with positions of power in the community rather 

than of the patients, and dealing with the external 

features of the "lunacy" service, specifically those at 

Auck land. In order to gauge perceptions of insanity in 

practice, and to determine, amongst others, what impnct 

gender hrid in the Jriter.pie.t:~J::i_Qrl. of the law, the experience 

of the individual women who became patients at Auckland 

will be examined. 



Some of the entries in the 1910 casebook have photos attached 
to them. A selection of these appear at the beginning of the 
next three chapters, with some patient details. 

l\ge: 4 0 
Status: Harried 
l\dmission drtte: 6 March 1910 
Cnnrlition/pr.evious orcupatinn: Ho11sehold clut: ies 
Previo11s ahone: Gishorne 
Supposed c.:luse of insanity: C'lJm.::icteric 
Bn (Hly condition: Indifferent hei'tlth & r·nrniitinn 
Duration of existing attack: 5 months 
nah' of disch;:uge: 77 -July 1910 recovered 

Sottrr.e: Text: RPgister. of CommittPr] Pat-iPnt !ldmissions, YCl\ll 
1021/5 

Phntn: Crtsebnok, Y C J\l\ lO~R / 11, p.773. 
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Age: 40 
Stat11s: H;:irried 
Admission date: 6 July 1910 
Condi.tion / pr.evi.ous occnpatinn: (i'lhoriginal nat:ive) 
Previous ahode: Waillkll 
.Supposed cause of insanity: lJnknnwn 
Bodily condition: Indifferent he;:ilth & cnnditinn 
DuraUon of existing att.:ick: 3 wePks 
Date of discharge: 30 September 1910 recovered 

Source: Text: Register of Cnmmit:l:ed Patient l\dm.issions, YCl\l\ 
1021/5 

Photo: C;:isehook, YCl\l\ 1048/ll, p.1~1. 





Chapter Three 

Pathways into the Asylum: 

The Process and Nature of Committal 
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Patients were committed to the Auckland Lunatic Asylum 

through formalised legal processes. This chapter will 

provide a more specific analysis of committal procedures, 

examining first where the authority for committal came 

from, how the procedure was administered and by whom. The 

second part of the chapter will focus on the experience of 

individual woman patients, and seek to outline who 

initiated their committal and the reason why these steps 

were taken. 

The sources and nature of the authority for committal 

were laid down explicitly in successive Lunatic Acts and 

changed only slightly over the forty years of this study. 

Under the first Lunatics Act of 1868 authority for 

committal rested with two Justices of the Peace, assisted 

by two doctors. The only exception to this rule was made in 

the case of prisoners or persons guilty of indictable 

offences, in which cases the Colonial Secretary had 

ultimate jurisdiction. However he also relied upon the 

Justices' and doctors' testimony. 

After the second Lunatics Act was passed jn 1882 

authority was given to the Resident Magistrate, assisted by 

two Justices and two doctors. The Justices could now 

exercise authority independent of a magistrate only if they 
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were more than ten miles from the courthouse where the 

magistrate usually sat, or if he was absent. The Colonial 

Secretary continued to provide warrants in prison or court 

cases. 

These procedures remained the same under the 

consolidating Lunatics Act of 1908, except in that the 

titles had changed. Resident Magistrates gave way to 

Stipendary Magistrates and the Colonial Secretary was 

replaced by the Minister Jn Charge of Lunatic Asylums. On 

paper at least, the process of committal was first of all a 

legal one: its medical aspect came second. 

A variety of committal procedures were followed, 

requiring a number of different forms, but in all cases 

both legal and medical figures were involved and the 

information recorded on each type of form was broadly 

similar. The choice of form to he used depended on how the 

individual was committed: no distinction was made between 

procedures involving women and men. As we saw in chapter 

one, there were six ways Jn which individuals were de c lared 

to be insane. For. those detected and committed under the 

first category of "dangerom:; lunatic", it was necessary t o 

have an "Order for Reception of a Lunatic into an As ylum" 

signed by two Justices of the Pe~ce (until 1882) or a 

Resident Magistrate (after 1882), and two "Certlfi c atefsl 

that a Person ls a Lunatic and a proper Person to be 



detained under Care and Treatment" completed by two 

doctors . 1 
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The committal of Insane prisoners involved three 

forms: a "Certificate that a Prisoner or Person detained is 

Insane" signed by two Justices or a Magistrate, two medical 

certificates and a handwritten warrant signed by the 

Colonial Secretary (until 1882) or Minister in Charge of 

Lunatic Asylums. 

Forms were not provided in the 1868 and 1882 Acts for 

lunatics charged with indictable offences because 

proceedings were authorised by the Colonial Secretary. This 

category was deleted from the 1908 Lunatics Act and its 

provisions were governed by the committal of insane 

prisoners. 

Lunatics deemed to be at large or insufficiently cared 

for were required to be apprehended by a constable and 

taken before a Magistrate or two Justices. A single Justice 

of the Peace could receive a lunatic wandering at large 

from 1882. The usual two medical certificates were then 

completed and two Justices or a Magistrate signed an "Order 

for Conveyance to an Asylum etc of a Lunatic not under 

proper Care and Control etc". 

Proceedings initiated l>y friends and relatives, which 

were recognised in the 1882 Lunatics Act, were subject to 

the same certification procedure as for "dangerous 

lunatics". Thus whatever the mode of committal, legal 
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evidence of insanity consisted of, at the very least, an 

order for committal (often called a warrant by 

contemporaries) and two medical certificates attesting to 

the individual's insanity. 

These procedures for incarcerating the insane were 

established at a time of growing fears of wrongful 

confinement and increasing support for "save the S<ine" 

campaigns. As a result, there was a greater emphasis on 

more formal committal procedures and more attention paid to 

patient rights. Such safeguards as having two doctors 

complete medical certificates instead of just one, penalty 

clauses and provision for amending certificates were built 

into New Zealand legislation. Receivinq alleged lunatics 

into an asylum without the necessary forms was considered a 

misdemeanour in the 1868 and 1882 Acts.2 From 1908, when 

fears had reached a peak, lack of proper oertif ication was 

regarded as a crime.l Some exceptions were granted. After 

1882, friends and relatives who initiated proceedings were 

given some leeway. In speci~l cases, the certificate of one 

doctor was sufficient provided that the Magistrate 

explained why in his order and two further medical 

certificates were supplied to the asylum superintendent 

within three days.4 

r-··T;;;··-·i-~~-;-t1··~·~--A·~-t-; ·--1 8 6 R , N~J:•L .. ~ ~-~-l_a_n.Q. .. _,$_t_a_t_ µ_t_ ~q_, 1 8 6 8 , s ] 5 ; 
The Lunatics Act, 1882; ibld., 1882, s 27. 
1 The Lunatics Act, 1908, ibid . , 1908, s 22. 
4 The Lunatics Act, 1882, ihid., 1RR2, s 7.5(9); The 
Luna t l cs Act , 1 9 0 8 , l b l d . , 1 9 O 8 , s 2 0 ( A ) • 
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In addition, the Lunatics Acts allowed orders and 

certificates which were "incorrect" or "defective" to be 

amended within twenty-one days, subject to the Colonial 

Secretary's or Minister's sanction. The asylum inspector 

could also direct the keeper or super.intendent to amend 

orders and certificates, and if necessary discharge 

inmates.s 

These were the rules but were they kept? 

Administrative conformity to or deviation from official 

directives can be measured in the records which are extant 

for the patient sample. Host of the committal forms survive 

and are located in the patient case files, which also 

contain any correspondence concerning . the patient and 

discharge or death forms. These committal forms, which 

exist in incomplete runs, constitute the basis for this 

part of the study. Fortunately, the"committal process was 

administered from inside the asylum and further records 

were made there: these survive in large numbers and serve 

to complement and corroborate patient detail in the 

committal forms. 

Of the original committal documents for the total 

patient sample of sixty cases, there are warrants and 

medical certificates for just eighteen women and seven men 

committed In 1870 and 1910. There are no clear reasons why 

there are such gaps in the original documents, but two 

r-·T-h-~-L~~-~ -t- l·~·~--.. A~t· ~·-- 1 8 6 8 , i bid . , 1 8 6 8 , s 1 9 ; The Lu n Cl t i cs 
Act, 1882, ibid., 1882, ss 35-36; The Lunatlcs Act, 1908, 
ibid. 1 1908, SS 30-31. 
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factors may have influenced their retention. THe first 

concerns the deficiencies of the clerical system. Once a 

patient arrived at the asylum, the Clerk entered her or his 

particulars in a patient register and sent a notice of the 

patient's admission, together with the order and medical 

certificate, to the Colonial Secretary (until 1882) or the 

inspector.' However it appears that the clerk did not 

always keep track of these forms.7 

Second, over time these records did not always receive 

the best of care. They languished at the asylum, which 

later became Oakley then Carrington Hospital, until they 

were deposited at the National Archives Records Centre in 

Auckland in 1985. While at the asylum, some of these paper 

caseflles were badly damaged by damp.I 

However the task of analysis is made easier by the 

existence of the admission registers and patient casebooks. 

These other two types of records provide an alternative 

source of information to the warrants and medical 

certificates contained in the patient casefiles. Through 

them we can more fully tr.ace what happened. 

,-· T·h-~-r~~~;t-l~~-·-A~-t-;··-·-·i 8 6 8 I i b i d . I 1 8 6 8 I 5 2 4 i The [. u n a t i cs 
Act, 1882, ibid., 1882, ss 52-53; The Lunatics Act, 1908, 
ibid. / 1908 1 SS 50-51. 
1 A number of annual reports of the asylum refer to the 
fact that registers and books were not well kept . Several 
clerks were sacked and duties taken over temporarily by 
attendants, presumably untrained. See Reports on the 
Lunatic Asylums of New Zealc:tnd, ~YHR., 1877, H.8, p.24 c:tnd 
[Hospital Chronology!, Historical Records Collection, YCA.A 
1083/5£. 
I Agency documentation and descriptive list of YCAA 
records. 
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The admission registers give the name and·office of 

the committal authority. In addition, because the committal 

records were quickly sent on to the Colonial Secretary or 

inspector for his approval and therefore went out of the 

asylum record-keeping system, the details of the medical 

certificates were copied by the Medical Superintendent into 

the casebooks. These contained the mental and bodily 

condition of each patient and the history of their 

treatment. A comparison of the medical certificate and the 

version copied into the casebook from the available 

examples in the 1870 and 1910 samples, shows that the 

transcription was almost verbatim. Certainly all important 

details were transferred. 

This discussion of the survival of records makes it 

clear that there was a conflict between the demi'3nds of the 

law and the needs of the asylum. Becam;e the committal 

procedure was administered on site, the needs of the asylum 

usually won out. Thus only the documents pertinent to the 

task at hand, that is the medical certificates and the 

later statements of mental and bodily candition, were 

monitored closely. By the end of the period record-keeping 

was much more rigorous, although gaps remain. 

There were no substantial changes to either the 

documents or the way they were administered in this period. 

The procedure appears to have been satisfactory in 

administrative terms, as there is no evidence of any desire 

on the part of Justices, H~glstrates or doctors to exceed 
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the 11 ml ts of the forms or alter the procedure ·1 n any 

significant manner. This lack of change justifies the 

choice of three sample years within a forty year period as 

the evidential base remains consistent . 

All three sources - arlmlssion registers, committed 

patient casefiles containing the Justices' warrants and 

doctors' certificates, and casebooks recording the medical 

superintendent's prognoses - show that legal procedures 

were observed in the widest sense. That ls, every patient 

was committed on the order of a Justice or Magistrate, 

accompanied by two medical certificates. An example from 

1870 suggests that the procedures wer.e observed closely . 

The casebook entry for Alexander S. states that: 

There are four medical statements viz. two from 
practitioners in Whangarel which were furnisherl at the 
asylum yesterday but unaccompanied by a Mag.lstrate's 
warrant. The patient was therefore not received, on 
his return to Auckland he was seen by Drs Stockwell & 
Lee & by two Justices of the Peace on whose warrant he 
was this day admitted.' 

These records give what appear to be a full and 

accurate picture of admissionR, even though the set 

procedures were deviated from in various mi nor respects. 

The sample records lndicate that there was some 

carelessness or sloppiness with regard to bureaucratic 

detail. In the twenty-five cases where full documentatlon 

exists, the committal of ten women and seven men was 

technically incorrect accordlng to the detailed guldellnes 

outlined above. The agent~ of committal either used the 
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wrong forms and then amended them, 10 or they did not fill 

out the full number of required documents.11 

The three reasons why practice may have deviated from 

legislative directive were first, the fact that the 

procedure was fairly complicated and involved an extensive 

amount of paperwork. Second, because most of the extant 

records are concentrated in the first sample year, only two 

years after the introduction of the first comprehensive 

Lunatics Act in New Zealand, it appears that those involved 

in its implementation went through a necessary learning 

period. Third, the statutes themselves had to be tested in 

a practical context and deviations stemmed from the needs 

of individual situations. Of all the cases consulted only 

one had any variation in procedure that seems to be of a 

more serious nature. The file of Susannah E., committed in 

1870, contains a conveyance order but only one medical 

certlficate. However two doctor's names are recorded on the 

order and the committal was legally correct.12 

1r···J';;-.. -fl-~·~ ·-·1 ·;~~t ·~-;:;··~-;~-··· the wrong conveyance order. was used. 
The alleged lunatics were declared insane under.: the section 
for those "not under.: proper care and control" but on the 
form intended for "dangerous lunatics''· The word 
"dangerous" was crossed out and the words "not under proper 
care and control" substituted. In one case the Justices did 
not even bother to delete the word "dangerous". Case 170, 
Committed Patient Case Files 1869-1910, YCAA 1026/3. 
Handwritten and out-of-date forms were also used. 
l1 The majorlty of patients in the sample. we.re commith•d 
under the section concerning "lunatics not under proper 
care and control" whJch necessitated the slgning of an 
order for the apprehension of those so defined, before any 
examination took place. Yet not one of the casefiles 
contain~ this order. Doctors also failed to always include 
testimonies of p .revious treatment a~ re.quired by l<'lw. 
12 Case 119, YCAA 1026/2. 
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The preceding emphasis on statutes and adfui nistratlve 

procedure disguises a key feature of the committal process 

- the centrality of medical men. Doctors were the true 

agents of committal because the Justices and Magistrates 

were required to commit an individual on the basis of 

medical evidence of insanity: the Lunatics Acts of 1868, 

1882 and 1908 all stipulated that committal could not take 

place solely on the evidence of lay people.ll Doctors were, 

in fact, the record - makers. They recorded both their own 

opinions and those of others on the medical certificate. 

They controlled what was or was not wr.itten down. 

It is, however, difficult to determine anything about 

the majority of the doctors and their background. The 

Auck 1 and e d i t i on o f the C YG..l.9..P..g.9 .. JsL.9-..f .... R!;! ~---~Ji .. 9.J_g __ rnl no t e d i n 

its section on Auckland physicians that "medical men, as an 

organised body, take the view that members of the 

profession should not be parties to the publication of 

particulars concerning themselves, personally or 

professionally".14 

The legal posjtion of doctors in making ~ommlttals is 

clearer. The statutes governing asylum committal qave qultP. 

specific guidelines a~ to who could perform the medical 

examination of alleged lunatics. Each of the two physi c ians 

was requin~d to be legally qual.lfied and currently .ln 

practise. No doctor could sign a certificate to commit his 

i lTh~L~-~~t-i-;-;-·Ac ·t-;-- 18 6 8 , ~.e.~_ ... i-~.~.J.?t.11~ __ f?_ t~_t_y_t ~.?.. , 1 8 6 8 , s 
16 ; The Luna t i cs Act , 1 8 8 2 , i b id . , 1 8 8 2 , s 2 9 ; The £, 11 n at i cs 
"/\ct , 1 9 0 8 , 1 b i a . I ] 9 0 R I 5 2 4 . 
14 G.YG..l.9 P...e o L<:L.9-J __ ~. ~JL_Z -~~Jan d , p • 2 8 3 . 
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relative, partner or assistant to an asylum, and no medical 

certificate could be completed by the relative of any 

officer of a public or private asylum. Furthermore, the two 

medical practitioners who declared the individual insane 

could not be in partnership together or related to each 

other . 15 

All the certificating doctors who committed patients 

in the sample were men. Although New Zealand women gained 

entry to medical courses earlier than their counterparts 

overseas, the first woman did not enter otago until 1891. 

Furthermore, female graduates faced great difficulty in 

finding employment before World War One because of the lack 

of state appointments considered suitable for women, and 

the time and money needed to set up private practices.I& As 

will be seen in the discussion of attitudes, the gender of 

the examiner was very important. 

A variety of doctors examined the patients; there ls 

no evidence of any one doctor monopoljsing the committal 

procedure. Obviously there was a smaller pool of physicians 

to draw upon in 1870 than there was in 1910. In the first 

sample year four doctors were involved in the committal of 

five or more individuals, but most of the eighteen 

physicians who appear in the sample cases examined one or 

two women and men only. In 1890 the patients were spread 

rr · "T-h;·-r::~~~-·t1-~-~----A~·t ·~--·- 1 a6s, N~~- --- ~ -~-<3.J9ricJ . s.tgt_µ_ t .~ .. ~. , 1 a60, ss 
15-17; The Lunatics J\ct, 1882, ibid., 1882, ss 31-33; The 
Lu n i'i t l cs Act , 1908 , i bid . , 1908 , s s 2 6 - 7. 8 . 
16 Michael Belgrave, "A Subtle Containment: Women in New 
Zealand Medicine, 1893-1914", NZ .. J: . .H, 22:1 (J\pril, 1988), 
pp.45, 48-49. 
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more evenly among twenty-one doctors. Only thr~e men 

examined more than four individuals. By 1910 twenty-seven 

physicians were involved in twenty cases and none had 

examined more than three individuals. Most of the doctors 

who examined the male patients also saw the female 

patients; their involvement was not gender-differentiated. 

Only five general practitioners examined individuals in 

more than one sample year, and no doctors were involved 

over the entire forty year period. The sixty case samples, 

then, do not reflect the opinions of one or two key men, 

but of a large number of doctors from throughout the 

Auckland Province. 

The certificating doctors had no special expertise in 

psychiatric medicine. This was true of both the early men 

who were largely British - born and trained, and their later 

colleagues who were generally born here. They were usually 

general practitioners who, in common with their 

counterparts in Europe and Australia "were no better 

educated in the complex world of 'mental disease' than 

anybody else".17 Education in psychological mecHcine for. 

general practitioners was only begun in the latter part of 

the period under study. A start was made overseas in the 

1870s, but it was not until the early twentieth century 

that such courses were taught in Australi.a.18 Thuf>, as Mark 

ffF·'i·;:;~;~-~-;-· .t~~~;~~~ii;-_~_?I..n~---t.11.~.--Jn~ .?l.r!~. , P. 1o1. 
ibid., p.109. Stephen Garton, "Bad or Mad? Developments 

in Incarceration in NSW 1880-1920", in Wh~J; ___ RQ_qg_h __ ~~g-~t3_ 

T.b ~--.- ~J: .:l __ t:; _~_ .. ?.D.Q ___ $Q_!;:_J._~ J. .. _. QI.9. ~.~ ---J,n_ __ .AJJ .~.t!.5ll1.c3D .. _.H.1.:!?. t:;_q~y, Syd n e Y 
Labour History Group (Sydney, 1982), p.107. 
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Finnane has pointed out in his study of Irish insanity, 

most doctors who signed lunacy certificates "were not doing 

so on their possession of specialised knowledge of insanity 

but rather on the basis of their rising professional status 

and the successful assumption by a fraction of the 

profession of the care of the lnsane.n 

There was little interaction between the asylum 

medical staff and the medical profession in general. This 

separation of the record makers and the treaters caused 

frustration on the latter's part. For example, Dr Herbert 

Barraclough, at one time assistant medical superintendent 

at the Auckland asylum, complained in 1904 about the 

"loose" and "inaccurate" compilation of particulars on the 

committal certificates."Sometimes one medical man gives a 

very reasonable cause, whilst the other gives the cause as 

unknown though he has the same sources of 

info r mat ion .... "20 

The lack of any pretension to specialist knowledge ls 

evident in the medical certificates of the sample patients, 

where the diagnoses were phrased in very general, mostly 

non-medical terms. This was due to the manner of the 

examination as well as lack of specific training. The 

doctor made his decision on the basis of a single 

examination, and the patient was usually unknown to him. 

Host doctors conformed to a pattern of describing 

H ··F-i~-~·~·~~-;· ··-·i~--;~~·nitY. :::·_~Jlo_.t .. h~.- .. Lr.urnn~, P. 1o9 . 
28 Herbert Barraclough, "The Causation of Insanity", NZ.M.J. 
( J\pr i 1, 190 4 ) , p. 3 3 5 . 
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appearance, conduct and behaviour and transcribing 

"delusions". 

There is evidence of the adoption over time of a more 

self-consciously clinical approach by some of the doctors, 

although there are a few instances in the 1870 cases . Dr. 

Goldsbro, a coroner and military surgeon who was perhaps 

more accustomed to acting in an off lclal capacity for the 

state and ls one of the few doctors about whom something ls 

known, used such terms as "cerebral disease" and "puerperal 

mania". From 1890 onwards the use of medical jargon ls more 

frequent. The terms "dementia", "idiotic", "maniacal" and 

"imbecility" are to be found, as are such phrases as "the 

left pupil is more dilated than the right, gait unsteady, 

speech thick, slow and irregular ... " in the case of a 

congenital imbecile.21 In the sample from 1910 the 

descriptions became even more identifiably psychological. 

Paulina W. , for example, was described as "exhi.biting 

evidence of profound mental shock".22 These developments 

should not be overemphasised however. Host doctors 

continued with the original descriptive tendency s11ch as 

was normal or average for the time. 

Although these documents are prlm~rlly bureaucratic in 

intention and character, many of the biases and attitudes 

of the doctors are clear. Because the initial examination 

contributed much to the ultimate pronouncement and 

subRequent treatment, Jt iR worthwhile to explore these in 

21c~-;-~l616~YCAAl-048/5, p. 438 . 
22 Case 3967, YCAl\ 1048/11, p.273. 
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more detail. The women and men who were believed to be 

lunatics were scrutinised in an equivalent manner, and in 

some respects male and female were treated similarly. For 

example, unfavourable judgements were made of both sexes if 

the alleged lunatlc revealed ''incoherency as to dates and 

places", 23 an "inability to give an account of 

themselves",24 or si mply refused to ans wer. questions.25 But 

ln many others additional factors operated in the case of 

women. 

The discussion of grounds for committal below shows 

that lf women gave the expected answers in an attempt to 

avoid certification, they had to be careful to keep within 

the boundaries o f acceptable female behaviour, and not talk 

too freely, laugh immoderately, use bad language, make 

public accusations, or even resist the conclusions made by 

the doctor . 

In making their judgements on people who were often 

not their patients and who they only saw once, these 

general practitioners were largely confirming, and giving 

legitimacy to, decisions r.\lready made by others. It was, in 

fact, prlnclpally family, friends and neighbours who 

instigated pr oceedi ngs or allowed them to contlnue . The 

doctors may have been the fin~l arbiters in lega l terms, 

but it was a r.ang~ of other. people who set the ball 

rolling. The latter's decisions can be f.ound in two of the 

ff-(;;;;-·lGS-,- YCAAl_o_2 6 I 3 . 

24 Cc:1se 1 65 0, YCAA 1048/5 , p.491. 
25 Case 4123, YCl\.A 1048/ 1 2 , p.28 . 
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available sources. In the second section of the · commlttal 

medical certificate doctors recorded facts indicating 

lunacy reported by others. Such statements, in contrast to 

the medical pronouncements were completely non-technical, 

and focused almost exclusively on perceived behavioural 

aberrations. 

A number of different people contributed to this par.t 

of the committal certificate. In the sample cases, family 

members were always consulted if they were available, as 

were friends and neighbours if they were involved in the 

situation that led to committal. If a patient was 

hospitalised or under medical care at home, nurses 

contributed their testimony. Their comments tended to e c ho 

many of the medical statements, with their references to 

appearance and responses. If the patient had been arrested 

or conveyed to the place of examination hy the police, then 

police evidence was given pr.iorlty because of its 

authoritative nature. Deviant conduct was the fo c us of the 

constable's evidence, as it was the target also of the 

statements of family and friends. 

The second place where evidence of the centrality of 

lay action can be found ls in the casebo ok entries of 

patients committed in 1910, when more extensive record~ 

were kept. Ay that time, each new entry contained not o nly 

a transcript of the committal medical certificates, b11t 

also any family medical history and the patient's own 

medi c al and personal hi~tory. This was usually given by a 
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spouse or relative. Thus a thorough reading of· all 

available legal and medical sources , not just the law or 

the reports of doctors, reveals this crucial 

nonprofessional role . The sources also reveal that even 

though the patient's voices were largely absent in the 

records, it was not just those of the women, as Showalter 

argues - male voices were silenced too . 

Given the nature of the documentation, what can be said 

about initiation and committal and the influence of gender 

upon these pr ocesses? It must be bor ne in mind that the 

issue of initiation of proceedings is not a questi o n the 

committal forms were designed to answer. They were used 

with bureaucratic and legal needs i n mind and attempted 

simply to establish ev1dence of insanity. In overseas 

studies there have been discussions about the range of 

people who were thought to have initiated committal 

proceedings, and a number of individual examples in which 

these different initiators acted have been presented. 26 Yet 

as far as I know no one has attempted to a nalyse this 

process in any systematic fashion. Historia ns cite the 

often inadequate nature of the evidential base as a 

principle reaso n f o r this gap in analysis.27 Recau se of the 

limited and specific nat1ne of this study, and the good 

25 ... w-~·lt~~-~- ·-;;·c~ ~t--l-~g-~ u t", pp . 137 - 1 4 o; Finn an e, "1\.s y 1 u ms, 
Families and the State", pp.134-148; Ignatieff, pp.167 - 172; 
Fi nnane, lD.~.~11.tty __ a.J"Lcl ..... th~ ..... s t;~J-~. , p. 10 6, 161 - 16 9; Tomes, 
f
7
p.103-121, Garton, M.~4..i<;:;Jn .~ __ P.,f.:\Q ._.~aqn.~ss. , chapter.s 6 and 7 . 

Wa 1 ton, "Cast l ng out", p. J 36; Fi nnane, J..ns_~Jtl.t__y_~_n¢LJ:.h_g. 

!.D...§.fill~, p. 16 2 . 
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range of records available, a clearer picture df thls part 

of the process emerges. 

Some preliminary and cautionary words need to be said 

about the source material, however. The limited nature of 

some of the evidence makes it difficult in several of the 

cases to decide exactly where the initiative came from. In 

this particular sample there is a lack of direct 

information in at least five 1890 cases, because the 

warrants and medical certificates have not survived, and 

unlike the rest of the cases in that year, were not copied 

into the casebooks. Moreover in the cases where there is 

more information, a number of other difficulties present 

themselves. For example, if constables were involved in 

conveying the individual to the gaol or asylum for 

examination, then they were also called upon to supply 

information as authoritative witnesses, which often gives a 

distorted impression of their importance in the process. 

Similarly, because It appears that family members were 

always consulted for evidence, it is not easy in some cases 

to distinguish between a member as initiator or merely as 

an informant. In addition, a discussion of both the 

initiators of and the reasons for committal reveals that, 

as other historians of madness have discovered, there was a 

f . 28 range o influences and possibilities. Many cases at 

Auckland reveal that more than one person was involved in 

1--··-········ .. ····"········'·······-·······"·-····--········-·········-····-··-··········· .. -····· 
9 Walton, "Castlng out", p.137. See also Flnnane, I.JJ$.~Dtty 

.<3. .n<L ... t _Q ~-- 1.n? . .::lD ~- , ch apt er 4 and Ga r: t on , M. e~ t G.Jn .~ ........ .:l.11 q .. J1.a QJ.1 .. ~--~-s , 
chapter 6 and 7. 
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the decision to commit an individual, and that'there was 

more than one reason for the decision taken. Thus the 

following conclusions are based on a composite 

quantiflcation. Bf'CiHrne of the smaller number of male cases 

compared with female cases, the men are used as a reference 

sample only, rathPr than as a control group. The concern 

here ls with the effect of gender on women: another study 

would be required to explore more fully these issues as 

they r1ffect men. 

TJ\RLF. 3.1 
Agencies of committal among sample female patients, 

1870--1910 

Agency of committal 1870 1890 1910 
% No. % No. % No. 

Famlly 57 ( 1 3 ) 56 ( 9) 12 ( ] 0 ) 
Friends 1 ( 1 ) 1 ( 1) 

Neighbours 4 ( 1 ) 8 ( 2 ) 
Hedi cal 22 ( 5) 13 ( 2 ) 25 (60 
Penal 13 ( 3 ) 13 ( 2 ) 21 ( 5 ) 
Uncertain 20 ( 3 ) 

Note: These are the minimum figures: in three 1890 cases 
the agency of committal was uncertain and could not be 
determined. 
Source: Committed Patjent Case Files, YCAA 1026 / 1 - 12; 
Casebooks, YCAA 1048/1-12. 

Table 3.1 shows that the family was the majn agency of 

committal, and confirms the suggestion of others that the 

family was the principle site of power And influence in the 

course of incarceration. 29 As we have seen, family (and 

friends to a lesser extent) had a large say in whether a 

person would be confined both at a formRl and informal 

ir ·w:~-lt~~· ;··· -- ;~c~~-·ti~g out", p.139; Ignatieff, p.172; Finnane, 
"Asylums, F.::imilies and the State", p.145; FinnarH'!, J..11?.<:iniJy 
t3HQ ... t:J1 .~ J T1$ .<:ID~, p. 16 2; Tomes, p. 2. 
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level because they provided a substantial portfon of the 

evidence on the medical certificate. 

Asylum officials recognised the importance of the 

family in the committal process, and in their view 

relatlvP.s were sometimes using the institution for their 

own convenience. In 1876 the Inspector claimed the non -

pauper insane were "too often placed in the asylum by 

friends for the purpose of relieving themselves o f thejr 

plain duties and responsibi1.ities 11 .lO Relatives' desire to 

avoid "trouble and expense'' again nrew comment in the 

annual report ln 1884.Jl Overcrowding ( c aused by a <'lecrease 

ln the relative proportion of dlschllrges rather than r:ln 

increase i. n the commi. tt:al rate in this periodl2) led to the 

erroneous belief that "Ctlhe relatives of these patients 

have either a growing faith in the advantages and 

conveniences of our asylums , or they are becoming mor e 

int o lerant of the mP.ntally afflicted in thP.ir own homes".JJ 

The evidence examJned here, however, supports the opposite 

view: procrast ination an<l a reluctance to use the asylum 

were a marked feature of the admission process, for wome n 

at least. The percentage of family - initiated committals 

among the women in the sample dropped over ttme, from 

around 57 to 42 percent, although figur es remained 

substant:lal . 

Jr··-.-······-···········-·······--··············-·-·················-·-······ 
N .. z U, 1 6 June 1 8 7 6 , p . 7. • 

31 Report on the Lunatic J\syl11ms of the Co lony, AJJIF, 1884, 
II. 9, Vo 1 . 2 , S . 2 , p. 2 . 
32 ihid., 1881, H. 13, p . 5 . 
JJ ibid., 1901, H.7 , p . 6 . 
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The importance of the role of the family i·n the 

committal of women is complicated by the issue of whether 

the domestic situation was a factor in P.IO.YPkJ.ng a woman's 

insanity, or simply that a woman's disturbed behaviour was 

most likely to be manifest in a domestJc setting. Some 

evidence ln support of the former proposition will be 

examined in the discussion of causes below. 

A number of dif fer.ent family members initiated the 

committal of the forty - fivP sample women. Husbands made up 

the largest single gr.oup, taking action in fifteen cases. 

This is not surprising given that most women committed to 

the Auckland asylum in thl.s period were within the 

marriageable age-group. 34 The distribution over time is 

uneven: seven husbands initiated committal in 1870, three 

jn 1890 and six in 1910. There are two possible reasons for 

this low number in 1890. First, the process of committ.31 is 

unr.ertain in three 1890 cases, r'lue to lC1rk of information: 

if they had been able to be quantified, might have 

confirmed the dom1ni'ltion of the hushands. l\ltern,::itively, in 

1890 Auckland was in the middle of a severe economic 

depression and husbands may not have been able to afford to 

give up a wifi:>'s unpaid lahour in the domestic economy and 

her skills to "make ends meet 11 .JS 

1r ·s~·~ ·~·h~ ·pt·~ ·~ five. 
JS The depression had its worst effects from 1887 - 1895 and 
was part of a nationwide "long depression" from 1878-1895. 
Har.gar.et Hutch, "Aspects of the Economic and Social History 
of J\uckland 1.890 - 96" HJ\ 'I'hesis (Universlty of Auckl.::ind, 
19 6 8), p. 14; R. c. ,1. Stone, M~~~r:~ __ qf_.f<:>r:t1,1n.~ .~·--~ -·-G0Je>.D.J~J, . 
~IJ.$.JIJ£;!$ $ . GQ.ffilllUfl i t:y __ CiJlQ __ i .t: s ._ F~J ~ (Auck 1 and, 197 3 ) , pp. 6 9 - 71 . 
For its effect on w9men see Sandra Coney, E:y~r:y . Girl: A 
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The ages of the wives committed increased 'slightly 

over time. In the 1870 cases, two of the women were in 

their twenties, two in their thirties, one in her forties 

and one in her fifties. By 1910 two were in their thirties, 

two in their fort:iP.s ann two in their sixties. This trenr'J 

appears to be related at least partly to two developments. 

On the one hand the rate of insanity attributed to 

childbirth complications fe-11 (which was a corollary of the 

falling birth rate and smaller family size) and at the same 

time there was a higher rate of diagnosis of menopausal 

insanity as the population aged .=tnd ideas about "difflcult" 

mi.ddle-aged women strengthf"ned.36 

In contrast to this female pattern, the committal of 

men by their spouses was much less frequent. It occurred in 

only two of the fifteen male sample cases, in 1870 and 

1890, making spouses the smallest individual agency of 

committal for men. 

Sisters were the only other family involved in female 

cases sprean right across the sample years; of four such 

cases there was one in 1870, two in 1890 and one in 1910. 

In two of these J.nstances the sister's role was an .:tctive 

one because her sibling was widowed or Jiving with her. In 

the two instances from 1890 however, the sister's evinence 

was very much additional information which confirmen the 

decision already made by the husband. For example, Hrs 

$<;> ~J~l - Ht~ t_g~Y ... _9 .t ... W.9 mgn. ~ n9 j; h~ ... _x W.G .. P.,_ J n ... J.\l1 .C:: .. k. 1 a..ri d .. J .. ~ ~ .. ? :::.JJJ.9.5 , 
(Auckland, 1986), pp.31-33. 
36 See chaptf~r four. 
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Amelia Kelly told the certificating doctor thab she had 

also seen Jessie N. "ln the greatest state of excitement 

and that y'day she was especially violent" .37 

In a similar pattern to the female cases, brothers 

were the only other family initiators in the male sample 

spreao r.icross the forty year: period. S11ch cases constltuted 

four out of the total of fifteen. In three out of these 

four cr.ises, a mnr.h higher rate than with the sisters in the 

female cases, these sibllngs acted alone as organisers of 

the proceeoings rather. than as corroborators of evidence. 

The dist:rl.bution of the involvement of the remaining 

family members in the female cases is uneven. None ocr.nrreo 

in more than two c.=ises ln any one year and there is no 

trend over the period. Almost every other kind of family 

relationship is represented, including parents in five 

cases, a brother in one r.ase and a brother--ln-·law in t:wo 

cases, a daughter in another case and even an uncle. These 

family members ar.ted as hoth initi~tnrs and jnformants. For 

example, a brother g;:ive evinence in the committal of his 

forty--five year old widowed sister who was living with 

him. 18 Si.mili'lrly, a twenty--sjx yertr old domP.stic ser:vr.rnt 

was examl.ned at the prompting of her: uncle, with whom :she 

was staying.3' 1\ more restr.icted r;,nqe of family jnitiators 

is evinP.nt in thP. m~le sample. Resides wl.ves and brothers 

j·7···· ··········· ····-·····-······················-····-···· 
Case 1656, YCJ\A 1048/5, p.503. 

J8 Case 138, YCJ\A 102f;/?.. 
H Case 1666, YC'AA 1048/5, p.57.3. 
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already mentioned, only one sister and a sister-in-law were 

involved in the remaining family instigated male cases. 

As well as differences in which family members 

Initiated involvement in the female and mnle cases, the 

role of the informants themselves was oetermined by gender. 

Women were mostly the secondary suppliers of information, 

while men took the predominant role. In the sixty sample 

cases males were almost always consulted ahead of females. 

In the case of married women and even of widows, the female 

testimony wns usually corroborated by authoritative 

statements from men. For example, the daughter of forty-

five year old Mary JI. l nfo.rmed the doctor. that her mother 

had been "mentally afflicted for some time", yet a male 

near neighbour was also asked for evidence.40 

Women were sole testifiers in only six of the forty-

five female cases. In four of these six instances, the 

female informants helo pos.it:ions of power r.inrl authority as 

nurses or employers. In two further instances a mother gave 

evidence, and two women described thejr sister's delusions 

to the certifying doctor. The mother was the only informant 

be c rt 1.1 s e s h e w cm 1 i v i n g w i th a m <Hl who w r1 s n o t: h e r 

husbana,fl and the:r.efore he could not ti1ke part .in 

proceedings. The sisters gave evidence because the patient 

wr.is a widow. 

·4·0· .................................. -.. -···········-······ ......... ,_, __ _ 
C~se 138, YCAA 1026/2. 

41 Case Jf;lf.i, Recoro Aonk of Jnvestlg;:lt:ions inl:o Rel;:itives' 
Abillty to P~y H~lnten~nre 1890 - 1899, YCAA 1044/1, p.9. 
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Men on the other han<i took uni lateral act i·on more 

frequently in the female sample cases, and they did so 

whether or not there were other people available to confirm 

the story. For example, a father had his twenty-eight year 

old daughter committed because of the severe animosity she 

showed towards other members of the family. Y~t no other 

family members were consulted by the certif.lcating 

doctor. 42 

This pattern occurred in the male c~ses as well. 

Brothers acting alone appear frequently as family 

i n i t i a tors . I n on 1 y on e o f f our s u ch c .:rn es d i d a s i s t er ·· i n -· 

law also provide evidence of the man's insanity. In another 

sur.h case the brother took ch<uge even though the man was 

married, implying that as a man he had the greater 

authority. A wife was the sole informant in only one of the 

male cases, compar ed to many more cases where men were the 

sole informants 1n their wives cases. Here the man was 

fifty - seven and rec ently 11nemployed. Hi s animos ity was 

dlrer.ted outside the family to the man who financed the 

mortgage on his house. rn the nther t:wo examples of the 

r.ommittal of married men where r.orroho~ation was given by 

other witnesses, the two men were much younger (in their. 

ttilrties) and they vented their fury on their wivPs 

directly, by verbally and physically threatf~ning them. In 

two other cases no evinf?nr.e Wi'lS gathere rl from thP. wjves, 

but lnsb~ad ::1 brother anti nP.r.tt nel9hho11r. contrlb11ted 
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respectively. In the former case the reason ls ~ore 

obvious; the two brothers were out walking and the patient 

attempted to jump off Graf ton Bridge . 43 However the w.i fe in 

the other case was more dirP.ctly involved . Her husband 

neglected his business and wandered c>ff into the bush, 

leaving her to battlP. on alone . 14 

There are a number of reasons for this trend. The 

predominant role of men in informing reflects their 

position both in the family and in wider society. As will 

be discussed later, although changes did occur i r1 the 

position of women in both private and public life in this 

period, these changes served to reinforce women's role as 

helpmeet and guardian of the family, rather than ns an 

equal as of natural right. Hen still had ultimate power and 

authority. Thus as Stephen Garton notes in relation to the 

reluctance of women to report their "husband's domestic 

violence as evidence of 1nsanity, it was not just that the 

authorities ignored all other possible witnesses ~ From thP. 

point of view of the women, the problem of economic 

dependency, fears of. reprisal, and notions of their 

husband's conjugal rights were jmpnrtant: factors. S11pport 

of family, neighbours and friends were crucial in 

successfully proving lunacy . 45 In simi];:ir cases at 

Auckland, customary prRctlce and material and soc!Rl 

Tr·"·" .. """""""." ........... ____ . ___ .. ___ .······--······-·-··--····· 
C~se 3982, YCAA 1048 / 11, p.288 . 

H Case Hi4, YCJ..1' J.026 / ::l. 
45 G~r:ton , MeqJ~J. .. r.i.~ . . <:'lnc:'l .. M~dn~s~, pp . .1.29 - 130, 145. 

:. •' ·.;• 
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factors worked in favour of men as informants, ·and 

therefore as arbiters of sanity at this lay level. 

Friends and neighbours, in an extension of the 

domestic arena, also played a part as initiators of 

committal, although it was a relatively small one. Only one 

case of a neighbour starting proceedings is evident in the 

female cases, and that was because the woman involved was a 

widow and outside the more normal family context. Among ttie 

male cases there were two cases of neighbourly involvement. 

The former concerned the near neighbour of Alexander S., 

who took him into town to be seen by the certificating 

doctors. Because Alexander's wife did not accompany him, 

the neighbour was the sole informant.l6 In the second 

instance, John V. 's landlady provided testimony supporting 

his wife's evidence.l7 A slightly higher rate of 

neighbourly involvement in the male cases could well be a 

result of both the greater need to corroborate female 

evidence and bolster its authority, the greater ease with 

which men could participate in this public process, and the 

lack of family for many men in colonial New Zealand. 

However, although family members were the chief 

instigators in the female cases, it is important to realise 

that neighbours an~ landlaales played a crucial role as 

informants, as in the case of Blanche A., who annoyed 

fellow boarders but whose husband was reluctant to label 

·•re·~~·~ i 6·4··; · ¥«~ ·AA ··· i·a ·2613. 
l7 Case 130, YCAA 1026/7.. 
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her insane.48 P.N. Luke's study of suicide in Auckland at 

this time draws attention to the cramped living conditions 

of its residents. These included "small and thinly 

partitioned houses and the ubiquity of lodgers and 

neighbours .... " Luke also comments on the large number of 

neighbours who overheard arguments, or were familiar with 

the details of the victim's marital relations.49 This 

phenomenon was recognised by asylum staff, as had been the 

involvement of families. In 1889, for example, the Auckland 

superintendent drew attention to the case of an old woman 

brought to the asylum as the result of a neighbourly 

quarrel. 50 

Members of the medical profession were the second 

largest group participating in the committal decision in 

the female cases after family, friends and neighbours. 

Doctors and nurses were involved in thirteen of the forty-

five cases. Yet this role was very much a secondary one, 

consigned largely to giving authoritative evidence, as they 

were acting in a medical capacity before any signs of 

lunacy were perceived. Six of the cases were transferred 

from hospital and the other women had already been a 

general practitioner's care for intervals ranging from 

"some weeks past 11 51 to twelve months.52 

·.-r-··-······ .. ············-.. ··-·-................................................................. : .. . 
Case 3970, YCAA 1048/11, p.276. 

49 P.N. Luke, "Suicide in Auckland 1848-1939", Ml\ Thesis 
(University of Auckland, 1982), p.119 & fn 3. 
50 Report on the Lunatic ll.sylums of the Colony, A~l.HR, 1899, 
H.7, p.5. 
51 Case 157, YCAA 1026/3. 
52 Case 160, YCAA 1026/3. 
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None of the men in the sample were transf~rred from 

hospital. One man had been see n periodically by a doctor 

before he was committed. The doctor supplied an unusually 

detailed account of the case and his four visits, 

principally it seems because he had known the patient from 

childhood. lie makes it clear , however, that the man's 

sister and brother took the initial steps by consulting 

him . Six days after the final visit, the doctor "issued a 

certificate directed to the Magistrates at Tauranga to the 

effect that [the patient) was s11ffering from a disordered 

mind and unable or incapacitated [sicl attending their 

summons".53 

Constables were the thir.d group .involved in the 

committal process, operating in nine female cases. In one 

instance the police official was providJng extra evidence 

in support of a husband's testimony . The constable stated 

that Sarah J. wandered about at night and frightened people 

by her "excited manner" . 54 Proceed .ings jn the other cases 

were initiated by constables alone . These women were almost 

all single or widowed, that is, those most isolated and 

least likely to ha ve reco•.irse to f amily and community 

support. Only one woman in the 1870 sample was found to be 

insane when she was in gaol and was transferred to the 

asylum on the testimony of the warder and matron. 

In contrast to the female cases, a higher percentage 

of men were committed by the police. Constables were 

sT-c-~·;~-···-1-7-~-- Y cAA·-i ··c; 261 3 . 

54 Case 4117, YCAA 1026/12. 
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involved in the committal of at least four of the fifteen 

male patients. The distrlbution of these cases cannot be 

determined with accuracy because the circumstances of 

committal are unknown in two 1890 cases. However they 

formed the majority of cases in 1910 and references in the 

asylum's annual reports suggest that this was a prominent 

mode of committal for men generally. A higher proportion of 

men were single and admitted from non-domestic situations -

they lived alone and were often tramps and semi-vagrants. A 

number of annual reports refer to patients arrested under 

the provisions of the Vagrancy Acts of 1866 and 1869, 

committed to gaol and sent to the asylum on being found 

insane.55 

Besides family members, friends, doctors and the 

police, there ls a fifth possibility in locating the 

initiative for. committal. Although voluntary committal was 

not made legal until 1911, a handful of the cases in my 

sample indicate that certain individual actions were an 

"indirect" mode of voluntary committal. For example, Olive 

B., a forty-eight year old married housewife admitted in 

1890, was "conscious that her mind is affected and that she 

cannot control herself, is sleepless and despondent ... "56 A 

similar case is evident in the male sample. Joseph T., a 

forty-six year old married foreman, informed one of hls 

certlf icating doctors that "for six months he has had a 

5 ·5 -·-A~-~-~~-~i··-R·~-p·~·;t· .. ·· ~·~ ···· the Lu n r1 t i c As y l n ms o f New Zeal an cl , 

~~HR, 1 R 8 l , H . 1 3, p . 6 ; i bl d . , l 8 9 7, S . 2 , H . 7 , p . 2 . 
Case 1607, YCAA, 1048/5, p.428. 
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severe pain at top of head, and that he has beeh suffering 

from profound melancholy, he has also been unable to keep 

still or to occupy himself with any mental work as his mind 

gets so confused that he feels like a man lost in the 

bush."57 This is obviously an area of greater speculation, 

which would be useful to carry further. However here the 

nature of the source material precludes any sustained 

examination. 

An analysis of the grounds for committal in individual case 

histories helps to explain further the role of initiators 

and informants an~ why they took the committal decision. 

Yet the patterns in the reasons why these people were 

committed are, at times, more ambiguous. Again, incomplete 

evidence is obviously a factor. By comparison with the 

records used for Jill Matthew's survey of admissions to a 

twentieth century psychiatric institution, for example, the 

medical certificates of patients at the Auckland asylum 

were often filled out perfunctorily, to conform with 

bureaucratic standards rather than clinical needs. Hore 

generally, there was not the comprehensive examination of a 

patient's personal and social history that a post - Freudian 

psychiatry would consider necessary.58 

5· 7 ···- c-~-~--~·· · -]"9· 02; ·······'.icl\l\--i o 4 0111 . 

58 More evidence of life histories is recorded in the later 
casenotes under the influence of social Darwinism, but from 
a genetic/hereditarian per~pective, rather than a 
psychological viewpoint. See Matthews, p.24. 
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Just as there were difficulties with focussing on a 

single initiator in the process, there are also problems 

with assigning a single reason for committal. The case 

materials suggest the futility of such efforts and the 

arbitrary labelling and artificial simplicity in given 

reasons that must have resulted. There were often multiple 

pressures involved. 

A range of committal grounds emerge, some of which 

were obvious, involving such things as threats to persons, 

threats to property, threats to articulated social norms 

and varying manifestations of "paranoia''· Alleged lunatics' 

threats to persons included family members, friends, 

strangers and themselves. It is not surprising, given the 

domestic location of most women, that threats to family 

members were the most commonly cited single reason for 

committal among the female cases, occurring in six cases in 

1870 and four cases each in 1890 and 1910, as Table 3 . 2 

shows. 

Some of the recorded reasons were brief. Jane B., a 

twenty-two year old carpenter's wife, was committed because 

she "threatened to kill persons around her"; exactly who 

was not specifiea.59 In other cases there was more detail 

of the circumstances leading to committal. Twenty-eight 

year old Ellen L. attempted to bite her father and 

threatened her sister with a knlfe.60 Elizabeth H., a 

thirty-three year old settler's wife, stripped herself 
· 5 •9 H• ••••u••••••-•••-••• •- •••-H - ••-·•-••-•••••-•·-·- u•••••••••• ••• •••• • 

Case 160, YCAA 126/3. 
60 Case 165, YCAA 1048/1, p. 22la. 
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naked in front of the children and tried to injure them, 

taking them by the throat 

TAHl.E J.1. 
Causes of committal among sample fem~le p~tients, 1A70 - 1910 

Cause of committal 1870 1890 1910 
% No. 't Nn. % No. 

Threats to Persons 
family 13 ( 6 ) 9 ( 4 ) 9 ( 4 ) 
fr lends 2 ( 1 ) 
strangers 2 ( 1 ) 4 ( 2) 9 ( 4 ) 
self 4 ( 2 ) 11 ( 5) 9 ( 4 ) 
general 4 ( 7.) 4 ( 2) 

Threats to property 11 ( 5 ) 9 ( 4 ) 4 ( 2 ) 

Threats to i:;or.jal norm:, 
general 7 ( 13) 9 ( 4 ) 9 ( 4) 
self expression 18 ( 8 ) 7 ( J ) 7 ( 3 ) 
housework 2 ( 1 ) 7 ( 3 ) 2 ( 1 ) 
marital 9 ( 4 ) 9 ( 4 ) 11 ( 5) 
maternal 9 ( 4) 9 ( 4 ) 13 ( 6 ) 

Paranoia 9 ( 4 ) 11 ( 5) 13 ( 6 ) 

Source: Committed P<ltiP.nt Case FiJes, YCJ\.l\. 1026 / 1 - 12; 
Casebooks, YCAA 1048/1-12. 

and attempting to strike them with a l.::1rge stick.61 

'T'hlrty-five yenr old Rllen M. "wjshed she had the kllJjng" 

of h~r h1lsbana.62 Only one wom.=in in the sample Pxrressen 

animosity towards friends: Paulina W. tried to kill a 

neighbour.63 

Seven women threatenPd strangers. Table 3.2 

demonstrates that thi:> l.nr.i.dence of this reason i.ncreasi:>d ln 

t:he period from one in 1870 to four in 1910. H<iny of these 

women were elderly. For exAmple, M.=ir.gar.et L., who w.=is 

m<'lrriea, in her sjxt:ies anrl wrtn<leren r1t night, threatened 

i;-1-··· ···· ·· .. ··· · ··· ·· ·-········· ···· ····· ······ 
C~se 128, YCAA 102f;/2. 

62 Cnf;P. lfiOS, YCAA 1048/5, p.426. 
63 C;rne 3967, YCllll. 1048/11, p.7.73. 
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" t o a o f or p e op l e " . 6 4 A cons t ab 1 e a es c r. i bed Ha ry A . , a 

seventy-year old widow, as being a lunatic for the last six 

months and dangerous to children.65 

Any tendency to sujcide by these women was especially 

worrying to their families. Suicide attempts caused 

practical difficulties in terms of the preventive vigilance 

required by family members. Yet they were also clear 

indications in most people's minds of temporary, if not 

long-term insanity.66 Sane people did not threaten to take 

their own lives. By 1910 when case books had become 

standardised, entries always stated whether the patient was 

suicidal as well as dangerous or epileptic. 

Threats to self were, after threats to family members, 

the second most common single reason for committal and they 

had also increased in frequency by 1910. Forty-five year 

old Olive B. tried to drown herself.67 Jane E. "tried to 

choke herself with a handkerchief, and has said that she 

would cut her throat and throw herself off the balcony. J\t 

night she is maniacal and violent if restrained and 

prevented from carrying out her desire to destroy her 

l.lfe".68 Not only did Paulina W. try to kill her neighhonr, 

but she also attempted suicide by e.::1ting matches and hiding 

knives under her pil.low.69 

64 -- '(~~-~; .. ·-·· 4-ii6··~· ····-YcA·A····io 26;1 2 • 

65 Case 1631, YCAA 1048/5, p.453. 
66 Luke, pp.26-27. 
67 Case 3982, YCAA 1048/11, p.288. 
68 Case 3997, YCAA 1048/11, p.303. 
69 Case 3967, YCAA 1048/ll, p.273. 
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Not all of these women went as far as attempting 

suicide. Francis F., for example, a forty - five year old 

settler's wife, required personal restraint to prevent 

injury to herself because she repeatedly struck her 

knuckles agalnst the wall.70 

Flnally, in fonr of the forty five sample cases t:he 

violence was generalised and the women did not direct their 

behaviour at anyone ln particular until attempts were made 

to appn~hend or restr ."lin them. 

In many cases the women did not carry out their 

threats or preventive measures wer.e taken in time. However 

in nineteen out of thirty - five cited instances of threats 

to people the violence was real, not just implicit. In a 

rather extreme example, seventeen y e ar old Taruke W. 

"smashed" a girl's face in a coilch journeying to Waiuku.11 

The proportion of threats which contajne~ varying degrees 

of violence remained fairly constant over time, as Tahle 

3.2 shows. 

The i.ssne of the dPgree of violence is crucL1l to an 

understanding of the re.::isons for committal. The women whose 

threats were violent appear to be in a different category 

from those deemed deranged or absurd. Why then were they 

not sent to prison? An examination of the one woman in the 

sample who was tr.::insferred from thP prison to the asylum 

pr o v id es s om e r. l u es . Br id q e t H . , a t wen t y ·- f i v e ye i'i r o l cl 

soldier's wife, w.::is lmprisoned twice in 1870 for b~ing an 

;nr· (~~ ~ ~ "i45; YCAT\. l 0 7. 6 I 7.. 
71 Case 4075, YCl\l\. i04R/ll, p.JRl. 
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"habitual drunkard". Her behaviour at the gaol ·was similar 

to the other women described above. She was "very violent 

towards the Matron and would have done her some bodily 

harm ... ", used "violent language, and threntened the 

inmates with personal abuse .... 11 72 What put her in the 

category of insane rather than crimin.=tl was not this 

behaviour alone, although it certainly contributed to the 

process. Indeed the attempted assault on the matron w.=ts 

made a month before Bridget was examined for signs of 

lunacy. Rather it was her "delusions" - voices at night, 

spirits annoying tier - that decided her fate. 

A similar pattern is found in the other cases. Hany 

women threatened (and some carried out) acts of violence 

towards others, but at the same time they heard, saw or 

believed things that their family and friends did not 

accept to be valid. 

In contrast to the women, the largest single threat in 

the male group was threats to self, which constituted three 

cases, one in 1870 and two in 1890. For example, John V., 

carried a scar on the right side of his neck as evl.dence of 

a previous suicide attempt.73 County Foreman Joseph T. 

attempted suicide at least three times according to his 

brother, by cutting his throat with a razor and jumping off 

Grafton Bridge among others.74 

•7•7i.• ••••••• ••••••••• •••••••• •••• ,.M •••>'''"''"'''"''"" 

Case 125, YCAh 1026/2. 
73 Cnse 130, YCAA 1026/2. 
71 Case 3982, YChh 1048/11, p.288. 
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Family members were threatened in a smaller number of 

male cases, a reflection of the high number of single men 

in the sample. Both Ci1ses involved threats against a wife. 

,John V., ;i thirty ye ;u old doctor "repeatedly threatened to 

kl"ll t1°. r 11 . 75 D · C .. en1s .. , a thirty year old farmer went 

further than any of. the women involved in d omestic disputes 

when he struck his wife "with a bill hook".16 

In p;irallel wit:h thP. women in the sample, on Jy o ne man 

threatened a friend. Two men out of. the fifteen thre.:il:ened 

strangers. Of the lattP.r, o ne was threatening in a more 

specific way that had no correlation amnng the women. 

HerhP.rt R., a flfty -- nine year old sJngle gumdigger was 

rtrr.ested because he was wandering abont f.rlght e nlng women. 

The certificating d o~to r comment ed th;it ''( t Jh e women are 

leaving their houses when he goes wandering near them".77 

Al though the s~mple of males j s mur.h smnller , thP. casP. 

records suggest th.:it the degree of actur.il violence was 

greater in the malP cases, and the women were more ofte n 

restrained before ca rrylng out their threats. 

Alternatively, the c h;ir.nr.terisati o n of the women's 

behaviour as less vinlent may reflect the greater 

sensitivity with which society regarded violent actions by 

women . Because nineteenth -cen tury women were meant to he 

pious, demure and submissive, thelr devii=d: ions were all the 

more noticeable and ch-31 lenged earl ler. Hale violence m.:1y 

7 5 - c-~-~ ~- 1-· 3--()~- ·Y-CA-, . .- -1--0 2 6 I 2 . 

76 Cnse ]76, YCAJ\ 1048/1, p.229. 
77 Case 4105, YCA~ 1026 / 12 . 
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have been more likely to be seen as "normal" and expected. 

This is another area that would repay further study. 

After threats to people, threats to property were the 

second group of reasons for committal of women and they 

constituted the smallest group of the four. The number of 

women manifesting this type of behaviour declined slightly 

over the period as Table 3.2 shows. Such women most 

commonly attempted to destroy things around them: their 

clothes, bedding and books,78 or if in hospital 

institutional bedding and crockery.79 One women attempted 

to burn down the house.BO Agnes E., a twenty-six year old 

servant, "put her hand thro' one or two panes of glass" in 

her employer's house.Bl A smaller number of women abused 

things that were not theirs or in their immediate 

environment. For example, Mary H. believed her next door 

neighbour had "illegnlly taken possession of her late 

husband's property." She was constantly giving her 

neighbour "notice to quit ... ;::rnd using violent means at 

night to gain admission into his house".82 Only one women 

in the Srlmple did not 11se. violence, inst:r->ad she. removPd 

objects intact. Blanche A., a thirty-one year old housewife 

was "a great source of annoyance to boarders in the house 

taking possession of letters, telegr~ms etc .... 11 8J 

7"8"• .. ,,.,, .. M o•O•O •••·--·• • ••-••oOo .. o•O •Oo•oooo••O• • • - -· - ----• •H•Oo oo• •oo •o•o • O• ooO·--• 

For example, case 165, YCAA 1026/3. 
79 As in case 1650, YCAA 1048/5, p.491. 
80 CRse 138, YCAA 1026/2. 
81 C~se 1629, YCAA 1048/5, p.451. 
82 C~se 138, YCAA 1076/7. 
83 C~se 3970, YCAA 1048/11, p.776. 
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Given the often nomadic and survival-based lifestyle 

of many of the male patients in this period, it is 

surprising that ther.e was only one man who interfered with 

property in any way and his actions wer.e not violent 

either. The man was William N., a fifty-nine year. old 

unmarried clerk, who lived with his brother and sister - in-

law. She told the certificating doctor in 1910 that he had 

"a habit of carrying away articles and not knowing where he 

has put them. Invariably answers, when asked, that they are 

in the closet. 11 84 

Few of these threats to property were regarded as 

crimi.nal, although the actions of the property trespasser 

and the arsonist came closest to the mark. Even the actions 

of Blanche were put in context by the i ni tL:it:ors and 

informants. lier. let:t:er ·· snatch1ng wc=1s recorded as addltionc=tl 

evidence, rather than a motivating factor. Constables 

initic=tlly became involved because she went: to them making 

"extraordl. nary charges of persecution against certain 

people", not because she took the letters and telegrr:lms. 8 5 

For the most part, actions against property by women were 

carried out within a domest:i.c situation and were seen as a 

nuis;rnce rather than as illegal or punishable by li'lw. 

The t:hirr.1 group of reasons for committal. were threats 

to nrt .iculated social norms. l\ total of twelve women out of 

the forty-five exhlhiteri such behavi.rrnr, with numbers 

rising slightly by igi.o. These actions incl11of>d f .ive women 

a4· e~~~ 10·-47·; ··y-cl\~ 1048/J i, P. 353. 
85 Cc=tf;e 3970, YC!\A 1048/11, p.276. 
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who persisted in going naked around the house and in front 

of the children. One of these women was a domestic servant 

who had also "been observed to pick up rubbish and even 

dirt and eat it 11 .86 

Another five women milde public nuisances of 

themselves. Martha L., a forty-year old pensioner's wife, 

bothered the police when they were on duty, repeatedly 

interrupted business at the bank and wandered about the 

roads "talking r:tloud and gesticulating".87 .Arrest for 

"behaving in an extraord i nary manner in Queen St" at fi.ve 

o'clock in the morning led to fifty-six year old Hann.:.lh 

W. 's committal in 1890.88 Two women wPre committed in 1910 

for, among other things, wandering at night and travelling 

in passing wagons. 

The perception of threats to articulated social norms 

also contained racial overtones. Seventeen year old Taruke 

W. was found by the police wandering at large, 

insufficiently clothed and ''caressing strangers on the 

street''· J\s well as being very dJrty ana not speaking any 

English, "she catches hold of any pPrson who approaches her 

and appears to be erotic''. Maori women were among the first 

to be condemned as naturally promiscuous, a judgement later 

extended to "female defectives" . 89 Forty year old Matu;:i W., 

·A-·6······ ...................... .............. . 
Case 1 6 2 7 , Y C All. J 0 1 A I 5 , p . 1 4 9 • 

87 Case 155, YCAA 1026/3. 
88 Case 1624, YCAA 1018/5, p.416. 
19 D. I an P oo 1, Th~ _. Jf~ori .. pgpu l~t:J ()Jl . 9.t . N~w. . z.~al~T1c:1.J 7.f>.c:J .-.: 
J .97.1 ( Auck 1 and , 1 9 7 7 ) , p . g 3 . S e e a l s o Ten n a n t , " Hag d a l ens 
and Horal Tmberiles", p.493 and Anderson, pp.91 - 95. 
E:lizabe.th Lunbeck ha~ doc11mented this helief in e.:irly 
twentieth century North ArnPr:.ira. ShP fonrni that "[ i lf whi tP. 
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who had attempted to burn down the whare at her' settlement, 

also offended settler notions of propriety by beUevinq f;he 

was Queen Victoria. This delusion was stated first in all 

witness accounts, indicating that it was regardect as 

seriously ;:is the r:irson.'O 

This sort of threat was a greater factor in the male 

sample, accounting for elevP.n of the fifteen cases: two ln 

1870, three in 1890 and four in 1910. Some features similar 

to the women's behaviour: are evident. These men stripped 

themselves naked and wan~erer:l off. Two men's ins~nity was 

characterised in part by their bei.ng alone in the bush. 

Alexander 8. neglected his family and farm and roamed in 

the bush for two days. He was found six miles from home. A 

constable testified that Ray P., a twenty-five year old 

gumdlgger "had been living alone in the Bush for some 2 or 

3 years gumdigging. Refuses to answer questions & is very 

peculiar ln his manner". The police had been trying to 

catch him for some months.91 Th~s~ last two cases suggest 

th.:it solitude in thP bush may have been an archetypal 

mala~y for men. Jock Phllllrs rPports that the Jone m~n Jn 

thP. frontier situati.on w.::is often reqardefi as "more or less 

cranky" or i'I "hatter" from the phrase "as mad as a 

Immorality was .::i symptom of disease, black immorality, on 
the other hand, was entirely normal .... " Elizabeth Lunheck, 
"'A New Generation of Women': Progressive Psychiatrists and 
the Hyper.sexual Female", f.~.m.Jni~t .. 9.tqqj~e., 13:1 (Fctll, 
1987), p.535. 
90 Case 4028, YCAll. 1010/11, p.334. 
91 CAse 4129, YCAll. 107.6/12. 
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hatter 11
•

92 In New South Wales in this period it: ·was a theme 

of many cases and even entered the popular literature of 

the period. 93 

'fhe committal of men for public threats to ar.t.iculated 

social norms increasP.r.1 ovP.r the period. Jock Phillips has 

argued that "[w]ith the population incrensing and la:r.ger. 

cities appearing, respectable Pakehas became more 

intolerant of social disorder. ... Cities brought new 

expectations of order, routine and pub 1 ic decor um. '94 The 

case files of men committed to the Auckland Asylum add 

weight to this interpretation. For example, a fifty-seven 

year old gumdigger was certified because he talked a lot of 

nonsense. He believec'l he was the engineer of the worlct who 

would soon control the world, and that the British 

government owed him 32 200 000 pounds for use of h.is 

machinery. More importantly, he was also "curious in his 

behaviour". 

Race was a factor fo:r. men too, except that among the 

smaller number of male cases, it was Pakeha who were 

manifesting the inappropriate behaviour by believing in or 

supporting Maori systems of belief. l)ennis C., who beat his 

wife, did so beci'iuse he thought that hls w.ife hnd "makat:u--

ed him". "He was told th;it blood was necessary to remove. 

t:he witchcr.aft so he beat his wife to pr.od11ce t:he blood".95 

;r · :; ·~-;;-k-· ·-P"t~iiii-~·~·~ ... -.. ~.:.· Ma.P_' P ...... Go.1Jn.t.r;.y:?. .. J'b~ .-.1 m?.9 .. ~ __ .PJ ...... t .. h~_.P~ l<e,hc:i 
~~J ... ~ ..... ::: __ J) ...... H..L~J:_QI.Y (Auck l~nd, 1987), p. 27. 

94 
Stephen Gar t: on, M~9J .~J..n .~ ...... ~u::i9. ... M.?.Q.IJ.~§~, pp. 118 --119 . 
,Jock Phillips, p.49. See also Tennant, "Mi=igdalens and 

Moral Imbeciles", p.491. 
95 Case 176, YCAA 1026/1. 
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The case of Charles J. is even more intere~ting for 

the light it casts on Pakeha views of the Maori. Charles 

called himself "White Chief Tiger Snake" of the Nqati 

Porou and wrote circulars championing Maori rights. After 

his admission he defended himself by saying "his mere 

feeling of f;:iirness 1.no11cen him to say that he would th .row 

in his lot with the H.=torl.s were any attempt made to 

exterminate them. 11 96 

Whi1e perceptions of insrlnity were influenced by notions of 

propriety and impropriety that were common to women and 

men, running through many of the cases involving women w~s 

something else, specific.=illy linked to their having crossed 

the boundaries of ar.ceptablP feminine behaviour. 

Their deviance 1.n this second respect was an integral 

aspect of their perceiven abnormality, as important as 

other more obvious reasons. Sometimes it was the only 

ground for committal. The codes of r.ondur.t that these women 

transgressed were situated in four areas: self expression, 

housework, marital relatjons, and maternal behaviour. In 

each area these women did not behave in what was believed 

to he a feminine manner. 

Elaine Showalter h.=ts suggested th.=tt English women's 

"talkativeness, violFttions of convP.ntions of fe.mininP 

speech, and insistence on sel.f-expressln.11 was the kind of 

behaviour that had lec1 to thelr heing l;:ibeled 'mnd' t:o 

;6 ····· .............. · -- ············ .... ·---·· ·- · 
Cafie 1637, YCAA 10'18/5, p.4f>5. 
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begin with." 97 Many of the casefiles at Auckland bear this 

out. Committal certificates frequently comment on the 

violent and obscene nature of the women's language. Notions 

of piety and purity are explicit in the case of Agnes E., 

who "used horrible language, having been up to that time a 

decent & even religious young woman, fully self

respecting".98 Other examples were "very talkative",99 or 

"abusive threatening obscene 11 . lOO In the case of one womi'ln 

who passed the test of r.ottionality and was coherent with a 

good memory for recent and past events, it was noted thC=tt 

she was "very argumentative" .101 "Immoderate" or 

inexplicable laughter was also emphasised as evidence of 

abnormality.102 Good womf>n we.re supposed to be quiescent, 

decorous and meek, qualities which many women at the 

Auckland asylum clearly did not possess. Good women were 

also ready to comply with other's wishes, but the female 

lunatics here were "rather obstinate and inclined to be 

more so",lOJ or repeC=ttenly replied "don't know" to questions 

at the medical examination.104 

Femlninjty was thus C=tssociated with a lack of ego. Two 

cases in particular support this contention. Rebecc.ot J., 

whose immoderate laughter has bP.en noted, was described 

censoriously as t.:ilking "as if she were acting tragedy upon 

:~ ·- S·h··~~-;i°t·~·~· ;···--Tb~;~·=r.~;.·m~ l ~ .. _.M aJ.~cl.Y. , p . 8 l . 
Case 1629, YCAA 1048/5, p.451. 

'9 Case 138, YCAA 1026/2. 
100 Case Hill, YCAA 1048/5, p.432. 
101 Case 3947, YCAA 1048/11, p.253. 
102 Case 153, YCAA 1026/2. 
lOJ Case 3974, YCAA 1048/11, p. 280. 
104 Case 145, YCAA 1026/7.. 
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a stage".lOS Similarly, Amy G. was described upon release as 

"Cmlentally with the exception of exaggerated egotism, 

shows no s i g n o f · i n s an 1 t y" . 1 °' L i n k e d to t h i s , as Robyn 

Anderson has pointed out, was the fact that not all these 

women shared the sense of shame and repentance expected of 

them. Bridget H. had f lfty different convictions for 

drunkenness in a total of six and a half years. She was 

transferred from the gaol to the asylum several tlmes . 

Although she was always quJet and rational upon admjssion 

she stated defiantly when brought up before the court on a 

vagrancy c harge that " s he held been drunk for four years and 

would be drunk for four years more" . 107 

Such prohibitions did not surround the men's 

behaviour. Although "r av ing", "volubility", "rambling" a nd 

"muttering" were noted a~ signs of abnormality, the 

informants did not view t hese deviations with the same 

degree of censure. Men were expected to be assertivP nnd 

vocal; some were regarded as strange because they were 

"silent and retlring",109 "dull, morose and s jlent 11 109 o r: 

"very reticent 11 .llO 

The second area of r.ontention centr ed on women's role. 

as homemakers. Many women were specifically noted as being 

"unable to nttend to [their l hou.sehold duties". The fact 

that this was a constant refrain throughout the casenotes, 

ios c;se 1·53~YCJ\J\ 1026 /3 . 
106 Case 57, YCAA 1048/3, p.47. 
187 ttiH, 20 January lfl68, p.4 . Cited in 1\nclerson, p .77. 
188 Case 135, YCAA 1048 / 1, p .199 . 
199 Case 176, YCAA 1048/1, p. 229. 
110 Case 4129_, YCAA 1048/12, p.34. 
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suggests that it was a standard test of female 'normality. 

The women themselves, their families or husbands were 

acting upon the assumption that "[t)ruly feminine work, 

acknowledged only as a labour of love, was housework".111 

Because of its status as non-work, a housewife's standards 

were considered as an aspect of her personality. That is, 

women who stopped cooking, cleaning and sewing, were not 

just poor workers, but manifested personality defects that 

must be cured.112 Elizabeth M. wrote a telling letter to the 

asylum superintendent after returning home. In a shaky 

hand, the note reads: "I have improved very much in my 

health since I came Home and am quite able to attend to my 

Household Duties ... my Dear Husband wrts glad and happy to 

have back his cook and housekeeper ... . 11 113 Judgement as to 

what constituted ability to perform household tasks could 

be quite exacting. Albina C. was witnessed sewing on a 

patch of calico with cotton used for stockings, instead of 

ordinary threaa.114 

Boundaries were also overstepped in the marital arena. 

Feminist historians have observed that marriage is the 

"cornerstone of femininity". Good women were expected to 

see marriage as "an essential part of every truly feminine 

woman's life plan", as natural and necessary.11~ Indeed ln 

colonial New Zealand, the imbalance of the sex ratio in 

iT1-·-.. ·--................. - ... -.... -.............. _ .................... _ .............. _ .... . 
Matthews, p.49. 

112 ibid., pp.156-157. 
113 Case 128, YCJl..A 1048/1, p.191. 
114 Case 157, YCAA 107.6/2. 
115 Matthews, p.112. 
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favour of women gave greater opportunities for 'them to 

marry and "put a premium on women as wives 11 .l1' Even 

domestic service, the largest category of paid work for 

women, was regarded as a preparation for marriage . 111 The 

laws surrounding marriage changed markedly in this period. 

In the 1870s marriage was regarded as a "union for life, in 

which the wife merged with the husband to form one 

financial, legal and social entity, of which the husband 

was the complete master". Any equality between partners, 

which obviously did occurr in some marriages, was a 

"generous concession" on the husband's part, but was not 

guaranteed under law.118 By 1910 there were improvements in 

women's legal p osition, in regard to right s , property and 

participation in public life, including t he Harried Women's 

Property Act of 1884 . Ho wever these changes took place 

because they were see n as compatible with women's 

traditional role of wife, mother and home maker and we re 

campaigned for on that basis.119 

It has been arguP.d that despit e the l egal and 

ideological constraints upon women in nineteenth century 

New Zealand, migrant women experienced a greater senr.e of 

purpose, a feeling of usefulness and a greater degree of 

in·-Ra-~w~~-·····r;-~~ .. i;-1"·~1·~·--,~·The Colonial Helpmeet : Women's Role and 
the Vote in nineteenth -century New Zealand", in .W.9me.n in.. 
Hi ~J;Q!:.Y:, p. 5 8 . 
llf Judith Elphick Malone, "What' s Wrong with P.mma? The 
Feminist Debate in Colonial Auckland", in W,o~_er::L .. 1n ___ H_istory, 

r.~·71.-73. 
ibid., pp.76 - 77, 79. 

ll' DalziP.l, p .6 6. Bronwyn Labrum, " 'For th e better: 
discharge of our duties': the Women' s Mo vement in Wanganui 
1893-1903", BA Hon s Essay (Hassey Univer~ity), 1986), p.55. 
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l ndepend ence than they would have in Britain. 120 · Marriage 

became in practice much more of a partnership because 

husband and wife had to work together as an economic 

unit. 121 When the pioneering phase ending, women res ponded 

enthusiastically to the new cults of domesticity and true 

womanhood apparent in the early twentieth century which 

gave them a similar sense of importance, dignity and 

purpose.122 As Margot Roth has pointed out, however true 

these assertions may be, they are based on the assumption 

"that women's lives are assessed by themselves and others 

in terms of acquiring a husband as a necessary prelude to 

housework and incr:-easing the population" ,123 

The experience of the women committed to the Auckland 

asylum offers a different kind of testimony to that of the 

strong colonial helpmeet ideal. Many women were not 

behaving as a respectful or satisfied wife should have 

been. For example, Susannah E. attempted to escape her 

husband by ship in 1870 and was subsequently admitted by 

him. This was not the first time. She was admitted twice in 

1869. On her second admlssion, she was "still labouring 

under the impression that she requires another partner in 

order to be happy - st~tes she did not live happily with 

no···· i»~i;-i·~-i-:····--P-·:-5-9·-~· · ··--- ···-· 
121 Erik Olssen and Andree Levesque, "Towards a History of 
th e New Z ea 1 and Fam i 1 y" , l n f .. ~ mJ.lJ ~ .. 9_ .... _ln .. N.~.\::I __ __ f:_.~- ~l<=!n_g_ 
p.Q.Q .. t.~_t;;y, ed. Peggy G. Koopman-Boyden (Wellington, 1978), 
p. 3; Rod er i ck Ph 111 i ps I PJY.QI..G..f:!_._Jn ... N .. ~W . z~~19.n9. . ! ... Sl. _.!5.9.GJ .. ~J. tl§ __ t. .. 9IY (Auckland, 1981), p.78. 

Olssen and Levesque, p.7. 
123 Margot Roth, "The New Zealancl F;:imily: Corner.stone of 
Colonisation", MA ThesiR (University of Auckland, 1980), 
p.88. 
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her husband." Unsurprisingly, when committed by him a third 

time "she was rather depressed and bewails her fate most 

piteously".124 Helen C. had, in the words of one of her 

certificating doct o rs, "taken an ill will against her 

husband, and accuses him of ill treatment". She had also 

been admitted three times, after either a birth or 

miscarriage . "She talks incessantly about her home life, 

complaining of her husband. She states that he ordered her 

out of the house as a 'bloody whore', after she had asked 

him for a drink of water. She states that her husband would 

kill her if he could. When she sees her husband she goes 

off at once in a violent attack of rage and raging" . 125 Even 

if outright ho s tility was not a factor, ot her 

transgressions of behaviour wer e not ed. Elizabeth H. for 

example, "parted from her husband with seeming 

indifference" .12' 

Many women a c cused their husbands o f ill treatment o r 

infidelity and there is no evidence of any acceptance of 

the truth of their statements. Jessie N. believed h e r 

husband tried to poison her, would not l et her husband near 

her and charged him with unfaithfulness, an allegation that 

the doctor believed to be "mot unfounded". Yet s h e wou ld 

not recant, carried her action through to the extent of 

suing her husband for m~intenance upon discharge, and 

reque~ted the asylum s11perintendent f or a statement of h e r 

nr·c;-;·;~-1·0-i"~·---yc-A~--··-1 ·0··4 9 / 1 , P . 1 1 2 . 

125 Cas e 4066, YC/\.A 1018/11, p.372. 
12' Case 1 2 8, Y Cl\.l\. l 0 4 8 I 1 , p . 1 9 .l. 
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condition and conduct, and whether her condition was the 

effect of her husband's ill treatment.127 

As with cases of men charged with wife-beating in 

court, it seems that a woman's testimony was given a 

favourable hearing only if she was clearly an innocent or 

"genuine" victim. Women who did not live with their 

husbands, women in de facto relationships, and women who 

fought back were less likely to win their cases;129 in the 

case of alleged lunacy it was women who fought back or who 

acted indifferently towards their husbands who lost. 

Husbands did not seem eager to reclaim these truculent 

wives, in contrast to the area of contention discussed 

next, where the problems related to a woman's performance 

in her maternal role. It is my impression that confinement 

in these examples was a kind of Q_E'! .... _.f. .~=t~JQ. divorce. In other 

words, it was a way of getting rid of troublesome women. 

Divorce in nineteenth and early twentieth century New 

Zealand carried a very high degree of social stigma; there 

were a limited number of grounds under which it could be 

obtained; and up until 1881 all petitions had to be heard 

in Wellington.129 A 1907 amendment to divorce legislation 

relates specifically to lunacy, and appears to have 

legitimated what was happening in practice, at least on the 

husband's part. Divorce was granted if one of the spouses 

had been confined to an asylum for a total of ten of the 

111 -· ··········---···-········--·-·····-······· ············ --· .. ·-· -······ . 
Case 1656, YCAA 1048/5, p.503. 

128 Anderson, chapter 10 pnsslm. 
129 Roderick Phillips, pp.18, 110-111. 
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twelve years preceding the act of petition, and' where there 

was little likelihood of rer.overy from lunacy. Objections 

during the reading of the bill reveal a recognition of the 

potential to use the asylum in this way. Dr Grey Hassell, 

superintendent of the Auckland and Porlrua asylums, argued 

that some men and women would conspire to keep their 

spouses in an asylum in order to qualify for divorce . 

Significantly, he believPd men would do this more 

frequently than women.llO 

The thjrd area of deviance involved women's behaviour 

towards their children. From the beginning of colonisation 

in New Zealand the family had been promoted as a sourr.e of 

social stability and a means of reproducing labour. 

However, in a self - sufficient household, where women and 

men could both work in the family economy, there was a 

relatively flexible division of labour between the sexes.lll 

By the end of the period of this study, the links between 

women and the family were being articulated in a more 

comprehensive and rigid fashion. As had already happened jn 

England and North America, the cults of domesticity and 

true womanhood increasingly held sway. These cults 

emphasised almost exclusively the nurturant and maternal 

capacities of women, whose lives became even more dependent 

and privatised. 

The new wife - mother and her attractive home was 

promulgated as the fitting solution to problems apparently 

i ro-- i h. id -:~--~-:30··~-----··-

lll Dalziel, pp.60-61. 
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associated with urban growth: prostitution, dedtitution, 

illegitimacy, larrikinism and more general immorality and 

crime. Motherhood and housekeeping were increasingly 

professionalised, at a time when racial fitness and the 

supremacy of the Rrltish Empire were believed by some to be 

under: threat.132 Belief in social Darwinism and eugenics, 

championed by the emerging medical profession and the 

state, compounded the pressures on women, for it was argued 

that women were biologically suited for the roles of having 

children and keeping house. 

A number of the women committed to the Auckland asylum 

were neglectful of or violent towards their children and 

this complaint became slightly more frequent in the later 

case files. Mary 0. was admitted from hospital some weeks 

after giving birth. It was stated that "she r.efused to see 

her children in the room and told him to take them away 

from her".lJJ Women were expected to want to be with their 

children at all times and have the predominant interest in 

their welfare. Jessie N. was censured for the "ready way 

she is satisfied with regard to her children ... Says she 

would like to be with her children but expresses the wish 

in a vague way and seems far more satisfied to be absent 

from them than a sane mother would be 11 .lH Similarly, Dora 

T. 's hushand wished her "to he under. restraint as she 

nr ·E·~· ik ··-;i;;;.~·;-··-·;;·T·~~by King and the Plunk et Society. An 
analysis of a prescriptive ideology", ~~~H, 15:1 (April, 
1981), pp.8-10, 21-22; Fleming, pp.9-10, 21-22. 
lJJ Case 132, YCA/\. 1026/2. 
lH Case 1656, YCAA 1048/5, p.503. 
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neglects her family so much" .135 Mothers in part'icular were 

supposed to be self less and giving, servers not takers, not 

"self absorbed" as another "neglectful" mother was 

described. lJ6 

In contrast to the difficult wives, husbands were more 

eager to claim these women back, sometimes before the 

medical superintendent thought they were ready. This degree 

of willingness to reclaim discloses women's function as an 

economic adjunct, a purpose which is revealed in other 

ways. Roderick Phillips has shown how advertisements at the 

turn of the century demonstrate the pervasiveness of 

economic criteria in a marriage, and employment agencies 

which catered especially for domestic servants also offered 

matrimonial introductions; a blatant indication of the 

similar functions and legal status of servant and wife.137 

The following case indicates that their labour potential 

may have saved other women from confinement. Marla C. was a 

fifteen year old epileptic pupil at St Mary's Industrial 

School. The school's medical officer made much of the 

terror these fits proc'luceo in the other children and wanteo 

her committed to the asylum. The provincial surgeon 

initially refused to declare her insane, finding Maria an 

intelligent girl, "and the constant work in which she is 

engaged ... the best thing for her". In his reply, the 

med Jcal off leer acivised h lm that he wantf~d to send her to 

rff · c·~· ~ .. ~- ··2·0·0-0 .. ,-- Y.cA.A ... io 1s19, p. 3 o 4 • 

136 Case 3997, YCAA 1048/11, p.303. 
117 Roderick Phillips, p.7Cl. 
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the hospital or Old Women's Institute instead, ~nd 

emphasised the availability of Maria's domestic services. 138 

The changing importance attached to women as mothers 

and indeed the many roles they had to live up to 

demonstrate how ideals of femininity varied. Wome n could 

never reach the ideal because it shifted on them. In this 

sense the ideal of the good woman, wife and mother was 

internally contradictory as Matthews has argued.139 Yet 

these roles, particularly that of wife and mother towards 

the end of the period, were extremely important because 

there were few alternatives. The casefiles show that women 

continued to strive for th i s ideal. Mary P. was admitted in 

1870 after "following men with the idea they were going to 

marry her 11 .140 Lydia Y., who was later diagnosed as mentally 

retarded, had "delusions as to marriage, says she is able 

to cook and perform all household duties . . .. nl41 It 

therefore comes as no surprise to find, as the next chapter 

shows, that "disappointment in love" was a female dominated 

diagnosis. 

A fourth reason why many of these women were committed was 

because they were regarded as "paranoid''. Their case 

records suggest that lnstead of making a nuisance of 

themselves, they were unacceptable vi.ctims because of 

nr- w: :·· -·-i-~-~·· ··-t·~- ·· p ~ ·~-;; .. i-~ ;·i a 1 Superintendent, 30 July 1874, AP2 
1874/2538. 
1B 
140 
141 

Matthews, pp.7 - 8. 
Case 134, YCAA 1026/2. 
Case 1616, YCAA 1049/5, p.438. 
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outlandish or unwelcome behaviour or they dwelt on real or 

imagined misfortune. Fifteen of the forty-five women fall 

into this category, making it the second largest. The 

distribution of these cases increased slightly by 1910, as 

did the incidence of threats to articulated social norms. 

The unacceptable victims included Rebecca J., a 

thirty-four year old widow who went to live with her sister 

and brother-in-law after her husband's death. According to 

one of her medical certificates: 

She has been a long time in a very excited state of 
mind in fact that it commenced about the time of late 
husband's illness ... I heard this morning that she 
will not get up out of bed, but is expecting her 
husband (who has been dead some months) to return 
every minute. 

Rebecca also believed that her sister had poisoned her 

husband and child, drank heavily and threatened her 

sister's chlldren.142 

Four women had delusions regarding their children. For 

example, Margaret L., a sixty year old housewife, believed 

that she had four children at home and that rats were 

threatening them. Forty year old Paulina W. could not get 

over the death of her bahy fjve months prevjously and 

continually heard it's voice, saying "that if she had not 

lost her memory, her rhild would not have died".143 

The reason why other women were victims is less 

apparent. Four of the fifteen were paranoid about being 

persecuted. Hostly it was just "everyone" or "others" who 

/ 
r•r-- ------ ------- ----- ------ ------ -------··--····--·-·· 

Case 154, YCAA 1026/3. 
143 Case 3967, YCAA 1048/11, p. 273. 
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were believed to be the bullies. But in the ca~e of 

Catherine D., a fifty-five year old single dressmaker, the 

perpetrators were specifically named. Catherine believed 

that she is persecuted by detectives sent by Mr Kettle 
and Inspector Cullen to prevent her being allowed to 
stay in any lodging house. She also stated that 
several people - Hr Brown of Onehunga and her late 
landladies - Mrs Webb and Mrs Mckenna repeatedly tried 
to poison her food.144 

The belief in poisoned food occurs repeatedly, and two 

women admitted because they stopped eating. Agnes F. told 

her certificating doctors that voices told her not to eat 

as people were poisoning her. Fifteen year old Margaret Y. 

was in Auckland Hospital for some months resisting attempts 

to feed her, before being committed to the Auckland Asylum. 

Margaret said that she had orders not to take food. 

Half of the men in the sample displayed paranoid 

behaviour. Only one man in the sample was suspicious of 

food. He believed that he had lost part of his body and 

feared eating and drinking.145 The other six believed that 

they were persecuted or had "unreasonable suspicions", the 

content of which were never divulged.145 

As well as these four reasons for committal - threats to 

persons, property, articulated social norms and paranoid 

attitudes - there are two further issues which demand 

consideration. Again these matters were fac t ors in many of 

these cases and were part of the multiple pressures 
rrr···· -········-··· --···· -····- ·-·-··-·- -····-···-·---·-· · 

Case 3974, YCAA 1048/11, p.253. 
145 Case 135, YCAA 1048/1, p.199. 
IH Case 1637, YCAA 1048/5, p.465. 
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operating in the process of committal. They ar~ stresses 

that ran through all the cases but were not usually 

triggers in themselves . These two issues operated in the 

background; the patients hctn to offend in a further way to 

be committed. 

Firstly, the cas P records show, as we have seen, that 

domestic crisis was an important feature of committal. Even 

if the cause of distress lay elsewhere, the abnormal 

behaviour and deJ11sions associated with insanity played 

havor. with family life. F' o r example , Ethel R., a thirty·-

three year old schoolteacher living at home 

persistently [stood] and [would) n ot s it down even for 
food - which [had I to be spooned into her mouth -
makes no effort at conversation . .. stands whining in 
the middle of the room with an appearance of abject 
depression and had an antipathy to anyone approaching 
her ... 147 

This was less the case with the male patients because 

they most often came fr o m non-domestic situations , but is 

apparent for those living wlth others. Robert T., a 

n i net e en ye a r o 1 d mar r i e d sett 1 er , "got no s 1 e e p at 

night ... kept muttering to himsel f the whole time" and was 

" occas ionally very violent".148 

Contrary to what might be expectea, the family's 

response was ambivalent. J\n ;:;ill too humon picture emerges 

which shows that famllle~ were both resistant to and the 

trigger for committal . Families resisted 

institutionalisation, despite the fact that superintend e nts 

nr ··c·~-~·-~-·-··4i·2~1··;····-i·cAA-···1··a 4a 1 1 2 , p . 2 a . 

tu Case l 69, YCAA 1026 / 3. 
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frequently urged earlier admission.149 Although the asylum 

had established its legitimacy in the eyes of both patients 

and families, as grateful letters to the staff testify,150 

its standing was fragile and ambiguous. Despite whrit the 

authorities professed, the institution was clearly a last 

resort, not helped by the stigma attached to recipients of 

treatment, the therapeutic limitations of asylums and other 

negative features of their development.151 

Family members were admitted months and even years 

after the first signs of abnormal behaviour were perceived, 

often because events had taken a sudden turn for the wors e . 

Inspector-General MacGregor noted in his annual report for 

1904 that 91 out of 580 admissions to all asylums had been 

cared for privately for the previous year. Only half were 

admitted within three months of their "first attack" and 

some were only admitted after their "second attack" .152 

Alicia H. had "been strange for twelve months past" .151 
r--·-·-----·-·-··--------- --·-- -----· 
0 See, for example, Re.port on the Lunatic Asylums of the 

Co 1 on y, A.~ . .H.R, 1 B B 7 , H . 9 , pp . 1 - 2 , a n d 1 8 9 8 , H . 7 , pp . 3 , 7 - 8 , 
also 1908, H.7, p.3. 
150 The status that medicine in general and psychiatry in 
particular had reached by 1910 ls shown in Ethel R. 's case. 
Her parents wrote that they "have been especially advised 
to put her under your care ... we took the advice of medical 
men who perhaps knew bP.tter than we did . ... we will be 
guided entirely by your skilled advice" . The parents were 
very worried about their d ;rnghter and wrote frequently, 
continually apologising for, as one letter phrased it, 
"encroaching on your busy professional engagements'' . Case 
4123, YCAA 1048/12, p.28. 
15l W.A. Brunton, "Institutionalisation", pp.49-50. Puhli c 
suspicion of the asylum and its potential abuses has also 
been documented in England and Australia, sP.e Finnane, 
"Asylums, Families and the State", pp.142 - 143. 
152 Report on the Mental Hospitals of the Colony, A~1~1~. , 
1905, H.7, p.2. 
151 Ca s e 1611, YCAA 1048/ 5 , p.432. 
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Ethel R. was under the care of a private nurse 'for seven 

months, and had been suffering for two years before her 

parents reluctantly committed her in 1910, when she became 

too much for the nurse to handle. Her sister wrote that 

"[m)y mother is very old and quite heart - broken about 

sending her little girl away 11 .lH l\lexander s. hao neglectea 

his business and domestic affairs for two or three months 

while his wife took charge, and was finally committed when 

he left home and wandered in the bush.155 Jane B.'s husband 

informed the doctor that her attack occurred some eighteen 

months ago, hut that now "she cannot be kept quiet at 

home".156 Similarly, Ellen L. had "suffered from ment:c=il for 

upwards of six years'', but "it has only been recently that 

she became so violent as to require seclusion .... 11 157 

Indeed the derision often depenrted on how easy it was 

to care for the patient at home. Many of the individuals 

required constant watching. Emma G., a thirty year old 

housewife, had been under treatment before in Te Aroha, 

Wairoa and also at Hamilton Hospital. Her husband told the 

doctor that she "required watching night and day that she 

would lie on the floor rather than in bed, goes without 

food for days together and has a tendency to 

incendiarism".159 It is easy therefore to see why many 

imbecilic, idiotic and congenital cases found their way 

nr ··c-;·~· ;-··-41·2 3;·· ·Yc·J\-A···1a 4011 2, p. 2 a . 
155 Case 164, YCl\A 1048/1. 
156 Case 160, YCI\l\ 1048/l, p.218, 107.6/3. 
157 Case 165, YC/\A 1048/1, p.221a. 
158 Case 1649, YCAl\ 1048/5, p.489. 
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into the asylums even though these institutions' were not 

meant for incurable cases. Nancy O., admitted in 1870, was 

idiotic from birth, "never troublesome or dangerous, but 

thoroughly helpless, requiring constant supervision and 

attention". The reason Nancy was committed at thirty-three 

may have been because her parents were too old to continue 

the round-the-clock care. Their resistance gave way. 

Families also procrastinated because they needed women as 

housekeepers and their men as breadwinners. 

Despite the avoidance of institutional care by 

families, it ls also true, especially for the women in the 

sample, that in many of these cases of domestic crisis, the 

family also acted as a trigger. We have already seen how 

Rebecca J. became antagonistic towards her sister's family 

after her husband died and accused them of poisoning him 

and her children, at the same time as she began to drink 

and be violent. The combined effects of frequent 

childbirth, onerous household duties ano making ends meet 

exacted their toll too, although families and doctors were 

reluctant to acknowledge this. In the only case where this 

was formally recognised as the "exciting cause" of 

insanity, it was clear from the "impaired and thin" bodily 

condition.159 Eight of the women admitted were suffering 

from pueperal mania and ignored or tried to hurt a new baby 

or other children. For one woman, the. chance to escape to 

the asylum was a welcome relief. Amy G., a twenty-six year 

Iff ............... ········-···---·-···- -·--··-··-····-·:-·····-·-----
case 1611, YCAA 1048/5, p.432. 
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old settler's wife, admitted for the third time' after the 

birth of her fourth child, was "perfectly cool and 

collected and rather pleased at being here where she says 

she wi 11 have better food than she has had lately" .160 Other 

women used the condition of pregnancy as a lever to get out 

of the home, if not to go to the a sy lum . Elizabeth II., a 

thirty year-old settler's wife insisted that she was "in 

the family way" and should he sent away.161 

Amy's attitude raises the question nf whether some 

women used the rebellious , wilful role o f the madwoman to 

advantage . Although the Auckland evidence is 

circumstantial, feminist historians such as Carroll Smith 

Rosenberg and Charlotte MacKenzie have demonstrated that 

the sick role legitimated a withdrawal from domesti c and 

conjugal duties.1'2 "Complex personal needs could be met 

through the assumption of a sick role, and .. . once that 

role was adopted other aspects of behaviour which the 

family found embarrassing could he attributed to the 

patient's ill-health 11 .l6J 

The role of econom.ic distress is the second theme th;:;it 

recurs throughout the case records . Thi s issue was 

irrelevant in the <'locumentation in the sense that it wns 

not consciously ad~ressed by many of the people lnvolv~d in 

the process. Rather, the evJdence cons.ists of generalised 

n°-·---·--···---·-5---1-···-·-----------·-··---···-
case , YCAA 1048 / 1, p.101. 

1'1 Case 128 , YC/\A 1026/7. . 
16 2 Car o l Sm i t h Ros en be r g , .O ! .. ~.Q_+_ct~.[..l Y ... J;_QJ} Q_lJ..~j:_ , ___ YJ .. ~._i_P. ll !'L . .9. t 
Ht DJl~.J_JJL .. Y.:l~.1._9J:-1..P..!L . .Am~_+_J_~ .~ ( New York , 1 9 8 6 > , p . 9 8 . 
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statements rather than hard facts or income figures. 

Nevertheless, the very frequency with which economic 

trouble of many kinds presents itself in the patient case 

histories, and the primacy it holds in some cases, 

indicates that individuals in nineteenth century New 

Zealand were not allowed to be poor and drop out of 

society. A strong social norm or ethos appeared to operate. 

It held that you should pull yourself together, persevere 

and courageously fight through. For example, George K., a 

labourer recently laid off, was admitted in the winter of 

1890, manifesting delusions of grandeur, wealth and 

"complete control over the world" coupled with a desire to 

"make the streets of Auckland flow in blood and Hr J B 

Russell's blood should flow in it". Russell was a prominent 

local businessman and holder of the mortgage on George's 

house.16 4 

Stephen Garton notes with respect to committal in New 

South Wales, that it was the itinerant, casual and 

unskilled workers who constituted the bulk of the asylums 

populations. The same appears true here: these were the 

people who had the ]east :r.esonrces to help them cope with 

illness, injury let alone the more common problems of 

relative poverty and hardship. Garton claims that 

"[c)ontinued hard work [was required] in order to balance a 

tight domestic budget". Case records such as those of Amy 

G. also confirm hls assertion that "it was often the wife 
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and mother who made the sacrifices of food to e~sure that 

the breadwinner and the children were fed and clothed" . 165 

Chapter six shows that often women needed only adequate 

rest and a good diet to restore their physical and mental 

henlth. 

The tendency of th ose involved nn the cnmmittnl 

process to ignore this kind nf stress, p.::lrticularly in the 

female cases, is jl lu~ trated in the fact: that, unlike s ome 

men, women were not committed directly becaus e of eco no mic 

hara sh i p . I m; tea d I ch apt: er £ 0 ll r sh 0 WS that: II a() mes t i r. 

troubles'' tended to be assigned as a cause. Studies of 

other types of del.inquent women note that the acti o ns o f 

such women were not seen to be prompted by economic mot ive s 

but by psychological :=d r.kness, whereas delinquen t men were 

perceived to be a c ting nut of economic motives rather than 

immorality . 166 

A number of conclusjnns cnn be dr<3wn. In previ o us rP.sec=1rch 

a significant relationship has ~een noted between committal 

and gender, the family, middle class respectability, 

evidence of medlcalisntion or criminalisation, and an 

apparent legitimisation of the asylum. This cc=1se study 

shows that in the experience of patients at Auckland these 

<He nlso important, bnt to varying degrees. 

ns··--s-t·;·~h·~-~···--·c;·~- ~t·-~·~··;···--·t.i.-~9.JG.J n_t;! _____ QnQ. . J1.~.9. n.~9 .. ?_, PP. 1o1-1 o s . 
166 ,Jan Robinson, "Of Djverse Persons, Men, Women and 
Whores: Women and Crime ln Nineteenth Century Canterbury", 
HA Thesis (University of C~nterhury , 1983) , p.59; Anderson, 
p.47; Dalley, p . 84. 
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The Auckland case study demonstrates that gender was 

an influential factor in several ways. Differences occurred 

between women and men in the mode of, and reasons for, 

committal. For women the family, members of the medical 

profession, constables, and "voluntary" commi·ttal in that 

order were important jnitiators of committal. For men 

constables came first and family second, while medical 

figures, and "voluntary" r.ommittr=ll were less important. 

Spouses figured frequently for women as initiators, but not 

for men, and there was a wider range of family initiators 

in the female cases. When informants are examined, women 

acted more often as corroborators of evidence, while men 

were the "organisers" and dominated this part of the 

proceedings. 

A similar pattern of gender differentir=ltion is 

apparent in the reasons for committal. Although threats to 

property were reasons in a small number of both female and 

male cases, for women threats to family members and threats 

to self were the most important gro~nds for committal. In 

many cases the women did not carry out the threats or 

preventative measures were taken in time. For the men 

however, the order was again reversed and the degree of 

actual violence was greater. General threats to articulated 

social nor.ms were greater too for men and increased over 

the period. Although general female threats to social norms 

were smaller, women became particularly troublesome if they 

overstepped the bounds of conventional feminine behaviour 
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in regard to demeanour, housework, maternal and· marital 

duties. Men were not held to such roles. 

Overseas studies have also argued that gender was 

influential in committal, although none of the authors have 

used exactly the same categories of analysis as I have. In 

his study of Californian patients (which concentrates on 

social patterns rather than interpersonal dynamics) Rich~rd 

Fox contends that the cnmmjtment of women differed 

significantly from the commitment of men and that 

"examiners, witnessPs and perhaps the women themselves 

believed that women had a predisposition to fall victim to 

- and need tr.eatment for - mental or nervous 

disturbances" .167 Elnine Showi=ilter shan'!s this view, at 

least from the point of vjew of the psychiatric profession. 

She argues that in nineteenth century Engli=inc'I a 

"feminization" of madness occurred; women came to be seen 

as the cultural exemplars of madness. l\]th oug h she does not 

l oo k at the process of committal, Showalter su rmi ses that 

the female lunatics' talkatjveness and vjoli=itions of 

co nventional feminine speech were a factor in their 

committal . 168 An emphasis on the br.enking of femininP 

proprieties is also found in the work of Ann e Digby and 

Jill Julius Matthews . Dlgby's study of the private York 

Asylum shows that, among other things, "the r iqid 

limitations imposed on the Victorian's woman's role" may 

have produced either depression or rebellion. Moreove r 

TI1·-·F--~-~··:··- .. ··P·~-:·i'2"4"~-.. -i .. 2 -q··:·-
t 6 s Showalter, T.b.~---E-~ma_l_e_ .. M_~lggy, pp.7, 81 . 
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women were particularly liable to be defined as' mad because 

of mildly deviant and independent behaviour, or failure to 

be a "paragon of domestic virtue". None of the men in this 

analysis were pulled up by such strict behavioural codes.169 

Matthews argues that women who were defined as mad had 

failed in the pursuit of femininity, specifically in the 

fundamental areas of sexuality (heterosexual, monogamous 

legal marriage ), work (centred on the family and home) and 

mothering . 170 

In the study that is perhaps closest to the aims of 

this one, that is in attempting to look in some detail at 

the contexts as well as reasons for committal , Stephen 

Garton finds that in New South Wales '' tensions in the 

construction of femininity" were apparent in the delusions 

of female patients, although they had to develop in a 

specific material and social context for committal to be 

warranted. For single women committal w.:ls linked with 

police detection of prostitution and vagrancy. In the 

family, single women we re committed because of tensions 

within it or their threats to it, and because they r~fused 

to help with the chores. He also di scer ns a growing 

intoler;mce of the unmarried daughter hy the twe ntleth 

century as the structure of the family and the pos ition o f 

women within it changed. For desPrted wive s and widows 

P.conomic problems loomed large. For married women domP.stic 

violence, tensions in the family, their own violence , 

1rr·-·r;i9t;-y·;·-- ii:;a.~;;:;~~~.-.-~=i-i~.~.~JJ. .t..Y_ . . ~.n 9. ....... tt .. ~.9.!. ~ .. tn~. , PP • 9 6 , 1 9 o . 
170 Matthews, pp.147,17 2 ,185. 
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suicide and public displays of unwanted behavio6r were 

factors in committal. The refusal to fulfill familial 

"duties" also looms large. Garton suggests further that men 

were reluctant to commit their wives while there was still 

an opportunity for them to continue their domestic 

duties.171 

In a new direction for studies of madness, he begins 

to look at the genesis of male lunacy. Garton argues that 

police played the dominant role in the committal of men, 

the majority of whom were single, itinerant labourers. 

Isolation in the bush, poverty, drink and the desire of the 

community to rid itself of "unwanted elements'' were key 

factors. These men had no family to hide in. For young men 

at home, threats and acts of violence were import a nt. For 

married men domestic conflict, jealousy and fear of their 

wives' infidelity were characteristics of their breakdown. 

In a similar fashion, but more tentatively, Garton r~lates 

men's madness to problems and contradictions in the 

construction of masculinity.172 

This study then affirms many of the emphases of 

overseas literature, such ;:is the importance of the pursuit 

of femininity in its v;:irious definitions ~rnd the tensions 

within the social construction of it; the rigidity of 

women's roles in this period; and the clearly defined 

behavioural code for women. At a more specific level, the 

Auckland case study shares the conclusions of Australian 

:~r·-c;~ ·;· t·-~·~ ·;-· "t1 .~·~·i~i'~ ·~~.:~D.t,LM!'ld. n~§.§.. 1 PP. 11 0 ··· l 4 7 . 
2 ibid., pp.118-122,125-131. 
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work as to the importance of domestic violence,· threats to 

family, suicide and economic problems. In regard to men, 

this study supports much of Garton's analysis. The 

committal of Auckland men was concerned with bush 

isolation, and the poverty and alcohol problems of many 

single, itinerant labourers. Their experience r:ilso reveals 

the growing concern with social order and propriety and the 

importance of domestic conflict as committal factors. 

While this study substantiates the findings of 

previous investigations of gender and madness, it also 

modifies them. In particular it does not conclude that 

women were labelled mad principally because of their 

failure in the pursuit of femininity. While contemporary 

definitions of madness were influenced by expectations of 

appropriate womanly behaviour, the analysis presented here 

argues that gender roles appear to have been less 

circumscribed in nineteenth century New Zealand than they 

were to be in the early twentieth century, or in the per.iod 

which Matthews sur.veys . 173 Related to this is the fact that 

in the nineteenth century there were fewer agencies of 

surveillance: the new professionals and experts who managed 

relations between women and men as "overseers of the gendF>r 

order" .174 Neither does there seem to be evidence of the 

rn -·· ·:J~;·aith-···· · ·Aii·~-~· .. ··-;-~k· ;,·~ i'ln interesting supporting point, 
arguing that "historical inquiry lnto such subjects as 
housework, marriage, chlJacare, shopping, courtship, 
prostitution, pornography, local politics, religion, paid 
work and cultural proci11ctlon provide many instances of 
deterioratl.on in women's situation by the late twentieth 
century". Allen, p.175. 
174 Matthews, p. 9 2. 
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"feminization" of madness, or of the overwhelmi'ng existence 

of a prevailing perception of "a fundamental alliance 

between 'woman' and 'madness' at this lay level as 

Showalter claims for England.175 The material condi.t:ions of 

individuals and their families emerged as crucial f.act o r ~ . 

The role of the family and others is a second feature 

of committal. At Au ckland we have seen that the initiative 

for committal was taken at various points; it was not 

imposed solely from above by state, either in the form of 

the police or the medical profession. Overseas writers are 

now drawing attention to the role of the family as a 

principal site of powP.r and 1r1fluence in the cour se o f 

co mm i t t a 1 . I t w i 11 be r e ca 11 e d t ha t M i ch a e 1 I gnat i e f f , i n 

an attempt to question the centrality of the s tate in the 

making of the social order , suggested that attempts to 

label people as insane began with the working class family, 

from which most patients came.176 Elaborat .ing o n this 

thesis, Mark Finnane defined the asylum as an arbiter of 

social and familial conflict, inc luding conflict between 

the sexes, used by both worki.ng ;rnd middle classes. 

AJthough he placed mor.e emphnsis o n official po lir.y and its 

implementation, he agreed that the asylum wa s "subject to 

processes of social change and alterations in popular 

mentality which lay outsl<'le thP. state's immediate 

control 11
•

177 Other hist or ians have aff.lr med and extended 

!;!·-S h~~-~-!"t;~-~-·--ih~_f.~_rn_<:~J.~ .. -. .M~J.?.QY, P. 3 . 
Ignatieff, p.172. 

177 Finnane, "Asylums , Families ann the State" , p . 145, 
J _J)_S. _9.D.1.t .Y .. J iJJ d_ -· t. .!J.~- ... .I n S_£l D e. , p . 1 6 2 • 
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this perspective.178 The experience of patients at Auckland 

shows that the family was central to the process and that 

families were using the asylum for different reasons from 

those envisaged by asylum officials. Relatives often acted 

as a site of resistence to institutionalisation. However it 

also depicts the family's role as a gendered phenomenon; 

the pattern was different for men who were identified and 

detected by a wider range of "outsiders". For women 

especially, the family and their role in it, acted as a 

trigger of committal. 

As well as the importance of committal initiative 

"from below", consideration has been given to the 

increasing importance of middle class notions of 

respectability, stimulated by urbanisation and subsequent 

overcrowding. These developments, it is argued, reduced 

tolerance for "unproductive", "inefficient" behaviour, such 

as public drunkenness and public loitering and led to the 

establishment of institutions and professions devoted to 

the control of such bP.haviour .179 The Auckland sample shows 

that this model best fits the male experience and w~s of 

increasing importance by the end of the per.iod. In New 

Zealand perceptions of respectability were also highly 

influenced by race, whether it was fem~le Maori who were 

"un-English" or who appeared to treat English institutions 

lightly and without due respect, or Pakeha men who sought 

to side with the Haor.i. This model also needs to bP. 
nr .. ·--·-·---·-............................. ·····--...... ........... _. __ , ...... . 

For example, Walton, 
179 Fox, p.7. 

"Casting Out", p.139; Tomes, p.2. 
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adjusted to take account of the specifically feminine 

notions of respectability evident in this case study. For 

women such assumptions were directly related to their 

performance in the roles of wife, mother, and housewife, 

and in their behaviour as women. 

A fourth and final line of tho11ght emphasises the 

process of the legitimisation of the asylum. This 

incorporated first its separation from criminality and law, 

then its refurbishment as a hospital of healing, and 

second, the "diffusion of medicine as a way of thinking 

about and acting on body and mind" among the general 

public.IBO Such a change in thinking about the asylum or 

medical matters was not apparent and would have been 

difficult to discern in such highly idiosyncratic sources 

as the case files . Nevertheless the sample shows that the 

Auckland asylum did achieve some validity and authority in 

the minds of lay people, although it was frequently viewed 

as a last resort and its use depended on how easy it was to 

care for individuals at home. 

no ... F ....... ~ ..................................... ~; ·~- ........... 1 .... -............... .. 
1nnane, .~y. urns, Fam i 1 i es a ml th e S t a t e " , p . 1 4 1 . 



Age: 4 6 
Status: Married 
Admission date: 7 April 1910 
Condition/previous occupr.ttion: County Foreman 
Previous abode: Tapu Thames 
Supposed cause of insanity: Alcohol 
Bodily condition: Indifferent health & condition 
Duration of existing attack: 6 Months 
Number of previous attacks: 2 
Age on first attack: 39 
Date of discharge: 6 September 1910 

Source: Text: Register of Committed Patient Admissions, YCAA 
1021/5 

Photo: Casebook, YCAA 1048/11, p.288. 
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Chapter Four 

The Hedical Diagnoses 

Once a woman had been defined as insane by family, 

neighbours or the police, the medical profession entered in 

upon the process. There were, however, two different kinds 

of medical intervention. The previous chapter looked at 

certification by general practitioners: this chapter. 

focuses on the second medical examination, this is the more 

specific diagnosis by the asylum doctor.. It is therefore an 

account of the medical perspective upon insanity, 

especially as it developed within the newly constituted 

psychiatric profession. 

Because this part of the committal experience took place 

inside the institution, full records survive for each 

patient. These take the form of medical diagnoses entered 

into the patient casebooks. The "cause of insanity" was 

also written in the admission registers. However the 

comprehensiveness of each entry varies. The diagnoses are 

generally briefer. in the 1890 sample, at a time when the 

asylum became particularly overcrowded and the medical 

superintendent was less able to give time and attention to 

each case. This situation had eased again by the end nf tt1e 

period, by which time an assistant merHcal officer had heen 

employed and the asylum enlarged. 
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There ls also a change over time in the d~pth of 

information presented in the records and the importance of 

the asylum doctor's role and the institutional examination. 

This development has implications for our reading of the 

asylum diagnoses and the significance we ascribe to this 

part of the committal process. Generally, the diagnoses 

from the 1870 sample rely more heavily on GP's and family 

Q.PJJL!.Q.D.2. as recorded on the medical certificate, 

supplemented by a general account of the patient's bodily 

health. By 1890 examination at the asylum had gained i.n 

importance, becoming more comprehensive and standardised. A 

"supposed cause of insanity" and "duration of attack" 

headed up the entry. Eugenic and hereditarian suppositions 

drawn from family details, and inferences dr.~wn from the 

patient's behaviour subsequent to committal, appeared more 

frequently. In the 1910 diagnoses, the layout and style of 

entries resembled something much closer to today's 

technical and scientific mode of inquiry. A definite "cause 

of insanity", "percentage of insanity" (if curable - under 

or over 40%), ahd "number of previous attacks" were to be 

recorded after a thorough physical examination, which 

included cranial measurements. The patient's statement, 

previous family history and in the case of women, their 

menstrual and childbearing histories were also recorded. Ry 

this time, the GP's initial verdict had taken a back seat 

and the balance had swung in favour of the increasingly 

professlonrtlised asylum doctor. 
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The asylum doctors diagnosed a single, cl~ar cause of 

insanity and began treatment on that basis. The analysis 

given here follows that practice. It should be remembered 

however, that there may have been several overlapping 

contributing causes, as there were a number of reasons why 

the initial decision was taken to commJt an individual. 

Medical requirements did not allow for that kind of 

ambiguity and multiplicity, although by the end of the 

period annual reports listed ''principal assigned causes of 

insanity". To disreg;ud thi'lt complexlty woulct be 

ahistorical. 

The circumstances of t:his diagnof;is were differP.nt 

from those conducted by the certificating GPs. First, the 

examination took place at the asylum, whereas most 

certification examinations were performed at home or at the 

local police station. Second, the medical superintendent's 

opinion did not need corroboration. Normally, the session 

took place in the presence of the medical superintendent 

only, with maybe one or two attend .'lnts present. The family 

were spoken to separately upon the patient's arrival, or 

the superintendent relied upon the certification testimony. 

/\cause was assignefl after one e.xamin;:ition, which occurrE>d 

as soon as possible after committal, either the same day or. 

the morning after arrival. In the early cases gaps nf two 

or three days were more common. In a handful of more 

difficult cases, concentrated in the earlier years when 

more reliance was placed on outside opinion, the diagnosis 
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was delayed longer. For example, Jane B. was committed on 

the 15 September 1870, but the first casebook entry was 

dated 23 September and no physical details were noted until 

2 October. The superintendent noted in the first entry that 

"I have not yet obtained information sufficient to enable 

me to fathom an opinion as to the origin and precise 

character of her malady".l 

There were two parts to the diagnostic session. The 

first consisted of questions and answers, with an appraisal 

of the patient's delusions and behaviour. For most of the 

period this was little different from the examinations 

conducted by GPs for certification. "Idiots" were treated 

more perfunctorily than others. All patients were judged 

unfavourably if they revealed incoherency, an inability to 

talk about themselves, or simply refused to answer 

questions. Yet this was a profoundly disturbing time for 

them. Refusal to answer questions might stem from reasons 

other than a defective intellect, mental illness and the 

intransigence associated with it. Non-cooperation or false 

answers could stem from efforts to salvage personal 

reputation, embarrassing questions or the stressful 

S 1• t 11 a t i' o Tl • 2 Th · t j ... ... -. t "ti,... k 1 an ..:J co Tl f i r m ... e exilml na _ . on proce,-,o c.• _ n \.- . u .. .. --.. 

this. For example, one GP gave a woman's violence as 

evidence of insanity, despite his admission that he 

"persisted in questioning her. 11 .l The asylum doctor took 

r ·-····-·········---···----···-·········-· .. ·····-·--·--···-······· 
Case 161, YCAA 1048/l, p.218. 

2 Goffman, p.145. 
J Case 165, YCAA 102n/3. 
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this as evidence of her insanity even though sHe was 

"quiet" on admission.4 

Suspected lunatics were also asked to follow simple 

directions, such as taking a deep breath, which may have 

been difficult to perform if flustered, embarrassed or 

edgy.5 F.G. Ewington, an official visitor at the Auckland 

asylum commented that "the novelty of the situation or the 

excitement of the hour [could] seal [an alleged lunatic'~] 

lips ... How many businessmen of experience could keep calm 

and answer for themselves rationally if they were charged 

at the Pol ice Court with lunacy?"' For most people the 

asylum held even more terror than the courtroom. 

Additional factors operated in the case of women. 

Asylum doctors remarked as freely as GPs that women should 

stay within the boundaries of acceptable female behaviour. 

Even when women lived out the expectations of their gender 

role, they could still accused of talking about "pots and 

pans and beefsteaks and subjects quite irrelevant to the 

question".7 Words conferring emotional overtones such as 

"temperament", were use<i of women but not of men.I Note was 

also taken of the number of children a women had. 

The method of examination placed a case - history 

construction on the person's past life, demonstrating that 

~11 along she had been sjck, that she had finally became 

4 .. c~-~ -~- 165-; ·-··y· ·c-.:\"A ___ ici.4811, p. 7. 21 a. 

5 Case 4067, YCAA 1048/11, p.373. 

' N.i . .H., 12 April 1886, p.6. 
1 Case 92, YCAJ\ 1021/1. 
8 Case 138, YCJ\A 1048/1, p.202. 
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very sick, and that if not admitted to the asylum, worse 

would probably have happened.' In this the opinions of 

family and friends recorded on the medical certificate 

played a crucial role. Blanch A. 's husband offered as 

evidence the fact that sl1e was "accustomed to ale at meals, 

occasionally whiskey, and at monthly periods a small bottle 

of schnapps. 7 years ago w~s treated for nerves and got a 

lot of Bromide and Sulphonal". IO Thus he indicated that 

Blanche had for some time needed alcohol to get her through 

daily life and that she had needed sp~cific medical 

treatment for her current illness before. 

In several cases from the 1870 and 1890 samples, the 

asylum doctor relied very heavily on the family's opinion 

and GPs' verdicts and restricted himself to commenting on 

the patient's "aspect on adm.i.ssion"ll, or drew conclusions 

from the behaviour of the patient after several days in the 

institution. This dependence on other views was partly the 

result of the fledgling state of the science of psychiatry, 

and asylum doctors were often not so confident in their 

judgements. It was r:ilso due to the nature of the admission 

process. Asylum doctors might question the decisions made 

and the reasons given for committal, but they could not 

refuse any admissions becaose theirs was a state 

institution.12 Bridget IL 's case ilJustrates this dilemma. 

;---a-~-££~-~-~;-··--p-~~i5·5-~i5.6 . 
10 Case 3970, YCAA 1048/11, p.276. 
11 Case 157, YCAA 1048/1, p.215. 
12 All admissions were certif led ontil 1910 when provisions 
was made for voluntary admission. 
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She was co mm i t t e d th r e e t i mes be tween 1 8 6 8 a n d · 1 8 7 1 f or 

violent behaviour and verbal abuse stemming from 

alcoholism. Each time she was pronounced quiet and rational 

upon admission and her general health "unimpaired''. The 

superintendent eventually defined her condition as "moral 

insanity": 

"(WJhether such a condition can be strictly defined 
I am unable to state, [it is I quite certain that a 
sound understanding and dissolute habits are not 
incompatible in the same individual". 

His confusion is clear in a later entry: "I have no decided 

evidence of insanity in this case, the patient is 

manageable when treated in a civil and conciliatory 

manner". 13 There are n11merous references to the admission 

of the wrong type of patient, such as the chronic and 

incurable, inebriates, idiots and "persons, who, though 

undoubtedly of unsound mind to a certain extent, do not 

require Asylum treatment; and who are detained, rather 

because they have no friends able and willing to take care 

of them, than because the nature of their dise~ses req11Jre 

Asylum treatment. nlf Small numbers of "not insane" wer.e 

listed in the tables of assigned causes published in the 

<1nnual reports. 

The diagnostic sessions became more detailed over time 

and the asylum doctor's input increased. A patient's 

marital state, occupation and religion were more 

systematically recorded, as was the number of previous 
rr ................................................... .. .. 

ca s e 1 2 5 , Y c AA l 0 48 I l , p . 11 4 , l 0 4 8 I 2 , p . 6 3 - 6 4 . 
14 Annual Report on the Lunatic Asylums of NPw Zealr.ind, 
AJJ::l.B.' 1 8 7 8 I H . 1 0 , p . 8 . 
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attacks. By the end of the period each case enfry was 

headed up with a standard indication of whether the 

patient's behaviour indicated they were suicidal, epileptic 

or dangerous, as well as with a checklist similar to the 

following: "originally clever, good memory, strong will, 

passionate, affectionate, energetic, no vices, cause for 

grief in death of baby, not solitary, never insane before 

•••• 
11 15 "Congenitals" and "idiots" began to receive the 

same treatment, as the physical and hereditarian nature of 

mental disease was stressed. Every patient or spouse of a 

patient was questioned about the family history and 

background. As well as questions and angwers, types of 

behaviour and delusions and each patient's memory for 

recent and past events were tested routinely. 

The second part of the diagnostic session concerned 

the patient's bodily and physical appearance. In contragt 

to the first part, the asylum doctor always made a 

significant contribution here and it was quite different to 

that of the GPs. Again, the nature of the diagnosis changed 

over time. The 1870 casenntes reveal that patients had a 

complete physical examination. Height, weight, age, pulse 

and the state of the bowels and tongue were recorded. A 

man's physique was scrutinised in terms of a masculine 

concern with muscular development and coordination: "This 

patient admitted today is a fine well developed muscular 

man about six foot high .. .. 11 16 Women, on the other hand, 

rr .. ··-·--·-·-······--··-··--·--·---·-·-·---··--·-....... --.... 
Case 3967, YCAA 1048/11, p.273. 

16 Case 164, YCAA 1040/1, p. 221. 
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were written of in terms of more general bodil~ health . 

Ellen L. was "incidently not in good physical health" when 

committea.l7 In some cases fitness or sturdiness in women 

caused speci.al comment: Mary Jane P. appeared to be "of 

robust make".18 

By 1910 the physical examination had become highly 

detailed and comprehensive. In addition to the measurements 

outlined above, a patient's urine, patellar and reflexes, 

pupils, teeth, heart, respiration, vision, hearing, 

appetite and gait were observed. The shape and structure o f 

the head were scrutinised especially carefully. 

A particular set of idea s and forces shaped these medical 

men as they sat down to make their diagnoses. The s e were 

already found, but to a lesser extent, in the opinions of 

the certificating GPs, who shared the asylum doctors' heavy 

emphasis on physical appearance. This must be placed in the 

context of the great nineteenth century interest in 

physiognomy, especially the stereotypes of the physiognomy 

of insanity. Faces were studied in order to fathom t he 

inner workings of will and conscience, and doctors believed 

mental disorders revealed themselves in physical defects 

such as the set of an ear, shape of brow or even the qulver 

of an eyebrow.l9 Many allegPd lunatics at Auckland were 

describ e d as "wild-looking" or displaying ''the familiar 

rr·-c··~·~-~- ·16· ·5~···- ··y.·CAA·--·i.()'4 8 I 1 , p . 2 2 1 a . 
18 Case 134, YCCA 1048/1, p.198. 
l9 Showa 1 ter, T..b_~ ... X.~m?J.~ - M~J?QY, p. 10 6. 
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aspect of a lunatic", or had the face "of a ty~e commonly 

seen among lunatics and the physical characteristics are 

well-marked". 20 

New Zealand "alienists", as those specialising in 

mental health called themselves, enlarged upon these views. 

They were heavily influenced by British developments in 

particular, and were increasingly characterised by eugenist 

and social Darwinist principles. As we saw in chapter two, 

the "moral management" school of insanity predominated in 

medical circles in the first half of the nineteenth 

century. By the 1870s in Europe and North America however, 

somatic or physiological pessimism was replacing the more 

optimistic theories of social causation.21 We saw too that 

there were particular New Zealand issues, such as a wider 

concern with racial fitness and purity, the falling birth 

rate and fears of an Asiatic influx.22 Education and 

training, which was foreign-based, bolstered this tendency. 

In 1904 for example, superintendent Dr Herhert Barraclough, 

writlng in the N!';?~L~~<;tJ.?.n9 ... t'.f~qJ.!;?.J .. _.J.Q.l,1.XD.?J, said "Cwle all 

remember the time when the problems of the mind, both 

normal and abnormal, were expressed in metaphysical terms, 

until the genius of Maudsley [the leading English figure in 

psychiatric Darwinism) showed that they were dependent on 

the ordinary laws of physiological psychology".21 

ir .. ··c·~~~··;-·1·:3'5· ~·--·YCAA ___ io'2 l / 2 ; ca 5 e 1 6 2 9 I y CAA 1 0 21 / 2 . 

21 Digby, p. ,115; Showalter, T. . .b.~--. f~m.9 .t~ ..... M.~l~gy, p.102. 
22 Fleming, pp. 76-77. 
23 Herbert Barraclough, "!Inman Instincts, Normal rind 
Pa tho 1 o g i ca 1 " , tt~.MJ , 4 ( Ju 1 y , 1 9 0 5 ) , p . 1 9 9 . 
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Given this intellectual background, the d~tection of 

insanity in Auckland in the late nineteenth century was 

increasingly seen in terms of a medical model of mental 

illness, which· "locates the source of deviant behaviour 

within the individual, postulating a physiological, 

constitutional, organic, or, occasionally, psychogenic 

agent or condition" as its cause.H This medical model 

legitimates and necessit~tes medical intervention, and 

because of its expressly scientific basis it was also 

treated as morally neutral. Most significantly for this 

study, it put responsibility for. the problem on individual 

causes and the solution to soci.:il problems on indivl.du.=:tl. 

treatment. The role of social factors ris elf'ments in the 

problem are down-played or eliminatea.25 It was the asylum 

doctor who most clearly employed the medical model and 

there are examples of friction between GPs and 

psychiatrists in this r.espect.26 

Before discussing the causes of insanity, some gener;il 

statements can be made about diagnosis in this period. 

First, as Table 4.1 shows, large numhers of crises with 

"cause unknown" were recorded at the beginning of the 

n···c~~-~~a· · ~-~-a-·-s~-;;~ ·;·iaer, p . 35. 

25 ibid., p.viii. 
26 The Inspector-General stated in 1910 that "neither of 
the certificates accompanying a patient on admission, is, 
as a rule, given by his ordinary medical attendant, with 
the result that, while fulfilling legal obligations, such 
certificates are of very little assistance to the medical 
staff". Report on the Mental Hospitals of the Dominion, 
AJHR, 1911, H.7, p.3. 
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period when nosology, or the classification of tllseases, 

was relatively unsophisticated and doctors were free to put 

down any cause they wished. By 1910, when psychiatry had 

become a professional science with its own technical 

expertise, the percentage of "cases unknown" dropped from 

forty or more percent of annual admissions to less than ten 

percent. Yet despite increased specialisation of diagnoses, 

differences in classification between the sexes remained. 

Consistently fewer female cr.lses were assigned this cause 

than were male cases. 

Second, the committal records reveal an increasingly 

corporeal emphasis. With more control of mental health in 

the hands of a Darwinist medical profession, and the 

apparent failure of "moral treatment", physical rather than 

psychological factors werP emphaRised . By 1910 the case 

records systematically described size and shape of head and 

forehead, as well as other physical and psychological 

characteristics. For example, the head of Joseph T. a 

melancholic alcohollc, was described as ''medium size, 

fuller left side than r.ight. Forehead medium height and 

width. Palate highly arched .. ,27 Millie B. had a medium 

sized, symmetrical head. However her forehead was of medium 

height, narrow and prominent.29 A eugenic strand of thought 

was mlxed in wlth thls physiognomical perspective. rt was 

evident in earlier cases, as in the following entry from 

1870: " . .. The family hi.story is suggestive but not 

ff·--c:~·~··;· ·-·39-0·2~·---y:cAi .... i o 4 a / i 1 , p . 2 A a . 
19 Case 3974, YCAA 1048/11, p.280. 
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encouraging. Henry?[sicl E 10 years an inmate df this 

asylum ... John E now undergoing six months imprisonment in 

Auckland Gaol for larceny and a widow Mrs S at Kawa Kawa 

supported by the Charitable Aid Board 11 .29 By 1910 we read: 

"a sister - Mary R was in Mental Hospital (An aunt was 

insane, another suffered from neuralgia, a few relatives 

were consumptive, some were heavy drinkers ... ) " ] 0 

Social failure was the result of genetic taint.31 

Third, there was a marked reduction in the range of 

causes assigned. This trend is disguised in Table 4.1 

because causes are grouped in categories. However Appendix 

B demonstrates that diagnosf?.s became more standardised and 

tied more closely to physiology, the action of stress on 

the nervous system and later, the role of toxins. 

Unsurprisingly in this era of "psychiatric Darwinism", 

the hereditary and congenital categoryl2 formed one of the 

biggest group of causes ;:it Auckland. By the end of the 

period it constituted over a fifth of male and female 

admissions. Sllghtly more women than men were diagnosed 

with these failings, a reflection of the fact, discussed in 

more detail below, that women were seen as constitutionally 

more prone to such disorders. 

Congenital insanity meant retardation or "arrests of 

mental development''. Nancy O., for example, w~R described 

Ir-··-···--····-········------·· ·-····-····-- ··--·--··-········-······--·-···· 
Case 1631, YCAA 1048/5, p.453. 

30 Case 4051, YCAA 1048/ll, p.357. 
31 Flemlng, p.83. 
32 These categories are based on those devised by Hilary 
Haines in her article "'The Peculiarities of Their Sex'". 
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TABLE 4.l 
"Causes of insanity" of women and men admitted to the 

Auckland Asylum, 1879, 1890 and 1910 

Women 

All causes 

Hereditary & Congenital 
'Female Problems' 
Medical 
Interper.:sonr.il 
Mood-related 
Senility 
Alcohol 
Previous Attacks 
Miscellaneous 
Sexual Vice 
Money-related 
Religion 
Solitude 
Loneliness 
Sexual Assault 
Not Insane 
Unknown 

Hen 

All causes 

HerP.ditary & Congenital 
Hedi cal 
Interpersonal 
Mood-related 
Senility 
Alcohol 
Previous Attacks 
Miscellaneous 
Sex.ual Vice 
Money-related 
Religion 
Soll tude 
Not Ini=;ane 
Unknown 

1879 

100 

] 2 
9 
8 

12 
3 
2 
1 

., 
1 
1 

46 

1879 

100 

7 
10 

3 
1 
3 

13 

l 

5 
1 

56 

1890 

100 

17 
15 
16 
13 

6 
2 
8 
5 
4 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
5 

1890 

100 

14 
22 

4 
3 
5 

12 
3 
1 
9 
7 
7 
6 

7 

1910 

100 

28 
l ~. 

1 8 

13 
10 

4 
3 
1 
1 

4 

1910 

100 

21 
22 

7 
11 
17 

4 
6 
2 

2 
1 
9 

1. 1879 is used instead of 1870 because not of all the 
early annual reports are available. 
2. All percentages are averaged across five years centered 
on the sample years. 
Source: ~JJ:U~., Report on the Lunatic Asylums of New ZP.aland, 
1878-1882; Report on the Lunatic Asylums of the Colony, 
1889-1893; Report on the Mental Hospitals of the Dominion, 
1908-1912. 
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as a deaf mute, "possessing the least amount of, 

intelligence".]] Lydia Y. was "idiotic" from infancy and 

could not speak either. However, even with these supposedly 

indisputable physiological cases, social and cultural 

factors are also evident. Doctors assiduously recorded 

environmental or lifestylP influences . The superintendent 

noted that Lydia's mother was a "loose character" because 

she was living with a man to whom she was not marriea.34 

In an age of increasing anxiety about larrikinism, poor 

parenting was viewed with increasing disquiet. Mothers 

especially were suppos ed to provide good role models for 

their daughters.JS 

Race also coloured perceptions. A young Maori woman 

Taruke W. could not be made to follow directions at her 

examination. Despite the fact that she could not speak 

English, this failure was taken as a sign of congenital 

imbecility. 36 

The assignment of hereditary insanity focused more 

clearly on genetic traits. Asylum do c tors asked of the 

existence in relat i ves of epilepsy, hysteria, sick 

headaches, severe neuralgia or rheumatism, chorea, asthma 

or tuberculosis. They alga questioned relatives as to the 

temperament of the parents, and whether there was any 

family history of alcoholic excess or syphilis.37 Mary A., 
j ' ] '-' '" ••- ••• ••n -•• •• • ••• - •• ••• •••• •• H•• ••• o•• •• ••• •••- • •••••••• •H•• 

Case 160 YCAA 1048/1, p.217. 
H Case 1616 YCAA 1048 / 5, p.438. 
15 Dalley, p.126. 
36 Case 4075, YCAA i048 / J 1, p. 381. 
11 Herbert Brlrraclough, 
(April, 1904), p . 344. 

"The Caugf'ltion of Insanity", N.Z.MJ, 
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described as an "old anaemic but rather wiry ldoking 

woman", was said to be dangerous to children and given to 

various unspecified delusions. The superintendent assigned 

hereditary insanity on the basis that she had a son in the 

same asylum, another in prison and a daughter supportF~d by 

the Charitable J\id Board.JS The cause of Elizabeth H. 's 

first incidence of insanity were diagnosed as parturition. 

But after enquiries into her family's history, the doctor 

learnt that ''her father used to ill-use her mother so that 

she left him''. Despite Elizabeth's difficult instrumental 

labour, "heredity and mental instability" were entered in 

her case file. When she was committed again in 1910 with 

"domestic worry" given as the cause by the GP who examined 

her, her previous admlssi.on confi:r.med in the asylum 

doctor's eyes an hered i t'3ry tendency. 39 

The next bJggest category for women was "female problems", 

such as child-bearing, menopause and menstrual 

irregularities. It increased a little over the period to 

form f lfteen pe~cent of all causes, and reflected the 

nationwide aver.age . 40 Theories of the different fnnct.ionf; 

which biology performe~ in each sex meant gender had an 

important influence on diagnosis. Two guidjng principles 

prevailed. First, the female nervous system was inhF.!rently 

unstable because of a woman's gen~ral constitutional 

u· c~s;---i-·631~-YC·A·A-l04 8/5 I p. 4 53' l 0 4 4/1, p. 4 0. 
J9 Case 2893, YCAA 1049/9, p.399 and Case 4067, YCll.A 
1048/11, p.373. 
40 Haines, p.179. 
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weakness. Second, a related notion was that a woman's 

health was governed primarjly by her. hiology, specifically 

her troublesome reproductive functions, which influenced 

both her nervous system and therefore the mind. Adhering to 

a strict biological model of sex differences, doctors 

believed the processes associated with the reproductive 

system were "unavoidably associated with pain and 

functional disturbances, or at least with diminished 

resistability 11
•

41 Every women faced "mental shipwreck" over 

one or more biological cri~es of menstr11ation, pu~gnancy, 

childbirth and menopause, nnd were victims of perio<licy in 

a way men could never be .42 Such ideas h<'ln a receptivP. 

audience her.e.43 

Many clinical obser.vcitions coul<i h ave rein.forced these 

views. Young women who were ignorant of the menstrual cycle 

coul<i indeed have reacted with "mor.b.ld emotions". Such 

conditions as premP.nstrual b~nslon or. menstr.ual pain which 

were not recognised then mny havP. co n tribnted to 

·ff --6-~-~-·t·;a .... ·-1-~---·1t; .. i·a··: .. ; ··-~. 1 so. 
42 Showalter, T . .IJ.~ __ fgm_~],_g ____ ,_M?J..ad.Y,, pp.55- 56; Viedn Skultans, 
~.DB l.1.?. . .!..L !i.Std n.~~-~ ; __ J q~_.;1s ___ qn ___ I n.s.E..n.J. . .t.Y ... t!? ~0 .. -:: ,l f!_~.Q . ( Lond n n, 
1979), p.76. 
4J According to a doctor speaking to an ciudienr.e of NP.w 
Zealand women, the me nstrual function alone kept women more 
emotional than men: "the menstnrnl epoch is for all women, 
sane or insane, the period of greatest affectability". 
Hon tag u Lo max - Sm i th, W-9.r:!l~ n __ J !L~.~.l.~_ t.i..Q.D. _J: .. .9 ... _Q h Y.l2...i 9. l p_g Y.L----~-~-x-L .. 
~.m2J_ton .. 1.. __ L11t~.J.J_g_5;_t_ (Christchurch, 189 5), pp. 57-59 . Dr 
Barraclough stated that incipient signs of insanity were 
greatly aggravated during pr.egnancy and the puerperium (the 
period of confinement after giving birth). Rarraclough, 
"The Causation of Insanity", p.341. These views wer.e also 
held more widely. See Luke, p.108, for the views of a 
coroner that "pregnancy might lead to mental distortion 
bordering on lnsanity". 
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"functional disturbances". Furthermore, it ls rtow al so 

realised that it ls not uncommon for amenorrhea to 

accompany severe depression and other psychiatric 

disturbances, and doctors then may well have mistaken a 

correlation for a cause-effect relationship.Cf This last 

fact assumes a greater significance as the stress on the 

proper management of and regularity in menstruation became 

a feature of treatment in this period.CS Doctors were 

ignorant of the role of infection in diseases of childbirth 

and its transference between cases by themselves. It is 

also clearly established that the post-natal peri od ls a 

time of particular vulnerability, as mu c h though hy 

stressful new demands as physiological disturbances. 

Puerperal insanity and insanity caused by pregnancy, 

partuition and lactation accounted for between half and two 

thirds of the "female problems" betwe en 1879 and 1910, as 

Table 4.2 shows. This cause was highest during 1890, but 

overall had risen only slightly by 1910. The apparent 

anomaly of the middle sample year may be explained by other 

factors. J\.uckland was in the midc'He of a severe e conomi c 

depression ln 1890. Frequent c hildbirth, one rous housework 

and the struggle to make ends meet, could become 

overwhelming in periods of greater hardship: the blrth of 

one more haby just too much. Moreover, having children at 

this time was more dangerous. Maternal mortality peake~ 

,-, 8-~1;~-~-, -p-~18-i··~-·-----

cs Ay 1910 the state and regnlarity of menstruat.ion was 
listed at the beginning of every female case file along 
with other physical denr.ription~. 
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again in 1890, at 5 . 5 per 1000 live births, a higher rate 

than in either 1879 or 1910.H More women were committed 

with puerperal insanity bec ause maternal mortality rates 

were higher.. 

TJ\BLE 4. 2 
Nature of "female problems" of women admitted to t:he 

Auckland J\sylum, 1879, 1890 ancl 1910 

Percentages 
1879 1890 1910 

Total "female problems" 9 15 1.5 

Pregnancy 5 10 6 
Climacteric 2 9 
Uterine/Ovari.:tn 4 1 * 
1. 1879 is used instead of 1870 because not all of the 
early annual reports arP. available. 
2 . All percentages are averaged across three or five years 
centred on the sample years. 
* There was one case here but it is statistically 
negligible. 
Source: ~J.HR , Report on the Lunatic J\sy] urns o f New Zea.land, 
1878 - 1882; Report on t hP. Lunatic Asylums o f the Co l o ny, 
1889-1893; Report on the Mental Hospitals of the Dominion, 
1908 - 1912. 

J\s its name .indicates , puerper.al insanity occurred 

during the puerperium.41 J\cr.ording to an a11t:horit:ative 

midwifery manual of the 1900s, such wo men displayed a wirle 

range of symptoms. Some fr.etted without t'ln_y ;:ipparP.nt: r.aune, 

were sleepless and had delusions of the mind and sensP.s. 

Han y had a 1 t er n a t .i n g b o u ts o f v i o 1 enc e an ct rl or i 1.i t y, a n <i 

their "mor.::il facultie s" de tP.r ioratea . 18 Others were 

H -Ph-i-iii"[;··~ ·-·-H·~··i ·~-·-· --s;;"!"t h, H~ .t ~ .r:.n. i. ~y __ i _n ... QJ.~pt~.t e N.~_':'!___ 7. ~ c:1 land. 
f 
7

<,J.-2._Q_:::: J 9.J ~- , ( We 1 1 i n g t o n , 1 9 8 6 ) , J\ pp e n d i x r , p . 1 4 5 . 
"Puer.peral" was userl as a hlanket term until 1890, when 

it was replaced by "childhe.=:\rlng", and from 1908, 
distinctions were m~de between pregnancy, par.tuition and 
the "puerperal state". 
U Henry J e 11 ett, A._ .. S..l::i.9 .r.:.t. .... P..r<:i_~ .. t.J.~-~- ... .9.L. Mic:lw.tJ..~.r.y, Fonr th 
edition, revised (London, 1903), p.426. Jellett wa~ the 
consulting ohstetrir.ian to the Department of Health from 
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withdrawn and depressed, especially women diagnbsed as 

having insanity caused by over-lactation. This is not 

surprising, considering contemporaries and historians have 

pointed out that these women nursed their babies for long 

periods in order to save money and prevent conception, and 

developed malnutrition and anaemia.49 

To the modern ear these symptoms sound like post - natal 

depression or infection from blood poisoning. Yet the 

midwifery manual stated that pueperal insanity was either 

the result of heredity, alcoholism, or epilepsy. The 

emphasis on heredity and other diseases as causal agents 

illustrates again the influence of the medical model which 

individualised the problem and blamed the "victim". Sepsis 

or an infection of the women's uterus was sometimes 

acknowledged by doctors as a cause, but without recognising 

their role in its transmittance via inadequately washed 

hands or instruments, or after delivery through infected 

sheets or sanitary towels.SO The doctors' subsequent 

conversion to the bacteriological theory of pu~rperal fever 

"did not displace beljefs that the mental or economic 

condition of the patient could he responsible for the 

1924-1931. For more information see Mein Smith, Appendix 
IV, pp.150-151. 
49 Showalter, T.h_g ...... f..~.m~J .. ~ ... J1~J~~Y., p.54. Dr Barraclough also 
suggested that it was practised in order to save money. 
Barraclough, "The Cnusation of Insanity", p.341. 
SO Annette Rubenstein, ""Subtle Poison': The Pueperal Fever 
Controversy in Victorian Br. i ta in", .H1.?. t..9IJ .G .~J .. ~JµqJ..~$, 
20:80 (April, 1983), p.420. 
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disease, or: the idea that pregnancy was a pathological 

state, in itself sufficient to induce sepsis. n51 

In my sample, eight of the forty five women were 

diagnosed as having puerperal insanity: two in 1870 and 

three each in 1890 and 1910. l\t least h.=ilf of these women 

had the classic symptoms of blood poisoning, that is, 

"maniacal disturbance", violence and destruction, 

incoherence, sleeplessness and a hot and flushed 

countenance upon admission.52 But it is not until 1910 that 

the connection with sepsis was noted in any case file.SJ 

For the other women in my sample diagnosed with 

puerperal insanity, it appears that rather than infection, 

the nature of the lahour and the number of children the 

women already had were problems. Jane E. 's case records 

tell us that she had three children under two and a half 

years and the last one was born after a "severe 

confinement".54 Elizabeth H., who was admitted to the 

asylum in 1903, was diagnosed with puerperal insanity 

caused by "heredity and mental instability", even though 

she had a "tedious diffl.cult instrumental labour" and the 

ch l ld weighed fourteen pounds. 55 Her experience shows that 

because of the prevailing view that women's reproductive 

systems were unstable and they were more prone to insanity, 

difficult dellverles could be seen as a product of insanity 

sr ·-·-··· ................... ... ·· ···-· ···-·- ·-············-····· 
ibid., pp.434-435. 

52 Case 170 YCAA 1048/1, p.7.35. 
53 Case 4051, YCAA 1048/11, p.357. 
54 Case 3997, YCAA 1048/11, p. 303. 
SS Case 2893, YCAA 1048/9, p.399. 
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rather than being seen as something that might 'cause 

physical and emotional problems anyway. The trauma an ex-

nuptial birth might cause was also overlooked, and other 

factors looked for, as hereditarian factors remained 

uppermost in the alienist mind. Thus it was noted that the 

parents of Mary S., one of two single mothers jn my gample, 

were government immigrants. Concern about the mental and 

physical quality of immigrants that arrived in the 1870s, 

which had led to the Imbecile Passenger Acts of 1873 and 

1879 was still apparent in 1890. The maintenance record 

book also revealed that her sister, a hotel cook, who was 

unable to contribute to Mary's care, appeared rather 

II s 0 £ t II • S& 

Not only did they fail to distinguish between sepsis 

and depression, but medical men here and overseas believed 

that puerperal insanity could continue after the puerperium 

and even last for the rest of a woman's life.57 Thus the 

cause of other inexplicable, irrational behaviour could be 

identified and controlled. Dora T. was admitted in 1890 

after the birth of her third child and again in 1902 by 

which tjme she had had two more, after having frenzied 

fits, threatening her husband and neglecting her family 

duties. Even though lack of money and estrangement from her 

husband were mentioned as immediate factors in her history, 

her certificating doctor stressed the lengthy nature of her 

problems: "[s]he has been known to me off and on for twelve 

s6·-c;~·;--··"i6··53-;·· ·- Y·c'AA--i-o 4a1 s, p. ,, 9 1, i o 4411 , p. 3 . 
57 Jellett, p.340; Rarraclough, "Human Instincts", p.207. 
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years, since her first attack of puerperal origin". Her 

husband concurred, claiming that she had been "wP.ak in her 

mind since in the Asylum 12 years ago. 11 58 The supposedly 

lengthy nature of puerperal insanity also accounted for 

such experiences as that of Amy G., who was admitted five 

times for puerperal mania. 

Case evidence supports Elaine Showalter's claim that 

"cases of puerperal insanity seemed to violate all of 

Victorian culture's most deeply cherished ideals of 

feminine propriety and maternal love. '59 ThP.se women werP. 

violent, destructive, noisy, incoherent, would not eat or 

sleep, wandered around naked, swore and were suicidal. In 

the case of those who appeared to be suffering from 

depression, they were also withdrawn, depressed, taciturn 

and obstinate. One woman believed she was a man not a 

woman, which is immensely symbolic given the restrictive 

and taxing nature of a woman's role.60 ThP.re were no 

examples of men thinking they were women. 

One of the most shocking aspects of the puerperal 

maniac was her wilful attempts to ignore or harm her baby. 

Asylums doctors saw "the mother's natural love is turned to 

hatred, and she would damage her baby if she possibly 

could".61 Comment on this tendency occurs first in my 

sample in 1870, when Mary Anne D. "refused to see her 

children in the room" and told her husband to take thP.m 
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away. 52 No such comments are made in 1890, but b'y 1910 they 

had become regular, as the concern over the birth rate, 

racial fitness and child welfare grew. Elizabeth H. 's baby 

had to be taken away from her because she was so violent.'1 

Jane E. took "very little notice of her infant" and was 

"self absorbed".'4 Ethel R. said her fortnight old bnby was 

not hers and threatened to strangle it. 55 Women were judged 

on their adequacy as mothers as motherhood became a major 

element in the social construction of femininity from the 

later nineteenth century onwards." In 1910, Inspector-

General Dr Hay wrote in his annual report that the 

work and example of Lady Plunket in exalting the ideal 
of motherhood will leave a beneficial impression on 
our future statistics. When dealing with heredity in a 
former report I stated that a lessened resistance, 
similar in its after-effects, might be created by 
ignorance of the nutritive needs of the rapidly 
developing organism for some months before and some 
years after birth, and that the subject was 
one of immense importance to the state.'1 

There were no cnses of women who actually killed their 

children. But the desp~ration of some women is illustrated 

in the case of twenty-four year ol~ Emma N., who had an 

puerperal "attack'' after the birth of her first child and 

was admitted in 1870 nfter giving birth for the fifth time. 

She had obviously considered trying to obtain an abortion. 

&r··c~;··~·-· iJ"·2-:··-YcAA···-i·a-2612 . 

61 Case 2893, YCA"A 1048/9, p.39CJ. 
54 Case 3997, YCAA 1048/11, p.303. 
65 Case 4051, YCAA 1048/11, p.357. 
H Erik Olssen, "Towards a New Society" in T .h.~ .. .. 9 .. >.<:J.9.J;:Q. 
H.1.~.!:-9.IY .... .9.t_N~J:L ... Z .~_?..l..?.. n9 , e t'l s . W . H • O l i v e r w i th Br 1 d g e t 
Williams (Wellington, 1981), pp.258-260; Fleming, pp.9 - 10, 
21-22; Matthews, p.87. 
G 1 Rep or t on the H e n ta 1 Hos p I ta 1 s o f th e Dom i n .i on , A.J.JIR, 
1910, H.7, p.7. 
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During her certificating examination, she told ·the doctor 

that 

although some medical men here would procure abortions 
[he] was above it - was a very grand man, but 
came here transported with irons on [his] hands and 
legs, she did not see Chim) with these on but "knows 
i t f r om her own s ens a t i on s ' . 6 8 

The other substantial "female problem" in numerjcal 

terms was insanity caused by the "climacteric" or 

menopause. The first case was not diagnosed until 1886 at 

Auckland, but by 1910 it accounted for two thirds of 

"female problems". It was c:i]so a consistent cause of 

co mm i t ta 1 at Se a c 1 i f f . G 9 Th is pat I: er. n can be par t l y 

explained in demographic terms. New Zealand's age-structure 

was maturing, with the middle-aged and elderly assuming a 

bigger proportion of the population.JO However the key also 

lies in the hold of psychiatric Darwinism over the medical 

profession. Doctors saw in menopause further signs of a 

woman's subjection to her biology. An 1890 textbook states: 

even when the fertile period of life reaches its 
close, the cessation of the reproductive function is 
attended by stresses that are inferior to those only 
which accompanied its development. At her clim~cteric, 
between the ages of forty and fifty, woman undergoes a 
process, as it were, of inverted puberty. The organs 
and functions which she acquired wjth so much 
disturbance, and which have been throughout her life 
so fertile a source of trouble and danger, now undergo 
involution. They subside once more into the quiesence 

n-·-c~-~-; · --1 7··0-~-·--;:·C-AA·-···-i-o·-2 6 I 3 . 

69 Hubbard, p.20. She did not annlyse causes by gender, 
except in her appendix, p.84, where the list confirms the 
broad pattern at Auckland. 
10 Olssen, "Towards a New Society", p.7.51. R.J.Warwick 
Neville, "Sex and Age Distribution" in Tb.. ~ __ J2.QP.l::!.1.~.t.J.9. IJ .. . 9.t 
N.~.~:L -~. ~AJ51.. n9. __ ; __ J .nt.~J:: .9. .. .t9.c:.JpJJn~IY ___ f2.f:!.~.9Pg~tJY.~.§, ea s . R . J . 
Warwick Neville and C. James O'Neill (Auckland, 1979), 
p. 156. 
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from which at puberty they emerged; but even when they 
go, they cannot go quietly . 71 

Climacteric insanity appears to have been a useful 

catch-all diagnosis that encompassed a range of symptoms 

and problems. It not only explainPd the heightened 

incidence of disease in older women, but also extreme 

delusions, irritability, depression and hysterla which 

seemed to characterise the period.72 It even accounted for 

behaviour that appears to have had other causes. For 

example, doctors cited Dora T. 's previous eccentricity and 

puerperal attack when she was admitted in 1902 for 

climacteric insanity. Although her unhappy domestic ljfe 

was detailed (she was described as "a stranger to her 

husband" and leadlng "a r~ther solitary life since 

marriage", which included neglecting her f.:Jmily,) the 

asylum doctor listed her delusions at length and notP.d her 

"weak will", "cold temperament" and "talkative, inroherent, 

excited" manner.73 Some r.ecognitjon of the role of social 

factors was made in the case of Paulina w., admitted in 

March 1910. Climacteric jnsanity was enter.Pd afi the cause 

of her insanity in the admission register., but the cause 

was givP.n as "shock" and "worry ahnnl: dentti of child" who 

had died flve months before i11 the casehook entry. Yet the 

doctor concentrated on her. "despondent expression" and 

depressed, sullen and obstinate demeanour. He found her 

"very unreasonable ano ;u:gumentntlve", when shP. blamed 

n·····a·~~-~-t~~x·--1-·~--·1·1~·1"-~-~~··~-······ p . 1 8 0 . 

72 Rosenburg, p.191; Showalter, Tb.~ ___ f. .. E:! .mc.iJ. .~ .. M<::i.Jgqy, 
73 Case 2800, YCAA 1048/9, p.304. 

p.59. 
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unsu l table treatment for the death of her child' and charged 

her husband with unkindness and cruelty since her baby's 

death. The hereditarian and biologically-based views of the 

medical profession still guided their diagnoses. 

While gender ls obviously central to the definltion of 

madness from a medical point of view, it does not appear 

that women at the Auckland asylum served as cultural 

exemplars of madness 1n quite the way that Ela1ne Showalter 

argues. Other "female troubles" that figure so 

significantly in European and North American studies, such 

as menstruation, uterine and ovarian disorders, were absent 

from the sample and accounted for a dramatically decreasing 

number of cases in the total female population. Hysteria, 

that archetypal female malady of the late nineteenth 

century, was listed in only seven years of the forty year 

period, clustered in the early 1880s. The possible class 

distribution of the asylum, discussed in ch~pter five, 

appears to provide an explani'ltion. ThP. Auckland Lunatic 

Asylum catered mostly for poor and working class patients, 

while hysterics in England and North America were mostly 

from the bourgeosie, particularly the "rebellious women" 

campaigning for access to the universities, the professions 

and the vote.H The latter could afford to be treated at 

home for such "domestic" illnesses. Moreover women here 

faced less opposition in f1ghting for many of these rights. 

Similarly women in New Zealand women were not facing 
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difficulty and delay in marriage, 75 a factor which has also 

been implicated in such diseases, affecting as it did a 

woman's self-esteem and health.76 

Historians have also emphasised the gendered nature of 

adolescent insanity, demonstrating that the often otherwise 

inexplicable mood changes of puberty were explained in 

terms of the biological model of female behaviour: boys 

"gained strength, vigour and muscular development, girls 

received bodily weakness and the illness of menstruation.'17 

Although adolescent insanlty78 was never more than seven 

percent of all causes in any sample year, there are marked 

differences in the distribution between men and women. For 

women it drops from seven percent in 1870 to four percent 

in 1910, while for men it never rises above one or two 

percent. The case of Margaret T., a fourteen year old 

schoolgirl who was committed in 1910 because of her refusal 

to eat, hints at other issues about the importance of 

social factors in this form of insanity and its 

relationship to the confines of the adult female role. 

Margaret was upset at leaving England, according to her 

parents, but other notions surrounding physical development 

may have been a factor. The case file records that she 

75 · · - Fi-ft·~~~---p~-;~~ -~-t-···~--f women over twenty remained single in 
1874 and only two percent over the age of thirty, although 
by 1911 the proportions had risen to twenty seven and 
four teen percent respectively. ~~J:l$1J.$. ... 9f. ___ ~-~W ... ~~~J.~n9. , 18 7 4, 
Part V, Table VII, p.106 and 1911, Part VII, Table VII, 
~.299. 
6 Skultans, pp.82 - 83, 89 - 90. 

11 Rosenburg, p.186. 
78 Using Haines' categories it comes under miscellaneous. 
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menstruated only once, two weeks before her f outteenth 

birthday. Many girls were either ignorant of the men8trual 

cycle or like many members of the medical profession, 

regarded it with fear and loathing.79 Moreover, it has been 

argued that upon the advent of menstruation, there was the 

distinct possibility that "a girl's growing awareness of 

Cheri social dependence and constraint, the realisation of 

her immobility and disadvantage as compared with her 

brothers, and other boys, may well have precipitated a 

emotional crisis".80 ThP.re is some, largely 

impressionistic, evidence that young colonial women felt 

less constrained than their English counterparts.Bl 

Low numbers of this kind of insanity may also be 

explained by diagnostic rationales. While such other causes 

as religious excitement, heredity, injuries to the head, 

puerperal insanity and epilepsy were assigned as "exciting" 

causes, alienists nevertheless regarded that stage of 

development as especially traumatic. Auckland doctors 

believed "the great physiral and mental changes" of puberty 

ff-s·h·~-~~-it-~-~-~-·-T-b~;~~~~-~9J.~_ .. J1 .~ J_~_QY. , p . 5 6 ; R o s en be r g , p . 1 8 9 . 
80 Showalter, Th .. ~ __ f_gm~.ltL. t!?J~qy_ , p. 57. 
81 Rollo Arnold describes the general independence and 
intrepidity of both boys and girls in this period in his 
article "The Country Child in Later Victorian New Zealand", 
~.9..ID!!l.~.DJ:.. , ( A p r. i 1 , 1 9 8 2 ) , p . 2 5 . S e e a 1 s o h i s b o o k , T..b .. ~. 

f..?..I .. th .. ~ .§..t_P.I ... QJ!\ . .l.?.~Q .. _.J~ §JJ_Q __ ;_ ....... ~P9.1.L:?..h. ...... Y.l.ll.~ . .9 .~.J: . ~.1-.. -. .N·~-~--- ··-Z .. ~.?.l.i'i.DQ. 
Im.m.1.9.I_9nJ __ ?. ___ qJ ___ t..h_~ .. -.. .l~ .7.Q.~. ( We l l in gt on, 1 9 8 1 ) , ch apter 11 . 
Erik Olssen writes of the greater "freedom and autonomy" of 
girls in early twentieth century New Zealand. Olss~n, 

"Towards a New Society", p.260. Steven Eldred-Grigg makP.s 
similar comments, especially in relation to sexual matters 
and looser parental control. Stevan Eldred-Grigg, pJ~~~ .l:!J'.J~.::?-

9.L .. .t.h~--.. .f.J.g§_.b .. ;. __ .. S._~_?<:._ .. _.~.!JQ. __ PX. IJ.9~ .... .J.n .. _ .. C..QJ..Q.D.J_.~_! .. _N .~-~- ·Z.~ .. 9.J_.a. .. n9_ .. JJl.1.0: . 
.l. .. ~.l.~. (Wellington, 1984), pp.118-119, 139-140. 
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(12-18 years) and adolescence (18-25 years) weie the 

underlying causes. 12 

Women also dominated the non-medical or moral categories of 

assigned causes, although if "female problems" were added 

to medical causes as one category, women would fjgure more 

strongly in it as well. The percentage of female 

"interpersonal" or "mood - related'' causes of insanity was 

between two and four times that of men. The former included 

"blighted affections", "disappointment", "jealousy" and 

"domestic troubles". Of total female admissions in this 

period, domestic troubles accounted for nine percent in 

1870 and eleven percent in 1890. (By 1910 "sudden" and 

"prolonged mental stress" replaced them as separate 

categories and together accounted for thirteen percent.) 

The defining characteristic was non-performance of 

expected roles . Interestingly, in the sample female cases, 

doctors distinguished between "domestic worry" and 

"domestic trouble". "Domestic worry" was diagnosed if the 

husband and wife were st.ill together, whereas if a woman 

was deserted or widowed and living in poverty, she would he 

assigned "domestic troubles". Thus whatever the actual 

contributing factors, women were classed under 

"interpersonal" categories, appropriate to their domestic 

and familial role.ll 

iT"-S a ;.·;~·~i~-~~-g·h , --··-;;Th-~-·- Ca us at i on o f I n s an i t y" , pp . 3 3 5 - 3 3 7 . 
13 Haines, p.185. For a similar pattern at the York Retreat 
i n England , see D lg by, M9.9 .. n~~.l.2 .. 1 . . _t1..QJ.;..~.Li ... t .. Y ..... ~n9 .. __ .t.1.~_9J.£.J.n.~, 
p.210. 
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In two male cases of a similar nature, "anxiety" and 

"family troubles and want. of work" were diagnosed instead. 

This reflects a tendency for men's problems to be 

attributed to financJal worry o r troubles of a non -·personal 

nature, as befitted thelr role as providers and public 

figures. Alexander S., it will be recalled, left his house 

and wandered in the bush for two days, and for three months 

prior to committal he was "quite incapable of looking after 

his business both domestic and farming". Yet "anxiety" was 

recorded in his case file, rnther than "d omestic worry" or: 

"domestic tr ouble ". 

George K. 's troubles stemmed from lack o f work, ra ther 

than an inability to do it. Admitted in August 1890, the 57 

year old married gardener was a casualty of t: he nepr.ession. 

In such a powerless position, he believed "he was not a 

plain working man but a prJnce , thnt he had complet e 

control over the whole world, could c ure all ailmen ts 

without drugs and was going to draw 25 000 pounds out o f 

the bank" .14 

"Blighted affections" anc'I "di sappointment [in l ove]" 

were also women -dominated. As would be expected in an age 

where marriage carried great status, the women su ffering 

from these forms of madness were either single or widowed, 

reflecting the intense desire to m~rry, pressure of 

prevailing ideology and per.haps confirming women's greater 

emotionality in the view of the doc tors. 
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This latter factor seems to have influenced the 

doctor's judgements in such other non-medical causes as 

"discontent", "fright" and "grief", which have been 

classified as "mood-related". The single case of insanity 

caused by "discontent" was assigne~ because of Jane B. 's 

"wild violent demeanour without cause or any discoverable 

disease of organ to account for it".85 In the case of 

Susannah E., who was admitted in 1870 after trying to 

escape her husband by boarding a ship, "fright" was 

assigned, although another common diagnosis of "domestic 

infelicity" would have been more apt according to the 

certificates of committa1.86 The greater attribution of 

apparently petty or trifling emotional causes to women 

should also be seen in the context of "t:he fr e quency and 

triviality of nervous disorders in women, (and] their much 

greater seriousness and fatality in men".87 According to 

this doctor, "men having greater power of endurance than 

women, when they break down, break down more 

disastrously ... the relief of tears has often saved a 

woman's reason" . 

The associat io n of insane women with immoral, 

aggressive or unfeminine behaviour explains why other 

causes were male-dominated, as for example, alcoholism. 

Despite the plentiful evidence in the committal 

certificates that alcohol was not the sole province of male 

n ·-c~·~·;·····16i····-YCAA·-··io-26 I 3 . 

86 Case 101 YCAA 1021/l and 1048/1, p.172. 
87 Lomax-Sm.ith, p.63. 
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society and was a major component of many wome~'s lives, a 

reluctance to assign this cause to women can be illustrated 

by the cas~ of Bridget H., a 25 year old soldier's wife, 

and known drinker. She was admitted four times between 1868 

and 1897, initially it was claimed, because of the death of 

her brother. She was often violent and abusive and spent 

much of her time in prison, having had some forty 

convictions recorded against her by the time of her third 

admission in 1871. At that stage the medical superintendent 

redefined her case as one of "moral insanity", as suggested 

by the certificating doctor, who had recognised that her 

insanity was only intermittent. The superintendent had 

never seen her under the influence of alcohol and noted 

that "here she is quiet and apparently as rational in 

demeanour and conversation as most women of her station in 

life. Her general health is unimpaired by her [illegible) 

cause of dissolute habits".88 He was subscribing to a novel 

theory. The diagnosis of moral insanity ran counter to 

traditional psychiatric theory, because it allowed delusion 

to co-exist with unimpaired intellect. 

The incidence of moral insanity in Auckland suggests 

that women were particularly prone to be consigned to the 

borderline of insanity in this period because of deviant or 

independent behaviour. 19 Almost twice as many womr.n as mf>n 

were committed because of " moral depr.=ivlty", "debauchery", 

"irregular life", "dissolute life and "prostitution", 

1r-c·~-;;-·i"2 5:-·¥·c-Ai··-ia·1a12 , p . 6 3 • 

89 Digby, MQQD.~_f? .. Q .... __ J1p_;r:_~ll_t..Y. ....... <!n.9 ... M~9.1G.tu..~. , p · 9 6 · 
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although these remained a fraction of the totar admissions . 

The first such case was diagnosed in 1888 and the 

distribution of cases reveals the impact of psyctliatric 

Darwinism and fears about the physically and morally unfit. 

An examination of the medical perspective on insanity 

through the asylum examination reveals a number of key 

things. At the beginning of the period the views of the 

certificating doctor and the patient's family and friends 

influenced the asylum doctor to a large degree, but by 1910 

he took the initiative. He made a unilateral decision as to 

what the cause of insanity was after a single examinati o n 

at the asylum. There was no observation period . The 

examination focused on beha v lo11ral symptoms and the 

patient's physical appearance. Throughout, women patients 

had to be careful not to depart fr om the feminine ideal of 

the day. Following overseas precedent the asylum doctor's 

perspective increasingly embraced psychiatric Darwi11ism and 

its associated hereditarian and eugenic theories. These 

viewed women as naturally weaker and subjugated by tlleir 

troublesome reproductive cycles . This medical model of 

mental illness stressed the role of t he individual in 

deviant behaviour, rather than recognising s ocial factors 

as elements in the problem. 

The causes of insanity themselves ill11strate much 

about this period. Increasing numbers of causes of insanity 

were physical , appearJng as either hereditary and 
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congenital, or medical, as psychiatric Darwlnis~ took hold. 

When broken down by sex, the principle groups of causes 

reveal varying degrees of differences between women and 

men. As time advances a change in diagnosis towards more 

gender-specific causes ls evlaent. Women dominated the 

heredltarian and congenital group and had their own 

substantial category of female problems. Proportionately 

more women than men were found in the interpersonal and 

mood-related categories, because they did not perform 

adequately in their expected familial and domestic roles or 

exhibited "typical", if extreme, emotionality. Beliefs 

about the particular immoral, aggressive and unfeminine 

proclivities of insane women also influenced the judgement 

of the asylum doctor. 



Age: 26 
Status: Married 
Admission date: 11 August 1910 
Condition/previous occupation: Housewife 
Previous abode: Waihi 
Supposed cause of insanity: Puerperal 
Bodily condition: Poor health & condition 
Duration of existing attack: 3 weeks 
D~te of discharge: 21 November 1910 

Source: Text: Register of Committed Patient Admissions, YCAA 
1021/5 

Photo: Casebook, YCl\A 1048/11, p.357. 





Age: 21 
Status: Single 
Admission date: 23 November 1910 
Condition/previous occupation: Dom~stic Duties 
Previous abode: Auckland 
Supposed cause of insanity: Ch oreic Insanity 
Bodily condition: Good health & condition except for chorea 
Duration of existing attack: 3 weeks 
Date of discharge: On trial 21 October 1910 

Discharged 6 December 1911 recovered 

Source: Text: Register of Committed Patient Admissions, YC~A 

1021 /5 
Photo: Casebook , YCAA 1048 / 11 , p.10. 
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The Patients 
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At this point in the study, before the experience of 

treatment inside the asylum is discussed, it is useful to 

pause and consider the nature of the patient population. 

The annual reports of the Auc kland asylum provide a 

statistical profile of the inmates, which can be 

illustrated, where relevant, by sample cases . Drawi ng on 

the detailed statistics whi ch were co llected and published 

as appendice s to the annual reports, a range of 

characteristics will be examined: the rates of admission to 

the asylum; the gen~er, marital status and age of f emale 

and male pati ents ; tl1eir geogra phical and ethnic or igin; 

and their occupations . The object of this chapter is thus 

rather different from the ot hers. This discussion treats 

the patients as an aggregate static group, rather than as 

individual participants ln a dynamic pr oc ess. The analysis 

describes the social composition and personal 

characteristics of the women and men wh o were committed , 

and attempts to gauge their. representativeness by comparing 

the patient population to the Auckland provincial 

population from whence most of the patients were drawn. 

However, due to the id iosyncratic nature of the 

patient data and the censu ses to whi c h it has been mat c hed 

(which were enumerated for different reasons) , not all the 

desired c haracteristi cs cou ld be mea s ured . For example, the 
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religious adherence of patients was noted on ad~ission 

files but published in the intermittent annual reports only 

during the provincial period. Similarly, given the high 

degree of anxiety over the perceived links between 

immigrants and insanity in the period, it would be 

interesting to see if these fears reflected the trlle 

situation at Auckland.l Yet the census figures on 

nationality are not controlled for age, and given that most 

adults were foreign-born in nineteenth century New Zealand, 

any comparisons between populations is therefore 

meaningless. Still, despite the s e con~traints, a reasonably 

rounded statistical picture can be drawn. 

There were 4037 cases admitted to the Auckland Lunatic 

Asylum between 1870 and 1910, of whom 1459 were women.2 The 

first distinctive feature of the asylum population is that, 

contrary to contemporary English, Welsh, Irish and 

Australian experience, the rate of admission to the 

institution declined from 1870 - 1910, as Table 5.1 s hows.l 

r· "(~i~·h·~-~··a-· · ·F-;;~·-;·~ ····· ~-t~~iy 0 f Ca 1 i f 0 r n i an ad miss i 0 n s n 0 t e s the 
same conviction of a link between the foreign-born and the 
insane in the state's asylums but shows it to be illus o ry. 
Fox, pp.105-110. 
2 This includes readmissions and does not equate to 4037 
individuals: each new case was given a new number 
regardless of whether the person had been committed before 
or not. 
l For England and Wales see Scull, M.l!~L~JJ_ffi? _ _ Q.L .. J1..q.QJJ.~$.?.. , 
pp . 2 2 2 - 2 2 6, for Ire 1 and see Fin nan e, l _D..?._9.n.JJ;:y_ ..... ~ . .D.9. .... _t.JJ. .~. 
l . .D..§.g . .!J~, p.130, and for New South Wales see Stephen Garton, 
"The Melancholy Years: Psychiatry in NSW 1900-1940", in 

.~IJ_§J;:X: ~J l_g_.D.. .... W-~lJ.9.~ .. ~ .... . .HJ~. t.9.I y ;_ .. _.G.:r;J .. t..J . .G. qL. __ e;i::; §~Y?. , e d . R i ch a rd 
Kennedy (Melbourne, 1982), pp.141. 
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In the case of both sexes the rate was nearly halved 

between 1871 and 1911. 

These figures contradict contemporary perceptions of 

the ever-growing numbers of the insane. In 1901, for 

example, H.W. Seager published an article on the statistics 

on insanity. He noted that "alarmist" articles on the great 

increase of insanity were appearing frequently in 

newspapers and magazines, and that "the greater strain of 

modern competition and the unhealthy conditions of city 

life" were generally held responsible.! It seems these 

fears were prompted by the declining cure rates and 

overcrowding of the colony's asylums, which produced the 

spectre of an increasingly defective population. 

TABLE 5.1 
Rates of committal by gender per 10 000 male and female 

provincial population aged fifteen and over 

1871 
1891 
1911 

WOHF.N 

13 
8 
8 

HEN 

22 
11 
12 

1. All numbers are averaged across three or five years 
centred on the sample years. 
Source: A~HR, Report on the Lunatic Asylums of New Zealand, 
1871-1873; Report .on the Mental Hospitals of the Colony, 
1890-1994; Report on the Mental Hospitals of th~ Dominion, 
1911-1913. ~el}SUS _of.... ... N .~. \:'! . .. '?~gJ_<;}!]Q, 18 71, Tahl e No. 1, 18g1, 
Part IV, Table, X, p.144 and 1911, Part IV, Table XII, 
p.231. 

The fact that women were slightly less vulnerable to 

committal than men is the second distinctive featur~ of the 

patient population. A concentration on total patient 

r···H · ~···w-: ····· s· ~··;;g-~~-~ -·· ;;· 0-~- -R~cent Statistics of Insanity, Cancer 

and Phthisis in New Zealand", T:r:::.?.n~~c:;:t;:Jgn~ . c::tn9 .. P:r::Pc:::ggc:Ung? 
9J .. .J::h~ --- ~g_w. ___ ~~9.1c::tn9 . Jn?t:Jtµ_t:~. , 34 Cl90ll, p.116. 
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numbers by contemporaries and later writers, rather than 

admission rates over time, has however led them to 

overemphasise this difference between women and men. The 

total asylum population was thirty six percent female and 

sixty four percent male . Thus, for example, Inspector -

General Hay wrote in 1907 of the "markedly smaller numbers 

of women in our mental hospitals'', and Hilary Haines writes 

that "women were admitted considerably less frequently than 

men 11
•

5 Yet Table 5.1 shows that the degree of difference, 

while real, ls not exceptionally large and that the gap 

closes over time. 

Contemporary speculation explained the mal e dominance 

by, first, the greater adaptability of women to co l onia l 

circumstances and second, selection in the process of 

immigration, whereby "the degraded woman does not emigrate 

as a rule, that the drunken woman and the destitute woman 

are practi ca lly unknown to us, and that the man who brings 

a wife and family i s presumably respectable, and his 

womenfolk ·are an asset".' Suc h writers did not ask whether 

the selection process of migration worked on men in the 

same way. 

Looking at the issue fr o m the vant~ge point of the 

present it is almost impossib le to either confirm or deny 

the veracity of this explanation. The small number of cases 

at Auckland where problems with immigration are menti o ned 

5-R-~p-~;·t ·-·-~·~··--th~-H-;~ t ~ 1 Hosp i ta 1 s o f t he Co l on y, AJJiJl, 1 9 0 '1 , 
H.7, p.8; Haines, p.186. 
' Report on the Mental Hospitals of the Colony , ,AJH.R, 1907, 
H.7 , p.8; Lomax - Smith, p.61. 
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as a factor in a woman's insanity appear to suggest that 

woman may have had a greater ability to adapt. For example, 

there was only one case in the sample where such factors 

were mentioned and even then the cause of insanity was 

ascribed to marital problems. Jess le N. 's husband described 

her as "always bad when the home mail is due".7 Yet the 

apparently greater ability of colonial women to survive 

transplantation to another land may owe as much to the 

reluctance with which women were given up. As chapter three 

suggested, the sexual division of labour was a crucial 

factor in the admission process. Necessary for the smooth 

running of colonial households through their unpaid 

cooking, cleaning and childcare, women were committed 

unwillingly and at great cost to husbands and employers. 

When we turn to the marital status of the patients, there 

are more marked sex differences. As shown in Table 5.2, not 

only was the typical inmate male, he was most likely to be 

single. One would expect t:he asylum to contain more single 

men because at the 1874, 1891 and 1911 censuses there were 

slightly more unmarried men than married in the total 

Auckland provincial population.I However this factor was 

intensified because, as noted earlier, single people, who 

do not have as many family resources to call upon, tend to 

go into institutions. Widowers were also over-represented 

r ·· c~--~-~---1 .. 6··5·6· ~-Y.CAA·--io" 4 8 I 5 I p. 5 0 3 . 

I C..~_ne_~_§ __ .QJ __ J:f~_\:':L.Z.~9J .~J]_d , 1 8 7 4 , Part V, Tab 1 e VI I , p . 1 0 6 , 
1891, Part V, Table VI, p.176, 1911, Part VII, Table VII, 
p.299. 



in the male asylum population, although in decreasing 

proportions.9 Married men, on the other hand, were 

consistently under-represented. 

Tl\DLR 5.2 
Rates of committal by gender and marital status per 
10 000 provincial population aged fifteen and over 

1874 
1891 
1911 

1874 
1891 
1911 

WO HEN 

single 

13 
6 
9 

HF.N 

single 

25 
12 
15 

marr.ied 

18 
8 
7 

married 

12 
8 
9 

widowed 

26 
10 
18 

widowed 

13 
22 
10 

185 

1. The 1874 census is used because the 1871 census figures 
are not broken down by agP.. 
2. All numbers are averaged across three or five years 
centred on the sample year s . 
Source: h.J.!:tR., Report on the Lunc=1tic Asylums of New Zealand, 
1873 - 1877; Report on the Mental Hospitals of the Colony, 
1890-1994; Report on the Mental Hospitals of the Dominion, 
1911 - 1913; C_~Jl§.!!~_.9_L.~.~.~:LJ;;.~~.l.?Jlq. , 18 7 4, Part V, Table VI I, 
p.106, 1891, Part V, Table VI, p.176 and 1911, Part VII, 
Table VII, p.299. 

The marital s tatus of women in the Auckland asylum is 

considerably different. The proportion of single wo me n 

committed ls rather low, although the rute o f single 

women's admissions increased towards the end of the period, 

despite the fact that the percentage of unmarried wo men of 

all ages in Auckland declined by 1911.lO Thi~ trend appe~rs 

r·-Th·;·~~-·-·£-i .. ~·~;~·;-~····· ~ ·;;·a-·· to be t r eat e d mo r e c ri u t i o 11 s 1 y a s th e 
small numbers may have skewed the results slightly. 
10 .C .. ~.D.§JJ.~L .... Q_t .... ~ .~-~L.i .. ~ .. ~ . .J..~n.9 .. , 1 8 9 1 , Part v, Tab 1 e , VI , p . 176 
a nd 1911, Part VII, Table VII, p.299. 
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to tie in with the view that the role of wife and mother 

gained the increasing support and sanction of society by 

the early twentieth century. The role of unmarried women 

became marginalised. 

Compared to the general provincial population, married 

women were over-represented, especially in the earlier 

years. The statistics suggest that men benefited more from 

marriage than women, in the sense that it protected them to 

a larger degree from being defined as insane and then being 

committed to an asylum. This is also a claim of recent 

studies by feminist writers, among them Jessie Bernard. She 

reported that married men had a superior mental health to 

unmarried men, that their marital status gave them an 

advantage in careers and earning power, and that they 

described themselves as happier than unmarried men. Harried 

women, on the other hand, had a worse mental and emotional 

health than either single or married men, expressed in a 

greater likelihood to commit suicide, and the fact that 

they were more anxious, depressed and psychologically 

disturbea.11 This possibility is also raised in Rich~rd 

Fox's study of asylum admissions in early twentieth century 

California.12 The marital status statistics at Auckland 

indicate that marriage did appear to enhance the prospects 

of married men being able to escape the label of insanity, 

compared with their single and widowed counterparts. 

rr····c-"i" ·t·~·a-·--1··~·--M~-t-th· ·~-~~~- p. 14 7.. 

l2 Fox, p. 1 1 9. 
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A number of reasons as to why this should be so h~ve 

been presented already. Harried men, as chapter three 

illustrated, could act in a violent and uncontrollable 

manner in a domestic situation with greater impunity than 

married women. Family members preferred, or felt compelled 

to tolerate such behaviour.13 Men were also able to move 

outside the domestic situation - in leisure pursuits and 

work - and thus were able to experience some relief from 

any pressures of the married state, if these existed. It 

may also be that men were more likely to enjoy the benefits 

of family and married life, with daily activities organised 

around their needs. Finally, their role as "breadwinner" 

suggests that some families could not as easily afford to 

have male income earners committed. Families were of course 

reluctant to commit their married women "housekeepers" but 

money and therefore food and shelter was not involved in 

those cases. 

Contemporary medical opinion supported this argument 

that the married state protected men and signified marriage 

as a factor encouraging sanity. Inspector-General Hay wrote 

in one annual report that: "the married are in some sense a 

selected population who have passed through the dangers of 

adolescence, and, as far as men are concerned, the initial 

hardships in the struggle for existence .... "14 Hay believed 

that it was also true for women. However, the evidence of 

H ..... T.h°i"~---·-p-·~ ·'i-~t·····-·i·;·- .. ~·i~~ made by Fox, pp . l 1 9 ·- 1 2 0 . 

14 Rep or t on th e Men ta 1 Hosp i ta 1 s o f the Co 1 on y, ,/.\JJ::IR., 
1907, H.7, p.11. 
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the processes involved in admission point in the opposite 

direction. Married women had to live up to varying 

expectations of appropriate feminine behaviour, as wives, 

mothers and women. 

Widows, like widowers, were consistently over-

represented, and were sometimes committed at a higher rate 

than their male counterparts. Inspector-General Hay agreed 

th~t "the stress of social disabilities consequent on the 

death of a conjugal partner is more likely to be felt by 

the widow" but he did not explain why.IS Three issues in 

particular are pertinent here. Firstly, economic pressures 

on younger women jncreased with widowhood, as Margaret 

Tennant's study of charitable aid recipients shows. "The 

far greater vulnerability of men to death by violence or 

accident could result in a sudden reversal of family 

fortunes, and was critical to families in rented 

accommodation, with minimal savings and few other 

supports". Tennant also notes that "the fem;:iJ.e equiv;:ilP.nt 

[of violent or accidental death! was probably death in 

childbirth, but men who lost their wives tended to remarry 

with some rapidity, or to place their dependent children 

with relatives or in institutions."H One of the younger 

widows in my case sample was suffering from this lack of 

male support, which translated itself into an intense 

desire for remarriage. Thirty-five year old Agnes F. was 

always going to the fortune tellers, who told her she wris 

rr· .. ·1·t;· ·i"·a--~--~-··· -~·· ~-i·a·· ~ .......... ..... ·-·· ··-
u Tennant, "Brazen Faced Beggars", p. 3 fl. 
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go i n g t: o b P. mar r i. e d . sh e I 1 :=id f i v P yr) u rir:J ch il <.h en .:J n d h :1 d 

been widowed five ye;;ir~ pri:!viously.17 

S e c o 11 d , e v e n t h n u g h w j r1 ow s we r. P. mo r P. ·1 i k e l y I: Ii ;u 1 me 11 

to have recourse to family suppnrt: on into old age, they 

ran the :r: i s k of b 11 rd en i n q r:i n (l ;::in t ri q n n l s i n q f. am l I y :=rn rl 

fr ienr'ls. Reherr:.::i :1., wlln :=t s wr> s:1w w.=is .=irhnl t: b=1 cl for f1)rmi11q 

pec11li;:;i:r ant.ipathjp~ rig~inst: her si~~t:er .:ind niP.r.P.s -=11111 

nephews, w,=is widoweii ten month:=; ~'r.evirnrnly. 

ThP t: hirr'l more gener.r1l point links the vulnerability 

of widows to the expPctations of femjninlty. As with 

unmarried women, l:hf':rf' werP fpwer pnsitive roles for wjnows 

in a society which increasingly s.::inct:ified thP. m:=trried 

woman. 

If the numbpr Find m;n ital stat us of women aclmj tted to thP. 

Auckland Asylum shows signifir.ant djfferences from men, the 

ages on 11nmissi.on <JrP br.o<lnly s .imilar for hnth sex<>s. Most 

ff"'m.=iJe patients wer:e .::igeil in t:hei.r t:llirtjes .:rnd fortiP.s, 

while most: male patients enterP<l the ;=isyJ11m in t:l1<>ir 

forUes aml £if.ti.es, althnuqh by 1910 the age djstribution 

had become more even, us 'T';=ihle 5.3 s!J<nN;. This PvidP.nce 

belies anothP.r popular notion. 'J'he public in l\ucklanci and 

in the r.nlony .=it li'lrg<> WP.re convinced th;:it most c:idmi.ss.lnns 

were of the old ;:ind senilP..18 1'hPre wa::; however a high ral:P 

of admissi.on among both w0mPn .~nd men aged sixty anr'I 0VP .r, 

r1······· ·· .... ..... ... ........... -......... . 
Crisp 3935, YCJ\l\ 1048/] l, p. 2'11. 

18 Fnr exrimple, t:{ZH, 7 Hay 1 (173, p. J. 
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with old men more likely to go in than old women. There 

were fewer elderly women in the provincial population and 

TABLE 5.3 
Rates of committal by gender. and age per. 10 000 provincial 

population 

10-15 
15-20 
20-30 
30-40 
40-50 
50-60 
60-70 
70-60 

10-15 
15-20 
20-30 
30-40 
40-50 
50-60 
60-70 
70-60 

WO HEN 

1874 
% 

3 
12 
24 
37 
7 
17 

HEN 

1074 
% 

10 
7 
21 
14 
14 
11 

1891 

" 
6 
6 
1 () 
10 
6 
5 
12 

1891 
% 

4 
6 
12 
13 
14 
11 
21 

1911 
'\, 

. 8 
3 
5 
11 
ll 
6 
8 
18 

191.l 
% 

. 8 
3 
10 
11 
16 
16 
12 
35 

1. All numbers are averaged across three or five years 
centred on the sample years. 
Source: .A.JH.R, Report on the Lunatic Asylums of New Zenland, 
1873-1877; Report on the Mental Hospitals of the Colony, 
1890-1894; Report on the Mental Hospitals of the Dominion, 
1911-1913; ~._gn.s u_~_..9._LJf~_w -~f;_C!l.~.ILQ_ , 18 7 4, P ~rt I I, Ta bi e XIV, 
p.35, 1891, Part IV, Table X, p.144 and 1911, Part IV, 
Table XII, p.230. 

women were more likely than men to maintain an acceptable 

domestic situation in old age, either through marriage and 



children, or by having established an identity within a 

particular neighbourhood .19 

The patients at the Auckland Lunatjc Asylum came from a 

wide geographical area, confirming its use by both rural 

and urban individuals. There are unfortunately no 

comprehensive statistics available (unlike those for 

Dunedin 20 ). Yet Appendix C, which shows the previous place 
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of abode in the sample, demonstrates that the Asylum was a 

truly provincial amenity, although its catchment area 

concentrated on greater Auckland. The growth and 

suburbanisation of Auckland over time is reflected in the 

proliferation of place names where "Auckland" would have 

once sufficed. A few patients even came from as far afield 

as Gisborne, Ruapekapeka and Wanganui, a trend that 

reflects among other thinqs, the closure of asylums r.1t New 

Plymouth and Napier in 1880 and 1886 respectively.21 

Because of the perennial problP.m of over.crowding thnt 

affected all New Zealand asylums, patients were sometimes 

transferred between asylums. Limited movement was 

encouraged by the establishment of the Porirua institution 

and the emptying of the old Wellington asylum between 1896 

and 1902, and transfers continued until the end of the 

period. However, the Auckland asylum was nearly always 

severely congested and catered for fewer transfers. In 1872 

rr··T;-~~-~-~-t·~----~;··B·;·~-; ·~-~F a r. e d Begg a r s II I p • 4 6 . 
20 • -See Rloomfleld, pp.40-43 and Hubbr=ird, p.18. 
21 J\nnua l Report on the Lunatic Asyl nms of New Zea 1 and, 
.AJ.HB. , 1 8 8 O , H . 6 , p . 1 1 a n d 1 8 8 7 , H . 9 , p . 3 . 
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the Superintendent of Nelson Province wrote to the Auckland 

Superintendent requesting room for lunatics from Nelson. On 

this occasion the reply was negative because more 

dormitories were needed to cope with existing requirements. 

Two years later, the Auckland Asyl um doc tor notified the 

Colonial Secretary that a "monomaniac" Erom Taranaki was 

admitted to the instituti o n on terms of twenty one 

shillings a week.22 Although a fee is stated there, it does 

not appear that asylums sub-contracted space to take 

payments on a commercial basis. Later in the period the 

annual reports reveal that fifty three people were accepted 

on transfer from other asylums between 1905 and 1910. 

Some comment s can be made about thP rate s of committal f or 

the Maori. They f o rmed between three to four perc e nt o f all 

patients in any one year . Initi~lly, as a comparison o f 

Tables 5.1 and 5.4 show, the Maori rate of commjttal was 

far lower than the Pakeha rate. At least one contemporary 

source , whj c h calcul;:iled lhat in 1887 twenty one out of 50 

000 Maori were admitted to the co l o ny' s r:isylums, attributed 

the low figure to the "f ar. less frequency o f brain 

disturbance in the savage rr.tce".23 Rut it i s at least ns 

likely thr.tt other fa c tor s operated . Mental hospital s , lik e 

general hospitals, were reluctant t o accept Maori patients . 

if"[)-~--A·l~-kl·~----t-~---P-~-~ ~-j- n c i a 1 super i n t e n cl en t , 4 December 1 fl 7 2 , 
l\P2 1872/4099; W.11. RP.ynolds to Provincial Superintendent, 
10 February 1874, AP2 1074 /5 06. 
21 Alexand er , p .159. 
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When the Auckland asylum was built for example, the 

Auckland provincial government argued that since the Maori 

TABLE 5.4 
Rates of Maori committal per 10 000 provincial population 

aged fifteen and over 

1874 
1891 
1911 

WOMEN 

5 
5 
14 

HEN 

4 
15 
23 

1. All numbers are averaged across three or five years 
centred on the sample years. 
Source: AJ..HB., Report on the Lunatic Asylums of New Zealand, 
1873-1877; Report on the Mental Hospitals of the Colony, 
1890-1894; Report on the Mental Hospitals of the Dominion, 
1911-1913. .C.gn~B:HL-9.LJ'.'!g.~LZ .. ~.~-1_g.n~l, 18 7 4, Appendix A, Table 
I, pp.275-278, 1891, Appendix c, Table IV, pp.xiviii-Iiv 
and 1911, Appendix A, Table III, pp . iv-v. 

did not pay taxes, it need not and could not pay for their 

medical care.24 A newspap~r account of court proceedings in 

1876 reveals the certificating doctor's unwillingness to 

commit a Maori man, even though he had violently assaulted 

several persons after being released from gaol. Dr Lee 

declared that the man "might have been guilty of acts that 

would seem strange to Europeans, but he failed to trace the 

slightest sign of insanity in him".25 

Maori behaviour within the asylum may have contributed 

to this disinclination. The only specific reference to 

Maori patients in any annual report is a complaint by th~ 

superintendent, Dr Aickin, about the noisiness of som~ of 

rr··A~;~-k·1·~~a···-p~-~·~· 1·~·~i .. ~ l Superintendent t 0 Co 1onia1 
Secretary, 13 July 1868, IAl 1870/2581. 
2 5 N_i..H, 1 6 June 1 8 7 6 , p . 3 . 
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the women. He recommended a few whares be set apart from 

other patients for them.2' 

The second factor that fostered the low rate of 

committal early on was the likelihood that Maori had their 

own resources for dealing with aberrant behaviour (and 

their own ways of defining what that behaviour was), and 

would therefore choose not to use this Pakeha institution. 

Throughout this period the two groups co - existed but 

retained their distinctivP.n~ss.27 

However by 1910, Maori committal rates had risen 

significantly, in direct contrast to non - Maori ones. ThP. 

Maori were heginning to use the asylum in the early 

twentieth century. Male ratP.s of c ommittal rose earlier 

than female, and both had nearly double the rate of Pakeha 

committal by 1911. These fi.gures suggest that new attitudes 

of both Maori and Pakeha to Maori insltutionalisation 

played their part. Maori women were also committed at a 

lower rate than were Hanrj men, but a different study from 

this largely Pakeha one is ne~ded to suggest reasons for 

this. 

Determi ning the proportion of the sexes in the Auckland 

asylum populati.on and differences between them on the hr.isis 

of age, marital status and regional and ethnic background 

26.fh-~-5;~~~-t~~-A-~nt~;l Report of the State of the l\uck 1 ;rnd r
1
rovinclal Lunatic Asylum, AP .. Q_G, 1874, p. 52. 

SeP. H.P . K. Sorrenson, "M"1 orl anc'i Pakeha", ln T.J1e .... Pxf9rc;1 
I-Li .. ~. t...C?.I . .Y ... _9 f.. ...... ~J~.~ ..... ?; .. ~ .. ?.J?..DQ., p. 19 2; Mi chae 1 KI ng, 11 Re tween Two 
Wo r l d s 11 

, l n .T.J1e ........ Q_JSJ9.~_c;L fi .i ~;;t:; o J; Y ... 9_.f ___ l;l~ .~-.. z .. e.~ ta nd, p . 2 8 1 . 
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ls reasonably straight forward. Describing their 

occupations, and attempting to extrapolate social class 

from them are more difflc11lt. Job designations for men are 

reasonably unambiguous, if rather vague and imprecise.ZS 

The nature of women's work and the words used to describe 

it complicate matters. Until the 1880s women were specified 

by their husband's occupation in the asylum records, if 

they were not in paid employment. Subsequently 

"housewives", "domestic duties" and "housekeepers" were 

used. Although these occupations can be clearly 

distinguished from "domestic servant" which was obviously 

paid work, the meaning of the other labels is problematic. 

"Housewife" is used in an isolnted case as early as 1882 at 

the asylum, remaining absent until 1904 when it begins to 

be used regularly. "Household (or Domestic) DutjP.s" crops 

up every year, and continued to be used along with 

"housewife''· It seems fnirly accurate to define the latter 

two as unpaid domestic wo-r.k in the home. "Housekeeper" 

occurs intermittently in the asylum statistics. As it .is 

grouped with "housemaids" as paid work in Eri.k Olssen's 

analysis of the female workforce in this period, that 

definition h.::is been used here.29 

Ii ·····s~·~ ·- ·Mii'~-~ ·····F·~·'i"~·b~ ·~··~, "Social Mobility and Opport11nity in 
N i n e t e en t h - Ce n tu r y New Z ea 1 and " , N_~ J.J:! , 1 3 : l ( J\ pr i 1 , l 9 7 9 ) , 
pp.43-46, for a discussion of the difficulties associated 
with occupational labelling. Hark Finnane discusses similar 
problems in the Irish context. Finnane, lJJ .?.~nJJ:.Y ... ~nq_J;:.IJg 
f-f9-~J}_~, p. 13 3. 

Erik Olssen, "Women, Work and Family 1880--1CJ26", in 
W9_ffif::?.I! ...... tn .. N.~_W. ..... ~~<'!J.~n9. .... $9<:::Jf::?J;:y, eds. Phi 11 id,3 Bunk 1 e and 
Beryl Hughes (Wellington, 1980), · p.163. 

\ 
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The biggest problem occurs when the occupational data 

in the asylum records is matched to the census data. Many 

men, for example, were described as "labourer" and some as 

"gentleman" or "settler". Yet the schedule of occupations 

laid out in the census distinguished between up to seven 

classes: professional, domestic, commercial, transport and 

communication, industrial, agricultural and indefinite. 

Where would those th:ree "occupations" fit in? For women the 

task is even more complicated because of the change in the 

way they were classified in s11ccessive censuses. Before the 

1891 census, work, employment or occupation in New Zealand, 

Australia and Britain h~d been defined according to 

pro-ductivity. Thus in the 1871 census women were mostly 

categorised under "No Occupation Stated", and in 1871 under 

"Domestic". But in 1891 renumeration bec .3me the principle 

determinant of what canst i tuted "work" . The NPw Zealand 

population was ,divided into "breadwinners" and 

"dependents", with most women falling (or being pushen) 

into the latter category.JO Thus in the 1891 and 1911 

censuses eighty five and eighty two percent of total fem.::tle 

in the colony were reqardP.d ns dependents, while only 

thirty eight and thirty two percent of males were 

designated as such. 

jf .. jii1 -- M~-tt ·h ·~~~-- · h·~~·:- ca 11 ed this the "conceptual 
alienation" of women from the world of work. Before 1891 
types of work were distinguished, but no judgements mane as 
to worth or social value. After 1891 mostly women became 
"non-workers" if they worked around the household or care 
for family members, without pay. Thus in ideological and 
economic terms women were restricted to the home. Matthews, 
pp.58-59. 
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Nevertheless although these problems preclude detailed 

assessments, some general impressions can be given. 

Appendix D shows that women patients were mostly ascribed 

"domestic duties", "house duties" or were listed as 

housewives. They formed a total of sixty five percent of 

all females in the asylum. This figure, when compared to 

the 1891 and 1911 censuses, suggests that women working in 

the home were under-represented in the asylum. It supports 

the earlier finding from the sample data in chapter three, 

which argued that the value of women's unpaid labour to 

husbands and employers ensured they were committed more 

reluctantly. 

Servants formed the next largest group at just over 

eleven percent. Compared with the general population, 

servants were over-represented. In 1891 and 1911 around 

seven percent of the adult female population in Auckland 

were classed as servants. There were also surprisingly 

large numbers of professional and commercial occupations 

represented, considering the number of women in these jobs 

at this time. Census figures suggest that agricultural and 

industrial occupations were under-represented. 

Women employed in professional and commercial sectors 

constituted small percentages in the overall picture, but 

when they are considered together with servants, they draw 

i'ittention to the greater vulnerability to being labelled 

mad of women of ''independent means". Why is this so? Such 

women were not necessarily protected within a family 
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context, or considered integral to a family economy.JI 

These occupations were also more likely to be urban, 

suggesting not only greater vulnerability but also greater 

visibility within the community. 

Over half of the male patients, unlike the general 

provincial population, were labourers, gumdiggers, farmers 

and miners. The proportion of the first two grew by the end 

of the period as they were increasingly considered less 

respectable. Gum-digging in particular was the "last refuge 

for the destitutE~".32 Again there were small but 

significant numbers of professional and commercial 

occupations represented, although tt1ese proportions were 

very much lower than for women. 

The difficulties with the accuracy of occupational 

title affect its utility as a crude indicator of soci~l 

class. Yet the preceding outline illustrates the variety of 

patient backgrounds, a characteristic that can be confirmed 

from another source. The asyl11m's inspector alJuded to this 

diversity in his evidence to the Report of the Joint 

Committee upon Lunatic AsyJums, which deliberated ln 1870 

on the feasibility of establishing a central asylum for the 

use of the whole colony. Inspector Turton believed that 

patients from the "lower orders" were in fact often "better 

behaved, use better language, are of cleaner habits, and 

show more intelligence and natural affection, than ... 

n· -T-t;·~·-·-;;1-g~-i .. £i;·~-~; ·~- ···; f "ind epend en t means" is noted by Mark 
Shepherd of England in the 1850s and 1860s, Shepherd, p.68. 
32 Mutch, p. 59. 
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[those] of the more educated circle of society. Visitors 

generally .. . single out ... what they call the 'respectable' 

patients , as if the rest were undeserving of remark and 

sympathy".JJ It was not until the 1880s that the demand for 

separate services for the well-to-do insane led to the 

establishment of New Zealnnd's first private asylum, which 

opened in Dunedin in 1882.H 

Notwithstanding these comments , most male inmates, as 

is to be expected, WP.re in fact from the semi- or unskilled 

working clnss . Because of the lar.ge number of women wjth 

"no occupation" or who were described as housewives, lt is 

harder to gauge social class, as even that common resort to 

husband's occupation as an indicator cannot be made. Yet 

the case t1istories presented in chapters three and four. 

point to the similar lower class situati on of most of the 

women. Even female patients who were in paid employment 

held jobs of low social status . For example, female 

teachers, who booste~ the numbers of women l ocated in the 

professional occupational class within the asylum, "enjoyed 

a very dubious professional status, and much of the work 

was little more than child-minding". Salaries were very 

low.JS The social and er.o n om i c statnf\ of asylum patient s i s 

of course a reflection of the population outs ide the asylum 

and the susceptihiUty of the unskilled to poverty and 

social isolation. 

Tr·-R·~·p·~··;-·t-··-~ .. f····t·h~·····:;·-;i"·~t Committee on Lunati c Asylums, A.J.JI~. , 
1871, H.10, Appendix, pp.16-17. 
H Rrunton,"The New Zealrtnd .1\sylum", p.9 . 
l5 Malone , p.75 . 
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An aggregate picture of patients at the Auckland Asylum in 

this period reveals that slightly lower proportions of 

women than men were committed and that admission rates fell 

over time. A higher proportion of married women than men 

found their way in the institution and more widows than 

widowers were committed. The inmate population was also 

characterised by the high numbers of single men compared to 

single women. The most vulnerable age period for both sexes 

was between thirty and fifty. Maori committal rates 

exhibited a diametrically opposite trend and were 

increasing not decreasing over this period. In terms of 

social composition most patients came form the lower end of 

the social strata and they or their husbands were employed 

in semi- or unskilled johs. 

How do the Auckland inmates compare with those in 

other asylums? The only other New Zealc=rnd asylum for which 

a comparable profile has been made is Seacliff asylum ne :=u 

Dunedin. All var.lables there mirror its northern 

counterpart.36 Overseas an interesting diversion occurs 

between the English and the Australian, Irish and 

Californian experience. The latter three areas conform to 

an identifiably colonial pattern. In New South Wales from 

1880-1920 men outnumbered women in asylums and were 

predominantly single. There were roughly equal numbers of 

single and married womeri. The vulnerable age group, as in 

1r- .f'~··bb ·~·-~ ·a ·;-·· ·· · ~·~·~· ·i5··=i·7 ·;· B 1 0 0 m f i e 1 d I pp . 3 4 - 4 6 . 8 e e a 1 s 0 th e 
brief references which paint a similar picture for the 
Wellington asylum in Williams, pp.65-66. 
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Auckland, was found to be between thirty and fifty. 

Labourers constituted fifty percent of male admissions and 

domestic servants and working class housewives seventy

eighty percent of women.37 In another Australian study, 

Mark Finnane emphasises the range of social classes there 

and in Irish asylums, because RS in New Zealand, the state 

was very much the leading provider of asylums and private 

care was largely unavailable.38 The committal rate in Irish 

asylums was also somewhat male-dominated, as was the case 

in San Francisco at this time. The typical insane in 

California were single adult men without family. The 

occupational profile was different from Auckland however, 

with 20 percent listed as housewives compared with 62 

percent in total at Aucklana.39 

In England the picture that has been drawn by 

historians is very different. In the 1850s there were more 

women than men in public asylums and by the 1890s the 

predominance included all classes of patients in both 

public and private institutions.40 Elaine Showalter has 

termed this phenomenon the "feminisation" of English 

asylums. Nonetheless, in her study, the asylum population 

is not compared with its catchment area. Furthermore 

English women at this time were numerically preponderant in 

the general population and ti:~nded to live longer. Thus the 

Tr·-c;~·~·t-~-~-;··---,~-9-~·a---;-~--·-ti-~ a " pp . 9 3 - 9 1 . 

31 Finnane, "Asylums, Families and the State", pp.145-146; 
See also Robins, p.111. 
B Fox, p.127, fn.27. 
40 Showalter, Th.~ ... J'.'. .~m~J~ ..... M~li'l..QY., P. 57.. 
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much touted revolution in the patient profile may be more 

apparent than real. 

It is difficult to find other information on English 

patients in this period. Analysis is made extremely 

difficult by the fact that attempts to explain jnsanity in 

terms of social conditions declined markedly from their 

position of cultural hegemony in the 1850s, and tables of 

patients' occupations, rellgious affiliations, ages, 

educational and civil status began to disappear fr.om 

subsequent annual r.eports.41 Although it is not stated that 

this is the reason, this must be why Showalter's study has 

little to say about the social composition of patients. In 

a another article, she relies on impressionistic evidence 

of contemporaries, which claimed an over-representation of 

servants and governesses, with the former being committed 

because of the precariousness of their economic status.42 

J.K. Walton notes a disproportionate number of unskilled 

labourers and domestic servants in English asylums fr.om 

1840-1870.43 However, we do know that in Rnglann, there was 

an extensive network of private asylums whicl1 would have 

presumably taken out many oE the well-to - do and created a 

different patient experience in their public asylums. It is 

to that experience at Auckland th.=il: t:he study now tul'.ns. 

n ····3·h~p-~~--~-~a~- ·- ··PP:64 ·=~ 6- 5. 

42 Elaine Showaltel'., "Victorian Women <H1ri Ins.:uiity", in 
.t.1 .?._c:UJ.9JJ?.. ~_?._" ··-J1.?.9_:::.9.9.GJ_Q1:? _ .. Ci .. l1c:l _M9.9.m~n : .. Th~ ....... P.9<::: .t.:lL.J:Lt?.tQtY. qf 
12?.YC:::.b. .U~ .t,r::y_JIL.t.J::t~.-- ~J~t.gt:J_~n ._~1:?., ed. Andrew T. Scul 1 
(London, 1981), p.317. 
43 Walton, "Casting Out", p_l38. 



Group of female and male staff in the 1890s, Auckland Lunatic 
Asylum, photographed by Margaret Matilda White 

Source: Auckland Insitute and Museum 
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Chapter Six 

Treatment and Rehabilitation 

Once they passed through the gates of the Auckland 

asylum, female lunatics entered a "women's world", which 

existed within a larger male universe. As we saw in the 

second chapter, a rigid segregation of the sexes within the 

institution was maintained, as a consequence of the 

Victorian ideology of separate spheres which informed 

asylum care. The only men that women patients had contact 

with were the medical superintendent, official visit ors and 

inspectors, and perhaps a visiting relative o r friend. 

Yet the two worlds were not given equal consideration 

in therapeutic terms. While we saw that women often had a 

slightly more congenial e nvironment than men, largely 

because of their smaller numbers, their treatment often 

took second place. Therapy at the asylum was principally 

organised in the interests of the male patients and the 

goal of rehahilitation serven maJe neens, as the medical 

superintendent revealed in 1905 when he wrote that "( i It is 

always much more serious to have an increase of the 

'breadwinner s ' as patients than of the opposite sex, for 

various reasons. 111 Althot1gh he did not go on to elaborate 

why, the superintendent may have been concerned about the 

inadequate facilities men har1 in particular, and the 

problems increased numbers would cause. His comments may 

I Report on the Mental llospi ta ls of the Colony, ,l\JH.R., 1905, 
H. 7, p.11. 
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also reflect the great concern amongst welfare officials at 

that time about the social cost of providing for the women 

left behind who no longer had male providers. In charitable 

aid terminology, "no male support" was as important as 

"sickness" and "old age" as a cause of poverty in the late 

1880s and early l900s.2 

The elimination of contact between the sexes, the 

concentration on the male patients and the content and aims 

of asylum treatment resulted in a much more limited life 

for women in the institution, both physically and 

ideologically, even if their environment was sometimes more 

pleasant and "domestic". This chapter discusses the 

treatment patients received within this carefully regulated 

environment. Therapy was multi-faceted and a number of its 

aspects will be exrtmined: medical regimens, occupational 

therapy and the kinds of recreation availrtble. The chapter 

concludes with an evaluation of the treatment's success and 

the quality of life within the asylum. 

The treatment of patients at the Auckland Lunatic Asylum 

reflects general developments in psychiatry overseas. 

Eighteenth and early nineteenth century regime ns in th e 

manner of the philosophy of moral treatment paid less 

attention to the clinical dimension of therapy. Instead 

they emphasised occupational therapy, recreation and other 

environmental influences which might facilitate a patient's 

·2 ······-···---·--·--·-·········-···----·-·-···-··-·---·-·--···-·········-
Ten an n t, P.9J,1pg;r:§. _glJQ .. J?.rqy_iq~. :r: ... ?.., p. 10 3. 
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own internal self-control and lead to more appropriate and 

socially- approved behaviour. By the 1870s however , English 

alienists were giving primacy to medical diagnoses and 

treatment. Even at the York retreat , one of the 

institutions where lay techniques of moral treatment had 

been pioneered, occupational therapy was trivialised int o a 

means of amusing patients, bereft of any defined 

therapeutic value.l In other public asylums patient's work 

came to serve institutional needs, as mu c h if not mo re than 

any curative considerations. A rAnge of drugs and "useful 

employment" joined rest anri a full diet , and in c reas ingly 

became the standa~d trPatment jn asy l ums in the western 

wo rld . Mo reove r, by the tu rn o f t he c entury sc i e n t ifi c and 

medical developments and the attempt by the new ps ychiatrlr. 

profess i o n to be rAco gnisPd by the general med i r..:i l 

profession, P. nr.ou rc:tgPd thP. disseminr::itlon o f t:he view th.::it 

"mental di seas e" was .=i physic ;~l di s easP like a ny othe r. 

Thu s , f o r. example, t h e rnlP of toxins and her edi tary 

predi s pos iti o n were gi v en prominence, despite the d oc tor's 

failure t o find a ph ys i r;ll ca11sP in many cnses . Asylum 

treatment remained "h.=iphazard , emp iri ca l, and not f ou nd ed 

o n any consistent the ory of what wns at t he r oo t of 

insnnity".4 

Gaining an idert of t he s pe c ifi c nature of medi cal 

therapy practised at Au c kland i s more difficult, although 

by 1910 the New Zealand system was "practica lly the same " 

r .. o.i ~b;-~-··-·M.-~~~~.;i,;~.~-=~o ·~-? 1-LtY .... C.lJJJt.J:1 ~d.i.~ in.~, p. 115. 
4 Finna n e , J_ns_?_nity __ (;i_n.d ~ h ~ .J. IJ ~a.ne, p.19/.. 
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as that which operated in New South Wales.5 The available 

evidence is weighted in favour of the early years and 

becomes increasingly sketchy over time. There are a number 

of reasons for this, the principal one being the competing 

demands from both medical and administrative tasks on the 

medical superintendent's time. As the institution became 

more complex, and larger numbers of patients passed through 

its doors, case material became briefer and more 

standardised. Indeed the employment of an assistant medical 

officer at Auckland in 1893 was welcomed because more 

complete records would be able to be kept, and because it 

would extend the asylum's knowledge of the pathology of 

insanity.6 

The issue of evidence is further complicated by the 

use of separate record s for clinical matters. Medical 

details were more commonly reserved for the medir.al 

journal, as required by law, of which only one volume for 

1902-1905 is extant. Moreover, the medical journal 

contained weekly entries accounting for all the movements 

of the patients and how they were treated, but in numerical 

terms only; no individuals cases were cited. Ca s e n o tes on 

the other hand frequently state cryptically "medical 

treatment continued". 1 As the number of chronic cases 

increased, entries were made in a separate series of 

"chronic case books" which no longer exist. In add1tion 

5 -N~~~~~i_;-;.1· ~~~9_:Q.i.i"i;_ t-gJ _ X.~ .C:l.}:: __ J~99K, 1910 I p. 3 7 6. 
6 Report on the Lunatic Asylums of the Colony, AJHR, 1894, 
H.7, p.3. 
1 For example, case 2893, YCAA 1048/9, p.399. 
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there is almost a complete lack of reference to medical 

practice in the annual reports and other material which 

would be read by largely lay audiences: medicine was deemed 

the sole province of the trained professional.8 

Nevertheless the process of classification which patients 

underwent and an outline of the main methods of medical 

therapy used can be drawn from the patient sample. 

After a medical examination to check for bodily ailments 

and marks, some attempts were made to classify patients 

according to the acuteness of the case. Behaviour was the 

first consideration, and the noisy and uncontrollable were 

separated from the quiet and amenable. It was intended that 

each sex would then be graded into classes according to the 

degree of potential curability,9 but the appalling 

conditions outlined in chapter two meant this system was 

often an ideal to be aimed at, rather than a reality. The 

lack of space was, at times, different in degree for women. 

In 1904, for example, Dr Beattie commented that the new 

building under way for female patients would enable 

classification of all but twenty of them into five 

divisions, while there was no further classification for 

the men beyond the two categories already referred to.IO 

r·· p:~--;-~ ·~· - - i~~~;~t-~~---~-~ ot e in 18 7 0: "as t 0 the bod i. ly 
condition and medical care of the patients, it does not 
become me as an unprofessional man to report''. H.H. Turton 
to Provincial Superintendent, 27 February 1874, AP2 
1874/683, p.5. 
'ibid., p.10. 
10 Report on the Lunatic l\sylums of the Colony, l\JJIR., 1904, 
H.7, p.7. 
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Some divisions for convalescent patients were instituted 

however. In 1882 an auxiliary building was established for 

male patients on probation prior to disc harge, and in 1910 

the Wolfe Home was opened , later described as "a home from 

home" and intended for mild female cases i n a home-like 

atmosphere.II Only at the end of the period were medi ca l 

officers systematically dividing all patients into 

"curable" and "incurable", consisting of those with more or 

less than a forty percent chance of recovery. 

The p oor physical health of many upon admission 

necessitated some sort of medical intervention from the 

beginning, in contrast with doctors' initial expectations. 

Superintendents were forced to rethink their approach and 

became increasingly conscious of the influence o f a healthy 

body on the mind. Many of the sample cases were, as an 

early inspector described, "mere miserable remnants of 

mortality". He estimated that at least sixty percent o f 

admissions were "far gone in bodily diseases o f all 

kinds" . 12 The asylum infirmary quickly pr oved itself to be 

an indispensable fa c ility, in turn becoming ov ercrowded . 

Impressionistic evidence from sample casen o tes confirms 

J.K. Walton's suggestion that "physi c al wP.akness of th is 

kind was es sentially a woman's problem".13 Committed more 

n·-A-.ff~-w;ik;;~-R~.!Jgl_ .. t1.c;,1 t..?.; R ~!L .. 'J'J::ig. __ S. tg.r y __ .P .f .... P. Q_i .n t: 
rztt~ . .Y..~!J. .g..z; ___ l6_.~_l.:J-_~Ji . .l (Auckland, 1961), p . 31. 

Reports on the Lunatic J\sylums in New Zealand , /\J.~!B, 
1876, H.4, p.3. 
13 John K. Walton, "Lunacy in the Inciustrial Revolution : a 
study of asylum admissions in Lancashire, 1848 -50 ", .-I.Q up1al 
() J ... ~ Q <;:'.. t ~ 1 .. Ji t:?. .. ~ 9. ~y I 1 ) ( l 9 7 9 ) I P • 1 2 • 
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reluctantly and often only when they were no longer 

fulfilling their role in the home, many women seemed to be 

in a worse state than the men. Sample female case notes cite 

diarrhoea, bronchial catarrh, influenza, bedsores, 

rheumatic joints , leg oedemas and tuberculosi s , besides any 

supposed mental illness. 

Physi c al diseases in combinati o n with overcrow<ling Rnd 

poor sanitation resulted in peri odic outbreaks of disease 

such as typhoid, me as Jes, scarlet fever ~nd gastro -

enteritis, and there wen~ few facilities for isolation. II 

Jn 1900 patients afflicted by measles were put in hathrnoms 

on beds made up on the fl oo r. Tuberculosis wa s a m~j o r 

problem. Dr Beattie no t ed in 1905 that "[p]atient s , 

espec ially Ma ori patients, are either admitted in a more or 

less advanced stage of the dise~se or else the disease 

develops in th os e patients who for l o ng have been 

hopelessly insane . ... 11 15 

As well as the s i c k and diseaser1 , the numbers o f 

"chr onic" patients were larger than expected . The asylum 

wa s originally e nvi saged as an institution f o r the 

treatment o f acute cases. Ho wever, the annual reports began 

to refer regularly to lilrgP number s nf "vPry helpless " 

patients who could neither feed, dress , or care for 

themselves in Rny degr ee . Moreover, asylum staff an<l 

ff··R·~·~-~;t··· .. ;·~-·- th··;-T~-~-nat:ic Asylums of the C'olony, AJHR, 1883, 
H.3, p.6; 1903, H.7, p.8; "History o f Oakley Hospita l", 
lecture given hy Dr Savage, July 19 66, University Extensi o n 
Cour se , Hi storical Records Co llection, YCAA 1083 /S e, p.4 . 
15 Report o n the Mental Hospitals of the Co l o ny, A}HR, 
1906, H.7, p.8. 



o ffi cials were confounded by the considerable number of 

"dirty" women. Mrs llendre, visiting in 1900, found this 

kind of debility "unaccountable ... as well as very 

surprising."16 Along with the pronounced rebelliousness of 
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female patients di~cussed below, these habits were the very 

antithesis of the ideal domestic , morall y - superior 

nineteenth century woman. This disconcerting conduct was 

undoubtedly a continuntion of the behaviour that led to 

committal, and it reinforced the need for appropriate 

"training in the discipline of femlninity"l7 which was the 

goal of the work and recreation provided for female 

patients. 

Aperients, alcohol and sedatives were the main kinds 

of medicine dispensed. At least in the early year s , both at 

Auckland and overseas , a "mechani!';ti c " model o f the body 

appears to have been the theoretical basis for treatmP.nt. 

Doctors attempted to control what was taken ln , the extent 

of circulating fluids and what left the body, reflecting 

contemporary humoral theoriP.s . They believed that 

restricting circular liq11id flows reduced congestion in the 

head. Co nstipation , for example, was ass oc iated with 

maniacal states and thereforP its prevention was believed 

to improve nervous irritability.IS Patients themselves 

n-·--Y·c.A°A-10- 49> 1 ~- ---2-a··Februar y 19 oo, p. 6. 
17 A phrase used by Elaine Showalter. in her discussion of 
similar rebellion and deviations from appropriate femininP. 
behaviour among Engli s h women. Showa 1 ter, Tl}e __ X!'!.m?J..~ 

1~?.J .. ?Q.Y, p. 81 . 
0 This is discussed in more detail in Digby, M~dn~ss, _ 

M C?. . .r a U .J.Y .. ~-nc:LJ1.~.cn. G. i n ~. , pp . 1 2 O & 1 3 2 . 
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agreed with this view. Olive B. was given pills for 

constipation as she believed she would rest better "if her 

bowels were free".19 l\perients such as castor oil and 

aloes, and enemas were used extensively in the belief that 

"[n)othing can be clearer than the marked influence of the 

bodily health over that of the mind. A loaded liver induces 

a state of hypochondria bordering upon melancholia; it is 

relieved by aperients having a special action upon the 

biliary secretion".20 Purgatives were a major medical tool. 

Alcohol was used extremely liberally as both a 

sedative and less frequently, in the form of stout, as a 

body builder.21 Up to three glasses a day of wine, port, 

and ale were given to five of the sample maniacal women 

patients in 1870, while two of the men's casenotes 

contained references to brandy and porter. It was still a 

method of treatment in 1910, as the brief reference to the 

discontinuation of Elizabeth H. 's whiskey treatment 

testifies.22 

Opiates came into more common use in the second 

quarter of the nineteenth century in England, replacing the 

soporific glass of porter and the application of mixtures 

directly to the shaved head.23 Topical treatments were 

still in use in the 1870s at the Auckland asylum in cases 

rr Case 16 0 7 I Y-CA·A- 1 0 4 8 I 5 I p . 4 2 8 . 
20 Reports on the Lunatic Asylums in New Zealand, AJHR, 
1873, H.23, p.6. 
21 "History of Oakley", YCAA 1083/Se, p.10. 
22 Case 4067, YCAA 1048/9, p.399. 
2 3 Digby I M~9.D.~e~.1..._J::fQJ: a 1 tt y ___ ~n.Cl. __ M~_q_i_ c;_i_ n~. I p . 1 2 7 . 
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of "cerebral excitement" and "boggy scalps".24 

Increasingly, however, the medical superintendent followed 

overseas trends, administering drugs such as morphia and 

potassium bromide to both treat "muscular excitement" and 

"restlessness 11 25, and to procure a good night's rest for 

everyone in the ward.26 In an example of the speculative 

nature of treatment at this time, similar drugs were also 

used in cases which manifested opposite symptoms: "some of 

the worst and apparently most hopeless cases of melancholia 

have succumbed to the steady and properly graduated 

administration of opiates". 21 

Although there is insufficient evidence to draw any 

firm conclusions about the possibility of a gendered 

pattern in the dispensation of drugs, other writers have 

argued that there are indications in English and Irish 

asylums o1 "chemical restraint" rendering patients docile 

and obedient; previous methods of "mechanical restraint" 

had been denounced and yet the conditions of asylum life 

necessitated some kind of custodial response. More 

significantly, they discuss the particular use of drugs to 

control women.28 Certainly, the general behaviour of many 

}f""·c~-~·;···-i·:3°·2·~-······-yCAA·····ia·48/1, p. 19 5 i case 13 4, YCAA 10 4 8 / l, 

fl.198 and case 169, YCAA 1048/1, p.224. 
5 For example, case 135, YCAA 1048/1, p.199. 

26 Case 153, YCAA 1048/1, p.211 and case 130, YCAA 1048/1, 
~-193. 
1 Reports on the Lunatic Asylums in New Zealand, A~HR, 
1873, H.23, p.6. 
2 8 Sc u 11 , M.9..e .. ~JJ.J.mL .. -9 ... t ..... M.~.QJJ.~.§§.., p . 2 0 3 ; Showa 1 t er , '.riHL..Egm.~.1.~ 
.t1 .. 9J_g_Qy, p . 8 1 ; D i g by , tl99 .. n.~.$..e .. /. ...... .M.9.I .. 91.!.tY .. -.. 9..!J.Q ........ M.~.9.J ... 9..J .. ng, 
pp . 1 2 8 - 1 2 9 ; F i n nan e , I.ne. . .si..n.J.J:..Y_ .... 9 .. n9 ....... t. .. h .. ~ ....... Ln.e .. <?. n~., pp . 1 9 2 , 2 O 5 . 
The over-prescription of drugs became cause for concern in 
the 1920s and 30s at Porirua Hospital. Williams, p.158. 
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women at the Auckland asylum was as problematic as it was 

overseas. Official visitors observed that the mental 

condition of many women patients was "boisterous",29 and 

doctors were surprised to find that the more obstreperous 

patients were usually women. Female patients at Auckland 

were more excitable, dirty, violent and restless than their 

male counterparts, thereby violating accepted gender 

characteristics. Among the sample cases there is some 

evidence of the use of enemas as an attempt to control 

behaviour as much as facilitate treatment. For example, 

Margaret Y., who was admitted for refusing to eat, had a 

soap and water enema every day.30 Elizabeth H. refused all 

food and medicine and was also given an enema.31 

As well as the treatment of bodily ailments and the 

administration of drugs, a "wholesome diet" of "nourishing 

food and tohi~s'' was the third element in the Auckland 

asylum's medical therapy.12 A patient's rate F.lnd level of 

food consumption was closely watched and taking food well 

was regarded as a sign of good health. Annual reports 

consistently describe the diet as "liberal". It consisted 

of bread and butter with coffee for hreakfast; meat, soup, 

vegetables and bread for dinner; and tea with bread and 

u -Y-CAA--io-49./i; - · 2 ·0 ··· -J ·~ nuar y 18 9 9 I p. 8 4. 
JO Case 4006, YCAA 1048/11, p.312. 
31 Case 4067, YCAA 1048/11, p.373. 
32 Reports on the Lunatic Asylums in New Zealand, AJ.HR, 
1874, H.2, p.1; Tucker, p.675. 
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butter for supper.ll Even though this food was better in 

both quantity and nutritional value than many patients' 

usual diet, it was subject to the vagaries of contractors 

and often mediocre cooks. The meals were often served cold 

as patients were lined up and led into the hall while it 

lay waiting.H To add to the ignominy, it was not until the 

1880s that patients were allowed to use knives and forks 

and ate off tablecloths.JS 

Portion size was lowe r for wom e n, no doubt because of 

the perception that a greater amount of food was neerled by 

men for their outdoor activities. Yet extremely strenuous 

work was performed by many female patients. In 1874 four 

female attendants pP t itinnPd the superintendent, 

complaining that "[tJhe quality of the rati o ns supplied [to 

staff and inmates] ... is so inferior as to be totally unfit 

to properly nourish their bodies consid e ring the arduous 

labour they have got to perform" .36 Catherine D. c omplained 

continuously in 1910 that she could no t work on the fo od 

she received.37 Women' s me al s wer e , n P.vP rtheless, g e nPralJy 

better cooked. Smaller number s to c ater for in the female 

department and better - sized facilitie s meant women had 

n- R~~~-~-ts·-~-~ - t ·t~~ ---L-;;·~ritic Asylums in New Zealand, 1873, 
A;JH.H., H . 2 3 , p . 1 0 ; The Se v e n t h An n u a 1 R e po r t o f t h e s t a t e o f 
the Provincial Lunatic Asylum, A,PGG, 1874, p.57. 
H After 1892 the temperature of the foorl improved 
sufficiently to elicit a remark in the annual report. A,JJ::l.F, 
1893, H.4, p.3. 
35 ibid., 1881, H.13, p.5. 
36 H. H. Turton to Provincial Superintendent, 31 December 
1 8 7 3 I AP 2 1 8 7 4 I 2 0 0 . 
31 Case 3947, YCAA 1018 / 11, p.253. 
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their meat roasted or baked three or four times a week, 

while the men's meat was invariably boiled.38 

Poor health meant many of the patients required 

special diets and tonics. Quinine, iron tinctures, cod 

liver oil and beef tea were some of the remedies used, 

while extra milk, eggs and rice were given to the very 

delicate. Women were particularly afflicted. In 1900, for 

example, the annual report stated that a third of the women 

had to be kept on a special diet.39 In my sample, only one 

of the men was on a special diet, while seven of the women 

needed some kind of extras or regulated foods. 

Restraint was the final kind of physical treatment used at 

the Auckland asylum and its practice also demonstrates a 

gendered pattern. When the Auckland Asylum was established 

avoidance of restraint was the preferred treatment, as part 

of the "moral management" philosophy. Thus, early in the 

period, the medical superintendent advised that "the normal 

conditions and rights of the insane should be infringe d 

upon in as small a degree as may be consistent with 

efficient management••,40 and the continued use of restr a int 

on a small number of patients was publicly viewed with 

regret by most staff. Yet the problems associated with 

overcrowding led obedience, cleanliness and order to assume 

3r ·H·-.H- :··· ;r· ~~ ·;t-~~ -·t~···· P·; ·~vincial Superintendent, 6 July 1872, 
AP2 1872/2369; Annual Report on the Lunatic Asylums of New 
Zealand, A.JJf.B., 1881, H.8, p.5. 
H ibid . , AJJ:.fR, 19O1, H. 7, p. 6. 
40 The Seventh Annual Report of the State of the Auckland 
Provincial Lunatic Asylum - 1873, APQQ, 1874, p.51. 
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an equal priority with patient well-being, and the use of . 
restraint was maintained and possibly increased.fl When Dr 

Beattie returned from a visit to the Larbert Mental 

Hospital in Staffordshire in 1905, he endeavoured to follow 

the example there and stop using mechanical restraint 

altogether , but reconsidered the decision as he became 

"convinced ... that the welfare of the p.::itients and the 

discipline of the hospital are both thereby prejudicially 

affected. 1112 

The preferred form of restraint was "sec lusinn", a 

formal period in a seclusion room or more commonly in a 

patient's own room. It Wits used in the sample cases for 

violent, uncontrollable behaviour and noisiness at night. 

The superintendent conceded that it was not "the proper 

treatment" but "necessary for the peace and quiet of the 

other patients".43 "Me c hanical" forms of restraint such as 

locked gloves, canvas or "strong" dresses and 

straightjackets were used according to the doctors as 

precautions against self-injury, violence, suicidal 

tendencies and to prevent patients from tearing off th e ir 

surgical dressings. The periods of restraint appear to be 

quite long if a set of fjgures ln one annual report is an 

4r· ·Alt-h~~~-h--·t·h·~~- ;--·-~-~--~ insufficient records at Auckland to 
quantify this aspect of patient's treatment, studies of the 
Dunedin and Seacliff asylums argue that patient's 
subjection to restraint did increase in this period. 
Bloomfield, p.58 and Hubbard, pp.39 - 40. 
4 2 Report on t he Hen ta 1 Hosp i ta 1 s of the Co 1 on y, AJ HR, 
1906, H.7, p.8. 
43 Annual Report on the Lunatic Asylums of New Zealand, 
.!\.J. H.~ I 1 8 7 8 I H . 1 0 I p . 7 . 
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accurate guide: during a three month interval in 1893 four 

women were "treated" with mechanical restraints for lengths 

of anywhere from twelve hours to over two days.44 

Assertions about the function of restraint as 

treatment for patients should however be interpreted with 

caution, on account of its perversion to both economic and 

disciplinary ends. For example, staff found strong dresses 

prevented "unnecessary waste of clothing". 45 Seclusion was 

held over patient's heads as a threat. In the case of the 

notorious Bridget H., who was found to be sane, if not 

repentant, self-control manifested itself "when under 

observation and liable to seclusion".46 

Considerations of suitable feminine behaviour are also 

apparent in the use of restraint with female patients. It 

was used more frequently for them both here ano overseas. 

Elaine Showalter notes that at England's Colney Hatch 

Asylum women were sedated, given cold baths, and secluded 

in padded cells up to five times as frequently as men.41 At 

Auckland staff found that troublesome female patients had 

frequently to be kept in seclusion, whereas there were 

periods of several months when hardly any restraint was 

used in the male department.48 Where figures are given in 

annual reports, more women were subjected to mechanical 
·4·4···· ··--·-··-····-·-··-··--··-···--···- ··-····· ····-·----·-·· --··-·· ····-· 

ibid., 1894, H.7, p.3. 
45 ibid., 1895, H.7, p.3. 
16 Case 125, YCAA 1048/1, p.64. 
:; Showa 1 t er, .Tb~.-- E_~_l:r!CiJ .. ~ _. MciJsigy, p. 81 . 

YCAA 1049/1, 28 January 1899, p.84; Annual Report on the 
Lunatic Asylums of New Zealand, A.JJ:U .. ~. , 1878, H.10, p.7; 
1879, H.4, p.6. The same pattern is evident at the Ht View 
asylum in Wellington. Williams, pp.23,30. 
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restraint.49 Doctors explained this phenomenon with 

reference to women's greater emotionality and the influence 

of their menstrual cycle. "Every asylum superintendent 

bears witness to the fact that are much more violent and 

destructive lunatics than men. These 'breakings out', which 

are almost as characteristic of female c riminals as they 

are of female lunatics, ... are generally periodic in 

character".50 Yet, in part, this behaviour was an 

understandable reaction to the very act of confinement. 

Official visitors rame nearer the truth when they realised 

that the greater opportunity for outdoor occupation among 

male patients meant that they were quieter and slept 

better. 51 

Conditions of work for the st~ff we r e another e]eme nt 

in the continued use of restraint. Attendants and nurses 

feared for their personal safety. Medical theory 

recommended kindness and tolerance, but Dr Hassell conceded 

in his 1891 report that he had "never been able until now 

to get the attendants to see that patients who were 

supposed to be dangerous and unfit to be trusted with any 

kind of tools would in reality be quite tractable if 

treated with kindness and confidence".52 Vigilant guarding, 

rr ·-1~-·-i9io -· 42-- --;;:;~ -~~-~ -- ~nd 27 men Were COnS idered "dangerOUS II 
and in need of restraint. Report on the Mental Hospitals of 
the Dom i n i on , AJ HR, 1 9 11 , H . 7 , p . 1 0 . 50 . ----··-·-

Lo max - Smith, p.59. 
SI YCAA 1049/1, 28 July 1898, p.76, September, 1899, p.96; 
N.Z.E?..P, 123 (1903), pp.157-158. See also similar comments 
connected with Mt View and Seacliff asylums. Williams, 
~p.23,66 and Hubbard, p.29. 
2 Report on the Lunatic Asylums of the Colony, AJliR, 1891, 

H.2, p.4. 
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which was a prerequisite of such treatment, was difficult 

to achieve when severely understaffed, as the asylum was 

for much of the period. Yet when conditions were alleviated 

later in the period, and Dr Beattie attempted to instill 

non-restraint, staff and officials resisted the new ruling. 

H. Wilding the official visitor, argued "that in cases of 

unprovoked assault ... by partially sane patients, the 

superintendent should have some discretionary power 

enabling him to put some patient under temporary 

restraint" .53 

If the available evidence for medical treatment is thin, 

the same is not the case with the non-medical forms of 

therapy: work and recreation. In the mid-nineteenth 

century, the benefits of patient labour were considered 

even more important than medical adjuncts. In a belief 

consistent with moral treatment philosophy, alienists held 

that suitable employment enabled lunatics to display 

"industry, self-control, moderation and perseverance", or 

as Scull claims "something approximating the bourgeois 

ideal of the rational individual".Sl Rehabilitation was the 

goal. Asylum care aimed to restore "the unfortunate inmates 

to a state which would enable them to resume their cal]ing, 

trade, or occupation".55 The more workers in the asylum, 

the more successful its treatment was perceived to be. Even 

sr··YC.AA'' ' "io'99/1~-9--H~·~ ch 1 9 0 7 ' p . 2 . 

Sl Showalter, T.be . .. f. .. ~.mi3l~ __ Jti3J.C!9.Y, p. 29; Scul 1, MJJ?_~µm?. .. .9t 
~?..9n .. ~e?., p . 6 9 . 

N.Z.H, 14 September 1878, p.2. 
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with the increasing importance placed on medical therapy 

and physical cure by the turn of the century, medical 

superintendents retained this view. 

There was an extremely strong sexual division of 

labour within the asylum. Women's work was, in the words of 

an early inspector, "of course of a more sedentary or 

feminine character".56 A visiting expert recommended in 

1872 that 

the female patiPnts should do all the work which would 
n at u r a 11 y fa 11 to the i r share . . . vi z . house ho 1 d work 
in their own divjsion, washing, making and mending 
clothes for the whole establishment , and doing such 
fancy work for the decoration of the rooms as may come 
within the scope of their capabilities.57 

Female patients were thus set to needlework, Jaundry work, 

making and mending ripped and torn clothes ("no 

inconsiderable item"), scrubbing, sweeping and dusting, bed 

making and assisting in the wards.58 The women also made 

ticks and pillow covers and hemmed the sheets .59 Despite 

the large number of tasks they performed, women' s wo rk 

opportunities were circumscribed both by contPmporary 

ideol o gy as to what feminine work entailed, and also the 

need to keep the sexes separate. Staff found it difficult 

to find enough suit.cihle employment for them. The suggestion 

by the governor of the Ht Eden Gaol that the clothing of 

the hospital and asylum patients be made by female 
" 
sr·· H ·:~, -~--T~~t-~~ - t~ ··· p~~vincial Superintendent, 2') February 
1874, AP2 1874/683. 
57 General Report on the Lunatic Asylums in New Zealand by 
Dr Paley, [Inspector of Lunatic Asylums for Victoria) A)JIR, 
1874, H.J., p.5. 
5 8 ch a r g e At tend ants d a i 1 y r e port sheets 1 8 8 8 , Y C /\A 1 0 8 0 I 1 . 
5 9 WN_, 3 1 Har ch 1 8 7 7 , p . 1 0 . 



prisoners was turned down because of the lack of a . 
substitute for asylum women.60 In 1897 women took over the 

running of the kitchen and female patients were thus able 

to be employed there "in a congenial way, one of the 

perennial difficulties of asylum management".61 

Men, on the other hand, had a wide variety of both 
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indoor and outdoor occupations. They worked in the garden, 

cleared shrubbery and tended walks; split firewood and 

pumped water; and assisted in the kitchens and male wards. 

Later on workshops for industrial employment were erected 

and the farm became the biggest employer of asylum labour. 

In 1890 for example, 83 men were listed at work in the farm 

or garden, 60 were performing useful tasks in the house and 

13 were employed in the workshops.62 

As writers about similar institutions have pointed 

out, whatever the ostensihle curative reas o ns for 

occupational therapy, the actual johs performed derived 

from the financial and administrative needs of the 

establishment. The work was often open to exploitation.63 

At Auckland, patients washed out rooms, cleaned windows and 

did "everything that requires to be done, for there are no 

servants in the asylum". 64 Later on when servants were 

employed, patients continued to perform the work, sometimes 

60 .... D~·- Al .~k·i~ - t-;---P·~-~-~-lncial S11perintendent, 17 Hay 1873, AP2 
1873/1395. 
61 Report on the Lunatic Asylums of the Colony, A.Jf:!B., 1898, 
H.7; p.11. 
62 ibid., 1890, H.12, p.2. 
61 Goffman, p.90; Crowther, p.201. 
64 H.H. Turton to Provincial Superintendent, 27 February 
1874, AP2 1874/683, p.8. 



supervised by the servants.H Surprise was expressed 

initially at how much work was done for so little 

renumeration, for wages were not paid.66 The farm was a 

particularly important endeavour in this respect. The t:/_~W 

·~-~aJ_ !;in_q __ JJ.~~-9.lQ. praised the farm manager in 1889 for the 

skillful manner in which he ran the farm to produce the 

best financial results.67 Bribes of tobacco, extra food or 

ale were often given out as incentives. Work was also 

viewed as a reward f or g o od behaviour; compliance meant 

consideration for release. For the men, at least, it 

enabled them to escape the confinP.s of the building and 
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made them feel they were performing a useful function. They 

would also see the transf o rmati o n of the gr o unds, f o r 

example, before their eyes. George K., described as 

"reliable, quiet and industrious", worke d wjth the plumber 

and was allowed " co ns iderahle liberty".68 

The women were n o t so fortunatP.. No matter how hard 

they worked they were c onfined in s ide. Their employment was 

monoton o us and devoid of much real therapeutic value. In 

1877 the matron Hiss Hamilton believed that "there is quite 

too much needlewo rk d o n e by the patient s '', and as late as 

1899 the official vi s itor in 1899 declared that "[n)o 

patient should be allowe d to sew, or knit, mo re than f o ur 

65 · --ji._;J~~i~~--~<1.::·~~~Y.i~~~~~:~e v. i? ~.d .... l'.lJ l e .. e_a DQ . ... r .. ~ gt} 1. cit.Jo T1 s_ f 9 r. th .. ~ .. 
f6't:: t::~rlQCi:IJJ. 15-.L _s_~I.Y.c;i,Ilt:?_ ,_ ... eJ .. <:;:. (Auckland, 18 8 6), p. 8. 

Annual Report of the Provincial Lunatic Asylum, A~GG, 
1868, p.131. 
:~ t:l .. ZJi, 9 November 1889, Supplement, p.l. 

Case 1648, YCAA 1048 / 5, p.487. 
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hours a day".69 Despite the efforts of official visjtors to 

institute such compulsory outdoor work as keeping fowls or 

milking cows for quieter women (all of which were 

traditional female farm occupations) , the women had to be 

content with an old fashioned flower garden, which took a 

number of years to come to fruition and which remained a 

form of recreation rather than occupation. Yet even this 

had met with opposition . During a discussion in parliament 

over the introduction of "flower culture" into New Zei=l1and 

asylums, the minister in cha rge of asylums, Mr Hall Jones, 

stated he "would be very sorry to see female patients using 

.a spade and doing work of that nature" although he agreed 

outdoor work was desirable.70 Women were to remain feminine 

and n ot to follow potentially rough outdoor pursnits. 

Yet women did extremely h eavy laundry work , described 

as "downright slavery" . In 1899, twenty - three women ("not 

all r ob ust either") did the weekly and daily wash, 

including blankets and qui 1 ts, for over 400 people . 71 Mn rh 

of it wa s performed manually. Financial considerations were 

part of the reason as newer machinery was not bought nt the 

Auc kland Asylum until 1903, and even more up to date 

appliances o nly arrived from the Ht View asylum after it 

had closed in 1908.72 Part of the reason also lay in the 

importance of this kind of wor k in definiti ons of 

H. ~.ff:-···)"l·- M-~~-~h·-la7~ p. 1 o ; YCAA 1o49 / 1, 2 8 January 18 9 9, 
fi. 8 4 . 
o N..i.ER, 11 3 ( 1 9 o o > , p . 7 2 . 

71YCAA1049 / 1, 13 ,JunP. 1899, p.92, 29 July 1907, p.210. 
72 YCAl\ 1099 / 1, 19 Nove mher 1908, p . ) 5. 
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femininity. As many of the women were not doing their 

domestic duties properly before they were committed, this 

was another way of inculcating the right qualities in 

recalcitrant females. It has also been suggested in regard 

to such other English institutions as orphanages, charity 

homes and Homes for Fallen Women that intensive domestjc 

work was used as control and punishment. 13 The idea that 

work was a reward for good behaviour fits in here. Sample 

cases at Auckland show that there was a path of promotion 

from laundry work up to needle work and knitting.74 

Recreation accompaniP.d labour. As the medical 

superintendent Dr King told the N~. ":'1 ___ ?;~3l_"!D.Q _ J::l_~~9J_q in 1889, 

the aim was "to combine useful employment as far as 

possible, with suitable mental and physjcal recreation; to 

occupy their minds, so as to keep them from brooding over 

their conditjon, and to alleviate the monotony of their 

lives in every possible way".75 Hore directly, as Hark 

Finnane has shown with reg;:ird to Irish asy1.ums, recreation 

was "intended to counteract the depressing c=tnd tedious 

influence of jnstitutional life, as much as be a positive 

therapy in itself.". 76 Sever.=il annui=i1 reports noted however 

13 L~;·~-;-~-;---·D~~-i-a~-f·f ·;· ·· "Mastered for Life: s er van t a no Wife 
in Victorian and Edwardian England", _JgurnC!J .. QJ Soci~l_ 

~,t~Jgr;y' 7 ( 196 4 ) ' p. 4 14 . 
At the Te Oranga Reformatory in Christchurch the 

substitution of plain sewing for fancy needlework was 
considered by both the stnff and residents to be a "great 
loss of privilege". Dalley, p.47. 
7 5 fir ZJ::I., 9 November 1 8 A 9 , S up p 1 em e n t , p . l . 
76 Fi nn;qne, In:::>.c:triJty anc'L th. .e J_D_$_?n_~, p. 19 8. 
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that lack of space, the disinclination of attendants, an 

absence of musical instruments, reading matter or board 

games, and more pressing business in the house severely 

curtailed activities o n a number of occasions. Still, 

patient s often had the pleasu re of picnics and walks beyond 

the airing courts in single - sex par.ties. 

Women again had ~ more narrow rRnge of activities, 

although recreation was reg~rded as especially helpful for 

them as they had few opportun ities to enjoy themselves 

outdoors. 77 Men played bagatelle, draughts, c ards, dominoes 

and read local and overs eas papers and periodica ls. Outside 

they played quoits, c ricket and football. When female 

activities are menti oned in the annual reports (which is 

not very often), they consist of playing the pian o , 

exercising in the airing courts or taking walks. With the 

shift int o the old hospital in town, after the fire in 

1877, opportun ities were somewhat en largPd. On alternate 

Sundays "a party of ladies visit, sing sacred music, supply 

them with flowers and talk in a friendly way with them". 

These visits, no doubt encouraged by the c l oser proximity 

of the patients, appear to have ceased when thP women movPd 

back to the Whau at the end of 1881. In 1898 , Mrs He ndre 

reportdd that "amusement , and a greater amount of 

variat i on, in the lives of the female patients; is a matter 

worthy of se ri ous .::lttention". 78 
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Attendance at religious services by convalescent 

patients was seen as another important part of moral 

treatment; a perfect opportunity to impart correct moral 

values. The superintendents described them as "mostly ... 

didactic and descriptive", as they were adapted especially 

for the insane.19 Inspector - General Ski':le believed s11r.h 

services were "always a source of good to the insane, even 

when attaining no higher object than to break the monotony 

of their lives, and to serve as a means of discipline".so 

Approximately equal percentages of both sexes attended 

services. 

Entertajnments, at times attended by members of the 

public, were another means of a c hieving self - control and 

relieving the tedium of institutional life. These events 

consisted of recitations, musical performances and 

sometimes dancing. They performed a similar function to the 

official visits and Jnspections, hy assuring the outside 

world that the asylum had restored order and obedience in 

those who were previously uncontrollable.St Thus Dr Aickin 

assured the provincial government in 1875 that the 

patients' "decorous conduct on those occasions could not 

fail to strike the numerous visitors who kindly favoured us 

with their presence".82 

79---A~~~-;·l--R~-p;~ ·t·- ~ -f--t he Prov inc i a 1 Lunatic Asylum, M'..G.G., 
1868, p.132. 
80 Reports on the Lunatic Asylums of New Zealand, A.J.lfR., 
1877, H.8, p.22. 
: ~ F i n nan e , Jn? .c:,t.nJ..t y __ 9mL ... t .h.e __ ... ln .? .. CiD .. e., p . 1 9 8 . 

The Eighth Annual Report of the State of the Auckland 
Pr o v i n c i a 1 Luna t i c As y 1 um, 1 8 7 1 , P..J?G_G, 1. 8 7 5 , p . 2 0 8 . 
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What effects did this treatment have on patients? This 

question can be approached in at least two ways. First, a 

statistical picture of cure and discharge rates can be 

enumerated. Second, we can consider the quality of life 

inside the Auckland asylum and the reactions of its 

inhabitants. 

The annual published statisticR listed raw figures of 

those "discharged recovered", "discharged not recovered" 

and those who died, as well as percentages of recoveries on 

admissions during the year.SJ Table 6.1 shows that although 

the cure rate was not consistent, nor high overall, female 

percentages were higher than those for males. Dr Beattie 

believed ''this is partly due to the higher moral tone of 

the female patients previous to admission, leading to fewer 

hopeless wrecks; to the fact that amongst the females we 

have no general paralytics; and, as far as the death rate 

is concerned, to the better hospital accommodation and 

better nursing provided for the female patients" .84 His 

points about the physical health are the most plausible. 

For women, as we have seen, physical debility and an 

inability therefore to function normally around the house 

were major causes for others' perceptions of madness. In 

1903 a Member of Parliament claimed, that 

iTThere --~-~-~----d-lff·~-;~-~ces in terminology between published 
figures and casebooks. In contrast to the annual figures, 
casenotes record patients as recovered; relieved or 
improved; or died. This discussion assumes relieved or 
improved corresponds to not recovered. 
94 Report on the Lunatic Asylums of the Colony, AJJrn, 1900, 
H.7, p.4. 
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the medical authorities will tell you that a lar.qe 
percentage of insane cr:rnes among women are, d110 to 
physical weakness; they are not mentally diseased, 
their mental weakness is the result of want of food, 
excessive lactation and other physical causes .... a 
majority would recover health after. a brief period of 
rest .=rnd treatment ... n85 

TJ\nT,Ji! 6. J 

Numbers of "discharged recovered" and "discharged not 
recovered" as percentages of total admissions, 1870, 1090 

;ind 1910 

Disch."!rged Discharged 
recover eel not :recovered 

Female Hale Ji'emale Hale 

1878 '1 5 J5 7. q 1 7 
1890 67 54 9 16 
1910 54 38 1 2 

l. All percentages are aver.aged across five years centr.ert 
on the sample years. 
Sonr.ce: .A,JJJR, Report on t:hP L11nat.ic AsyJums of New 7.P.aland, 
1877-1903; Report on the MP.ntal Hospitals of the Colony, 
1889-189.3; Report on the Mental Hospital:=; of the Dominion, 
l 9 0 9 -. 1 9?:1''.3 . 

Although there was no prP.cise dP.finition as to what 

recovery meant in pr.3ctical terms, the sample casenote~::; 

give a number of clues. For example, in l:he case of Geor.ge 

P., who was admitted to the asylnm in 1890, the 

superintendent wrot:e "he is such[sjc] well behoved and 

rational in his conversation and his depressed state has 

quitP. passed away so that if he continues in his present 

mind he will be dischF1rged as recovered".86 'I'he symptoms of 

improvement shown by Elizabeth M. were "i'I more intelligent 

expression'' and clearer answering of questions. Before 

ss····~.i.P...ii;· i2··:i .. Ti9·0·3);··p. i s9. 
86 Case 1612, YCAA 1048/S, p.471). 
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discharge she was "now quite rational and expresses herself 

cheerfully, she is constantly engaged during the day at 

kn i t t i n g and sew i n g" . 8 7 Mor e pr e c i s e s i g n s of "normal i t y" 

were set out in another case. She "remains agreeable and 

orderly. She converses in a coherent and sensible manner 

and she expresses no delusions. Sleeps well and has a good 

appetite. Physical condition is good. She works well in the 

ward" .88 The recanting of delusions became more important 

by the end of the period, a trend that is apparent in the 

decline of the percentage of those "discharged not 

recovered". "Not recovered" or "relieved" as the case books 

phrased it, meant that the person had lost most of their 

delusions, was calm and could be looked after by family or 

friends. Martha L. was so discharged in September 1870, 

"the delusions being of a harmless character and her 

husband and family being most anxious to take charge of 

her". The family formally took responsibility for her 

safekeeping.89 

The willingness of family to assume responsibility was 

an important element in the discharge of both recovered and 

relieved patients, particularly the women, who were 

frequently requested back by their husbands even before 

they were deemed ready to go. Complaints were frequently 

made about the unresponsiveness of relatives in the annual 

reports, which usually concentrated on male cases . "The 

87 Case 128, YCAA 1048/1, p.191. 
88 Case 3067, YC/\A 1048/11, p.273. 
89 Case 155, YCA/\ 1048/l, p.213. 
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proportion of discharges ... would undoubtedly be better if 

only the friends of the patients showed a natural and 

becoming anxiety to take them out when informed they were 

l n a f i t s ta t e t o be co mm i t t e d t o t h e i r car e " . 9 D o t her w i s e , 

as one inspector feared, "if they are not removed at a 

certain favourable crisis of their malady, the natural 

tendency is to sink and end in becoming incurable 

lunatics 11 .91 Annual statistics confirm that most patients 

who recovered did so after a stay of under one year. 

Moreover, the suggestion that all that many women 

needed was a break, regular food and relatives willing to 

take over care, serves to diminish even further medical 

pretensions to cure . Thi s dld not go unnoticed by the 

press. "In fact, the success of such establishments depends 

less on so-called lunacy experts, and even medical 

treatment in some c ases, than upon having a medical 

superintendent who uses strong common sense and tact in 

dealing with patients, preserving harmonious relations 

among the staff, and in administrative and organising 

capacity". 92 

Mark Shepherd has argued that there is both 

quantitative and impressionistic evidence of a decline in 

treatment standards in English a s ylums that paralleled the 

shift to physiological diagnosis in the nineteenth century. 

He cites as evidence the degeneration of t he non - restraint 

ff "R~-p·~;t-~---~~--t-h-;- ·-[,-;;~a tic As yl urns in New Zea 1 and, AY.HR, 
1876, H.4, p.3. 
91 ibid. 
92 N .. ~..H., 9 November 1899, Supplement, p.l. 



ideal, the decline in the number and thoroughness of case 

records and fictitious cure and death rates.91 Similar 

evidence has been found for Irish and American 

institutions.94 In the 1870s New Zealand officials had 

feared that proposed separate facilities for the "chronic 

and the .incurable" and even the division of patients i.n 

general institutions on that basis, with accompanying 

differential treatment, would mean that the patients sank 

further and those whn had some chances of recovery upon 

admission became hopeless. Moreover, they believed that 
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such demarcations meant that interest was lost in treatment 

with routine and the safe and economical keeping of the 

patients becoming the ruling ideas.95 

Their anxieties ~ppeared to be justified. In the 1880s 

the Inspector-General claimed that New Zealand asylums 

"were being steadily converted into refuges f or the mere 

safekeeping of chronic and incurable lunatics".96 We have 

already seen that by 1910 asylums doctors were dividing 

patients upon admis s ion into "curable" and "incurable1'; and 

the "curable" into those with over (class A), and those 

with under (class B), a forty percent c hance of cure. 

Nationally classes /\ and B totalled just over nine percent 

, j ····-·-·-·· -·· ··---- ··· ·····-········---·-····· -··--· ........ . 
Shepherd, pp.62 - 63. 

9l Robbins, p.171; Gerald N. Grob, "Institutional Origins 
and Early Transformation: 1830 - 1855", in TJ1. ~ E.ric;11,1rin_g 
A?YJIJ_ITl_~ __ GYG.1~.~L . Q.LJ r.t.? _t:JJ:.!,J __ t: l QJJ?.J .. . B ~J9 r..r:n ... i::tJ:: ... _.W9.:r. c:g~_ t QI _ ~ t: .?t~ 
H.9?R.Lt..."'1.L eds. Joseph P. Morrissey, Howard H. Goldman and 
Lorraine V. Klerman (New York, 1980), pp.45 - 46. 
95 S.J:~tJ ___ ?_tlGe ____ o.J ... H~Y' i~~J.?DQ, 1873, p. 7. 
96 Report on the Lunatic Asylums of the Colony, ,AJFIR, 1889, 
H.22, p.1. 
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of those resident in mental hospitals in 1910 and class A 

alone accounted for nearly four percent. The minority who 

were judged "curable" received "special treatment".'7 

The decline in those discharged not recovered and a 

trend to custodial care for the increasing numbers of 

"incurable" left, follows the experience in New South 

Wales, which began in the early twentieth century and 

developed most fully in the inter-war period. Mental 

hospitals there were increasingly differentiated according 

to their patient population, for example whether they held 

acute, chronic, or criminal patients, or retarded children. 

New South Wales' Inspector-General believed chronic 

patients required less medical, and more custodial, 

attention. The argument that declining rates of discharge 

and the increasing use of restraint were not just a result 

of overcrowding, but part of a policy of dividing patient 

populations according to their possibility of a cure,98 has 

parallels with the Auckland experience. 

The visitor's reports, casefiles and annual reports also 

provide some more general impressions of what asylum life 

was like for those incarcerated there. The majority of 

chronic, non-convalescent patients lived out a monotonous 

existence, rising at six in the summer and six - thirty in 

winter and retiring twelve hours later. It is no wonder 

;r-R-;~-~~t~;~--··th·~-···H;~· t a 1 Hosp i ta l s o f the Dom i n i on , A,JJ~ R , 

1911, H.7, pp.4-5. 
9 8 Ga r t o n , M. e. c1 jc:;j n e. . <3- D ci_ __ M ci d n e. s 5- , p p . 1 6 5 , 1 6 7 , 1 7 2 . 
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that the atmosphere of the ground floor of the women's wing 

was described on one occasion as having a "heavy dead 

quality".'9 Irregular events such as repainting were seen 

as a welcome diversion: "What a break it must have 

afforded, in the monotonous 1 ife of patients; to watch the 

operations of the decorators at work ! nlOO Conflicts betwP.en 

humane standards and institutional efficiency exacerbated 

the tendency for patients to be viewed by many staff as 

faceless cases in the vast, overcrowded institution. As one 

patient tried to convey to the female official visitor, 

"(the Inspector-Generali just goes through, and doesn't ?.9Y 

any th i n g ; and does n ' t see any th i n g" . I 0 I When Dr Mac Ke 1 v i e 

was appointed medical assistant in 1902, his kindly ma.nner 

and "somewhat jovial sty1e of address" made him more 

popular with the patients .102 

Committal to the Auckland Asylum involved "rituals of 

humiliation" and elements of self-mortification that have 

been delineated by Erving Goffman. These can be summed up 

by Charles J., admitted in 1890, who appeared to speak for 

many when he declared that he was an "inmate", not a 

"patient".IOJ On arrival, all personal prnperty, clothes and 

money were taken and passed to the Public Trustee, whn also 

administered indiv.id1wl estates. Patients were th e n bathed, 

;r -y-c AA ____ i_o_4_ 9_/i~- ----Jo --o-~ c em be r 1 0 9 1 , P . 6 2 . 

100 ibid., 23 February 1898, p.64. 
101 ibid., 18 J\prll 1898, p.68. 
102 ibid., 30 June 1902, p.156. 
!OJ Case 1637, YCAA 1048/5, p.468. 
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dressed and the men had their hair cut.104 Patient clothing 

was, at best, "servicable and provided adequate warmth".105 

Although there was no conscious decision to create a 

uniform, the photographs on patients at the beginning of 

chapters three to six show that a standard dress became the 

norm. In the early years of the asylum's establishment 

superintendents and inspectors made numerous comments on 

the shabby and dowdy nature of the patients' appearance and 

the prison-like style of the dress. 

There are few patients so far lost as not to be able 
to appreciate the distinction between the ordinary 
dress of civilians and that which is furnished to them 
on their admission. A consciousness of degradation 
owing to the change may exercise a prejudicial 
influence on many patients, and may obviate or retard 
their progress toward recovery" .106 

Men wore moleskin trousers and coats, and blue stripe or 

pink check shirts. Women had calico combinations, cotton 

petticoats and galatea cloth frocks that were "shapeless, 

heavy, dark, unattractive" with "dozens cut from the one 

pattern" .107 These comments again reflect contemporary 

perceptions of gender roles. Officials laid greater stress 

upon whether the women were neat and tidy, and urged nurses 

to provide a good example. The female official visitor, 

accustomed to standards in the women's division, noted in 

1041);- Aickl~t;·--p~-;~-incial Superintendent, 22 May 1876, AP2 
1876/1188. For example, Blanche A. had two gold bangles, a 
purse, her gold wedding ring, lld cash and four stamps 
removed from her person. William N. handed over a watch and 
chain, his razor, Sunday papers, and a bag, swag and coat. 
Pat i en ts Property Book 1 9 0 7 - 1 9 11 , Y CAA 1 0 4 7 I 1 , p . 3 0 0 , 3 6 6 . 
105 Hunter, p.19. 
106 The Eighth Annual Report on the State of the Auckland 
Io~ o v i n c i a 1 Luna t i c As y 1 um, 1 8 7 4 , A!2.G...G , 1 8 7 5 , p . 2 0 8 . 

Hunter, p.19. 
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1897 that "male patients have the look of not being as 

carefully cared for as the females''. She though it might be 

their "untidy hair and beard" and suggesting clean 

shaving.108 Flannels and jerseys were distributed in colder 

weather, although many patients suffered from leaky boots 

and were too lightly cJad . Only in the mid 1880s did all 

patients receive a second set of clothing.109 As H.l\. 

Crowther has noted of the English workhouse, the "indignity 

of being bathed by an nttendant", standard "convenience 

haircuts" and even a partial uniform "diminish the inmate's 

control over his appearance; he [sic] was always 

distinguishable from outsiders" .110 

Patients were moved around in regimented "batches", 

where the chief activity of the staff was not guidance or 

per i o d i c i n spec t i on h u t s u r v e i. l l an c e . 111 Ove r c r n wd i n g n n a 

lack of staff strengtheneCI this tendency. In 1873, for 

example, staff had to resort to overlooking the women from 

an upper window when they wer.e in the yard behinn.112 I\ 

system of rewards and punishments also operated for 

convalescent patients, including bribes to work, 

differentiated employment and clr:issif ied accommodation. The 

ror·-Y-cAA:·--1a· 4 -9 ·;i; - - 9-· r;~~ember. 1s91, p. 59. 

109 Annual Report on the Lunatic Asylums of New 7.e.=lland, 
~i HR, 1 8 7 8 , h . 1 0 ' p . 7 I 1 8 8 4 I ( s 1 ) H . 7 , p . 4 , l 8 8 8 I H . 8 , p . 6 . 

Crowt her, p .196. 
111 Go f f man , p . 7 . 
112 H.H Turton to Provincial Superintennent, 31 December 
1 8 7 3 , AP 2 1 8 7 4 I 2 0 0 . 



latter meant that stages of recovery were contingent with 

both physical comfort and patient's attitudes.Ill 

Together with overwhelming tedium and personal 

abasement, patients experienced much restriction and 

coercion. As one patient remarked, "Dr Beattie was y~_ !'Y. 

strict .... " 11! At times this crossed over into violence. 
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The rules of the Asylum quoted the relevant section of the 

current !,.JLQ.9_.t.j_c:; __ § ___ Ac:::L which stated that any officer, nurse, 

attendant or servant who ill - treated or wilfully neglected 

a patient was guilty of a misdemeanour and punished with 

fines or imprisonment. 115 Inspect or -Gener al Duncan M;:icGr egor 

felt confident that 

"[t)he regular visits of the Deputy Inspector and the 
Official Visitor, and the pains they take to find out 
how they are being treated by familiar converse with 
the patients without any off iclal being present, are 
in themselves a very strong guarantee that nothing can 
take place in the nature of neglect or cruelty without 
their being informed of it, and applyingt as the law 
empowers them to do, an instant remedy. fl 

Only a few instances of alleged ill - treatment were found, 

but whether this means the treatment at Auckland was all 

that it should have been js douhtful. As we saw in chapter 

two patient complaints were likely to be discounted, 

because it was believed that patients frequently complained 

without reason, and lay people rarely questioned medical 

nr·c~££-;;~~--P-P-·:· 4-·9-::.:5·1-; o i gby, M9_QJJ~?_e_.., ____ !:tQf_~ _Ltt.y ___ ~nc3 

Hr9i~±f-~-1of9Y~,· 11 May 1901, p.132. 
115 The Lunatics Act, 1868, ~~\i. __ ?;_~91._~_nq_1:i_tg_t_µtg?, 1868, 
s.191; The Lunatics Act, 1882, ibid., 1882, ss.333,335; The 
Lunatics Act, 1908, ihid., 1908, ss. 334, 336. 
116 Report on the Lunatic Asylums of the Colony, AJl::IR, 1892, 
H.4, p.3. 
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decisions. This tendency to ignore all other information 

meant that in some institutions "ostensibly founded for 

medical or humanitarian reasons" things were probably 

worse . 117 In 18 7 7 the N ~~ ... Z e .Ci.l§l.rHL ... H.~-~ .. ?.J.9. high 1 i g ht ed a 

letter from a male patient's father to the Commission of 

Inquiry then investigatjng conditions at the asylum. The 

man laid a complaint of ahuse of the boy , including 

blistering. Inspector HcLeRn referred it to Dr Ajckin, who 

with the attendant involved, refuted it.118 

Staff were sometimes transferred if tr ouble occur red. 

The use of this solution to staff - patient relations gives 

an indication o f what was probably at the root of neglect 

or cruelty : problems familiar to those in a residential 

institution mnde worse by overcrowding and und~rst af fing 

entailing long hou rs and hard work. Staff were expected to 

display "perfect self-control" and must not "resen t Pither 

intemperate language or unruly behaviour".119 Reporting a 

couple of months after Har.Gregor's inves tigations, the 

female official visitor attributed a "marked improvement .in 

the gener.::il tone of the entire female wing" to "the 

newness, and freshne ss , o f the staff ... The.re is such a 

lac k of grizzling .... 11 120 Srrtttpn•d refen~nces hint that 

sta ffing problems may have had different effects on male 

and female patients, c:rnd thns their treatment. Fo r PxamplP, 

inspec tor Turton obse rv ed ln 1873 that " six women m.::ike as 

irr c·;·~-~t "h~-~-, -- p :··2·1·a-: 
118 t!ZH, 10 April 1877, p.2. g: A!d.f . .!<J.i!!JQ.-~~ y)._y_m: ... r ~y_i _s ed .. ~.\J . .1.~?.. __ a n.,g __ regµ i ~-ti on~. , p. 6 . 

YCAA 1049 / 1, 6 November 1899, p.100. 



much work as ten men" because the female patients had to 

make their own clothes assisted and supervised by the 

Matron and attendants, whereas male clothing was provided 

ready-made" .121 

Of course, not all violence and difficulty was 
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perpetrated from above. Life was also made trying by peers. 

One "semi-imbecile lad of 17" was assured that the doctors 

and attendants were very kind indeed. He replied "Oh yes, 

yes. I know that, dear lady! But it ain't them, its th~t 

_l_g_t~_ I", meaning the other patients. Similarly, some women 

preferred to stay inside continually sewing, rather than 

mix with the more disorderly "aimlessly walking up and down 

in the court" outside.122 

Relations with family and the community outside were 

regulated both informally through society's attitudes and 

formally through management. The isolation of the Auckland 

asylum was fostered by the stigma attached to incarceration 

and the reluctance of relatives to take patients back. 

Moreover, there was also difficulty in encouraging 

interaction in the form of patient visitors: in 1870, 

procedure was altered so that visits could be made "at all 

convenient hours'' instead of on fixed days as before, 

although the doctor's permission still had to be obtained 

first.123 From the sole remaining Visjtor's Book for 1891 -

rrr- H . H~-·-.r-~-~-t·;~----t-;--· ·:p·~- 0 v i n c i a 1 s up er i n t end en t I 3 1 Dec em be r 
1873, AP2 1874/200. 
122 YCAA 1049/1, 9 December 1897, p.60, 18 April 1898, p.68. 
123 H.H. Turton to Provincial Superintendent, 27 February 
1874, AP2 1874/683. 
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1910, it appears that men were visited more o ften than 

women, although only two or three times each in t h at 

period, and at some interval apart. Of all the female 

sample patients there are references to visitors in only 

two cases, both from the 1870 sample. Amy G. was visited by 

her former nurse the day after commjttal and Mary Jane P. 

was visited five days .:ifter committal by her sister.lH 

Ironically, despite the wish t o encourage interaction, most 

references to visitors concern attempt s or wishes by staff 

to limit such contar.t . Patients werP. given "mr:tximum 

freedom" with visitors, theref or e it was fel t that v isit o rs 

should be refused .:it times, as they c.:iused dist11rb<:'lncPs by 

unwise remarks .125 

Communication in the form o f lettPrs was mo rR t ightly 

controlled. Accord ing to the law, 11'.'!t tPr:s ad<'lressed t o a 

Mini ste r o f the Crown , Junge of the SnprPme Co urt , 

inspector or official visitor were to be f orwarded 

unopened. All others, if not se> nt on , were t o be laid 

before the inspector o r o ffi cia l visitor un ope nea.126 These 

guidelines were intended t o protect the p-3tien ts . Letters 

werP <1etainPd, in some cases , " owing to their r:tlarmjst 

nat11re ... " and inspec::tnrs took great pains t o emphasise the 

nr-·e:~~ -~--5·7·; -··-y-c.hi--1 o-48 I I I p. 1 0 l; CnS e 134, YCJ\l\ l 048 I 1 I 

f;.198. 
25 YCA/\ 1099 /1 , 23 July 1910, p.63; YC/\/I. 1049 / 1, 26 Octobe r. 

1906, p. 201. 
m The Lunatics Act, J 868 , ~-~!'.·L.i~C!Jand _S_ t_atut~~-' 1868, 
s.62; The L11natics l\ct, 1882, ibid., 1882 , s.147 ; The 
Luna t i cs /\ct , 1908 , ibid . , l 9 0 8 , s . l 4 i; . 
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fact that none were unnecessarily kept back .127 Yet if 

patient complaints and testimony of ill-treatment were 

ignored, this claim appears more hollow. 

Manifestations of institutionalisation were a consequence 

of the organisation of asylum life for many patients. Dr 

Aickin revealed in 1871 that the "quiet incurables ... 

become, as it were, domesticated, and who, without any 

compulsion whatever, perform their allotted duties with 

hearty goodwill .... some of these chronic cases are really 

valuable servants in an asylum ... in most instances they 

are life inmates" .128 Yet not all were passive recipients of 

prevailing treatment and conditions. The asylum regime 

provoked forms of protest and subversion, and they were 

"not an unfortunate anomaly, but an inevitable feature of 

institutional life".129 Thus many refused to eat, destroyed 

clothing and objects around them, mutilated them~elves and 

at tempted, sometimes success f u 11 y, to escape . 130 Mo reover, 

Nancy Tomes' study of the Pennsylvania Hospital for the 

Insane shows us that daily lifP. was "profoundly affected by 

a gentler, less dramatic f o rm of patient resis t ence: th e 

act of complaining itself."lJI Most complaints appear to 

fff -rii:li: -- -9· - N·;·~-~~b;~- ·-·i ·8 9 9, supp 1 emP.n t, p. 1; off i c i a 1 Vi s it ors 
Reports [l\.uckland Asylum] 1889 and 1904, H-MHD 90/52, 2 
January 1889, p.4. 
128 Report of the Joint Committee on Lunatic Asylums, AJHR, 
1871, H .10, Appendix, p.17. 
129 Garton, M.ed J_c;:j_n~----~ IJ_cl ...... M~Q_l)_~-~5-, p . 18 1 . 
130 For example, it was reported that a m.=1n was miss.ing for 
four days in ~LZH., 11 January 1877, p.2. 
Ill Tomes, p.243. 
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have been made to the official visitors. One noted that she 

had ''spent entire day [there] but [it was) not long enough. 

Host patients expect to be interviewed personally during my 

visit, and are either angry, or else aggrieved in the e vent 

of not being". Not that much was achieved even if patients 

did make contact: on another occasion the visitor declrtred 

that "no complaints (except the standing one of being 

detained in the asylum) were made".132 

The treatment and rehabilitation regimens rtt the Auckl i'l nd 

asylum illustrate three key themes. First, a changing 

clientele, increasingly characterised by "chronic" rath e r 

than "acute" cases, forced adjustments in therapy. Hore 

medical intervention than anticipated wri s requir ed f o r t he 

poor physical health and "helpless" nature of many of the 

patients, most of wh om were women. Aperients, alcohol, and 

increasingly, a range of drugs, were the favoured methods. 

A good diet was important too, especially for the many 

rundown women, wh o only needed tonics and extra nouri s hment 

t o bring them back t o health. Portion size was h owever 

lower for women. The third kind o f "treatment" was 

restraint, either se c lusion or mechanical forms, which 

generally was maintained and possibly in c reased over time . 

Women were subject to more restraint than men, and 

considerations of suitable feminine behaviour are evident 

in its use on them . 

fr2 YCAA io49-/ 1, 28 September 1898, p. 78; 30 October 1890, 
p.120. 
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Second, the goal of asylum treatment was the 

maintenance of specific types of social order. A work ethic 

and a complementarity in gender roles were inculcated as 

the asylum maintained and extended the initial segregation 

of the sexes upon committal. Concentration on the larger 

group of males led to a much more limited life for the 

female patients. Useful employment was premised on the idea 

of what "normal" women and men did, that is suitable 

outdoor, manual and industrial work for men, and indoor, 

domestic work for women. Recreation was also conceived 

according to perceived gender roles. Cure rates were not 

high or consistent, but were slightly higher for women, 

because often they simply needed a regular diet, some rest 

and they had relatives willing to take them back. 

Third, docile compliance with therapeutic regimens was 

not automatic. While self-mortification, monotony, control 

and violence were a patient's lot and interaction with the 

outside world was carefully managed, there is evidence of 

active resistance to institutional life. From the simple 

act of complaining to attempted escapes, patients tried to 

reassert a measure of control. 
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Conclusion 

The study of madness from a pati e nt - based perspective 

shows that the detection and treatment of lunacy is greatly 

influenced by gender. In particular, the experience o f 

patients at the Au c l-:land Lunatic As ylum between J87n a nd 

1910 reveals that for women, to be lahe]led mad was 

inextricably linked t o their crossing the boundaries of 

acceptable feminine behaviour, either in self - expression, 

housewo rk , mar it a 1 r P 1 at ion s or maternal beha v iour . 

Moreover, the changing imp o rtance ;:ittrir:hed t o womPn a s 

mothers and the many roles they had to live up to mean that 

the ideals of femininity vririeri. The ideal could never be 

attained because it was constantly shifting. Such an 

examination provides some additional clues a s t o the rnle 

of women in colonial New Zealand. In particular it o ffer s a 

different kind of te s timony to that of the str o ng col onial 

helpmeet ideal. Many either c o uld not c o pe or wen> n o t 

beh;:iving as a respec t ful o r satisfied wife and mo th e r 

should have been. 

Moreover, ther e we re differenc e s betwe e n men a~d wo men 

in the modes of committal. The family was a primary 

initiator of c ommittal for women, while men we re more 

frequently committed due t n police intervention. Spouses 

often took the initiative in the rommittal of women, but 

not for men. Finally, noti o ns of gender affe c ted the role 

of those who gave evidence of lunacy on medical 
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certificates. More often women acted as verifiers and 

supporters and mnle figures gave their pronouncements and 

interpretations. 

Although questions of what it means to be female and 

feminine are central to constructions of "normality" and 

"abnormality", this study also suggests that the detection 

of madness in this period is part of what has come to be 

called "masculinism": "the specific, historical reality 

into which men were soclalized, and within which they lived 

their lives".! Although this phenomenon is less marked than 

in the history of crime for example, women in the Auckland 

community were less vulnerable to committal than men. 

Analysis of committal patterns suggests that the sexual 

division of labour was a r.rucial factor. Because of their 

indispensable role in the household as unpaid cooks, 

cleaners and carers of children, women were committed very 

reluctantly and at considerable cost to husbands and 

employers. Similarly, inside the asylum, women formerl 

around a third of inmates and modes of therapy were 

principally geared to their male counterparts. 

It was not only lay people who were influenced by 

contemporary perceptions of appropriate sex roles. When 

general practitioners noted signs of insanity on the 

medical certificates and asylum doctors made their initial 

diagnoses as to the cause of insanity, they expected women 

r · Ch~~-i~-t· t ·~ ·-·H~~ci-~~~J:a, "Crime and Punishment in New 
Zealand, 1840 - 1913: a Gendered History", ~f:.J.H, 23:1 (April, 
1989), pp.10 - 11. Macdonald also characterises nineteenth 
century crime as such. 
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to be submissive, pious and demure and reacted negatively 

if women did not stay within the boundaries of acceptable 

female behaviour. The increasing hold of psychiatric 

Darwinism and attendant hereditarian theories on medical 

thought exacerbated the asylum doctors' tendency to view 

women as naturally weaker and held captive by their 

reproductive cycles. Over tlme the assigned rauses become 

more gender-specific. Women constituted larger numbers than 

men amongst those assigned hereditarian or congenital, 

interpersona] and moo<i - related causes. "F'emale problems" 

was a sizable category in its own right. 

Alienists designed purpose - built institutions for the 

insane that kept the sexes strictly segregated, paralleling 

the ideological sexual division in general society. Each 

division was supposeci to reflect feminine .1nn m.3scul ine 

natures. PatrL1rchal authority wr:ts reinforced by the 

position of the superintendent and the matron. Female 

attendants were expected to be maternal and caring as wAll 

as competent. Military or penal experience and later 

agricultural skills were required of the ma]e staff. Hale 

inspectors and female official visitors juciged 

administration and the qeneral well ·· beinq oE the patiPnts. 

Different treatment patterns f0r women and men were 

followed at the Auckland asylum. While general sickness was 

endemic among new admissions, more women needed physical 

cures and better food as an aid to recovery. A greater 

excitability and rebelliousness in the female patients led 
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doctors to use drugs such as enemas and restraint as forms 

of control. Both women and men were to be re-trained in 

their respective sex - roles with suitable employment and 

recreation: outdoor farming or industrial activities for 

men and indoor, domestic work for women. 

However examining the influence of gender alone doP.s 

not tell us the whole of the story of detection and 

treatment of nineteenth century lunacy. The process of 

committal in particular shows that complex pressures were 

at work. In the experience of Auckland patients, there were 

four main reasons for committal: threats to persons, 

property, articulated social norms and paranoid attitudes. 

In addition, there were two crucial background sources of 

tension that had a more matP.rial basis. Dom e stic crisis, 

whether as c.=iuse or symptom, ran through many cases. Often 

families were reluctant to have members commjtted, w~itinq 

until the perceived abnormalities got too bad to deal with 

or existing arrangements for care were no longer viable. 

For some women, who· bore the brunt of regular childbirth, 

endless housework and family management, the family acted 

as a trigger in committal. Economic distress also figures 

repeatedly in the case records. Bec.=iuse it was not 

recognised by those involved in the committal proces s , 

especially in female cases, it is clear that "normal" 

people ir1 nineteenth century New Zealand were not supposed 

to let hardship and financinl problems overwhelm them. 

Perseverance and l1ard work were expected, even if better 
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conditions did not immediately manifest themselves. Some 

idea of the stresses and strains on working class lives is 

revealed. 

This case study does show that gender is central to 

the definition and treatment of madness from a medical 

point of view. Yet even within the institution , perhaps 

because of their different class compnsition, Auckland 

women did not serve as cultural exemplars of madness in the 

way the Elaine Showalter claims f o r England. Some "female 

trouhl e s" including hy s te r ia account e d for only a hanrHul 

of cases in the perion . Often all th.:it women at tl1P 

Auckland asylum ne e~ed wa s some rest and adequ~te f oo d to 

cause a change in behavinur . Haf-erial co nditi o ns in th e 

form of overcrowding, unnerfunrling and underst<'lffing o f the 

asylum worked against doctors' ideals. Despite Hhri t the 

a s y 1 u m t h e r a p y Cl c h i e v e d f n r i n d i v i r1 u a J p a t i e n t s , d i s r: h a r g e 

was again dependent on the willin g n es s o f families t o take 

patients back, ancl they wer e o f t en cen s 11red for th e ir 

recalcitrance. 

The experience of institutionalised lunacy in 

nineteenth century New Zerlland was predominantly a Pakeha 

o ne, as thi s case s t11dy rPflects. Overall committal rates 

for Maori were far lower, although they risen s ubstantlally 

by 1910. Yet the hrrnr'lful of H.=i o ri s ample cases suggest: thrit: 

race was .=ilso a fact o r in c nmmittal and diagno s is. Idea s 

that female Maori were nat1nally promisc11ous and overly 

friendly, and did not pay due respect to Pakeha auth o rity 



are evident. Similarly, for Pakeha men to support Maori 

systems of belief or Maori rights were seen as signs of 

abnormality. An inability to speak English and follow 

directions at the medical examination was viewed as 

co ngenital imbeci l ity. 
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Menta l illness in nineteenth century Auckland was thus 

largel y soc i al ly-c onst ructed . Clearly-defined sex r oles , 

the material conditions of individuals and their families , 

social and familial conflic t, notions of respectability and 

propriety were some of the multiple pressures involved in 

any one case . The process of detection involved 

intervention at a number of points in the community, with 

the family playing a fundamental r ole . As ylum doctors drew 

on contemporary social nnd scientific theory to employ a 

medi ca l model of mental illness , whic h put respon s ibil1ty 

for problems o n individual ca uses i3nd the soJut: ion t:o 

soc i a 1 pr ob 1 ems on i n d i v id 11 a 1 t r er.it men t . The r o 1 e o f soc i a l 

factors we re diminishP.d. Tr. eat ment involved minimal medical 

intervention and muc h prison discipline , in the attempt to 

reassert "correct " ge nder r oles ancl inculcate 

respectability in far from idP.al conditions. Patients often 

c hallenged medical aut hority and discharge w.::is depenclent o n 

the familie s who had initiated committal in the beginning. 
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.·', .111ol lh.1t tl 1l! . .,ai1l :\ . Ii. i" :L 1"d1111y1·1·v1!'I l1111ali1., :i11d a fll'<• pl'r pcr"u1 1 lu 1
· 1.,l,c11 <(! 1;1 1·,,-i.: ur a11d dcl.1i 111:1 l lll td er t.::tl'C a11d ll"cal11n;11L, a11.l ll1al L l1a1c 

! 1111·d l Iii-; <1pi11iu 11 u pu11 ll1c f1Jllu1ri11 0· g r<11111<I , \ i ~ . :-
l . l:'ach iu1li1.:ali11i; luua\'y ul1~er \'e1l liy rny.-;elf [i fo·r.: ~Lale; tl1c:ji1cls]. 

Source: The 
1882, No.3 4, 

Lunatics Act, 
pp.339 - 342. 

1882, 
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I) 01111"1· f:ll'I" :, !\' :111:·) i11di1·:i1i11;! 1 1111~1-,1· 1·r11111!11111ica!ccl lfl nir· hy 

I 111" 1·1' .1· /11,1,. 1 .. '1• ' · 1· 1 · / ;· / I n:l:c ·1 _ n~ ' i 1· i1 i11 ,,.,_;; . 11 1,·r . r ri;n. , ,. . ,,·11n _ . 

··• da1· rd' , rn 

i\ [ . j) 

Plar;e of ;lJ(Jl!r. 

~T .\T f::\ ll: \: T . 

r fl' 0111; of th e 1111r / il'lll1n·s n1 f/1is .C:.:.!0!1'1111:11! he 11fJl lmfJ /1'11, the frt r:I / fJ b~ 
slo/f'fl .J ~ 

N'a rn r flf palir·11 l, 1rifl1 ( '!i ri «fr1 11 11an1 C' at lc11 gt li 
Sr:-.: ancl ag r~ · 
)f:trrird, ~ i11 ~ l1 ·, or 1rirl rJ\ r1' d : 
CC!11rlif'io11 of lil'r· :111d prr.1ions rwr.1q1atio11 (ii' any): 
'l'lic r r li gin11 ' jlt'l' ' lt:1s irin :1« f:-ir a<: k11 01r 11 
l'rf! ri o 11 !> pl :lf'r riJ' a liri tlc : 
·\\-lll'll1n fir <; t :11.f nr·k : 
Ag1~ (if k11mr1 11 1111 fir st al lark 
\\'li \•11 a 111l 11 li r rr p1·rr inu sl y 1111cln care and (rcah11c11t : 
1'mntin11 0[ rxi,li11~ attack: 
:"11ppll.'<f'rl (':1 11 ' 1': 

'\Yli['!l1r·r «1 il 1,j r·(' I lo q1ilt·pc;_1·: 
\\.hdh r r ,; 11i1·irl:il: 
\\'l1cll1 r r cl:111 ~ 1 · m11 ~ !11 ol lt rr.,: 
\\'li e( li e r fo11ud l1111:il ie l1y i11q11isil iun n11 cl dale or ('()Jll111i <:s in11 , or oril 1: 

lllf!lll r.Y : 

1'!:1n1r ril' n1H' r11· 111 ri rr ~ ol' Hi e rclatio11:< nf tl1r pali enl (ii: poss ihlr) : 
Sprcial r ir r· 11111 «b11 rr·,.: (ii: att y) prr.1·c·11ting- the paticnL lic i11;,- cxa111i111d J. 1 .. 

nll111i ss io11 :"r ·para!t-ly hy hrn mctli ea l prac:titionr rs : 
) [ ll 

l\' (l, ~). 

«1·:11 T!Fl ( '. \T1: rn .1T .1 P111 s0:-." 1-: 1t nit rr.ll"l>\' DETA1 ;.;r. n (!'. .\ Lt· :-.-.1T 11-. 

1, T111: rn1rlrrsig11c·1l A. n., llrsir1r 11t .i\hp:i:<trntc, liri.1·i11g rall r cl hrn mcrli r:tl l ~~- . 
tition er~ lo my a<>isla1wr tn iuqHiro 'ri th my aicl ns to lh c lunar·.v of 1: l' . ~ 
pri c;o11rr [o r <ld ainrrl ] nt [.t\rrtmc p!rrrc nf im11riso11111r.11t or dcte11/ifJ11 ], Hl1 1lr r : •: ·~ · , 

r:r111se of' ii11;1rism1111r·11 t or rft>l1111/ir111], <l n hrrchy cr.r til'y (I, the "ai<l ,\ .11 ., 1 1 : ,. ·· ~ 

in(ptirctl 1r ilh s11r: lt aid n'i to sucl1 lunacy) that the said E .F. is a lun aliC' . 

, rn 

No . . 1.. 

A.H ., 
llc <; idcnt :JL1;ist rafr. 

('1 :11 n r: ir · 1T1·: nF l ,t-'>.·l l' r 1r 11i-:n E H1 :q1·1111:11 nr TH E C'or,o:-;1.1I. S 1:c nrT1HI. 

T, T111: 11111l 1· r~i1~ 11 C' d , I H' in~ :t lllciiif'al pradi t ionn in aclnal i1rnct icc 1 l1 nc l•; r!'t:. ': 
tha t n11 tlir ~ 1la.1· o( , C1J1r: l.1101t sa 11cl c igld l111rnlrc1l an<l , :il ! Ii · ."' 
i11s1 ·1·/ tl11• 71111 ·/ir:11lurs '!f' //ii' Jil11 r·r• n( r .1·rtmi1111fir111, (I.~ l h1' /oll' ll, f'i ly, 111' / 1!11"'· .:"·'_ 

slr<'r' I , 1111111/Ji·r r~f I fie /fl111s1', or nlli f'I' p11rli1·11!11rs: 1t:!1crr 111 orl' thoil n11 1
' ;,,,d:·:, 

l'l'rli/ir(f/r' is ?'r'l/ 11 i r (' rl
1 

111/d sr·pn raf r: ly f rn rn any otl:rr rncdical pr:w ti tioi:c!.!.; 
pr rsonally r·~~ntili['(l :\. n., nl' Un s('l' f n·sirlr11ce r111 1l Jll' ~fcssi rm (11/rl occ111 1af/"il,_~· 
- - ------ - --·---- - ------ -·---· ---------- -· - ---- --- - - ----

• The dny uf liie c:rnminat·iC'n. 
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l .111.i 111:11 t 111· .::1id .\ . fl . i~ ;i l1111:tl ir· :111rl a f'l''' f"'I' 1•r• r-ri11 lo 1,,. lakC'll d 111 rg-c ,., ,, .. 
, !· · :1,.,1 d1 l:1i11rd 1111dt r 1·:11T a11 rl l1r·al 111< ·11I: :111 rl tli :tl I lt:111· l111111t'd tlii~ o pini on 

I ,,1, I J.c• f11l l1111 j l•g" :,!l'l:1111d~, I iz. ;-

1. l :u l < i11dil':1li11~ l1111:wy .,J,,1·nr·d l1y 111.1 <-('lr l ll1r1• ,,/o/1· //11•.f11rl.•j. 

·• (lilt • r f:wt' (ii' :111~) i11dir·:tli11~ l1111:wy r·111111111111 i1 ·:t[r·d In 111 r lt.1· nthrr~ 
j /1111· s/11/t> fh1• i1~(. 1n1111/i1111 1 1111tl.fi·1.111 IJ'/11,111 j. 

;\ I . f) ., 
l'lntc 0f aliorlr. 

I ~ 

r.'-:1a1r111""' ,,~ ,,, J""· 2.1 

J'\n. :. . 

ll 1111r11 11111 1111: \1·1·11r111":-:111': 111 1 Lt'\'1r11· w.1\'nr111\'r. .1r 1..1nr.r. . 

\\Ill II(\' it li:.tli tlii' rl:i1· ltr•('fl lll'lrl1• In :IJ'I" ·11· fl) 111(', tlu· 1111dr·1 , ig 11cd, a n c-i
... , . \l ·1::i - •r:tl•· [•·r :1.l ti,ti""111' tlw 1'1"11 ·1· ! . l1y i11f•>r111:ili"11 11po11 nath, th~t 
\fl. ·1 l'"r-1i11 11a11d1Ti11~ :ii l:irgr 11ilfti11 llt1• li111it' of 111.1· j 11ri ~rli r t io11, i« clrrmrd 
.. 1,. 1 l1111:tli1·· :\1111·, I r('q11in· .r1111, ('. fl , :1 1•1111< l:d1lr', tq :i11prf'l1 r11rl tit!' ':i irl 

JI :111d 1,, in:~ lt i111 l1Pf111·1· :111.r Br·.:id1·1tl ,\ f :i;~i , tralc . 
c: i•1·11 111111,.r 111:-· 11:11111 tft i, 1h,r 111' , !!-: 

T .. r· . f1 . . :1 r·1•11<t:11tl" 11f RF. j · ·.~ 

\' (). f; 

s~c. 13. 

'":1·11: 1""' 1111: \,.1 · 11r111·\' ~ 1,,.,: 11 1 1 l.1· \' 1r1 r· ·; ,,r 1·:'1• r 1t r11,,r1:n ('11~r. 

'""I ' \' i f l1·1 ll1 lu I II lll:lrf 1· 111 ;'l'I " 'II' (11 Ill(', ff, ,. ll1td1T -; i!:::1tl•rf. :I 1:1•,irlr•11f 
;•t ' I " '. ' ' 1'''11 i1 r1 q1 11 :11i11 11 " 1'"11 l"il l1. lli :it .\ . I:, ,,f f / 11,r·r/ ,·,·s i rf, ,11·,, r111 r/ 

,' i I j i 1111!/ I, :t llf'! <llll l!l)j \\ '.1'\.J1· 1it1'..: ;tf l:Jl'(,:1'1 i•: lll' lil'\l •rJ f'I 111' ;l l1tll:J[i1• 

I j , 11 td 111·.l .. ,. l"'"I'"" c·:irf' :•11d 1·.,11l1 1il lnr is 1·r11•·lly lrr·:ttc·d nr \H'!,!l1•r t1·d 
(' ll , :t l 1• J:.t i1e • i11t' :t J'f'l'Sll ll lt :11i t1'.! 1111' f"ll'I' Ill' ..J1:tl';!°I' 111' l1i11t\l : .\11.J 

S~·:. JG. 

1
• ' •.1 ii :q 11•1:11 .; 111 ltH' llf\tlll :t 1'' '1'' '111 :tl 1isi[ (o :Jlltl ('\:tllli1t:tli1111 or fiH' 

·I I' . :111d i11q11ir.1· 111:i1k f1_1· 111r i11 l11 1111· 111:il lr'I' ' " :1ppr:iri11!.! 111 ir111 Stll'h 

· ot:·1111 •II 1111· "J'"ll 1111' n l'""t fll' 1 .. 1., a 1111·di1·:d pr:ir·litin111·r. rlirc·,.l<·rl anrl 
· i111 1i:-1·.! 11.1· 1111· h_r :111 n rd1 ·r 11 11rl1· r 111.1· li:111•i (11 Yi-it :i11rl c·\:1111i1ll' 1111' ~a id ,\.IL 
1 

I•• 1111111ir1· i1t111 1111' 111:tf t,.r '-" :i p111·:1ri11!.! "11"" ~111· ! 1 i111'11r111:11i""· :11111 !fl n·1•or t 
· 111• i11 111iti11!! hi' 11pi11in 11 tl11·n·11111111 ,l . ll1·tl 1111' -air! .\ . 11. i-: :i l1111:ilir a nd i ~ 
· 111111•'1' prnpc·r 1·:111· ~111 d r1111tr11I ,,,,. j.., t'l'tl"lly tn•:ilr·d nr 11('~1rdr·d h.1· tl11· ~airl 
1
1

. ·1 11·l :t1i11· In» :1 1 •r · r~'Jll li :1ri11~ tl1t· r·an' 11r 1· l1:ir;.:r' "r l1i 111 \J: J\oll', I n·'fuirc· 
•:. 1: I' ., :i 1· 11 11~ l :tldr'. In liri111! 1111' s:1i.J A.JI l,,.f',JIT :111y H<·~ id r11l '\fag i ~t ratc [r11 · 

: · . , .l11 .1i1·c"'i l1 :i1i11!.{ j111i«lirtitJ11 11 l11:n• tl1r ":lid .\ . !\. -;l1a ll he found . 
'i i1rn 1111drr m~· lt a11 d tlii ~ rh~· of , l ~ 

l ·• I: F .. a 1·111hlal1lr nl' Cl.JI. 

\ ,, 7'. 

' l• t t: ' ••II ('.1 \ \1 \ " l' t: Tit 1·; \ ;. 111 ·11, I'll .. 111 I r. 1·\' 111 1· '.01 l' \' l'rll l'ltl>!' t:!l ~~~. 10. 
( '\111' 1\'11 ('11 •; 111 •11 , 1'11'. 

' II! n11d1 · r-~ i!.!t 11 ·cl, l: <' --= lrlr·nt \ J :i~i,fraf,, :if li :l\i11 ~ c·al lt·d tn 111\· a-\-..i ...: t-

\ 11. :1 11d I '. ll ., 11wdi1·:d pr:u ·I it i1111<·1 . and li:i1 ing- 1·\a111i1ll'rl \.' .7. .. ol' 
.. ,·/ ,.,., ; .t, ;,, 1· (111,/ 11n·111111/ir,11, ~( 1111111. 11 l 11i has lw1•11 l1n111gli~ lw1'1111· llH' :l ' 

" "~ l,.. li1·11" I 111 lw a l1111a ti 1· 1 :i1 11l 111:1d1• 'ill' lt i111p1in· n·l:iti11' In ~1 11· «a!rl Y.Z. :t '< 

!t '.\" rl i· t •Jl !f•,J lll'f'!''-".1 1',1" 1 :111d l11•i1t;,! llJ '"ll '- ll(• f, ('\:lll;i11:tl i111 1 Uf of/111' rrid1·111·1· r!f' 
, /,, , ,,,, ,111 11r/,/ 11i( lt 11l l11•r prn11l'J '-:tli , fi1· tl tlt at. lit e• ~a id )°,/'; , I' ;1 l1111:tli 1' and 

7. 5 l 
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\ras 1rn11tkri11~ at hrg1 ' [·"· I \i:il \II(' , ,,j.J Y ./'.. j , :i l11 11:il i1· :1:11l i:< 1tot 1 . 11n.1.,, 
propn rare :1111[ cc 111 tr11 l (n,. j , n1wlly I r" :t! "d 11r Jlf';..'.l"d1 ·tl 1 1 ~· \ .0., a rr1:i tiie ·• 
a p<'r""" h:i1·i11g t\ir· <':11'1' "r r·l1:1r:..::t· 111' Li 111 ) ! , :11111 1\i:il 11 1· i<: :i p111p r'1' p<' i ' o1t t : 

taken char~(' or and rl<-t:1i11r ·i\ 11111lr ·r 1·:1rr' :1 1111 lrl' nllll (' Jil , d11 11< 11 · l 1~ rli1cct ~,.,.· 
n.11., the f'll['Cl'illtcllrlc11t l'1/' lliC' 111:rna~<' r nr 1'cl"pn r1r (l (' l'!lpi('rJ of Ilic n~y·] .... 
[nr hos pital or lit·r11 >r· il l1 rP1st1 nr pri\ah1 ho1 1'w] ,j(11:t1c at , to r;c :!! 
into the sai1l a"yl111l1 [nr h11,; pilal or li C't' ll '('rl hrnt ,<' or pril':it·c l101t s<'] tli c ~aid ~

1

~ 
Given 1111<ln rnr ltawl this <hy pf 18 · .. 

To G.II., supcri11tc11tlcnt of I he n;; yl11111 
of liccmcd home nr or·<·1 q1i c r o[ 

H.M., 
Hc~irlcnt l\Iagi>trntc. 

[.or ma11ngcr of th e ltospital or kec 
. I ] . r.: 

:i. pnrntc lOU"C. s1tnntc nt . · 

252 
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Appendix 8 

' "Causes of Insanity", 1879, 1890, 1910 

1879 1890 1910 

Hereditary Predisposition Accident Heredity 
Congenital mental 

deficiency 
Previous attack 
Puberty and 

Adolescence 

--and Domestic Troubles Ad verse Circum-
stances 

Intemperance Adolescence 
--and Congenital weakness Cancer 

--and Sexual Excess 
-- and Loss & Calamities 

Emigration and Congenital 
Weakness 

Excitement a nd 
Self Abuse 
Solitude (& probably 

self abuse) 
Domestic Troubles 

Bereavements 
Anxiety 
Disappointment 
Ill Treatment 

Religious Excitement 
Love Disappointment 
Seduction 
Remorse 
Fright 
Pecuniary Losses 
Loss of Sight 
Poverty and Want 
Exposure and Overwork 
Debility 
Fever 
Hys teria 
Malignant Tumour 
Injury to Head 
Sunstroke 

--& Rheumatism 
Epilepsy 
Meningitis 

Puerperal condit i on 
Pregnan c y 
Uterine disease 

Heart Disease 

Cerebral Lesions Climacteric 
Child-bearing Senility 
Congenital Pregnancy 

Disappointment Pue rperal state 
Domestic Trouble Lactation 
Drink Sudden mental 

Dyspepsin and 
constipation 

Epilepsy 
Excitement 
Fright 
Financial 
difficulities 

Grief 
Heart disease 
Hereditary 
Hysteria 
Ill - health 
Loss of sight 
Love 
Masturbation 
Mental anxiety 
Horal depravity 
Myxoedema 
Ovaritis 
Overstudy 
Overwork 
Paralysis 
Physical causes 
Poverty 
Prostitution 

& drink 

Religi o n 
Senile deca y 
Sequele of acute 

dise<'lse 
Sexua l excitement 

stress 
Prolonged mental 

stress 
Privation 
Masturbation 
Toxic: 

Alcoh ol 
Tuber c ulosis 
Influen7.a 
Syphillis 
Other Tox ins 

Injuries 
Sunstroke 
Lesions of the 

brain 
Disease of the 

ear 
Epilepsy 
Other defined 

neuroses 
Graves' dis ease 
Card lo - vascular 

degeneration 
General ill 

health 
No fa c tor 
ascert .3 ined, 
history 
defective 

Religious 
excitement 

G!=!neral 
paralysis 



1879 

Syphilis 

Organic Disease of the 
Brain 

Climacteric Changes 
Senile Decay 
Congenital (Decay & 

Imbecility) 
Unknown 
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1890 1910 

Softening of Solitary life 
the brain 

Solitude Not insane 

Sunstroke Transfers 
Syphilis 
Traumatic 

Use of chlorform 
& opiates 

Unknown 
Not insane 

1. 1879 is used instead of 1870 because not all of the early 
annual reports consistently listed causes. 
Source: ~JJiR, Report on the Lunatic of the Colony, 1880 and 
1891; Report on the Mental Hospitals of the Dominion, 1911. 
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Appendix C 

Previous place of abode of sample patients 

1870 1890 1910 

Auc kland 13 1 3 
Awhitu 1 
Arch Hill 1 
Avondale 1 
Short land 3 
Parnell 1 
Thames 1 
Onehunga 1 1 1 
Whangarei 1 2 
Tauranga 1 
Gisborne l 1 
Newt o n 2 
Papakura 1 
Bay of Islands 1 
Paeroa 1. 
Te Kopua 1 
Helensville 1 
Wanganui l 
Devenport 1 
Wal hi 2 
Sur rey Hill s 1 
Mongonui 1 
Tauramanui 1 
Ponsonby 1 1 
Waiuku 2 
Napi e r 1 
Hamil ton 1 
Newmarket 1 
Poi nt Chevali e r l 
Gre y Lynn 2 
Kawa Kawc:t 1 
Waitoa 1 1 
Mt Eden 1 

Source: Co mmitt ed Patient Case Files, 1870 - 19 1 0 , YCAA 1026 / 1-
1 2 
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Appendix D 

Occupations of total female patient population 1878 - 1910 

Agent 1 Housewives 146 
Artist 1 Housemaids 2 

Barmaid 4 Lady Help 1 
Bootmaker 1 Laundresses 4 
Bookbinder 1 
Boardinghousekeeper 1 Machinists 2 

Milk Vendor 1 
Milliner 4 

Companion 1 Music Teacher 4 
Cook 5 
Charwoman 3 Nurse 8 
Cottonspinner 1 

Paper ruler 1 
Domestic Duties 563 Prostitutes 4 
Dressmakers 28 Pupil Teacher 2 
Drapers Asst 2 
Destitute 1 Servants 131 
Dairymaid 1 Sett1er 35 

Shopkeeper 6 
Saleswomen 3 

Factoryhand 2 Schoolgirl 1 
Farmer 1 Seamstress 8 

Strawworker 1 
Governess/Teacher 13 
Hawker 3 Waitress 1 
Housekeeper 10 Waterproofmaker 1 
Houseduties 36 

Nil/Unknown 105 

1. 1878 ls used because not all of the early annual reports 
consistently listed occupations. 
Source: ~.-IH.R, Report on the Lunatic Asylums in New Zealand, 
1879-1881; Report on the Lunatic Asylums of the Colony, 1882-
1904; Report on the Mental Hospitals of the Colony, 1905-
1907; Report on the Mental Hsopitals of the Dominion, 1908-
1911. 
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BIBLI OGRAPHY 

The bibliography is set out under the following headings: 

Primary Source s 
1. Unpublished 
2 . Official published 
3. Newspapers and journals 
4. Other contemporary sources 

Secondary Sources 
1. Books 
2. Articles 
3. Theses and unpublished papers 

Primary Sources 

1 . Unpublished 

Auckland Hospital Files, N~tional Arr.hives Records Centr.P., 
Auckland 

1\49) / 69 
/70 

A475 / 2 
/ 4 

Minute Book 1885-1890 
Minute Book Index 1885 - 1890 

RegistP.r. of Patients 
Register of Patients 

Auckland Provincial Government Files, National Archives 

Series 2 Superintendent - General Inwards Letters 1866-177 

1872/2369 
1872/2570 

1872 / 4079 

1872 / 4099 
1872/4305 

1872/4378 

1873 / 391 

1873/1395 

1873/1989 

1873/3297 

Dietary Scale, lunatic asylum. 
Assault on lunatic patient, Williams, by 
attendant, Robertson. 

Elizabeth Harney to be appointed attendant 
Lunatic Asylum, Whau. 

Nelson to Auckland. Any room for Lunatics. 
Lunatic Asylum Whau. Job Humphries as 
attendant in place of W. Williams. 

Lunatic: l\sylum , Whan. Clarke resigned . 
Thomas Ussher appointed attendant. 

Annual Report of the Provincial Lunatic 
l\syl um . 

Resident Surgeon - Lunatic Asylum ref . to 
memo o f Gaoler as to clothing for asylum 
belng manufactured by fe male prisoners. 

Appointment of P. Molloy as Senior 
Attendant ~nd Jas. Cooper , night watchman 
of the Provincial Asylum . 

Annual Report and Departmental estimates 
for Provincial Lunatic Asylum, 1874. 



1873/3593 
1874/200 

1874/506 

1874/568 

1874 / 683 

1874 / 1203 

1874/1786 
1874 / 2399 

1874 / 2583 

1874/3494 

1875 /5 82 

1875 / 1420 

1875/ 1925 

1876 / 37 

1876 / 76 

1876 / 193 

1876/5 35 

1876/ 712 

Report on Inspection of Asylum. 
Report on complaint of quality .of food 

supplied to staff and inmates at lunatic 
asylum. 

Requests terms on which a monomaniac from 
Taranaki should be received into Lunatic 
Asylum. 

Forwards letter from lunatic H.J. 
Hawkins. 

Annual Report by Inspector of Asylums 
1870. 

Resignation of Turton from position as 
Inspector of Asylums and appointment of 
H.D. Morpeth in his place. 
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Staff of officials employed in Institution. 
Hrs A. Mo nahan recommended as night nurse 
at lunatic asylum. 

For removal of Maria Curtis from St Mary's 
Industrial School into a Government 
Asylum. That Maria Curtis may be admitted 
into the Public Hospital or the Old 
Women's Institute as a domestic servant. 

Forwards extract from report of inspector 
of Lunatic Asylum, Christchurch, and 
notifies that his suggestion will be 
carried out. Replies that Resident 
Magistrates and Justices o f the Peace have 
in every instance forwarded Medical 
Certificates with patients committed t o 
the asylum . 

Lunatic Asylum. F o rwards annual report for 
1874. 

F orwards petltion from attendants asking 
for an increase in salary . Includes report 
on lunati c asylums in New Zealand by Dr 
Paley 25 November 1873. 

Claim of John Bible, an inmate of th e 
Lunatic As ylum, for remuneration f o r his 
services. 

Female Staff - Whau Lunatic Asylum. 
Correspondence with Resident Surge o n r e 
appointments. 

Res Surgeon forwards letter from Mr Fox, 
Manager of an amateur entertainment group , 
offering to perform f o r inmates of Asylum. 
Approved. 

Res Surgeon, Lunatic Asylum, Whau, has 
accepted the invitation of Ho bson band of 
Minstrel s to give an entertainment at the 
Asylum. 

Correspondence with Daniel Lo wry and 
Resident Surgeon re appointment of Lowry. 

Correspondence with Inspect o r & Pr ov 
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Surgeon, re submission & publication of 
annual report. , 

1876/826 Correspondence with Inspector A.C. & J. 
Bidwell, Auckland, re Harriet Billies 
admitted to the Lunatic Asylum and shortly 
after discharged . 

1876/1187 Correspondence concerning an inquiry into 
the conduct of Dr Aickin, Mrs Lawrence 
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